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PREFACE

Thewords
*

modernism
'

and
*

modernist
'

are used throughout
this essay with exclusive reference to the movement which is

its subject, i.e. to die movement in the Roman Catholic

Church which began about 1890, was condemned in the

encyclical Pascendi in 1907, and lasted till about 1910. This

usage is determined by considerations of convenience, and it

is not intended to deny the propriety ofgiving to these words
that much wider application which is now current especially
in England and America. They were indeed originally

applied
1 to the movement with whichwe are here concerned,

and it is permissible to regret their application to other move-
ments and to other groups of persons, which, however
similar in some respects, have in view a different, and even a

directly opposite, aim. Such regrets have been expressed by
more than one English writer.2 They are however idle. The
wider and more comprehensive usage is now securely

established among us; both its existence and its legitimacy
were in fact acknowledged by Tyrrell as early as 1909.2

Nevertheless, since I need here some single term to denote the

particular movement and group of persons which form the

subject ofmy essay, I restrict myselfto the original, narrower

usage, which still retains its ascendancy in France.

* This statement requires qualification, ifthe occasional use ofthe words

by earlier writers is taken into account; see Appendix: i p. 270 below.
3

E.g. by A. Fawkes in a letter to Tlie Times, February 19th, 1914

'

mystery* p. 265. Cp. C. W. Emrnet, Journal ofReligion

1922), p. 562; S. C. Carpenter, Church and people lySg-iSSp (1933), pp-

*43 578; J. S. Bezzant, Theology (August, 1933), P- xoo; The Times

Literary Supplement (October 12m, 1933), p. 680.
3

Christianity at the cross roads, p. 3 ; cp. Medievalism, pp. 143 f
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Perhaps a yet further restriction ought also to be men-

tioned. Modernism in the Roman Catholic Church was not

a single, unified movement, but a complex of movements.

They fall into two main divisions, for doctrinal modernism

was largely separate, and is in any case easily separable, from

sociological modernism. 1 The 'Christian democrat' move-
ments in France and Italy, whose course was more or less

contemporaneous with that of doctrinal modernism, were

not condemned by the pope in the encyclical Pasccndi, but on

other occasions. This in itself explains their exclusion from

the scope of this essay; if they enter into it at all, they do so

only indirectly.

Its prescribed subject was *Tlic origins and outcome of the

modernist movement condemned by the encyclical Pasccndi

gregis*. The greater part ofmy essay consists of an investiga-
tion of the course of the movement itself, rather than speci-

fically of its origins and outcome. The reasons for this

qaethod of treating the subject arc readily explained. It is

impossible to take for granted any definition or description

ofwhat the movement was, or ofwhat were its principles or

doctrines. The whole subject is one about which widely
different opinions are held. It would be futile to try to trace

the ancestry of, and the influences which moulded, a

character in history, or the outcome ofhis activity, unless his

identity and the distinguishing features of his life were
evident. Afortiori this applies to a movement in which many
different persons were engaged, and ofwhich the character-

istics were anything but simple and coherent. It is therefore

necessary to investigate and to understand the character of
the movement itself in order to appreciate in what sense,

and to what extent, it had, or could be expected to have,

any specific origins and outcome. Moreover, to follow the

course of the movement, and in particular the careers of the

two most prominent figures who took part in it, is to go a
1

Cp, E. Buonaiuti, Le modernismc
catltoligtie, pp. 98
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long way towards discovering the nature of its origins and
outcome.

I do not know ofany book that covers the same ground or
that is constructed on the same plan as the present essay. In

the bibliography (see pp. 274-9 below) I have marked with
an asterisk those books to which I am consciously most
indebted. In the text or in the notes I have tried to acknow-

ledge as fully as possible the sources from which I have
derived particular pieces of information, and also to make
clear where I have depended at all closely on the work of
others.

While in connexion with each part of the essay I have
carried my investigations and verifications as far as time and

opportunity permitted, the subject is so vast and so varied

that I cannot claim to have produced more than a general
introduction to it. There does not exist such an introduction

in English. The books ofArchdeacon Lilley and Miss Petre,
both ofwhich bear the title Modernism, valuable as they are,

are more restricted in their scope. The two best studies of
the movement as a whole, those in French by Houtin and

Riviere, are written on plans which have not suited my
purpose, within, limits which I have had to exceed, and from

points of view neither ofwhich is my own.

A. R. V.

The Oratory House

Cambridge

February 1934





INTRODUCTION
If the encyclical Pascendi (September 8th, 1907)* "were by
itself a reliable introduction to die subject of this essay, we
should begin our inquiry into the origins and outcome ofthe
modernist movement with certain clear suppositions. It

would lead us to suppose that there had been actively at work
in the Roman Catholic Church, for at least some years

previous to the date of the encyclical, a 'school' of thinkers

and writers, both priests and laymen, whose object was to

achieve a complete bouleversement of Catholicism in its

traditional form. If the doctrines of this school had seemed
to lack

*

order and systematic arrangement', this was due to

a
*

clever device'. In reality, the 'modernist system' was a

coherent whole; the connexion between its various parts
could be clearly distinguished. The system proceeded from a

philosophical foundation, viz. 'agnosticism', according to

which 'human reason is confined entirely within the field of

phenomena', to a doctrine of 'vital immanence', according to

which the explanation ofreligion 'must certainly be found in

the life of man'. From these premises the theology, the

history, the criticism and the apologetics of the modernist

school followed in a strict and logical sequence. 'Their

historico-critical conclusions are the natural outcome oftheir

philosophical principles/ 'Their system does not consist in

scattered and unconnected theories, but, as it were, in a

closely connected whole, so that it is not possible to admit one

without admitting all.'
2

If these suppositions were accepted as a working hypo-
thesis, the method of our inquiry would be plainly indicated.

First, we should study the works of the modernists, in order

* References are to the Bug. trans, of the encyclical in Paul Sabatier's

Modernism (1908), pp. 231-346.

Op. ciL pp. 288, 309,

VRC i
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to test and amplify the account of their system which is con-

tained in the encyclical Next, we should investigate the

process by which the system was developed, and the special

contribution to its development of the various members of

the school. Thence, we should try to trace back its central

ideas and principles
to their ultimate origins. As for the

outcome ofthe movement, we should examine the effects of

its condemnation within the Roman Church, and seek to

discover what influence, since it was condemned there, the

modernist system has had elsewhere.

If, however, we did adopt this procedure, we should

quickly discover that the encyclical is not a reliable intro-

duction to our subject, and that to accept its account of the

character of the movement, even as a working hypothesis,

would be extremely misleading. For it would become evi-

dent that those, who by common admission were the most

prominent modernists, unite in testifying that there was no
*

modernist system*, that their thought had no strict or

logical coherence, and in fact that there was no such thing as

a
*

modernist school'. Nor is there any reason to suppose that

this lack of "order and systematic arrangement' was due to

a 'clever device', or that the modernists
*

deliberately and

advisedly' advocated doctrines, contrary one to another, so

as to give a false impression of their attitude. 1 Not only does

a perusal of their writings contradict the supposition that

what we have to do with is the system of a school, but in

particular it contradicts, what is a leading contention of the

encyclical, that the historico-crirical methods and conclusions

of the modernists were consequent upon, and derived from,

preconceived philosophical principles.

It should be observed that we have not to consider whether

it is possible out ofthe writings ofthe modernists to construct

a logically coherent system. By a sufficiently ingenious

process of selection and abstraction it would be possible to

*
pp. cit. p. 262.
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construct such a system out ofmuch more disparate material.

We have to ask (a) whether a system was implicit obviously
none was explicit in their works, and

(b) whether the

system ofthe encyclical has a primafacie claim to be regarded
as a true representation. Now the modernists themselves, if

they agree about nothing else, agree that both these questions,
and especially the latter, must be answered in the negative.

The so-called modernists (wrote M. Loisy in 1908) are not a

homogeneous and united group, as one would suppose if one

consulted the papal encyclical, but a quite limited number of

persons, who share the desire to adapt the Catholic religion to the

intellectual, moral, and social needs of the present time

The pope's exposition of the modernist doctrines is practically
a fantasy of the theological imagination, whereas he has ignored
what is the most important, one might say the only essential,

question. . . . Pius X attributes to (the modernists) a system con-

ceived after the manner ofthe scholastic theories, where not one of

them will recognize himself, and he condemns them en bloc in the

name of his own system. . . . The fact is that they have never

formed in the Church a sect nor a party, nor even a school; that

they have worked on very diverse fields . . .and that, ifthey have

found themselves in agreement on certain points, and in the first

instance on the necessity of a reform of Catholic teaching, it is

because they have entered by different routes into the current of

contemporary thought, and that, through varied experiences,

they have reached the same conclusion This state of things is

misconceived from the beginning to the end of the papal en-

cyclical
1

What M. Loisy said then, he has reiterated since.
1* Indeed he

had in effect said as much as early as 1903 in the introduction

to Autour d'un petit livre?

Not less emphatically did Tyrrell, who ofother modernists

*
Simples reflexions, pp. I4, 149-52; cp. pp. i8F. 117, 155, 188, 245,

269
* M&noires, I, 477, 535, ir, 22, 565-70, in, 71, et passim.
3
Pp. xviiif.

1-2
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is acknowledged to have been the most prominent, protest
that the encyclical travestied the movement. 'With all due

respect to the Encyclical Pasccndi, Modernists wear no uniform

nor are they sworn to the defence of any system; still less

of that which His Holiness has fabricated for them/ 1 This

objection to the papal representation of the movement was
raised by nearly all the other leading modernists, e.g. by von

Hiigel, Miss Petre, Fogazzaro, Buonaiuti, Schnitzcr and Le

Roy,
s and also its justice has been acknowledged by many

who have studied the movement with sympathy from with-

out or in retrospect. Thus, for instance, the Anglican A. L,

Lilley wrote in 1907:

This supposed Modernist system is but a perverse figment of the

imagination of the clever and inveterate!y scholastic theologian to

whom Pius X entrusted the drafting of the Encyclical No one
who knows anything of the various movements co-ordinated by
this writer. . .under the name ofModernism can fail to detect the

unfairness or wilful blindness of that lust of systcm-mongcring
which has impelled him to Ms task.3

Moreover, an orthodox Roman Catholic may now admit
the abstract and artificial character ofthe modernist system as

*
Medievalism, p. 106, Cp. Christianity at the cross roads, p. 3, Hibhcrt

Journal (January, 1908), pp. 347f, and a letter from Tyrrell, which is

quoted by E. Buonaiuti, Lc modcrnistm
catholigttc, p. 1:45.

a See von HugcTs letters to Loisy in the kttcr's Mdmoircs, n 569 , cp,
ii, 559; M. D. Petre, Modernism, pp. xi4 ; T. Gallarati-Scotti, Tlie

life of
Antonio Pogazzaro, pp. 277 ff.; Buonaiuti, Lc modernism catholiqm, pp.
47 ff.; J. Scmiitzer, Dcr kattwlische Modemistnus, p. 4; E, Le Roy, Doguw ct

critique, pp. io8f. Cp. The programme of modernism, p. 16,
3

Modernism, pp. 25 8 Cp. G. C. Rawlinson, Remit French tcmlamcs

(1917), pp. 37f.; G. la Piana, *A review ofItalian modernism* in Harvard

Theological Review (October, 1916), pp. 371, 373; Ch. Guigncbcrt,
Modernism et tradition catholique en France (1908), p. 154, Le christiantsme
medieval et moderne

(1922), p. 303, and Revue
historique, cuax, 104 f.;

R. Gout, L'affaire Tyrrell (1910), pp. 201 ; F. Heiler, Dcr Kntiwlizismm

(1923), p. xxxi; J. R Bethune-Balcer, The way of modernism (1927), p. 3 ;

M. Goguel, Revue d'histoire et de philosophic religicuses, xii, 90.
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constructed in the encyclical. Perhaps at the time of its

promulgation, when to applaud the encyclical was a con-

dition of orthodoxy, and when its infallibility was being

freely canvassed,
1

this admission could hardly be made by
those who wished to avoid the suspicion of heresy. M. J.

Riviere, however, in his Le modernisme dans V&glise (1929),
bound as he is to defend the papal condemnation ofmodern-

ism, at the same time allows that it would be a mistake to

look in the encyclical for the reproduction of a doctrine

which in the form stated had already existed in the Church.

It was not the intention of the pope to summarize the con-

ceptions of any particular author, but rather to disengage by
abstraction a general idea from a multiplicity of individual

cases. Everyone should agree, he says, with the opponents of

the encyclical in recognizing the individual originality of the'

principal modernists. The pope wanted to present only un

modernisme sch^matique, which is useful in discovering the

significance and extent of its concrete manifestations.*

The modernist system of the encyclical may then be re-

garded as a convenient fiction, which has been repudiated

by those whose conceptions it purports to synthetize. The

modernists had not formulated a new system with which

they proposed to replace the received system. On the con-

trary, ifwe admit their own testimony, their writings repre-

sented no more than a number of individual and, for the

most part, independent attempts to adapt the received

system to the exigencies of modern knowledge and culture.

But it may still be asked whether these attempts did in fact

have a common philosophical origin in that they proceeded
from the acceptance of certain specific abstract principles

*
Tyrrell showed himself a bad prophet when he wrote in. The Times

(October 1st, 1907) :

*

Not even the extreme theologians will pretend that

an. encyclical of this kind has the slightest claim, to be considered an

ecumenical and so far "infallible" document'. See Catholic Encyclo-

]Ww,art.
*

Modernism*, and J. Riviere,Le modernisme dans
I'tiglise (1929),

p. 365.
a
Op. cit. pp. 366
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which, since they constituted a denial of the fundamental

postulates
of Catholic orthodoxy, vitiated in advance all

their conclusions. 1 Here, again, the modernists themselves

declare that their proposed reforms of Catholic teaching did

not have their point of origin in the adoption of any philo-

sophical presuppositions,
but in a determination to face and

accept die general development of modern scientific know-

ledge, and, in particular, the results of biblical and historical

criticism.
2

It was this determination that forced them to

realize that much of the commonly accepted system of

traditional orthodoxy, as taught in the theological schools,

required modification and restatement. And it was from this

approach that they proceeded, in so far as they proceeded at

all, to broach wider philosophical and theological questions.

The statement of the encyclical that 'their historico-critical

conclusions were the natural outcome of their philosophical

principles
'

was therefore an inversion ofthe facts. The extent

to which, and the manner in which, they proposed philo-

sophical or theological restatements of the orthodox position

depended for the most part on the particular nature of their

respective individual intellectual interests. But, even in the

case of those whose interests were predominantly philo-

sophical, their attitude to history and criticism was the factor

by which their heterodoxy was measured.-^

1
Sec, for Instance, van Loo, Kantiswe et moJcrnisme (15)17), PP"

*

Parti du double principc kanticn dc Fagnostieisme (mbjectivisme

thdorique) et de 1'autonomic (subjcctivisnic m<5thodiqtie), Mtissant son

systeme doctrinal sur le sable mouvant de la
speculation personnel le, il

dtait nfessaire quc le modcrniste, pour defencire et protcger scs (^lucu-

brations, s'appuyat sur Ya priorisine le plus cxclusif. Or tout a priori 6tmt

d'ordrc dmo'tiomiel nc pent quc troublcr profondement revolution dc la

pens<e scicntifique et la conduirc a Tabhne des crrcurs Ics plus absurdes *.

Cp. ibid. p. 170.
3 The orthodox L. dc Grandmaison agreed that modernism originated

in tliis way, sec fituJes (September 20th 1923), pp. 647
3

B.^.
see pp. xSyf. below.
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Alfred Fawkes was repeating what Loisy, Tyrrell and
others had asserted from the begimiing, when in 1927 he said:

In the encyclical Pascendi. . .an attempt. . .is made to transfer

the question with which it deals that of Modernism from die

ground of fact to that of speculation. It represents the issues as

philosophical The question between Modernism and the

Church is primarily historical; one ofknowing, or not knowing,
certain facts. These facts are concerned with various subject
matter with Christian origins, with Scripture, with comparative

religion, with the science of the mind. If we have a turn for

speculation, our knowledge will no doubt arrange itself under

certain categories and dispose us to certain generalizations. But to

account for Modernism in this way, or to associate it with any
particular generalizations or speculative principles, is to put the

cart before the horse. It is the premises which lead to the con-

clusion, not the conclusion to the premises.
1

Our object is to apprehend the modernist movement as it

actually was in its concrete reality; we must refuse to be

dominated by any abstract theory about it or to admit the

presuppositions ofthose who have an interest in looking at it

from only one angle and in taking only a partial view of it.

Ifwe may believe the modernists themselves, their movement
was not comparable with, for example, the Tractarian move-
ment in the Church ofEngland; they were not a body ofmen
in close fellowship with one another who set themselves to

1 The Modern Churchman, xvn, 330. Cp. A. Loisy, Simples reflexions, pp.

30 , M^moires, n, 390, ra, 215 ; G, Tyrrell, Medievalism, pp. 93, io8, 127,

The Church and the future, p. 15; The programme of modernism, pp. i5fF. ;

Miss Petre, in the Hibbert Journal (October, 1925), writes: Catholic

Modernism was an effort to combine the latest claims of science and

history and democracy with the spiritual teaching of the Church, and to

obtain right of citizenship for die scholar, whose sole aim qua scholar was

scientific and historic truth, in the Church to which he submitted his

religious life and conduct* (p. 83). For a recognition of this by an outside

observer see BL R. Mackintosh in the London Quarterly Review (April,

1915 ), p. 232 :

*

The Modernist point ofdeparture is not found, as might be

supposed, in the realm of theology proper, but in that of history and

Biblical criticism*.
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propagate certain clearly defined principles. They did not

form a school like the Ritschlians, where a number ofdisciples
extended and developed the thought of an acknowledged
master. Nor were they organized like the present-day

Anglican Modern Churchmen; they had no society corre-

sponding to the
*

Churchmen's Union \ they held no annual

conferences, they published no official periodical They were

a number ofindividual Roman Catholics, who in one way or

another came to realize that the received teaching of their

Church was out of harmony with contemporary thought,
and who decided to do what they could to promote a reform

of the Church's teaching.
1

Broadly speaking, they opined
that it had remained stationary, or at least static, since the

middle ages, and that it failed to take account ofthe immense

advance in human knowledge which had taken place since

then. But they were never agreed on any one program of

reform, and their proposed restatements oil Catholic teaching
differed substantially from one another. Whether, if the

movement had been tolerated by the ecclesiastical authorities,

it would have grown into a 'school', an organization, a

party, it is impossible to say, and it is idle to speculate* It was
in fact condemned and ruthlessly suppressed before it had
even approximated to such a stage of growth. The fugitive

attempts to organize groups of modernists, which were
made after 1907, all proved abortive.

Its lack ofcohesion, its incongruous and almost spasmodic
character, make every generalization about Catholic modern-
ism hazardous. The very term

*

modernism* in itself invites

misapprehension; it implies a classification of what can be
classified only with severe qualifications. It y a autant de

1

*L'objet essenticl du mouvement.,.<Jtait, tout en restant sur le

terrain catholique et satis porter atteinte & VwitA de
1'jSglisc, etc romprc

1'absolutisme de la croyaiice thdologique, de refondrc surtout Jc regime
intellectuel de F%lise ct son enseignemcnt

1

(Loisy, Ufiglisc et k France

(1925), p. 101).
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modernismes que de modernistes is a saying that occurs more
than once in French writings on the subject;

1
it is a saying

which ought to be constantly borne in mind.

Our method of inquiry into the origins and outcome of
the movement wiH be different from what it would have

been ifwe were able to regard the apparent implications of
the encyclical Pascendi as justified. The movement cannot be

rightly understood unless it is seen as a result of the discord

between modern knowledge and traditional Roman Catholic

orthodoxy. It consisted of various efforts to remove this

discord on the part of convinced Roman Catholics who
wanted to combine the culture of their time with the pro-
fession of their religion. It has been truly observed* that the

distinction between a modernist and an innovator, pure and

simple, is that the former wanted to maintain a continuity, at

least apparent and verbal, an institutional continuity, between

the new and the traditional positions. The clash between

modern culture and traditional orthodoxy^ became in-

creasingly evident during the course of the nineteenth

century, and several attempts were made to remove it by
those who were designated

'

liberal Catholics '. The modernist

movement was, from this point of view, the last and most

thoroughgoing of a series of similar movements,4 and a

survey or those that preceded it will both disclose the

historical situation out of which it arose and also serve as a

1 See A. Houtin, Le Phe Hyadnthe (1924), m, 117; Loisy, Mlmoires,
ra 212; S. Leblanc, Un ckrc qui ria pas trahi (1931), p. 83.

a By L. de Grandmaison, Etudes (September 20th, 1923), pp. 644
3 Dr H. L. Stewart, in his Modernism, past andpresent (1932), studies this

subject in a much wider context than we need to do here. His book is

only incidentally concerned with modernism in the sense in which we are

using the term; its real subject is the relation between conservative and

progressive tendencies throughout the history of Christianity.
4 Thus G, Weill, in his Histoire du catholidsme liberal en France 1828-1908

(1909), treats the modernist movement as the third phase of liberal

Catholicism.
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background against which its own distinctive characteristics

can be more clearly seen. The modernists were the successors

of the nineteenth-century liberal Catholics, but they were

more than that.

Part i of this essay is therefore intended to portray those

aspects ofthe history ofthe Roman Church in tne nineteenth

century which are specially relevant to the origins of the

modernist movement. We must, however, be on our guard

against supposing that any apparent anticipations ofmodern-
ism which we may meet contributed directly to the origins
ofthe movement. In 1913 a Protestant professor published a

book1 in which he affected to demonstrate that modernism
was a continuation of the work of the Catholic school of

Tubingen of which Mohler was the outstanding figure. As
a matter of fact, neither Loisy, nor Tyrrell, nor even the

Germanic von Hugcl, was influenced by Mohler and his

school, however similar may be some of the ideas they put
forward. In his review of the book, to which reference lias

just been made, M, Loisy wrote:

The modernism which we knew was not die following up of
another movement; it did not continue a school; it was bom
chiefly of a situation; and if the solutions which it proposed
resemble more or less those of Moliler and the other members of
the Tubingen school, that is because the present situation of
Catholicism resembles still in many respects that of 1815-40?

Part i purports to convey an accurate impression ofwhat this

situation was.

Parts n and in are devoted to a comprehensive study ofthe
careers ofthe two chiefmodernists, Loisy and Tyrrell, whose
personal history, intellectual interests, and religious tempera-
ment were anything but identical Part iv contains a slighter

* E. Vermeil,Jean-Adam Mohler et flcok mtMique de Tubingue (zfa f-
1840), Me sur la tMologie romantigue en Wurtmlmg et ks oMnc$ e&-
tnaniques du modernisme.

" 4

3 See Mtmoires, ni 268
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sketch of the other more important manifestations of
modernism. Since the movement consisted of a number of
individual attempts to set forward a revision of traditional

orthodoxy, a complete investigation of its origins would
necessitate a study of the life and work of each individual

modernist. That is obviously beyond the scope ofthe present

essay; but the procedure which we have adopted, while it

avoids the dangers of excessive abstraction and classification,

yet ensures that no significant characteristic ofthe movement
will be left out of account. How far the modernists were
indebted (a) to earlier writers, whether Catholic or non-

Catholic, and (b) to contemporary influences and experiences,
and also how far their own work was strictly speaking

original, will become evident in the course of our inquiry.
Part v is a study ofthe outcome of the movement, first of

its effects within the Roman Church, and then of the in-

fluence which it has exercised elsewhere.





PART I

THE ROMAN CHURCH IN THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY





Chapter i

THE BEGINNING OF THE
CATHOLIC REVIVAL

"The French Revolution is the most important event in the

life ofmodern Europe It brought on the stage ofhuman
affairs forces which have moulded the thoughts and actions of
men ever since, and have taken a permanent place among the

formative influences of civilisation/1 These forces were, in

the first instance, political the ideals of liberty, fraternity
and equality, the principles of the sovereignty of the people
and or personal freedom. But the Revolution was associated

in its happening, and stiU more has been associated in retro-

spect, with those widespread movements in philosophy and

literature, in art and religion, which distinguish the passing
of the eighteenth century into the nineteenth. The periods
into which history is commonly divided are not of course so

'hard and fast* as our manner of describing them suggests.
The characteristic features of a reign or of a century are

necessarily generalizations to which there may have been

many particular exceptions. Nor do these characteristic

features fall down suddenly from heaven; they are moulded

by the past as much as by the present. Thus, ifwe say that the

French Revolution, which represents the political birthday of

modern Europe, may also be taken to represent the emer-

gence of nineteenth-century culture in general, we do not

suppose that the Age of the Enlightenment ended and the

Romantic revival began precisely in the year 1789.

The Age -of the Enlightenment was not a glorious period
in the history of any of the Churches. Its depreciation of

religious enthusiasm is notorious, and it cannot be pretended
* The Cambridge Modem History (1907), vin, 754.
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that the absence offanaticism was accorded the recompense of

solid and profound virtue. It was a time when 'it was easy

to talk of the loftiest virtues^without jpractisiii^evSirifliE

lowterTlf'was'an age orrationalisrnin the sense that the

capaoty of the self-enlightened human intellect to settle all

the problems that were presented to it was hardly doubted.

The temper of philosophy was cold and static; the vast en-

richment of the field of empirical knowledge, which was to

come to fruition in the next century, was almost unsuspected.

Its intellectual constructions were at once artificial and

superficial la literature classicism reigned supreme; all

novelty and freshness were severely discountenanced. The
Churches retained their established positions, and they were

content to live on their past, The practice of religion, such as

it was, was conventional. The traditional theology, whether

in its Catholic or Protestant form, was moribund, and the

writers and thinkers of the time, even if for the sake of

propriety they treated it with a patronizing tolerance, in

effect ignored its claims upon their allegiance. The Roman
Church, in particular, produced no giants to compare with

those ofthe Grand Sikle, no bishops of the stature ofBossuct

and F6nelon, no scholar-mystics like Pascal The controver-

sies of the period, such as that between the Jesuits and the

Jansenists, were barren survivals.

In 1789 a complacent Europe was rudely awakened by the

outbreak of the French Revolution. What the ultimate

effects of this awakening might be could hardly be foreseen,

but at least the whole political and social fabric of the

anden regime was shaken to its foundations, and established

institutions, not only in Prance, but everywhere, were

sensitive to the upheaval. The Roman Church had been

securely bound up with the old order; was it capable of

surviving the transition to the new? Events in Prance, during
the last ten years ofthe century, did not appear to offer many

*
J. Oman, The problem offaith andfreedom (1906), p. 142*
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grounds for hope. The Revolution had not at first attempted
to abolish the Church, or to make a complete and abrupt break
with the Catholic religion; but, provoked by the 'essentially

reactionary attitude of the Holy See', its hostility grew in

intensity until its policy was one ofunmitigated persecution.
In 1799, when the pope, who had been transported into

captivity in France in the previous year, died, 'the triumph
of the Republic over the Church seemed complete'.

1

If the times were politically disastrous for the Church,

intellectually they were scarcely less so. It is enough to recall

that the whole structure of scholasticism, which, in spite of
the inroads of Cartesianism and of the decadence into which
it had fallen, had since the Council of Trent maintained its

position as the immutable form of orthodoxy, had been

lately undermined by the work of Immanuel Kant (1724-

1804). *Kant had done in the sphere of thought what the

French Rcrrohrw^
the'sj^

KaHlirOT^
order, and had made a new start possible by clearing the

ground once for all of an inveterate growth of old pre-
tensions to transcend the common lot of man.'*

However, those who in 1799 may have supposed that the

Church ofRome was politically and intellectually bankrupt
were soon to be disillusioned. In the very first years of the

new century there occurred two events which were an

earnest of the revival of Catholicism. In 1801 Napoleon
made with the papacy the Concordat which, if it did not

restore to the Church all the rights that it claimed and had

formerly possessed, at least entitled him to boast with some

truth that he was rebuilding the altars that had been over-

thrown in the Revolution. The terms of the Concordat, and

still more Napoleon's subsequent treatment of the Church,

1 C. S. Phillips, The Church in France 178^-1848 (1929), pp. 19, 36,
3 C. C. J. "Webb, A history ofphilosophy (1915), p. 210; cp. Wilfrid

Ward, W. G. Ward and the Catholic revival (1912), p. 424 n.

VKC 2
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could not of course be regarded with satisfaction by loyal or

discerning Catholics, for it was only too evident that he was

interested in religionjust in so far as it could be turned to the

service of his own ambitions. Nevertheless, the Concordat

made it clear that the Catholic religion was still a power
which had to be reckoned with, even if the reckoning con-

sisted chiefly in its exploitation.

The Concordat promised rather than secured to the Church

political restoration; the publication in 1802 of Chateau-

briand's Le Genie du Christianisme was the first important

sign of die spiritual
and intellectual revival of Catholicism,

which indeed it did much to initiate and to promote. This

revival is one of the most striking characteristics of the nine-

teenth century. Chateaubriand's work betokened that the

sm was going; to flow iuto
?

sflCKt
>' ,V4 (i

f
f ',!

|V* 4, ,".

c romantic revival in life and letters

ir back into the eighteenth century; Rousseau, if

not its first, was its most remarkable and influential herald. 1

But it was due to Chateaubriand, and other writers in other

countries who followed him, that the romantic movement

directly stimulated a revival of Catholicism. For, however
this movement be defined, it undoubtedly involved a return

from the cold and artificial abstractions of the intellect to

romance and emotion, to mystery and adventure, to a sense

ofthe supernatural and the superhuman. It was just on these

grounds that Chateaubriand based his new apologetic.

Le christiaiiismc scra-t-il moms vrai quand il paraitra plus
beau?. . .Sublime par rantiquk< de scs souvenirs, qui rcmoncenx
au bcrceau du monde, ineffable dans scs mysttres, adorable dans

ses sacreinents, itxt&essanc dans son histoire, oSleste dans sa morale,
riche et charmant clans ses pompcs, il reclame toutes les sortcs de

tableaux^

1 For Rousseau's influence on the Catholic revival, sec P, 1VL Masson,
Rousseau et la restaumtion rdlgfouse (1916).

*
Op. dt* pt I, cL L
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The appeal of an apologetic of this kind was immense to a

generation which valued sentiment above reason. J|,,j^Jji,

effect an appeal to believe in Catholicism, not because it, i,s
.,,-* v. t*.a ^MM'-j*-*'., ',%/ v

t
." i .''tfrt'^'. '"' .*,, Wi, *\vv; r 4 ;;, j ;

- ^ ^ r
,v y ,-,,,, Ni.W'v ; v

'

,.''*<?

true, but because it is beautiful, wystprious ^^d charming.
^JNM<^'M'^vMjf^'4C> .'.*V\'V"

"<y'"''TJ
''""'' t'.i' r' rtl-jL ;.'< .'

' v* '*'>/'., ,'fc ''V-J'-.T?.'>

ine Catnoiic revival thus derived its impulse, as it con-

tinued to derive its strength, from an appeal that was

essentially romantic as contrasted with rationalist. The

tendency of the hue of its distinguished apologists, ofwhom
Chateaubriand was the first, was to disregard or to despise
the contemporaneous movement in the direction ofscientific

research and historical criticism. This, they supposed, was a

legacy of eighteenth-century rationalism, which they could

afford to ignore, or blindly to attack. Their appeal was to the

glamour ofthe past; they were not aware ofwhat science and

criticism were doing, or were about to do, to render this

appeal in its traditional form ineffective.

Le Ginie du Christianisme, whatever its defects, had in the

circumstances of the time the effect of making Catholicism

intellectually respectable and emotionally attractive. More-

over, the persecutions of both the Revolutionary and

Napoleonic periods had done much to purify and strengthen
the life of the Church. Thus, when at length the yoke of the

oppressor was removed and the Church was restored with

the Bourbon monarchy, the conditions favoured a genuine
revival of religion. But what course would the revival take?

Would Catholics adopt a purely reactionary policy? Or
would they recognize that, whatever else might be possible,

a return to the pre-Revolutionary statusquowas not? We shall

first notice the course ofthe Catholic revival in France, for it

was there that the two movements which it produced the

new ultramontanism and liberal Catholicism first became

conspicuous, and we shall then turn to its corresponding
manifestations elsewhere.

2-2
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THE NEW ULTRAMONTANISM AND
LIBERAL CATHOLICISM IN FRANCE,

1814-1848

During the period of the Restoration (1814-30) the official

Church, i.e. the hishops and clergy, was predominantly

reactionary and increasingly determined to
*

close up the last

wounds ofthe Revolution'. And in France reaction meant a

return to Gallicanism. The royal prerogatives' were exalted

ala3*ffie*foBTffiadrofthe Churcn were regarded as, by divine

providence, inextricably bound up with those of the Bour-
bons. The propping of the altar against the worm-eaten
throne was a suicidal policy, and the re-establishment of
Catholicism might have been as short-lived as that of the

legitimist monarchy, were it not that meanwhile fresh and

gathering forces of life and thought had appeared within the

Church.

First, there was the new ultraniontanism of which Joseph
de Maistre (1754-1821) was the original exponent. Why
new? Ultramontanism the assertion of the papal claims,

especially the claim to infallibility was no new doctrine. It

had for instance been espoused by F6nclon in opposition to

the Gallicanism ofBossuct. But hitherto it had been a matter
for theological discussion, which did not necessarily involve

anything more than the extent of the papal and royal pre-
rogatives. In any case, the French Church had remained

stedfastly Galilean; the prevailing emphasis was on the

national, and not on, the papal, prerogatives. Now, however,
ultraniontanism in its most absolute form was advocated as

the sovereign cure for all the ills of Europe, as the funda-
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mental principle on which both the order of society and the

structure of religion ought in future to be based.

De Maistre had lived through the period ofthe Revolution
and the chaotic years that followed; he had been driven to

the conclusion that its principles, and most of all the idea of

liberty, were utterly subversive and inevitably resulted in

chaos. He did not make the mistake of supposing that a

reversion to the conditions existing before was either possible
or desirable. A new order of society had to be built, and the

first and essential need was a strong and absolute centre of

authority to serve as its basis. He argued that the papacy was
the only institution that was capable of serving this purpose,
and that it was divinely intended to do so. With an extreme

assertion of papal absolutism de Maistre himself combined
a system of regal absolutism; indeed at every point he

exalted the claims of authority and denied those offreedom.

But it is his doctrine of papal absolutism that has influenced

in one way or another the whole subsequent history of the

Roman Church. 1 His most important book, Du pape? was

published in 1817. Similar doctrines were at the time being
advocated by other writers, notably by the philosopher de

Bonald; but it was de Maistre who gave them their greatest

vogue.
The other new movement, which originated during the

period of the Restoration, and which in 1830 was ready to

burst into a generous vitality, was that which came to be

known as
*

liberal Catholicism'. This the point needs to be

stressed in view oflater history was in its 'origin'
an: bfiSKoot

<3ftlt6"iiew" 'i^tomohtanism.
1 '

'JreEate cte 'tamenriais
1

/t782-
^u^^â \^^^3ifM^'^^ *?.'<>; ., ''V.vX'V '.;9 'Wa'J**"..,kAMV,'4

.(, .,,.,. ,<*; |,' r,\,c<nv-

1854), its Founder, was in me first phase of ms eaifeer as

completely ultramontane and as completely royalist as de

Maistre himself. When he ceased to be a royalist, he remained

an ultramontane; in fact he ceased to be a royalist precisely

*
Cp, Wilfrid Ward, op. cit. p. 85.

Eng. trans, by Aeneas McD. Dawson, The Pope (1850).
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because the monarchy seemed irretrievably committed to

Gallicanism.

In i829Laniennais published his Desprogr&s de la Revolution

et de la guerre contre r&glise, and this may be said to mark the

birth of liberal Catholicism, since in it, abandoning his faith

in the monarchy, he shows for the first time definite sympathy
with liberalism and ^^-pwagigi^pf

the Revolution. The

second Revolutio^Quly, 1830) fourfei him and his disciples,

of whom the most* filtiM^te '^fi'tf 'the most important were

Lacordaire (1802-61) and Montalembert (1810-70), ready to

initiate a great crusade. The ^^Qliition, was f

to be, baptized;
the Church was to unite Itself witli tlie aspirations of tlie

people. Thus in the following October began the dramatic

story of L'Avenir. The newspaper's motto was: *God and

liberty'. The prospectus enunciated the liberties which were

claimed for Catholics and for all citizens:

(i) Liberty of conscience. This involves separation between the

Church and the state and the suppression of the budget des cultcs.

(2) Liberty of education. The state university, which had been

founded by Napoleon and had dominated the whole educational

system, would not provide for Catholics the education to which

they were entitled; they must therefore be free to have their own
schools. (3) Liberty of the press. (4) Liberty of association.

(5) Extension of the franchise. (6) The abolition of centralization

and the granting of liberty to communes.

It is not difficult to imagine the sensation that was caused

when with passionate eloquence a program of this kind was

put forward by Catholics. If it enlisted enthusiastic support,
it was not slow to encounter fierce opposition. The juste~
milieu government of the Citizen King was by no means

prepared for a thoroughgoing application
ofliberal principles

least of all in the interests of an extreme ultramontanism.

The French bishops naturally viewed with disfavour a

movement which they were powerless to control, and which
was entirely contrary to their traditional policy. To the
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older clergy the very idea of reconciling liberalism with
Catholicism was absurd. The circulation of the paper de-

creased rapidly when the episcopate began to prohibit it, and
this circumstance together with the interference of the

government determined Lamennais and his friends to appeal
to Rome. In November, 1831, after a short but glorious life

of only thirteen months* duration, L'Avenir was suspended.

Gregory XVI was not at all disposed to play the part which
these liberal ultramontanes had designed for him. He had not
the least sympathy with the principles ofthe Revolution nor

the least ambition to become the patron of democracy. His
-,. T ^/^^****,'lV4-,', \ 1 1 11 1

encyclical|Miran
vos 11832) condemned unequivocally the

policy of fe^fP^S^faSid it marks the end of the first stage of
the liberal Catholic movement and its first defeat.

rp T T
. ir i i i . ilo Lamennais limiselt, although with Lacordaire and

Montalembert he signed a declaration of submission, the

condemnation was a crushing blow. His faith in Catholicism

was based on his faith in the power of the papacy to re-

generate society. The Miran vos undermined the latter; the

collapse of the former was only a matter of time. It is easy
to say that the policy of L'Avenir was too extreme to be

practicable; it remains that ifthe pope had shown the slightest

sense of his opportunity and vocation in relation to the

modern world, Lamennais might have been saved for the

Church.

The liberal Catholics, although abandoned by the founder

and leader of their movement, and condemned by the pope,
to whom, as ardent ultramontanes, they had deliberately

appealed, were not suppressed. Lacordaire and Montalembert

were indeed convinced that the policy oUAvenir was im-

practicable, but their devotion to the principle ofliberty was

undiminished. The years that followed were given to activity

that was at once more prudent and more fruitful. It was

during the reign of Louis Philippe that Lacordaire both

delivered his courses of sermons at Notre Dame and estab-
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Hshed the Dominican order in France, and that Montal-

embert and others began to publish those historical works

whose object was to offer an apologetic for Catholicism by
painting an alluring picture of its past. They continued the

work which Chateaubriand had begun. GalHcanisni, though
it did not yet entirely disappear, now went finally out of

fashion. Ultramontanism seemed to be a doctrine of libera-

tion for the Church of France in its relations with a govern-
ment that was no longer Christian. The factors, which were
later to divide the ^tramontanes into rival parties, liberal and

intransigent, were not yet apparent. Thus Louis Vcuillot "was

MontalemBcrt's chief lieutenant in the campaign for educa-

tional liberty which was the main practical objective of the

Church at tins time. The demand for liberty was encouraged
when in 1846 Pius IX succeeded Gregory XVI and began, his

pontificate in a way which suggested that he himself was

going to pursue a liberal policy. When the Church welcomed
and blessed the Revolution of February","

f
8^8',^

JliiH wlieiilii

turti '"its'"' popularity"'was'^eiBui&Itccl 'at ttic elections which
followed, it seemed that liberal Catholicism had a victorious

future before it. *The alliance between religion and Re-

publicanism seemcd1Ec)r"a'Tew 'sliort montlis &fdii 'accompli?'
1

1 "Wilfrid Ward, op. cit. p. no.
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LIBERALS AND INTRANSIGENTS
IN FRANCE, 1848-1878

The revolutionary excesses ofJune, 1848, and the threat of
socialism, led to a speedy reaction. Only a small minority of
Catholics was prepared for experiments in economic, as

distinguished from political, revolution. The majority was

staunchly conservative. But a much more significant and

far-reaching division soon arose in the Catholic camp over

the perennial education question. La loi Falloux (i 850), while

it did not give Catholics all that they had asked for, gave
them a substantial extension of 'free education'. 1 Montal-
embert realized that this was as much as they could expect,
and he accepted the law with thanks. Veuillot, however,
treated him as a traitor, and adopted the attitude of "all or

nothing'. This controversy, typical of many others, occa-

sioned the separation of French Catholics into those two

groups the liberals and the intransigents which carried on
a bitter and continuous feud during the ensuing years. The

intransigents grew more and more aggressive and abusive,

narrow and irreconcilable; their organ, the Univers, was as

venomous towards liberals within the Church as towards

non-Catholics without. The liberals, on die other hand,

attempted under constant provocation to pursue a policy of

reconciliation.

We need not follow in detail this feud. Both groups, it

must be remembered, were ultramontane ancTBothjSopect to

1 By *free education* is meant liberty for Catholics to Lave their own
educational system apart from the state system. La loi Falloux gave them,

the right to have their own secondary, as well as primary, schools. Cp.
The Cambridge Modern History, xi, 130.
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carry the papacy
with thein. 1 Until 1864, and even aftcr-

wairds; "itiere seemed to Be some justification for these con-

tradictory hopes, for the pope by blaming the excesses of its

opponents encouraged first one party and then the other. It

was not so evident then, as it is now, that from 1848 onwards

his own sympathies were entirely conservative. In 1864 his

opposition to liberalism, to every policy which savoured of

reconciliation with modern society.jowwhs^
its climax and

remained there. The encyclical Quanta
cnra d the notorious

syllabus, with its condcmnatiofrttf
: the

-

proposition that the

Roman pontiff can and should reconcile himself with pro-

gress, liberalism and modern civilization, were the sequel to

the Mrari vos of 1832, and they represent the second defeat of

the liberal Catholic moycri^r'T^^ml^OWW the papal condemnation of

jts,.4^^r^^tp some extent they succeeded in doing so.

jDupanloup's ii^jgenious contention, which Montalembert is

*te^W'hWtf'dftSfobed as a masterpiece ofeloquent subterfuge,
3

that the pope had intended to condemn only what was bad

in modern civilization, met with considerable support from

the episcopate, and Rome itself went so far as to give it a

modified approval. Thus, the liberals, although they were

obviously labouring under fresh difficulties, were by no

means routed. Needless to say, the intransigents hailed the

encyclical and the syllabus with delight, and gave them their

most extreme interpretation.

When it became known that Pius IX was going to summon
an ecumenical council,

'

the liberal
'

Catholic* tirofcsscd to

wisi6'6nle"dlc prospectl
TClxe pope wished m> doubt to correct

*
Cp. A. Sabatier, The religions ofauthority and the religion 'oftfw Spirit,

p. 134: 'Even the liberal Catholics, strangely blind, taking sides with the

papacy against Galilean liberties and the civil power, laboured no less

efficaciously for the triumph ofthe Vatican dogma than the writers of the

pure theocratic school*. See also A, Lcroy-Beaulicu, Lcs catholiques

raux (1885), pp. 2I4'E
Lord Acton, History offreedom and other essays, p. 424.
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and remedy the,, b^di^xpressioii.diat had bppa rna4e by the

syllaBusfthey scouted the idea that the council would
vCSfufe upon a definition ofpapal infallibility. They were not
of course opposed to this doctrine; although they avoided
the exaggerations of Veuillot and the Univers, they were
sound ultramontanes. But they regarded the definition as

inopportune both on account of the effect which it would
have on opinion outside the Church and because of the use

that would be made of it by the intransigent party within.

The council and its consequences were about as humiliating

^^iMJs^r: the liberals. The definition was voted on
i8th, 1870; |n the mind of the victorious majority it

^tvte ;

tfiumph of papal absolutism. 'The decrees of the

Council ofthe Vatican were the decisive effort ofthe Roman
supremacy and ofultramontane doctrines against the liberty
of modern societies, against the assertions of reason and

science, and the claims and traditions ofnational Churches/1

Pius IX lived for eight years after his infallibility had been

defined. The Church was now a paradise for the intransi-

gents; the liberal Catholics were under a cloud. Any hopes
ofthe Church's reconciliation with modern society that they
still cherished had to be deferred. But they were not

inactive; some of them played a leading part in political
affairs. Their most notable achievement at this time was the

securing of a further extension of educational liberty. A law

of 1875 made possible the foundation of Catholic uni-

versities,* and this, as we shall see, had important conse-

quences. Th^
modernism.

Before we proceed to observe the manifestations ofliberal

Catholicism, prior to the accession ofLeo XIII, in Germany,

Italy and England, we may estimate the character of the

1 The Cawkrid&e Modern History, xn, 92.
* See A, Baudrillart, Vie de Mgr d'Huht, vol. I, chs. x and XL
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movement whose course iu France we have briefly traced.

The chief fact to notice is that the French liberal Catholics

were concerned to advocate political., and not theological,
liberalism, A. Lcroy-Beaulieu went so far as to say/

fc

"Le
catholicisme liberal". . .esttoujours. . .rest6purementpoliti~

quc, Stranger & la sphere religietise ou theologique, & la

discipline aussi bien qu'au dogmc',* As a general statement
this is undoubtedly true, but at the same time it needs

qualification. For it is by no means true that the differences

between the liberals and intransigents were restricted to

political issues. For instance, the liberalism ofMgr Maret, the
last of the Galileans, was not purely political An indication
of its scope can be gathered from the memoir which he
addressed to the bishops in 1862, and in the course of which
he wrote: *Nos sciences apolog&iques, I'cxdgfcsc, la critique
sacr6e la critique historiquc, la philosophic do nos saints

dogmes, offrcnt de grandes laeuues, cle grandes imper-
fections, qui appcllcnt, qui exigent uii grand mouvement de
renovation et de perfcctionncmcnt',.*

Nor, again, was die teaching of Louis Bantam, which was
condemned as jUeisme, or of Alphoiisc Gratry, purely
political. Some ofBautain's leading ideas, # with regard to
the psychology of belief, like those of the Tubingen school

(see pp. 33 ft
below], reappear in the modernists, and Dr

W. M. Horton has tor this reason maintained that Bautaiu
was a 'progenitor' or 'grandparent" of modernism, that he
'was to the French philosophical Modernists what Newman
was to Tyrrell'.

3 But, in thejudgment of the present writer,
Ke tails'to .make out his case, and indeed he has to admit that
Laberthonni&re himself stated that he 'had hatdly read
Bautain at all'.4

Incidentally, it may be noticed that, on the

* Le$ catholiqms libfraux
(1885), p, 18 r.

a G. Bazin, Vk de Mgr Maret (1891), n, 248*
3 The philosophy oftlw albt Bautain (New York, 1926), p. 297.
4 Ibid. p. 293 n.
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authority of B. Vermeil, Dr Horton makes the entirely un-

justified
statement that 'it was largely from the Tiibingen

theologians that the Catholic "Modernists" got their

notion of the "evolution ofdogma" and of the Church as a

developing organism'.
1 There is no more substance in hisown

claim that they were indebted to Bautain..

"Whatever isolated cases there were of a comparatively
liberal intellectual attitude, it remains that both

parties,,
in

France, liberals and intransigents, were certainly united in

"accepting
whole

-heartecjly
the traditional do^rtiatic teaching

"oftlie Church. They difFerecl only in their manner ofpresent-

ing it. tte intransigents stressed violently the opposition
between Catholic and contemporary thought; they ex-

aggerated the supernatural, miraculous and legendary
elements in the ecclesiastical tradition; they encouraged those

cruder forms of popular piety (e.g.
miraculous apparitions,

cultus of relics, etc.) which qame to enjoy much favour

during the nineteenth century. The liberals, too, strongly

attacked the errors oflaphilosophie separte, but they did so in a

courteous and conciliatory manner. For this and for their

refusal to encourage superstition they were naturally de-

nounced as heterodox by the intransigents. As a matter of

fact neither
j>arty

was really alive to the intellectual require-

ments}^ time.

^"TScEaps'Xameiinais had seen more clearly than those who
succeeded him the need of a general renovation of the

Church's teaching in relation to modern currents ofthought,

although his argument from 'common consent' did little to

supply the need. There is a striking passage in his Des progrh

de la revolution et de la guerre contre YEglise, which might have

come almost word for word from the pen of a modernist at

the beginning of the twentieth century? Lacordaire had felt

1 Ibid. p. 55 ; see p. 10 above and p. 37 below.
* The passage to which reference is made is reproduced below; see

Appendix H, pp. 272 In his earlier Essai sur findifference Lamennais had
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the same need, 1 and his famous sermons were an attempt
to meet it. But the very success with which they met among
intelligent unbelievers is in itself evidence that the challenge
to traditional orthodoxy from the side of historical and

biblical criticism had not yet become effective. This is shown
also by the success of Montalembert's historical writings;

Dollinger, we are told,
*

deplored the uncritical credulity of

the author of The Monks of the West*?

It was Renan who was destined eventually to bring the

challenge ofcriticism home to the mind of Frenchmen, and
neither liberals nor intransigents were in the least ready either

to face it or to understand its seriousness* *Pour graves

qu'elles
fusscnt (writes M. J. Rivi&re), les publications de

Renan elles-mSmes ne paraissent pas avoir troubl6 les

esprits: elles furent r<5fut6es stipcrficiellcment ou le plus
souvent d6daigmes, sans quc pcrsonnc dprouv&t encore, Mcur

propos, la tentation de rien changer aux m<5thocles et positions

classiques dc Tex^gise ou de la th&>logic/3 In 1858 Pie, the

intransigent bishop of Poitiers, was rash enough to prophesy
that in twenty years' time Renan as well as Taine would be
unknown.4

It is a well-known fact, however curious it may seem, that

those who hold political opinions that are progressive, and
even radical or revolutionary, are often content with a purely
conservative theology, This is partly due to the facility witn

clearly recognized that Catholic tradition needed the support of a new
apologetic. Cp. the Hon. W. Gibson, The Mi d& Lmnennais and the

liberal Catholic movement in Prance (1896), pp. 58^ 6t, 77; A. Houtin,
La question Inbti^ue au XIX* stick, p. 16; Dict'ionnairc de th&hgk wtholique,
ix, 544 620

x H. L. S, Lear, Henri Dominique Lacordaire (1887), p. 58*
a Acton, History offreedom and otlt^r

essays* p. 385; cp, K A, Gasquet,
Lord Acton and his circle, pp. 198

3 Le modernism dam lEglm (192,9), p. 66.
4 G. Weill, Histoire du catmidsme liblml en France ifa8~tgo8 (1909),

P- 153*
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which men keep their thought in watertight compartments.
But in the present instance the theological conservatism of
the French liberal Catholics can be accounted for more

easily. The gulf between the Catholic faith on the one hand
and rationalist philosophy and criticism on the other seemed
so immense that the possibility oftrying to bridge it was not

even considered. Renan and Taine belonged to a different

world; that there could be any question of meeting them on
their own ground did not occur. Politically, on the other

hand, Catholics and non-Catholics had to live together, and,

however much the
*

thesis' of ecclesiastical absolutism, might
be glorified, in practice the 'hypothesis' which permitted a

working arrangement with the state was by circumstances

forced upon the Church.



Chapter iv

LIBERAL CATHOLICISM IN GERMANY

Catholicism in. Germany during the nineteenth century
followed a course both like and unlike that in France. There,

too, there was a Catholic revival which derived its impulse
from the romantic movement and from the tendency to

react against the unsetdement and chaos that resulted from

the French Revolution and from the Napoleonic wars.1 The
conversion to the Roman Church of Friedrich Leopold

Stolberg (1750-1819) and of Friedrich von Schlcgcl (1772-
1 829) had an influence which was the counterpart ofChateau-

briand's in France. Stolberg, Schlcgel and their followers

were also definitely ultramontane, although not to the same

extent as de Maistre and dc Bonald. At the same time, while

there was in Germany a Catholic movement analogous to

liberal Catholicism in France, it was both less organized and

more complex. Above all, it was an intellectual far more
than a political movement.
Nor is diis surprising. In Germany there was no need for

Catholics to concentrate their efforts on acquiring educational

liberty, for this was secured to them already. It was for them
to take advantage of it, and indeed they needed to do so. The

proximity ofa powerful Protestant Church and the constant

challenge of its propaganda had a stimulating and com-

paratively liberalizing effect on the Roman Church in

Germany, as contrasted with the Church in France whichhad
no serious competitor. Moreover, it was impossible for

Catholic teachers in Gprrqiajay to
_ disregard or to' $$<foin

Mice their *bretnren
(i
in'France, the development of modern

1
Cp. The Cambridge Modern History* vm, 776.
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philosophy 4;.9lw^ Catholic

^olbgefic, itit was to meet with any success, was compelled
to take account of Kant and Hegel, of Lessing and Schleier-

macher, of Strauss and Baur.

Liberal Catholicism in Germany had two chief centres,

and each of these was dominated by the person of a great

theologian. The first was the Catholic school of Tubingen,
which, fiftorista^^ 1815 to 1840, and of

whicb^J. A. M6hler (1796-1838) was the outstan<i^^figtif6i
The .<&!MI^ round Dollinger

(1799-1890) at Munich at a rather later period in me c^y^;

The Catholic school of Tubingen must, of course, be

distinguished from the better known Protestant school of
advanced critics ofwhich F. C. Baur was the chieflight and
which took its name from the same place. Tubingen is one of
those German universities, where there are both Catholic and
Protestant faculties of theology side by side. The Catholic

faculty was founded in 1817. The work of Mohler and the

members of this school has been admirably described and

analysed by Professor Edmond Vermeil in his Jean-Adam
Mohler et Vlcole catholique de Tubingue (1913), to which, in

spite of its exaggerated estimate of the subsequent influence

of the school, every student of die subject must now be

greatly indebted. It is not an exaggeration to claim that the

Tubingen school did for Catholic theology what Schleier-

macher did, more or less contemporaneously, for Protestant

theology. But, whereas the achievement of Schleiermacher

has had an epoch-making influence on Protestant thought
since, the influence of the Tubingen school was so restricted

that it had been almost forgotten until Professor Vermeil's

book recalled attention to it.

Sclileiermacher, it has been justly said,
c

must be regarded
as the classical representative of modern effort to reconcile

science and philosophy with religion and theology, and the
1

Cp. The Home and Foreign Review, iv, 675.

VRC 3
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modern world with the Christian church'.1 The Tubingen
school made the same effort, but for them 'religion and

theology' meant the whole tradition of Catholicism and

*the Christian church' the Church of Rome, A brief com-

parison and contrast oftheir effort with Schleicrmacher's will

enable us to judge the nature of their achievement.

The Tubingen theologians agreed with Schleiermacher,

for whom they did not conceal their admiration, in their

criticism of previous theological systems. Thus they both

regarded the separation between natural and revealed

religion, in its commonly accepted form, as erroneous. It had

led to error in two directions: on the one hand, to a false

supernaturalism which denied the capacity ofhuman reason,

in consequence of man's fallen condition, to arrive at

spiritual truth and which therefore treated revelation as an

imposition upon faith entirely from outside the natural

order
; and, on the other hand, to a false rationalism which

exaggerated the capacity of human reason and denied the

existence ofany revelation which proceeded from the super-
natural order- Of the latter error eighteenth-century deism

had been the outcome. If the contrast between reason and

revelation is pressed, one necessarily has to be sacrificed to the

other.

Again, Sclileiermacher and the Tubingen theologians both

protested against the custom ofregarding Christian dogma as

un ensemble inorganiquc de credenda
9 * Their aim was to

substitute a livinjow^^ a fixed and static, con-

ception of dogmir
*

Organism' w$js a favourite word of the

Tubingen school,(hftdLj^ that Lessiug is the only
theologian ofthe eighteenth century ofwhom they expressed

approval To him was due the idea of revelation as a con-
tinuous evolving process, comparable with the process of

1
Bncy. flrft." xxiv, 334; cp. L. de Grandmaison, Jesus Christ (1932),

n, 289.

Vermeil, op. dt p. 102.
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education. This idea, again, they shared with Schleiermacher,
and also the correlative appeal to religious experience, both
individual and corporate. Not least, they agreed in em-

phasizing the element of feeling that there is in all genuine

religion, and the priority of experience to intellectual con-

struction, i.e. to dogmatic formulation.

On the other hand, the Tubingen theologians objected that

Schleiermacher went too far in his reaction from the in-

tellectualist conception of dogma. His theory of revelation

as the progressive development ofreligious experience left no.

room for the idea of an unique historical revelation of the

supernatural' order in the incarnation of Christ. For him
revelation was only

'

relatively supernatural', and in the last

resort natural and supernatural dissolved into one another.

This is equivalent to the criticism that Schleiermacher's

theology is more pantheist than theist, and, although he him-
self rebutted it, it has generally been held to be a legitimate
criticism. The Tiibingen theologians also criticized his

definition of religion as a feeling of absolute dependence on
a power outside ourselves as an over-simplification. The
exclusive emphasis on feeling was, they allowed, salutary,

and even excusable, after the intellectualism ofthe preceding

century; but an integral definition of religion would have to

express the organic union of cognition and morality with

feeling.

These instances suffice to show how the Tubingen theo-

logians met contemporary thought on its own ground,

acknowledged where possible their agreement with it, and

criticized it where it seemed to fail to do justice to the rich

volume of spiritual truth which was embodied in the

Catholic tradition. Not only the work of Schleiermacher,

but the contemporary philosophical systems of Kant,

SchelHng, Hegel, etc., and likewise the theological systems of

other Catholics, especially scholasticism, were submitted to

this combination of appreciation and criticism. But this is

3-2
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only the negative side of die Tubingen theology; on the

positive side, it was an attempt to elaborate a new and com-

prehensive presentation of Catholicism adapted to the in-

tellectual conditions of the time*

In particular, it may be noted that Mohler and his school

were not afraid of biblical criticism, although at this early

stage in its development its conclusions, at least so far as the

New Testament was concerned, were largely determined by
rationalist or Hegelian presuppositions and were hardly to

be reconciled with any form oChrj^m.,wd^4oxy The

Tubingen theologians eulogizedlKicfiard Simon, 1 "and main-

tained that the Catholic has nowfag*a^i?'
:f6m biblical

criticism and certainly less than the Protestant, for his faith is

founded not on the letter of Scripture texts but on a dynamic
and living tradition.The Catholic critic is undoubtedly com-
mitted to the beliefthat the Bible substantiates the traditional

teaching of the Church in regard to faith and morals, but

apart from this he is free to recognize in it human imper-
fections and errors?

The Tubingen theologians, although they were denounced
at Rome, and although they anticipated ideas that were later

and independently put forward by the modernists, have
never been specifically condemned. They never became
the cause of any great controversy in the Church perhaps
their methods were too tranquil and pacific and their work

1 Richard Simon, die
*

father
*

ofmodern biblical criticism, was naturally
held in high esteem by liberal Catholic theologians and by modernists;

e.g. see Letters to His Holiness Pope Pius X, by a Modernist (1910), pp.
159-62 and TyrreU's letter to The Times on October 1st, 1907. But they
were not influenced by Simon's writings which the progress of the

critical movement had rendered obsolete, and the fact that ne had been
condemned (several of his books are still on the Index) invalidated any
appeal to his example as that of one who had combined criticism with
Catholicism.

2
Vermeil, op. tit* pp. so, 147 1.\ Mohler, Symbolism (Robertson's

translation, 1894), pp. 296-305.
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never received the attention it deserved. It was in fact so lost

to sight at the end ofthe century that the leading modernists,

who would have been able to recognize its value and turn it

to their own use, were not even acquainted with it.
1 One

reason for this was that Mohler and the Tubingen school

were quite overshadowed by Dollinger and his associates;

from about 1840 the centre of liberal Catholic activity in

Germany shifted to Munich. Dollinger became far more

famous than Mohler, not only because of the prestige of his

vaster learning, but because his methods were aggressive and

polemical, so much so indeed that his career ended in ex-

communication, and for the orthodox Roman Catholic

historian he is one of the great apostates of the nineteenth

century.

DolKnger had at first been a strong ultramontane on the

ground that the papal authority provided the best safe-

guard against the oppression ofthe Church by the state, that

is to say, he had been a liberal ultramontane. But in propor-

tion as the new ultramontanism developed into such an

exaltation of the papal claims as was incompatible with any

form ofliberalism, so he became its mostprominentandmost

determined opponent. In scholarship he was a great ecclesi-

astical historian, and he ruthlessly exposed the legendary

version of Church history which was exploited in the

interests ofthe papal autocracy. It was a characteristic ofthe

Munich school that they claimed scientific freedom in their

work as historians, and they deliberately devoted their

learning to removing the mass of fables which disguised and

distorted the true story of the Church's growth. Although

they claimed the same freedom with regard to biblical

criticism, they do not appear in this field to have reached

1

Loisy, Mlmoires, in, 268 ; see p. 10 above. Von Hiigel, who had

himself read only one chapter of the Symbolik, did, it is true, re-

commend Loisy to read some of Mohler's works, but he never did so

(ibid, i,
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conclusions which involved a modification of traditional

dogma, at any rate of the received Christology .

The liberal Catholic movement in Germany came to a

head in 1863, when Dollingcr organized a congress of
Catholic scholars and theologians at Munich. 1 The move-
ment had already been severely compromised in the eyes of
Rome by the extravagant liberalism of the philosopher

Jakob Frohschammcr (1821-93), one of the Munich pro-
fessors, who had been denounced in the previous year by the

pope in an apostolic brief. The intransigent theologians who
surrounded Pius IX were on the war-path. Dollingcr in his

presidential address justified their worst suspicions about the

Munich school. The following extract from Wilfrid Ward's

summary will suggest the tenor of his remarks:

A programme was set before the Congress for treating dogmatic
questions on lines more and more removed from the traditional

scholastic theology, . .The Aristotelian starting-point (of the

scholastics) imposed limitations.
*

Their analytical processes could
not construct a system corresponding to the harmony and wealth
ofrevealed truth

;
and without the elements ofBiblical criticismand

dogmatic history they possessed only one ofthe
eyes

oftheology/
. . . Scholastic theology was to be regarded as a thing of the past.
Catholic doctrine must be presented in its organic completeness,
and in its connection with the religious life, 'rigidly separating
that which is permanent and essential from whatever is accidental
transitory, and foreign' The genuine theologian must reason

boldly and thoroughly, and 'not take to
flight ifthe process ofhis

reasoning threatens to dcmolEITs^^
"* ..... *" lVI

'

The congress aroused intense enthusiasm among liberal

Catholics, not only in Germany, but elsewhere and specially,
as we shall sec, in England, The enthusiasm was, however,
short-lived. A few months later the pope in a brief to

* For a full account of the congress, see The Home and Foreign Review
iv, 209-44.

3
Lift of Cardinal Newman (1913), i 562
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the archbishop of Munich declared emphatically that the

scholastic theology and the doctrinal decisions of the Roman
congregations must be regarded as authoritatively binding by
men of science and could not be opposed without incurring
censure.1 Within a year this was followed by the encyclical

Quanta cura and the syllabus, the heaviest blow so far

received by liberal Catholicism whether in its political or

intellectual aspects.
The campaign in favour of papal infallibility and the

centralization of all authority in the holy see was now in full

swing. Dollinger and his associates were fully alive to the

seriousness ofthe situation. They considered that the Church
was being rapidly and irretrievably committed to a condition

of papal absolutism and of intellectual obscurantism, and

they determined that the liberal case should not go by default

so far as it lay in their power. Dollinger was the outstanding
leader ofthe opposition to the Vatican decrees, and when the

case was lost he was the most eminent of those who refused

to submit.
(
He was consequently excommunicated, but,

although the firmness of his opposition to the papacy was

largely responsible for the starting of the Old Catholic

schism, he himself declined to join it. In any case liberal

Catholicism as a movement within the Church in Germany
was routed.

1 See Newman's analysis of the brief, ibid. I, 641 ;
full Latin text in

The Home and Foreign Review, iv, 691-6.
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LIBERAL CATHOLICISM IN ITALY

In Italy the liberal Catholic movement never attained the

proportions that it did in France or Germany, but it had its

representatives, and it enjoyed one brief spell of sunshine.

The two leading Italian liberal Catholics were Vincenzo

Gioberti (1801-52) and Antonio Rosmini-Serbati (1797-

1855). Both were priests who constructed independent arid

elaborate philosophical systems which, because of their

departure from the conventional principles and methods of

scholasticism, aroused the hostility of the Jesuits. After a

prolonged campaign of denunciation, which in the case of
Rosmini was not finally successful until over thirty years
after his death, they secured die papal condemnation of both

systems. Gioberti was also a politician and one of the

prophets of the Risorgimcnto; it was he who conceived the

idea ofa free Italian confederacy ofwhich the pope was to be
the head. Because of his radical views he was compelled to

spend most of his life in exile. Rosmini too was a liberal

in politics and also an ultramontane; he had considerable

sympathy with Lamennais in the days of L'Avenir. But his

liberalism was shown most of all in his advocacy of the

internal reform of the Church; his best known work in this

connexion was Of the five wounds ofthe Holy Church. 1

n-,1 . "^w^m^^fteSt,!^ A -

This was written in 1832, but was not published till 1846, , 4

when *the pontificate ofPius IX seemed to^mMS^
f

ffi*tM^f
''

MBS^
granted by the Sovereigin," foatiff" aroused the greatest en-

thusiasm amongst the people, who looked on him as an

*
Eag. trans, by H. P. Liddbn (1883),
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angel sent from heaven'. 1 What Rosmini described as the

five wounds of the Church were the following: (i) the

division between the people and the clergy in public worship,

(2) the insufficient education of the clergy, (3) the disunion

of the bishops, (4) the nomination of bishops by the lay

power, and (5) the enforced infringement of the full rights
of ecclesiastical property.
Under (2) he made a vigorous attack on the current

scholastic theology as taught in the ecclesiastical seminaries.
*

Those marvellous text-books now used in our seminaries . . .

I believe, will, in the more hopeful future days of the im-

perishable Church, be considered to be the most meagre and
the feeblest that have been written during the eighteen
centuries ofher history. They are books without life, without

principles, without eloquence, and without system. . .they

require only masters able to read mechanically, and pupils
who can listen as mechanically.'* For a moment the dreams
of Rosmini and Gioberti of a pope, 'who seems destined to

renew our failing life and to give to the Church a fresh

impulse which will lead her in a new and glorious course',3

seemed capable offulfilment. But the revolutionary excesses

of 1848 and the humiliations to which he was himself sub-

jected killed all Pius DCs ardour for liberty and progress;
from this time onwards he was an unwavering reactionary.

Ofthe
five woufifo w,as put on the Index in 1849. The intran-

1 G. B. Pagani, The
life ofAntonio Rosmini-Serbati (1906), p. 259. An

illuminating account ofthe opening years ofPius IX's pontificate is given

by Wilfrid Ward in The
life

and times ofCardinal Wiseman (1897), vol. r,

ch. xvi.
2
Op, cit. pp. 66 His biographer gives an interesting illustration of

Rosmini
J

s own intellectual liberalism; in 1824, when he was living at

Rovereto, he brought out a work on geological research by Bellenghi,
*who could not publish it in Rome because the Master of the Sacred

Palace was averse to geological opinions not based on Aristotelian

theories' (Pagani, op. cit. p. 67).
3 Ofthefive wounds, p. 349.
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slgents, who now dominated tlie Church in Italy,
1
perse-

cuted Rosmini untiringly. Liberalism, whether political or

theological, could hardly expect to thrive, or even to live,

in the atmosphere which now pervaded the papal court.

1 The Italian Jesuits, who edited the Givilta cattolica t
did for Italy what

Louis Veuillot and the Univers did for France. Cp. Acton, History of

freedom and other essays, pp. 497



Chapter vi

LIBERAL CATHOLICISM IN ENGLAND

In England at the beginning of the nineteenth century
Roman Catholicism was the religion ofonly a tiny minority
of the population,

1 which by its inherited circumstances -was

prevented from exercising any appreciable influence on the

life ofthe nation. But the Catholic revival, whose effects on
the continent we have already noticed, was not less con-

spicuous in its effects on the religious life ofEngland. Here,

too, it is generally acknowledged that the revival owed much
to romanticism. The writings of Coleridge and Sir "Walter
-, r

&
c -^JwgfcifoiU t

. ^w-V.^'i^' j
Scott were, for instance, one of thetactors which prepared
Itfee*way for the Oxford movement in the Church of Eng-
land;* although they were not themselves Catholics, their

place in English literature corresponds to some extent to that

of Chateaubriand in France, of Stolberg and Schlegel in

Germany, and ofManzoni in Italy. The revival in the Roman
Church was mainly a by-product of the Oxford movement
in the established Church, and became fully evident only
after the secessions of 1845.

The hereditary Catholics had too long been intellectually

and politically isolated for them to be capable, by themselves,

1 Burke put the number at 30,000 or 36,000; see Purcell, Life of
Cardinal Manning

1
, n, 773.

a See e.g. Newman's Apologia (Everyman's eel), pp. 104 But the

indebtedness of the Oxford movement to romanticism was only partial;

the influence of Coleridge at least (note how Newman's remarks, loc. cit.,

are qualified) was more extensive and constructive in the case of non-

Tractarian theologians such as F. D. Maurice, and affected the Anglican
Catholic revival more fully at a later period in the century, i.e. at the time

of Lux Mundi. Cp. p. 243 below, and V. F. Storr, The development of

English theology in the nineteenth century (1913)* ch. xiv.
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of responding to the fresh currents in European life and

thought. The new ultramontanism, whether in its liberal

form or not, was entirely alien to their traditional ethos. The
infusion of the Oxford converts, with their intellectual

vitality and their missionary enthusiasm, was a pouring of

new wine into old bottles; the establishment of the new

hierarchy in 1850 registered a transformation ofthe character

and prospects of Roman Catholicism in England. Its

prospects at first seemed far brighter than they proved to be

in the event; for the prayers for
*

the conversion ofEngland',
which were then offered with intense confidence and hope,
have not in fact been answered. The movement in the

Anglican Church recovered from the staggering blow of

1845, and the fruits of the Catholic revival in England have

thus been shared by Rome and Canterbury. Moreover,
Rome has had to be content with the smaller share.

The revival ofthe Roman Church in England was success-

fully controlled in the interests of that intransigent ultra-

montanism which everywhere asserted its power over all

other tendencies that were opposed to it. Uniformity of
mind and manners was not, however, secured without

difficulty. At first there was the division between the heredi-

tary Catholics and the converts, who were like oil and water
to one another. It was not the least of Cardinal Wiseman's
achievements that he succeeded in making them mix. But
what threatened to be a more serious division then became
manifest, that between the liberal Catholics and the con-
servative ultramontanes or intransigents. The latter were in a

numerical majority and they were not inferior in enthusiasm,
but the liberals composed a group whose intellectual

brilliance was ofso high an order as to bear comparison with
that of any other group of writers of their time, and it was

commonly supposed that they had the support ofNewman,
the most illustrious of his

co-religionists. This was not the

case, for his sympathies were divided between the two
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schools, and his subtle mind tried to follow a tortuous via

I
SirJohn Acton, Afterwards Lord Acton (1834-1902), him-

seifra^ifa*e^
y

atholic, was the chief of the liberals in

spite of his comparative youth, and round him gathered
several of the most able of the Oxford converts, Richard

Simpson, J. M. Capes, T. F. WethereU, H. N. Oxenham,
and others. The period of their greatest activity was from

iSjS
v|a,Jt&64, when Acton and Simpson were editing first

JThe Rambler a|tid then The Home and Foreign Review. 1 The
'R<mM@rhid Been started by J. M. Capes in 1848; from the

first it had stood for a liberal presentation of Catholicism and
had consequently aroused criticism. But its liberalism was
much more marked from the time when Acton became
associated with it. Acton, who on religious grounds Jiad

been refused admission to three
colleges

at Cambridge, had

jmt fmfahed Ms education at Munich at the feet ofDolihger,
aftdtetodfedfitabibed his mast^s spirit' In Jus Kancts The
Rambler became a pronounced organ of liberal Catholicism

both in its political and in its intellectual aspects, but chieflyin

the latter.

The central truth which the
*

Rambler' writers urged (says
Wilfrid Ward) was the necessity ofabsolute freedom and candour
in scientific, historical, and critical investigation, irrespective of
results. Whether the truth told for or against Catholic polemics,
it must not be withheld To accept historical conclusions, only
so far as they helped Catholic evidences, and to reject them so far

as they supplied arguments against the Church, was to depart

altogether from an intellectual method which would command

respect. Science, physical, historical and critical, must proceed
on its own principles and methods.2

1 For details see Gasquet, Lord Acton and his circle. In 1859 an attempt
was made by the ecclesiastical authorities to place The Rambler under the

safer control of Newman; but the attempt was unsuccessful. Newman
edited only two numbers.

3 The
life

and times of Cardinal Wiseman (1897), n, 227.
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In theory Newman, whose co-operation they naturally
desired and to some extent succeeded in obtaining, agreed
with this attitude, but its practical application by such

writers as Acton and Simpson filled him with misgivings. For

Newman throughout his career as a Roman Catholic,
1

however much he regretted the conduct or policy of his

ecclesiastical superiors, treated them always with a studied

deference. It seemed to him that the
*

Rambler* writers put
forward their views too aggressively and with too much self-

confidence, that they treated the episcopate with insufficient

respect, and that they were not careful to avoid shocking
those of their fellow-churchmen whose faith was old-

fashioned. Thus, for instance, in 1861 we find Acton writing
to Simpson:

I have all the pains in the world to keep Newman in, good
humour. He is so much riled at what he pleasantly calls your
habit of pea-shooting at any dignitary who looks out of"the'

window as you pass Song the road, that I am afraid he will not
stand by us if we are censured, *J8ut he will be very indignant
with the authorities, and declares that he agrees with us in principle
entirely.

2

In 1862 The Rambler, which had been a bi-monthly pub-
lication, was transformed into a quarterly, and given the
title of The Home and Foreign Review. This, like its prede-
cessor, was liable at any moment to be

officially condemned.
The faction in England, which corresponded to the con-
tinental intransigents, and ofwhich W. G. Ward, Manning
and Faber were outstanding and typical representatives, was
rapidly tightening its hold on the hierarchy, and it was

relentlessly hostile to Acton and his friends. On the other

hand, ifwe wish to judge of the real worth of The Home and

Foreign Review and of the services which it might have

* And during his career as Anglican too, when he regarded his owa
bishop as his pope; see Apologia (Everyman's ed.), p. 69.

a

Gascpet, Lord Acton and his circle, p. 192.
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rendered to the cause of Catholicism in England if it had

been free to continue, it is enough to recall the opinion of it

that was expressed by no less competent and unbiased a

judge than Matthew Arnold: 'Perhaps in no organ of

criticism in this country was there so much knowledge, so

much play of mind'.1

The Review published an enthusiastic account of the

congress which was held at Munich in 1863, and to which

reference has already been made; and when afterwards the

pope condemned precisely those principles of historical

criticism and scientific freedom for which the Review had

been contending, the English liberal Catholics realized that,

for the time being at any rate, their enterprise was hopeless,

and they appealed to the future to justify them against the

policy of the Vatican. The last number was published in

April, 1864, and in an article, entitled
*

Conflicts with Rome,'
Acton explained the reasons for the Review's suspension.

Its object (he wrote) has been to elucidate the harmony that

exists between religion and the established conclusions of secular

knowledge, and to exhibit the real amity and sympathy between

the methods ofscience and the methods employed by the Church.

That amity and sympathy the enemies of the Church refuse to

admit, and her friends have not learned to understand. Long
disowned by a large part ofour Episcopate, they are now rejected

by the Holy See; and the issue is vital to a Review which, in

ceasing to uphold them, would surrender the whole reason of its

existence. . . .

If the spirit of the Home and Foreign Review really animates

those whose sympathy it enjoyed, neither their principles, nor

their confidence, nor their hopes will be shaken by its extinction.

It was but a partial and temporary embodiment ofan imperishable
idea the faint reflection of a light which still lives and burns in

the hearts of the silent thinkers of the Church.2

1 Ibid. p. hcxvii. In 1863 Max Miiller spoke ofdie Review as
*

one ofthe

best-edited of our Quarterlies'; see W. Ward, W. G. Ward and the

Catholic revival, p. 144.

See History offreedom and other essays, pp. 489, 491.
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The principles of the liberal Catholics no doubt remained

firm, but it can hardly be denied that their confidence and

hopes were shaken, specially when their defeat was empha-
sized by the encyclical and syllabus, which were published
later in the same year. Acton, however, continued to take

part in ecclesiastical politics until after the Vatican council,

when, like his master, Dollinger, he vigorously championed
the cause ofthe minority. After that, although to the end of

his life he remained in private stedfest, ajfid
even somewhat

bigoted,
1
opponent off* Vaticanism', bling a layman he

escaped excommunicatt^^ broke with the

Church.

How far in effect did the theological liberalism of Acton

and his friends go? How far did they anticipate modernism?

Their assertion ofthe independent rights ofscientific research

and of historical criticism was in the abstract unequivocal,
but when they claimed that this assertion was perfectly com-

patible with acceptance ofthe defined dogmas ofthe Church

it cannot be supposed that they realized all that this claim

involved. They pressed the distinction between the defined

dogmas, which were infallible and binding, and the rest ofthe

Church's teaching, which was open to continual modifica-

tion. The security of their position depended on the pre-

sumption that there was a body of revealed truth, however
restricted it might be, which could not come into conflict

with the results offree scientific and historical research. They
attempted to overcome the clash between the data ofrevela-

tion and 'the established conclusions of secular knowledge*
by denying its existence.

No truce (wrote Simpson) in the contest of science and faith is

possible till both parties in this dispute lay aside their exaggerated
claims, and own, on one side, that the province of faith is not the

1 Von Hugel observed that anti-ultramontanisni became for Acton an
idlefixe, which seemed to warp hisjudgment in the latter part ofhis life;

see Selected letters, pp. 126 Cp. Petre, Life of Tyrrell, n, 359.
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world ofphenomena, but the world of spirit;
and that the articles

of faith are not conversant with subjects on which mathematical

proof is forthcoming, but with subjects about which human

reason can give no apodictically certain response, and which it

cannot therefore prove or refute with demonstrative evidence;

and that on the other hand all phenomena, with all particulars of

their place, their magnitude, their time, their succession, and their

number, belong exclusively to the scientific reason, and are

properly out of the province of faith, which is exclusively con-

versant with invisible things.
1

A detailed review of the contents of the creeds and definitions

would show that their subject matter is all outside the sphere of

phenomena, which is the realm of science. The Trinity, the

Incarnation, the Fall and the Redemption, Grace, the Sacraments,

the authority of the Church, the inspiration of Scripture, the

immortality of the soul, the resurrection of the body, heaven and

hell, offer no hold for scientific experiments. The philosopher may
theorise upon them in a waythat offends faith; but it will be only

theory, not science. He will have once more proved the venerable

truism, that without revelation we have no demonstration ofany
Christian doctrine, that each dogma becomes a mere guess, and

therefore as susceptible of denial as of affirmation.
2

The difficult problem of the relation between reason and

revelation was not to be solved as easily as that. The
*

Rambler
'

writers were unduly optimistic as to the ease with which

scientific and historical freedom could be harmonized with

dogmatic orthodoxy. But it must be remembered that they

wrote at the time when the opening chapters ofGenesis were

the chief battle-ground in theological controversy. Here

they were definitely in the vanguard oftheological
liberalism.

They were willing to allow freedom to science and biblical

criticism, they rejected theories of scriptural infallibility,
*

whether syllabic or of all statements whether of fact or

doctrine ', and they pressed the point
that the Catholic, whose

1 The Rambler (July, 1861), p. 169; cp. p. 184.
* lUd. (September, 1861), p. 327-

VRC 4"
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faith, rested on tradition and the living teaching ofthe Church,
was not disconcerted by new views ofthe Bible, whereas the

Protestant, whose faith rested on its supposed infallibility,

was in an insuperable dilemma.1 If the 'Rambler' writers

had flourished when later on the theological battle-ground
shifted to the New Testament, to Christian origins, and to

Christology, it is impossible to say what their attitude would
have been. It was not until towards the end of the century
that any serious attempt was made to reconcile the assured

results ofNew Testament criticism with traditional Catholic

dogma, and it was this which was to constitute the distinctive

crux ofmodernism. The Rambler and The Home and Foreign
Renew contain many suggestive ideas which might have

been taken up and developed by the modernists, but as a

matter of fact there is no evidence of any direct relation

between the two movements?
The reasons why the modernist movement was not a

direct continuation or revival of nineteenth-century liberal

Catholicism, nor in $ny particular ways influenced thereby,
are not really far to seek. On the one hand, the modernists

did not need to go back to the liberal Catholics ofan earlier

generation in order to discover that there was a conflict

between Catholicism arid contemporary culture. This

was obvious enough to anyone who had eyes to see. The
modernists were men oftheir own time; it was because they
were acquainted with the state of culture and science, as it

was in their own time and not as it had been thirty or forty
or fifty years earlier that the problem of dogmatic restate-

1
Cp. The Home and Foreign Review, n, 561-67,01, 214-27, iv, 623-66.

2 Von Hiigel, who was more likely than any to have been influenced

by the 'Rambler* school, wrote about 1893 that he knew very little about
the events of that time. *To this hour I have not had a number of that

terrible Home and Foreign Review in my hands/ See W. Ward, W. G.
Ward and the Catholic revival, p. 365. In 1908, Le. after the condemnation
ofmodernism, Tyrrell contributed an article on *The Home and Foreign
Review* to the Rinnovamento, see his Life, n, 359,
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merit assumed in their minds the form which it did. And, on
the other hand, there was litde to induce them to search the

works of the liberal Catholics for hints as to the solution of
their problem. Their time would be more profitably spent in

studying contemporary literature. Liberal Catholicism had
been condemned by the holy see; the modernists might, it is

true, have discovered precedents for some oftheir own ideas

in the writings of Lamennais or Dollinger or Rosmini or in

The Rambler,1 but such precedents, ifthey had tried to make
use of them, so far from assisting their attempt to win
toleration for a revision of orthodoxy, would have com-

promised them in advance.

The modernist movement was not a direct or conscious

continuation of the liberal Catholicism which preceded it.

But ought we to make^a^|gggtion to t"^s statement in

regard to Newman? /Newman If often described as a

precursor, even as the%l%
?i

^i!tei^Ior, of modernism? The
amount of truth in this description is strictly limited. No
doubt he was the only nineteenth-century theologian whom
the modernists found useful. But they found him useful, not

because he was by any means the most liberal, or progressive,
or distinctively modern, theologian that the Roman Church

produced in the nineteenth century, but because hf,had be^n
more liberal than any other theologian whose name was held

fnlidtidtirilt officiai.ci^clq; This was not s6, 6fcourse, (luring
the pontificate of Pius IX, although even then the fact that

Newman was the greatest asset that the Roman Church in

England possessed kept the official hostility to him respectful.
It was the conferring on him by Leo XIII of a cardinal's hat

1 As has been noticed above, die Tubingen, school, which they might
have used with profit, had sunk into obscurity.

*
E.g. *Dans tous les pays d'Europe ou le modernisme s'&ait implante

et propage", TAngleterre tait le seul ou le mouvement, dans son contenu

essentiel: apolog?tique et histoire du dogme, put compter un precurseur,
veritable et caracttotique' (E. Buonaiuti, Le modernisme catholique (1927),

p. 130).

4-2
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(in 1 879) that gave to his name a singular prestige both -with-

in and without the Church and to his writings an implied
authoritative approval which they would not otherwise have

had. In communicating to his friend, Dean Church, the news
of the honour which had been conferred on him, he wrote:

'All the stories which have gone about of my being a half

Catholic, a Liberal Catholic, under a cloud, not to be trusted,

are now at an. end'.1

So indeed it seemed, and so it may have been for the

time being. But by a curious irony it was chiefly because

Newman had been made a cardinal that during the modernist

movement he was signalled out as the most advanced

liberal Catholic theologian of his generation, while the

genuine liberals, such as die 'Rambler* writers, who ap-

proached far more nearly to an anticipation of modernism
than Newman ever did, were overlooked. For die modernists

to have recalled rfze/rwork would have been to invite trouble,

and they had trouble enough as it was; on the other hand, to

invoke the authority of the illustrious cardinal was not only
safe, but in a Church where great store is set on precedents

invaluable.

1 W. Ward, Life of Cardinal Newman (1913 ed.), n, 451



Chapter vn

NEWMAN
Newman would have been horrified by the writings, .of

Eoisy ^SV^^^^c^d'Uvtdto read t^em^ and he would
ave Been as' astonished to Kear that he was the 'father' of

modernism as he was by the suggestion that he 'agreed with
Acton and Simpson*

1 far more astonished. Only by a

judicious selection ofpassages from Newman's works and by
isolating these from the rest of his thought would it be

possible to argue that modernism was a legitimate child of
his. It is perfectly true that some of the lines of thought
which the modernists pursued were tentatively explored by
Newman, but his explorations never in his own mind in-

volved a calling in question of traditional orthodoxy as an
infallible revelation of absolute truth.

Newman was not a systematic theologian; he never tried

to set out his religious teaching in the form of a logically
coherent system. Indeed his distrust ofevery such system, of

every kind of 'rationalism* (whether infidel or scholastic),
was such that he has been freely accused of intellectual

scepticism. The accusation is unfair, but it illustrates the

futility of looking for rigid consistency in his writings?

Obviously no attempt can be made here to describe his

thought as a whole. It must suffice to notice the following
points which may serve to indicate how far he was, and how
far he was not, a precursor of the modernist movement.

(i) Newman accepted ex animo and without any apparent

1 W. Ward, Life of Cardinal Newman, H, 496.
a
Cp. A. Fawkes's remark that

*

a primer of scepticism and of Ultra-

montanism might be compiled from (Newman's) works* (The Modem
Churchman, xvi, 546). See also Lord Actons correspondence (1917), i, 227.
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difficulty the defined dogmatic teaching of the Church. It is

antecedently unlikely that one who was credulous enough to

believe in die Holy House of Loreto w6uT3 stumBl6"dt the

j of the creeds or general totmcils or at the divinely

inspired narratives in the Bible. Although he was on

opportunist grounds opposed to the definition of papal in-

fallibility in 1870, he accepted the dogma, when it was

defined, without hesitation, since he had previously believed

in it. He had no desire whatever for a revision of the

Church's traditional teaching, nor for a reinterpretation of

the sense in which it was to be accepted.

(2) Newman was then perfectly satisfied with what the

Church proposed for his belief; but he was not satisfied with

the reasons on which, according to the theological schools,

belief was supposed to be grounded. From Butler he had

learned that the truth of the Christian faith cannot be

demonstrated with logical and compelling conclusiveness,

and that intellectually the believer must be content with a

convergence ofprobabilities. On the other hand, he realized

that certitude in believing is a fact of experience, and his

Essay in aid ofa grammar ofassent was an attempt to account

for the paradox. Certitude is based not on inference, but on

assent; the solution lies in recognizing the function ofthe will

and of other factors beside logical demonstration in the

psychology of belief. This was not the normal teaching of
the Roman Church, which is that a doctrine such as the

existence ofGod can be demonstrated conclusively by human
reason. Newman here was investigating a problem which
came to the forefront ofphilosophical discussion towards the

end of the century. It is one of the chief problems that

engaged TyrrelTs thought, and Newman at least helped him
to realize its importance.

1 It was central to the French

'philosophy of action',
2 L6on OU6-Laprune, Maurice

1

Cp. Petre, Li e ofTyrrdl, n, 56
* See pp. 1 86 ff. below.
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BlondeFs master, owed much to the influence of Newman.1

It will be true to say that Newman's example encouraged
those who read him to put forward opinions about the

psychology of belief that were contrary to the received

teaching of the theological schools. The modernists, how-
ever, were condemned not so much because they did this as

because they called in question the content ofthe traditional

faith. Their heresy concerned not so much why one does

believe as what one must believe.

(3) Newman's Essay on the development of Christian doctrine

(1845) is commonly held to be the most signal point of his

connexion with the modernist movement. The essay served

a double purpose, (a) It was intended to justify his rejection
of the Tractarian appeal to the primitive Church against

subsequent corruptions and his acceptance of Roman
Catholicism in its existing form as the authentic version of

Christianity. To this end he devised the series of tests by
which true developments were to be distinguished from false

(see op. dt. pp. 64f). (&) At the same time, Newman dis-

cerned a problem in regard to which the comparative claims

of Anglicanism and Romanism were of secondary import-
ance. It is plain from history that the form of Christian

doctrine and worship has not been identical throughout the

ages; how is it possible to decide what is its true and authori-

tative form? And how are we to account for the changes and

variations that history discloses? Three common hypotheses
must be deemed unsatisfactory.

(i)
The Vincentian canon is an inadequate test, since, for

example, the doctrine of the Trinity was not clearly taught

by the ante-Nicene fathers.

(ii)
The second hypothesis is that *ofan early corruption of

Christianityfrom external sources. . . (but) it has no claims on

our attention till it is drawn out scientifically; till we are

1

Cp. W. Ward, W. G. Ward and the Catholic revival, p. 443 ; M. Blon-

del, Uon OlU-Laprune, p. 44.
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distinctly informed what the real Christian doctrine or

evangelical message is, or ifthere be any; frpm, what sources

it is drawn; how these sources are ascertained to us; and what
is a corruption'.

1

(iii)
The third hypothesis is that of the Discipline* Arcani;

but 'it is no key to the whole difficulty. . .the variations

continue beyond the time when it is conceivable that the

discipline was in force'.

What then is the hypothesis that Newman himself pro-

poses for acceptance? He summarizes his 'theory ofdevelop-
ments

9

as follows: *that the increase and expansion of the

Christian Creed and Ritual, and the variations which have
attended the process in the case of individual writers and

Churches, are the necessary attendants on any philosophy or

polity which takes possession of the intellect and heart and
has had any wide or extended dominion; that, from the

nature ofthe human mind, time is necessary for the full com-

prehension and perfection of great ideas; and that the highest
and most wonderful truths, though communicated to the

world once for all by inspired teachers, could not be com-

prehended all at once by the recipients, but, as received and
transmitted by minds not inspired and through media which
were human, have required only the longer time and deeper
thought for their full elucidation *.

a

Newman was aware that his Essay opened up a dangerous
theme. Thus, in 1849, he wrote to the bishop ofLa RocheUe:
'The book. . .is but a mere essay; it does but enter upon a

subject scarcely mooted up to our days, and ofsuch extreme

delicacy, that one hardly dare handle it '.3 Nevertheless, he
1 May it not be said that Harnack and the liberal Protestants did draw

out this hypothesis 'scientifically', and that Loisy recognized that it did
then claim the attention of Catholics? In order to attend to it lie had to

carry Newman's theory ofdevelopment to lengths which the latter never

contemplated. See Part H, chs. v and vi> of the present essay.
2
Op. cit. p. 27.

3 The Rambler, v, 202.
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was not the first Roman Catholic writer to propose a theory
ofdevelopment. He said himselfthat the view on which his

essay was written 'has at all times, perhaps, been implicitly

adopted by theologians, and, I believe, has recently been

illustrated by several distinguished writers of the continent,

such as de Maistre and Moehler* (op. cit. p. 27). It is un-

certain from what source Newman derived the idea of

development;
1
certainly his method ofworking it out, or of

manipulating it, was original.

"We shall find that the modernists, while the fact that

Newman had opened up the theme was invaluable to them,

regarded his theory as deficient because he took for granted
the idea of the apostolic depositumfidei, i.e. of revelation as a

body oftruths which were
*

communicated to the world once

for all' in apostolic times. For him, the development of

doctrine consisted simply in deducing the consequences and

implications of the original, closed revelation. 'The holy

apostles would know without words all the truths concern-

ing the high doctrines of theology, which controversialists

after them have piously and charitably reduced to formulae,

and developed through argument.'
2 The modernists by their

acceptance of biblical criticism were driven, and by their

sympathy with an evolutionaryphilosophywere encouraged,
to reinterpret, in one way or another, the conception of a

final and infallible depositum fidei. Newman's theory of
1 A sermonof"Wiseman's,preachedin 1 839, is a close anticipation ofthe

main argument ofNewman s essay; see W. Ward, The
life

and times of
Cardinal Wiseman (1897), I, 314-19. Dr F. L. Cross, in msjohn Henry
Newman (193 3 ), pp. 107 ft, gives reasons for supposing that Newman may
have indirectly derived the idea of development from the French Jesuit
Petavius (1583-1652); see also his article on this subject in the Church

Quarterly Review (January, 1933), pp. 245-57. Dr C, C. J. Webb says
that it

*

had by his own
(i.e.

Newman
s)
account been suggested to him by

the writings of de Maistre and Mohler; see Christianity in the light of
modern knowledge (1929), p. 723. But this goes beyond, if it does not

contradict, Newman's actual statement quoted above.
a
Op. cit. p. 83 ; cp. p. 120: *As all allow, the Apostles were infallible'.
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deductive development which began where the New Testa-

ment left offgave way to a theory ofthe evolution ofdogma
which was based on a reading of the New Testament the

necessity ofwhich he is not to be blamed for failing to fore-

see.

While, however, his essay suffered from these limitations,

it still contained a number ofstatements that could be under-

stood by the modernists to imply more than their author had
intended. Consider for instance how they must have relished

such passages as the following:

In a higher world it is otherwise; but here below to live is to

change, and to be perfect is to have changed often (p. 39).
One cause of corruption in religion is the refusal to follow the

course of doctrine as it moves on, and an obstinacy in the notions

of the past (p. 61).
A power ofdevelopment is a proofoflife, not only in its essay,

but in its success ; for a mere formula either does not expand or is

shattered in expanding. A living idea becomes many, yet remains
one (p. 74).

If Christianity be an universal religion, suited not to one

locality or period, but to all times and places, it cannot but vary
in its relations and dealings towards the world around it, that is, it

wiH develope. Principles require a very various application

according to persons and circumstances, and must be thrown into
new shapes according to the form of society which they are to

influence The refutation and remedy of errors cannot precede
their rise; and thus the fact of false developments or corrup-
tions involves the correspondent manifestations of true ones

(p. 96).

Sometimes an attempt has been made to ascertain the 'leading
idea', as it has been called, of Christianity; a remarkable essay as

directed towards a divine religion, when, even in the existence of
the works of man, the task is beyond us. Thus, the one idea lias

been decided by some to be the restoration of our fallen race, by
others philanthropy, by

others the spirituality of true religious
service, by others the salvation, ofthe elect, by others the union of
the sod. with God. All these representations are truths, as being
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aspects of Christianity, but none ofthem is the whole truth (pp.

No wonder that M.JLojsjng^
m^ ha^J^^^ theologian jEat Tiad
^xStecfin the Church since Origen.^

1 But it would be a gross

'exaggeration to say that Newman's theory of development
gave rise to the modernist movement. All that ought to be
said is that, in their attempts to restate Catholic dogma in

such a way as to make it compatible with biblical criticism,

some of the modernists, and notably Loisy, found Newman
suggestive and useful.

IfNewman had died before Pius IX, the modernists might
still have found his writings suggestive, but they would
hardly have found them, useful. As a theologian,. he would
have died under a cloud, and an appeal to him would have
been liable to compromise whoever made it,

1 See p. 94 below.
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THE ACCESSION OF LEO XIII AND THE
EFFECTS OF HIS POLICY

We must now recall the condition of the Church at the end
of Pius IX's pontificate in order that we may appreciate the

change which resulted from the accession ofLeo XIIL When
Pius died in 1878, liberal Catholicism, whether in its political
or intellectual form, seemed a lost cause. We have seenhow
in France, in Germany, in Italy, in England the liberals

were defeated and the intransigents were triumphant. In

particular, those who had advocated the independent rights
of historical criticism and of scientific research had been
either excommunicated like Dollinger or reduced to silence

like Acton. Pius IX and the party that had supported him
had succeeded in showing that the Church was irreconcilable

with modern civilization and with modern knowledge. If

the policy of Pius IX had been continued by his successor, it

is unlikely that there would have been any modernist move-
ment, not because there would have been no Roman
Catholics who recognized the need of a revision of tradi-

tional orthodoxy in the light ofnew knowledge, but because

they would have recognized simultaneously the futility of

working for any such revision under the conditions that pre-
vailed in the Church. Leo JQIIl(v

b
s

v ji-iodi^wg^tbLC^in-
transigent policy of Pius t^JS^^^^ the

mooenSsFHlfSpfise was worth att^iiiptiiig.
Eeo*3OT ofbeing a liberal pope; if

the reputation still survives, it is due chiefly to the compara-
tive difference between his policy and pontificate and those
of his predecessor and of his successor. He was not by con-
viction a liberal in any accepted sense ofthe term. He did not
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regard freedom as a political or intellectual ideal or end. It is

true that, before he became pope, he had avoided the excesses

of the intransigents, but he had not been associated in any
way with the professedly liberal Catholics. Moreover, after

he assumed control of the Vatican and few recent popes
have controlled the Vatican with a firmer hand 'he with-

drew no pronouncement, he disavowed no action, of the

previous pontificate His ends were those of his pre-
decessor, but he sought them by other means.'1 As much as

Pius IX he desired political privilege rather than political

freedom for the Church, and he had as little real sympathy
with the intellectual movements ofthe age. Ifhe maintained

that the Church had nothing to fear from the full truth of

history, he maintained also that history 'covers an aggregate
ofdogmatic facts which claim the assent offaith and may not

be called in question'.
2

The difference between Leo and Pius was not that one was
a KB^^ffi^^T''^^^' ^conservative, but that one was

s
a

cBpomatist and the j^ef^aFn^""ln'll87OIeo saw clearly
that the fortunes of tfie papacy were at a very low ebb, and he

determined to restore diem. Under Pius IX the papacy had

certainly become powerful among Catholics as it had never

been before. The Vatican decrees had been the culminating

point of the ultramontane movement towards papal absolu-

tism, and the misfortunes of the holy see, arising from the

loss ofthe temporal power, had given Pius IX the prestige of

a martyr and had won for him the sympathy ofthose who
cared but little for his policy. His character, too, had in-

spired personal aifection or, as some would say, sentimental

adulation. Leo was made of different stuff. He wanted to be

not a suffering martyr, but a successful statesman. His aims

were at once more ambitious and more worldly, and his

1 A. Fawkes, Studies in modernism, p. 87.
a
Encyclical to die bishops and clergy of France (1899), see ibid.

p. 107.
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character was more virile. The papacy should certainly
retain and extend its power among Catholics1

; but also it

should cease to be
*

an object ofhostility and contempt to the

outside worldV
All his great gifts

as a diplomatist he used to this end. He

wisely realized that in the situation with which he was faced

the only policy that could succeed was one of conciliation

and compromise. This is the key to his political strategy. In

France, for instance, where in truth it proved far less success-

ful than elsewhere, he directed Catholics to rally to the

republic and to abandon their legitimist dreams not because

he himself cared for republicanism, but because it was only

by accepting the existing constitution that the Church could

hope to regain its powers and privileges. Wilfrid Ward
> -ii" 1

summed up Leo s attitude in a telling phrase: We must use

the modern liberties our dtim^^ S

^T^owanted to be not only a successful statesman, but also a

patron of letters. It must be allowed that his conception of

learning was more medieval than modern and more literary
than scientific. Its true method, he supposed, was deduction,

its best instrument the syllogism. He had little, if any,

personal understanding of the inductive method ofmodern
science and criticism, or of the importance of observation

and experiment. Nevertheless, he was sincerely anxious to

restore the intellectual, no less than the political, prestige of

Catholicism, and here too he was prepared to adopt what he

regarded as a policy of conciliation. Thus he opened the

Vatican library to students, showed a keen interest in educa-
1 Themovement ofcentralization, which has been an essential feature of

modern ultramontane policy, was continued under Leo XIII. Thus, for

instance, his encyclicals and briefs were as frequent as those ofPius IX and
not, as formerly, exceptional events. Cp. w . Ward, Ten personal studies

(1908), pp. 178
a Ibid. p. 187.
3 Ibid. p. 192; cp. R. Gout, L*affaire Tyrrell, pp. 65 ff
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tional reform, and encouraged the foundation and strength-

ening of universities. But his best known attempt to forward

an intellectual revival in the Church was his glorification of
St Thomas Aquinas and the Thomist philosophy. This was

not, or need not have been, so purely a reactionary a policy as

it may seem. For

cut and dried tex^sat were then in
lt**a^^ ' -.^wa*<,*., <- *.,-*, -.

broader, more^
creative and e^v^aff^^o^A

the introducfion"of a
^

new aii3 more liberal" spirit into Catholic theology.
1 Leo's

1 ^^agfta^Ks^ai^^ 'SjsV/4*"'
"'>> 'O* . .

pOTcy^Wffin Bet interpreted in two different ways: (i) as

being intended to identify Catholic thought withThomism
the interpretation which eventually conquered under Leo's

successor, or (2) as inviting Catholic thinkers to a funda-

mental reconstruction of Christian philosophy. It was the

latter interpretation, as acted upon by Olle-Laprune and his

followers for example, which issued in what came to be

known as philosophical modernism and was condemned by
Pius X.
The importance of Leo XHfs accession in preparing the

ground for the modernist movement will now be evident.

His whole policy, specially after the extravagant conser-

vatism of Pius IX, was calculated to create a psychological

atmosphere which conveyed the impression that after all

Catholicism was capable ofa fresh orientation, ofcoming to

terms with political democracy andwithmodern knowledge.
It is not then surprising that a new generation of liberal

Catholics should have arisen who were attracted by this

possibility and in their enthusiasm failed to recognize how

heavily the balances were loaded against it. Far more than

the opportunist diplomacy and the pseudo-liberalism ofLeo

XIII would have been necessary in order to give adequate

grounds for the expectation that an orthodoxy, which those

1 Lecanuet, La vie de f%foe sous Uon XIII (1930), pp. 466 ff.; cp. A.

Houtin, Un prltre symboliste, Marcel Hubert (1925), pp. 75, 78.
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who control it regard as unchanging, and an authority, whose

professed infallibility binds it securely to the letter ofthe past,

were likely to come suddenly to terms with forces that they
had hitherto opposed with blind obstinacy and the utmost

resolution.

There can hardly be a more significant illustration of the

hopes which came to be entertained as a result ofLeo XIII's

policy than the epilogue which Wilfrid Ward added to his

William George Ward and the Catholic revival 1 This was

published in 1893, i.e. during the initial or preliminary phase
of the modernist movement, before Loisy's dismissal from
hisprofessorship at the Institut Catholique and before the issue

of the encyclical Providentissimus Deus. Wilfrid Ward's
ecclesiastical standpoint was similar to Newman's. His

liberalism was of an exceedingly moderate type; his watch-

words were caution and patience. His attitude to the

modernists was a faithful reflexion of Newman's attitude to

the 'Rambler' writers. The hopefulness which he showed in

1893 is therefore all the more remarkable.

Most thinking men, he says, admit that the Catholic

Church in communion with Rome is the natural home of
the Catholic ideal of

spirituality, but there are those who,
while accepting this ideal of life and character, resist die

claim of the Roman Church to their allegiance because they

regard it as plainly incompatible with enlightened thought.
*To this incompatibility the Vatican Council is supposed by
many to have set the final seal' Ward freely admits that

'Dollinger's protest at the Munich Congress of 1863* against
the unhistorical and uncritical spirit of certain Catholic

divines had, in many quarters, considerable justification. * . .

1
References are to the reissue of 1912. Ward says (p. xii) that the

epilogue owed so much to von Hugel, that it might almost be regarded
as a joint production. The fact diat at this time Ward was thus closely
in agreement with von Hiigel illustrates also the significance of the

3 See p. 3 8 above.
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The prominence in the sixties of what was stigmatised as

Ultramontane narrowness' cannot be denied.

But, he continues,
'

the real question is, Have the men who
were responsible for such a line gainedby the Vatican Council,
and have its decrees in any sense endorsed their views? Is the

Roman Church since the Council committed to the general
line ofa school which was unhistorical and uncritical, and are

its members, therefore, unfit, from an intellectual point of

view, to cope with the crucial questions of contemporary
thought?

' He then suggests
'

certain broad facts
'

which belie

the afemative answer to this question. 'The present Pope
(i.e.

Leo XIII) . . .has notoriously encouragedhistorical studies
and encouraged their pursuit in the most absolutely candid and
critical

spirit* (italics ours). The pope's actions, e.

", ,

students, show 'that he has meanfwKat he said that history

SW^pursued by its own methods and independently ofits

giving such results as are most acceptable to the Catholic

controversialist
'

.

And again, 'while the historical spirit is receiving direct

encouragement in the Vatican itself', we have the important
fact of 'the growth since the Vatican Council of a school of

Ultramontane critics, Biblical and historical, whose accuracy
and eminence are beyond dispute'. Among the members of
this school are mentioned Professor Bickell, of Innsbruck,

1

Abb6 Loisy, 'Professor of Exegesis at the Institut Catholique
in Paris. . .known in Germany and England, as well as in

France, as a critic of the first rank', the Bollandist Fathers,

and Abb6 Duchesne. . .'known to his friends as the most

loyal of Ultramontanes'. It is quite untrue that 'the men
whom impartial judges rank as our best critics' are anti-

ultramontane. On the contrary, as unbiased critics and

historians, they compare most favourably with those who
1

It was by Professor Bickell that von Hiigel had been initiated into the

study of biblical criticism.

VRC 5
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had opposed the Vatican decrees, e.g. Dollinger and the Old
Catholics, whose opposition to Rome had borne the marks
of fanaticism.

'The consistency ofthe Ultramontane position itself, both
with the historical spirit and with a large-minded and
moderate temper of mind, is a matter more readily tested

practically than theoretically. Solvitur ambulando . . . (The)
effect (of the Vatican decision) on directly intellectual

problems has not in fact proved to be in a direction opposed
to freedom and thoroughness That a phase of the new
Ultramontanism was in fact so injurious to die interests of
intellectual life in the Church, may make the work of dis-

sociating that phase from the Vatican definition itself in the

imagination of rough-and-ready exponents of English

pubHc opinion a slow one; but no careful student of the

period can identify the two.* The belief that 'the great

organised society of the Catholic Church raises no barrier

against those minds which now feel that they must in

honesty face the problems of the times with perfect frank-

ness
9

may therefore be regarded as justified.
Such was the situation in which the modernist movement

originated. The modernists were those who, in diverse ways,
submitted this belief to a practical test. Solvitur ambulando*

The outcome of the movement was to show that the

'rough-and-ready exponents ofEnglish public opinion*, who
had imagined that the Vatican decrees were the charter of
obscurantism, were not so grossly mistaken as Wilfrid Ward
ventured to hope.
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LOISY



France was not only the centre ofthe modernistmoi>ementgeographically;
it was also the country where the movement first came to the surface*
and the scene of its most significant crises. In France, too, the movement

gained mostforce, if not by the number of its adherents, certainly by
the prestige of its chief representatives. Of these, no less certainly,
M. Loisy was the most important, and he has remained the most

famous. He was indeed the leading figure in the whole movement, at

least until about 1904 when he lost faith in its future, and began to

retire from participation in it. It is therefore to be expected that an
account of his career, from its beginning until that time, will throw
much light on the genesis and character of the movement. Moreover,
since the publication in 1930-1 of his Mcmoires pour scrvir i
Fliistoire religieuse de notre temps, fuller and more direct evidence
is available for the investigation of his career than there is, or is ever

likely to be, in the case oj any other modernist. Whatfollows here is

based, in the first instance, upon a study of the M6moires.* To select

from the vast mass of material, which they contain, only what bears
most closely on the subject ofthis essay is not an easy undertaking. The

reliability of M. Loisy s memory ana the accuracy of the facts which
he records do not appear to have been seriously challenged* At the
same time care has been taken to compare and to supplement his

reminiscences with evidence, derivedfrom other sources, and contributed

from different points of view, where such exists.

1 Where specific references are not given, or where there are no
references to other authorities, it may be assumed that statements of fact
are due to information that is provided in die Mlmoires. Specific refer-
ences to the Mcmoires are inserted when actual quotations are made there-
from, or when there is some other special reason for doing so, e. g. when
the reference is to a different part of the Mlmoires from that whicii corre-

sponds to the chronological order of events.

Here, as elsewhere in the essay, some of the shorter quotations from
French books are left untranslated.

3
Thus, for instance, Pere Lagrange, in his M. Loisy ct k modernisme

(1932), finds nodiuig to question, in Loisy's account of the facts (apart
from one or two unimportant details). His book is an attempt to show
that the facts ought to be interpreted differently. It is Loisy's opinions,
not the accuracy of his records, that he criticizes.



Chapter ix

VOCATION, 1857-1892

Alfred Loisy was born in 1857. His father was a farmer, and
he would have been one too, had not his delicate constitution

and-the aptitude for learning, which he showed as soon as he
went to school, indicated for him some career that would not
be one of strenuous physical exertion. It was not, however,

through any suggestion or pressure on the part of his parents
that he entered upon training for the priesthood. It was he

himselfwho decided that he had avocatK^a?*ndwho took the

initiative in regard to its fulfilment. L/i874*he entered the

grand seminary at Chalons and donned |he epdesiastical habit

which he was destined to wear for the next thirty-four years.
Before he entered the seminary nothing had happened to

unsettle his simple faith that the Church was
*

a great school

of holiness and truth, in which the officers, being in posses-
sion of clear and certain teaching, laboured with one accord

to keep their charges in the way of salvation'.1 But he had

not been there long before he began to realize that the Church
was not precisely what in his innocence he had supposed it to

be. Even after the Vatican council there was still liberalism as

well as ultramontanism in the ecclesiastical world, and the

difference between them was reflected in both the professors

and the students of the seminary. Long before he had any
clear appreciation of the questions at issue, Loisy was in-

stinctively drawn to associate himself with the liberals. It

was as evident at the seminary as it had been in his school days

that he had rare intellectual gifts, and he was given an

opportunity of beginning the study of Hebrew, nor did he

delay to become interested in such biblical criticism as the

literature at his disposal made possible.
1

Mtmoires, I. 44; cp. n, 373.
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It must not, however, be assumed that Loisy was only
intellectually precocious, or that he was simply a very clever

young man. who by force of circumstances found himself

committed to an ecclesiastical career which made no spiritual

appeal to him. On the contrary, he was genuinely pious and

devout; he was inspired by motives that were at once altru-

istic and mystical. Certainly during his seminary days and

during the early years of his priesthood there was real fervour

in his faith and devotion, and. always (until the final break in

1908) die discipline and dignity of his priestly life were un-

exceptionable.
1

Nevertheless, almost from the outset (from
1875 onwards) there was a constantly growing tension

between his devotional and his intellectual life. His devo-

tional life was naturally based upon the traditional system of
doctrinal orthodoxy. As his intellectual powers developed
and his opportunities of free research increased, he became

acutely conscious of the difficulty of reconciling this system
of doctrine in its accepted form with the conclusions to

which his studies led him.

In 1878 he was sent from Chalons to complete his training
at the newly constituted theological faculty of the Catholic

university at Paris. Here he came into contactvjjjtih pwS5cSSas>i
who was professor of Church history, itoids Duchesne^

(1843-1922) was the son of a Breton fishe^Mr^af^HteaCti-

ing for two or three years at the seminary of Saint Brieuc,3
where he had himselfbeen trained for ordination, he went in

1

Cp. The Modem Churchman, vm, 116.
a See E. Dupont, Mgr Duchesne chez 1m en Bretagne (1923 ) ; C, d'Hablo-

vUle, Granderfigures de
ffyrtise contemporaine (1925); L'histoirc et I'aiuvre

de TEcokfran^aise de Rome (1931), pp. 57-64; and a long letter from F.

von Hugel in The Times Literary Supplement (May 25th, 1922), p. 342.
3 At the time of the Vatican council he was an ardent ultramontane,

and collected signatures for a petition in favour of the definition ofpapal
infallibility, although his bishop was opposed thereto. He was about

thirty before he came under liberal influences. See E. Barbier, Histoire du
Catholicism* liberal (1924), ra, 202, and Loisy, Mlmoim, in, 427.
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1871 to study at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes in Paris. Here
his talent was noticed, and in 1873 lie was invited to join the

Ecole Fran<jaise de Rome, whichwas founded in that year. At
Rome Duchesne became a devoted disciple ofJ. B. de Rossi

(1822-94), the famous Italian archaeologist and epigraphist
4

cet illustre savant, la plus belle gloire de la science catholique
en ce siecle'.1 Archaeological expeditions to Greece and
Asia Minor served also to determine his future as a scientific

historian. "When in 1877 he returned to Paris to take up a

professorship at the Catholic university, he had already

acquired a considerable reputation, and he came as an

enthusiastic adherent and apostle ofmodern critical methods.

His appointment met indeed with some opposition, as he

had been denounced as *un pretre plus que liberal et "d'esprit

peu ecclesiastique"'.
2 He was not slow to justify these

suspicions. But if the traditionalists were shocked and

alarmed, younger men of scholarly bent and progressive

temper tended naturally to rally round one whose learning
was as unrivalled in its quality as his wit was brilliant and his

personality attractive.

Loisy's contact with Duchesne was of great consequence;
but its effects were not immediate, as for reasons ofhealth he
was prevented from returning to Paris after his first term.

Instead he went back to the seminary at Chalons, and was
ordained priest onJune 29th, 1 879. He was at once appointed
cur6 of a tiny village, from which after about six months he

was transferred to a slightly larger parish. The full perfor-
mance of his pastoral duties left him ample time for the

prosecution ot his studies. He had already thought of em-

barking upon an exposition of Catholic doctrine *en rapport
avec les necessit& des temps nouveaux'.3 Towards the end of

1
L. Duchesne, Les origines chretiennes, p. xi; cp. Bulletin critique,'X79 374:

*C'est a de Rossi que je dois ma vocation scientifique; ses Merits m'ont
sauve" (quoted by d'Habloville, op. dt. p. 19).

*
Baudrillart, Vie de Mgr d'Hulst, I, 361.

3 Mtmoires, i, 80.
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1880 he entered into communication with Duchesne, who
was eager that he should return to Paris. Duchesne had no
doubt detected Loisy's ability and planned to enrol him in

the group of young students, who were collecting round

him, and who, he hoped, would take part in a progressive

theological movement. At this time Duchesne still thought
that Rome would be favourable to such an enterprise or

would at least tolerate it; he himself intended to go bravely
forward with his own subject, Church history. It was

chiefly owing to Duchesne's influence that Loisy returned to

the Institut Catholique
1 in May, 1881. Biblical criticism was

the subject to which he was naturally drawn, and Duchesne

encouraged him in this direction.

It seems certain that Duchesne himselfhad not yet realized

what would be the effect upon the traditional theology ofthe
full acceptance of the results of biblical criticism. He had

hitherto been mainly occupied by his researches in Church

history and archaeology, and it was not until August, 1881,

and then at the instigation of Loisy, that he gave serious

attention to the criticism ofthe gospels. The following letter,

which he wrote to Loisy on August i8th, shows that he

recognized at once the need of a new apologetic of some
such kind as the modernists eventually put forward.

As our fathers had to modulate the external form of their

preaching to suit the capacity of Frank, Saxon, Celtic, etc.,

intellects, in the same way perhaps we shall have to remove certain

obstacles which separate us from the too scientific intellects ofour

contemporaries. Theology, in its existing form, is finished; the

old exegesis is played out. In reading over again during these last

few days with the eyes of a critic the first three Gospels, I see that

there are in fact many disagreements in detail. One can leave the

scholastics ingeniously to combine the genealogies and to show
that they harmonize. But two things remain: first, the general

impression produced by Jesus Christ on those who approached
1 A law, passed in 1880, had prohibited die use ofthe title 'university';

see Baudrillart, op. cit. r, 386.
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Him . . . ; secondly, there are these divine discourses set in one way
or another in divergent narratives. This is enough. I see that your

reading has led you too along this path; do not be afraid to go
ahead.

1

We shall see that before long, after mature consideration of

all the issues involved, Duchesne himself drew back, and

advised others to do so too.

Loisy had taken his first degree in May, 1881. In the

academic year, 1881-2, he read for a further degree, after

which he was appointed to a place on the staff of the faculty

oftheology as lecturer in Hebrew; he also began to specialize

in Assyriology. In December, 1882, he began to attend the

lectures of Renan at the College de France, and was thus

initiated into the textual criticism of the Old Testament.

Hitherto, he had not read the works, nor otherwise come

under the influence, of non-Catholic scholars. It was from

Renan, more than from any other single source, that he

derived his devotion to, and his proficiency in, the science of

biblical criticism.* The scientific method of study and the

ideal ofpursuing it freely and disinterestedly, he had already-

learned from Duchesne. It was the application of this

method and of this ideal to the Bible that he learned from

Renan; but from Renan's conclusions and manner of repre-

senting the history of religion he widely departed.

Loisy refuses to admit the allegation of his orthodox

opponents that his 'apostasy' was due to the subversive

influence of rationalist critics.3 He insists that it was his own
1
Mtmoires, i, 98.

z
Cp. ibid, m, 99, 437-

3 This is one of the commonest methods by which the orthodox

account for 'the errors of modernism*; see Loisy, Mimdres, m, 83 ;

Riviere, Le modernisme dans I'SgUse, p. 96; Revue historique, CLXIX, 93 n.;

Lagrange, M. Loisy et k modernisme (1932), pp- 2^6; D. J. Mercier,

Modernism (1910), pp. u, 27 ; L. de Grandmaison, Jesus Christ (1932),

n, 292; H. Felder, Christ and the critics (1924), 1, 13 :

*

All the problems of

this modern christology, and the whole opposition of Modernists to the

Christ of the Gospels, find their explanation in the preconceived assump-
tions of rationalist and agnostic philosophy.* Cp. ibid, n, 233.
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study of the Bible itself, much more than any external

influence, which forced him to become a critic and to remain

a critic.

The Bible has been the first and principal cause of my in-

tellectual evolution; it is because I read it seriously that I became a

critic of it. As the Catholics cannot allow this without denying
their absolute dogmas, they are obliged to beat about the bush in

order to find other causes; but these secondary causes, when they
are notpurely fictitious, have significance and point only by reason

of the principal cause which they are not willing to allow.1

With regard to Rcnan himself Loisy writes:

I did not seek to enter into relations with him, and I never

spoke to Mm. I still thought that his general position was false

and that he had been mistaken in leaving the Church. Thus I

instructed myselfat his school, in the hope ofproving to him that

all that was true in his science was compatible with Catholicism

sanely understood.*

Loisy has preserved die record of an imaginary dialogue
between a 'jeunc savant' (who is more or less the mouthpiece
ofRenan) and the Church, which he composed at this period

(July, 1883), and which illuminates the way in which his

mind was developing. In the course of this dialogue the

Church is represented as saying:

I must allow that my teaching, immutable in its principles and
in its end, can and ought to be modified in its form, to be per-
fected in its exposition, in order that it may better respond to the

needs of the generations which it must bring to God. Perhaps
my doctors in this century have been inferior to their task and
have not understood that it was permissible for them to abandon
the old formulas, that they ought almost to forget them, in order
to preserve for the world the very substance of the truth which is

entrusted to me. God will give me, I hope, men apt for this work,
and you will no longer be able to accuse me of ignorance.

3

*

Mlmolres, n, 16. 3
Ibid, i, 118.

3 Ibid, i, 121.
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This work Loisy regarded as his vocation; we have here, as

early as 1883, the fundamental idea of U&vangile et Yfeglise

and Autour d'un petit livre.

During the year 1883-4 he wrote two theses with a view

to obtaining the degree of doctor in theology. Before

sending them in to be examined he submitted one ofthem,
the subject ofwhich was 'the inspiration ofHoly Scripture',

to Mgr d'Hulst, rector ofthe Institut Catholique. The rector

considered that the thesis, ifpublished, would be a source of

scandal,
1 and the whole project was there and then aban-

doned. It was not until 1885 that Loisy's teaching began to

arouse public suspicions.
2

The friendly relations that had so far existed between him

and Duchesne were brought to an end in June, 1889, by a

rather complicated but quite petty quarrel, into which we
need not enter. They were not resumed till 1896, when

Duchesne had gone back to Rome as director of the Ecole

Fran^aise, and they never again became so intimate. Already,

i.e. before 1890, Duchesne had come to the conclusion that

*une evolution scientifique sur le terrain de la Bible dans

rliglise romaine'3 was a moral impossibility, and he played

no direct part in the modernist movement. Shortly before

this rupture of their friendship he had advised Loisy to

confine himself to the study of Semitic philology, and to

avoid research and teaching which would inevitably involve

a conflict with the theologians. Thus Duchesne, who, as

Loisy says,

c

did more than anyone to initiate a scientific

movement in French Catholicism',
4 withdrew from his

position ofleadership as soon as he saw that the object of the

movement was incapable ofrealization. His own later work,

which was carried out on ground less dangerous than that of

1

Cp. Mlmoires, n, 459.
a

Ibid. i, 139; cp. Baudrillart, Vie de Mgr fHulst, I, 475-

3 Mlmoires, i, 164.
4 Ibid, i, 106.
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biblical criticism,
1 did indeed cause him trouble with the

Church authorities, but it was free from the distinctive taint

of modernism.

It will be useful at this point to observe more closely the

difference between Duchesne and the authentic modernists.

Those who write in English on the subject of modernism

sometimes give the impression that there was 110 difference,

or at least that it is not worth taking into account.* On the

contrary, the difference is important, and to recognize it is

to go far in the direction of understanding die distinctive

character ofmodernism. Both Duchesne and the modernists

realized that the science of biblical criticism threatened the

orthodox tradition of theology, and especially the traditional

Christology. Duchesne realized also and from the outset,

i.e. before 1890, that the Roman Church either would not or

could not allow any adequate modification of traditional

orthodoxy, and that therefore the profession of traditional

orthodoxy, or at least the refusal to question it, was the

necessary condition of remaining in the Church. The

modernists, on the other hand, were distinguished by the

hope that it would be possible to secure within the Church
those modifications of traditional orthodoxy which the

science of biblical criticism, required, and that pending the

ultimate acceptance ofsuch modifications die Church would
be willing to allow them freedom in their capacity as critics.

x

Cp. The Times Literary Supplement (January I5th, 1904) : 'After some

slight indiscretions in his earlier years, (Duchesne) has been resolutely

prudent on Biblical questions.' Also A. Houtin, La aise du ckr%& (1908),
ch. xn, where the first volume ofDuchesne's Histoire andtnne ae rglise is

submitted to a criticism which shows with what subtlety the author

evaded, or sought to evade, any clash with traditional theology. Cp,
Lecanuet, La vie de V^glise sous iJon XIII (1930), p. 330.

a
See, for instances of failure to distinguish Duchesne from the

modernists, H, D. A. Major, English modernism (1927), pp. 19 , H, L.

Stewart, Modernism past and present (1932), pp. 178, 305 , and W. M,
Horton, The philosophy of the abb Bautoin (1926), p. 297,
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It is now, ofcourse, obvious that Duchesne was right and the

modernists wrong in so far as the anticipation of the future

was concerned; whether Duchesne was morally justified in

deciding to remain in the Church on the only conditions

which he saw to be possible is another question upon which
we are not called to pronounce judgment.

Loisy himself has emphasized Duchesne's innocence of

modernism more than once. In 1913 he wrote in Choses

passees:

Duchesne has always had a horror ofwhat is called modernism;
he has always taught that the dogmas of the Church are unim-

peachable and immutable; he has never written a line for the

purpose of attacking or defending them, or to attenuate, correct

or modify them by way of interpretation.
1

And again in his Memoires:

I have already said, and I say it again : in the afiair ofmodernism,
from its beginning about-iSpo until the end, Duchesne was never

anything but a spectator ... of our efforts and our tribulations.2

Albert Houtin with his accustomed irony described the

difference between Duchesne and Loisy as follows:

If Mgr Duchesne and M. Tabbe Loisy, in arriving at the same
scientific conclusions, have met with a different fortune, it is

because the latter has allowed himself to philosophize upon these

conclusions, and to propose a new apologetic ofwhich the Church
seems to stand in need. . . . The theologians cannot let it be

supposed that their system is ruined. They have seen to it that

those who came to their assistance were condemned. Mgr
Duchesne had no such naivete^

But perhaps not the least authoritative description of

1

My duel with the Vatican (American trans, ofChosespasses), p. 120; cp.

Memoires, m, 239, 245, 423-9. C. d'Habloville, op. tit. pp. 721.
2
Op. tit. n, 278; cp. Revue historique, cixix, 105.

3 La arise du clergi (1908), p. 165; cp. P. Desjardins, Catholicisme et

critique, pp. 22 ; P. Gardner in The Modern Churchman, xm, 537-41.
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Duchesne's attitude is contained in a letter which he himself

wrote to Marcel Hebert on January i8th, 1900:

The religious authority rests upon its tradition and the members
of its personnel who are the most devoted and also the least

intelligent. What is to be done? Are we to hope that this will

change? Are we to try to effect a reform? But this will not

change, and the reform will not be carried through. The only
result ofattempts of this kind is to get yourselfthrown out ofthe

window, with no beneficial results either for others or for your-
self. . . .It may be that, in spite of all appearances, the old ecclesi-

astical ectifice is going one day to tumble down, that the gates of
Paradise will prevail against it.,

Ifit happens so, no one will blame

TSlorEayuig supported the old establishment as long as possible.
1

It was the distinction ofthe modernists that they did hope for

change and that they did try to effect a reform. The story of

Loisy's career from 1890 onwards is a history ofthis hope, of
the attempt at reform and of its failure.

In 1890 he was appointed professor ofHoly Scripture at the

Institut Catholique ;
at the same time he submitted anew thesis

for the doctorate oftheology on the history ofthe canon of
the Old Testament. Since the subject of the thesis was 'safe'

and its treatment discreet, it was passed by die examiners.

He was now able to embark upon an ambitious scheme of

teaching. He proposed to work through the whole field of
the scientific study of the Bible. He thought that it was one
ofthe Church's greatest needs that this should be done on the

basis ofa fulland frank acceptance ofmodern criticalmethods ;

the teaching about the Bible which was current in the Church
was obsolete. He realized that he would at almost every
point be breaking new ground and that he was bound to

come into conflict with the official theologians. Neverthe-
1
Boutin, Unpretre symboliste, Marcel Htbert (1925) pp. H4; see the

whole letter. Cp. Loisv, Mlmoire$> m, 221, 342. It is not altogether
surprisIngthatDuchesne s literary executor has placed a twenty-five years'
veto on die publication of three volumes of his letters, which are at the

Biblioth^ue Nationale; see d'Hablovffle, op. cit. p. 133.
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less, since lie was entirely convinced of the rightfulness of

modern critical and scientific methods, he had brave hopes
that his labours would ultimatelybe acceptable to the Church.

Anyhow he felt that it was his vocation to make the attempt,
and he expected that many, if not all, his pupils would be

disposed to support and assist in the enterprise.
It was in pursuance ofthis plan ofsystematic teaching that

he followed up his history ofthe canon ofthe Old Testament

with a history of the canon of the New Testament (1891).
Neither of these volumes aroused serious opposition. It was

otherwise, however, when in the ensuing year he broached

the exegesis ofthe opening chapters of the book of Genesis.

It seemed scandalous to the strictly traditionalist mind of the

Superior of Saint-Sulpice (M. Icard) that the historicity of

these chapters should be questioned. Students from the

seminary of Saint-Sulpice had hitherto formed a considerable

part ofLoisy's audience; at the beginning ofthenext academic

year (October, 1892) they were forbidden to attend his

lectures. A similar prohibition had been applied by M. Icard

to the lectures of Duchesne some years earlier (I882).
1

At this juncture Loisy tried to enlist the sympathy and

support of a prince of the Church. He turned naturally to

Mgr Meignan, who had ordained him, and who was the

most erudite biblical scholar* among the French bishops.

Mgr Meignan was friendly, but he was not in the least

inclined to support or even to encourage Loisy in his pro-

jected renovation of ecclesiastical teaching about the Bible.

The prudent prelate, who incidentally was on the point of

being made a cardinal, was well acquainted with the real

question at issue, but he was quite convinced that the Roman
Church would allow no substantial modification of its

1
Baudrillart, Vie de Mgr d'Hubt, i, 462.

2
Mgr Meignan plays a considerable, if ignoble, part in A. Houtin's

La Question biblique chez^
les catholiques de France au XIX* sikle (1902);

cp. Lecanuet, La vie de rftglise sous Leon XIII (1930), pp. 3i8fF.
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traditional teaching about Scripture. He therefore contented
himself with benevolently warning Loisy of the danger and

futility ofthe task which he was proposing to undertake. The
bishop's attitude was in effect the same as Duchesne's and was
the outcome ofa longer and wider experience.

1 Events "were
about to show that his warning was only too thoroughly
justified.

Instead ofMgr Meignan's support, which he had solicited

in vain, Loisy was now the object of a championship which
he had done nothing to solicit and which proved disastrous

in its results. The publication by Mgr d'Hulst ofhis article on
La Question liblique led to Loisy's dismissal from the Institut

Catholique, and it provoked the issue of the papal encyclical
Providentissimus Deus. We shall examine at some length this

series of events, for it is full of significance for the student of
the origins of the modernist movement. The crisis of 1893
was in fact an earnest, almost a rehearsal, of the specifically
modernist crisis which was to come to a head ten years later.*

1

Cp. M&moires, ra, 250.
3
Cp. ibid, n, 246.
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THE BIBLICAL QUESTION, 1893

Renan had died in October, 1892, and Mgr d'Hulst had con-
tributed to Le Correspondant, the established organ of liberal

Catholicism, an obituary article "which, while written from a

perfectly orthodox standpoint, was temperate in its tone. For

instance, he went so far as to suggest that Renan's defection

from Catholicism might have been prevented ifthe teaching
about history and criticism, which he had received as a

seminarist, had been less antiquated. The article was well

received, and its author was thus encouraged to go further

and to deal with la Question biblique. Renan's death had given
a general vogue to discussions of this subject. The second

article appeared on January 25th, 1893. Loisy received no
information about the matter until a few days before, -when

the rector sent him a finished proof of his article together
with a note in which he explained his object in writing it.

Mgr d'Hulst had only a superficial and secondhand know-

lege ofthe questions involved in biblical criticism;
1 neverthe-

less, he was at this time so infected by Loisy's enthusiasm that

he shared the ambition, in so fat as he understood what it

implied, that the Institut Catholique should be a centre, the

centre par excellence, fromwhich there should radiate through
the Church the new biblical teaching that was necessary if

Catholicism was to keep abreast ofthe times. The realization

of this ambition was threatened at the outset by the fact that

Loisy's teaching had already become suspect, e.g. to the

influential Superior of Saint-Sulpice. Mgr d'Hulst judged
that the moment was opportune for trying to secure tolera-

tion for the progressive movement in biblical study and

teaching.
1 That this was so is allowed by Ms biographer, Baudrillart, Vie de Mgr

d'Hulst, i, 399

vnc 6
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It was obvious, he said in his article,
1 that la Question

biblique was a real, and not an imaginary, question. There was

a clash between the findings of modern science and the

traditional dogma ofthe inspiration ofHoly Scripture. How
was this discord to be resolved? He alleged that there were

three
'

schools
'

in the Church which advocated three different

solutions ofthe problem a right and left wing and a centre.

All alike agreed in loyally accepting the traditional dogma of

inspiration. The right wing urged that, since ex hypothesi God
was the author of the whole Bible, there was no room in it

for error ofany kind. In practice this meant that the acquired

results ofmodern knowledge had to be met by a simple non

possumus, or that, by subterfuge or sophistry, statements in

the Bible had to be reinterpreted in such a way as to be made

compatible with those results, as for instance when the six
c

days' in the first chapter of Genesis were said to mean six

'periods of years*. The left wing, on the other hand, main-

tained that the inspiration ofthe Bible covered all statements

which involved
'

faith or morals', but that it allowed of the

recognition oferrors in regard to purely scientific or historical

matters. The centre, or icolt moyenne, adopted a via media

between these two extremes; it avoided the rigour ofthe one

and the danger of the other.

The writer denied that in his article he was expressing his

own views; he affected to be simply a reporter of opinions
which ought to be taken into account. He submitted that all

three
*

schools' should be tolerated in the Church, while he

sought to indicate that his own sympathies were with the

opinion moyenne. In reality, they were with the Icole large

(the left wing), as anyone who read between the lines could

see perfectly well. But where was his Icole large! Ofwhom
did it consist? Everyone supposed, and supposed rightly,
that it was intended to represent the opinions of Loisy,

1 The article is analysed and quoted at length by Baudrillart, Vie de

Mgr d'Huht, H, 145-57.
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although in fact, and evidently by design, Loisy was not

mentioned in the article. The object ofthe article, both in the

intention ofits author and in the impression which it made on

its readers, was to secure toleration for Loisy's teaching.

No instrument could have been more ill-suited to the pur-

pose forwhich itwas intended. So farfrom securing toleration

for Loisy's teaching, it compromised him and his position

at the Institut Catholique irretrievably. It was probable,

in retrospect it seems almost certain, that sooner or later a

crisis was bound to arise in connexion with his professorial

teaching, however discreet he and his well-wishers had been.

It is ironical that the crisis should have been precipitated by a

blatant indiscretion on the part of one who was sincerely

friendly to his purpose and who moreover was in a strategic

position to forward it. It was a sovereign imprudence that

Mgr d'Hulst should have published his manifesto at all; but

in any case as soon as the idea entered his head he ought to

have consulted Loisy about it. Loisy would probably have

succeeded in persuading him to abandon the idea altogether;

at least the article in the form in which we know it would

never have seen the light. As it was, Mgr d'Hulst, with the

best intentions in the world, in effect stabbed Loisy in the

back, and at the same time involved himself in a situation

from which it was impossible for him to extricate himself

with self-respect.

The article on la Question biblique, as might easily have

been foreseen, immediately provoked a turmoil of con-

troversy. The traditionalists naturally appealed to the Roman
Curia to condemn both the author of the article and those

whose cause he had espoused. Mgr d'Hulst soon grew
alarmed; he was not at aU. tempted to become an heresiarch.

Quite apart from the present controversy, he was not at this

time in favour at Rome;1 and the utmost he could do, or at

1 In politics Mgr d'Hulst was a monarchist, whereas the papacy now
stood for the acceptance of the republican regime in France.

6-2
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least the utmost lie tried to do, was to prevent the explicit

condemnation of himself and of the persons and writings

which his article had compromised.
1 With this proviso

when he saw that die intervention of the holy see was in-

evitable, he affected to welcome it. The encyclical Prov/-

dentissimus, published in November, 1893, did indeed avoid

the explicit
condemnation of individual persons and of

particular writings, but it gave to the movement for the

renewal of biblical science in the Church a setback from

which it could hardly recover.

Mgr d'Hulst's indiscretion, as has been already observed,

not only provoked the issue ofthe encyclical; it also resulted

in Loisy's dismissal from the Institut Catholique. And here

his imprudence is even more conspicuous; it is said that his

conscience was troubled about this aspect of the matter until

his dying day. We have said that the object of his article

was to secure toleration for Loisy's teaching about the

Bible; but he had omitted to take the elementary precaution

of ascertaining what that teaching really was. As a matter of

fact, the rector's ecole large was not a true representation, but

a misrepresentation, ofLoisy's attitude to the biblical question,

and Loisy was not unjustly aggrieved that a misrepresentation

ofhis attitude by one, whom everyone would suppose to be

perfectly well informed, had been given wide currency.

To a superficial observer Loisy's quarrel with the ecole

large might not seem to have much ground, but, rightly

understood, it was far-reaching. Mgr d'Hulst's 'left wing'
were united with his 'right wing' and 'centre' in accepting
the traditional dogma of inspiration as the starting-point of

their thought about the Bible. The 'left wing', instead of

interpreting the dogma au pied de la lettre, limited absolute

inspiration, i.e. divine, immutable truth, to those parts of

1 The rector's predominant motive was to prevent a condemnation

which would bring discredit, i.e. any imputation of heterodoxy, on the

Institut Catholique.
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Scripture which were concerned with faith and morals;

except in those parts, they held that the dogma permitted
them to acknowledge that there were errors in die Bible.

Loisy aptly pointed out that this was to make the Bible a

mosaic composed of divine truths and human errors a view

which was certainly never contemplated by those who drew

up the traditional dogma. The starting-point of his own

system, if system it should be called, was not the dogma of

inspiration,
1 but a scientific study of the Bible itself. What-

ever else it may be, the Bible is in the first instance a collection

ofhuman documents; the truth they contain, whether about

faith or morals or anything else, is necessarily relative to the

time and place and other circumstances of their origin. The

primary duty ofthe Christian scholar is to find out what the

Bible has to say for itself, not what an a priori dogma has to

say about it. The Bible must be studied by the best available

methods of literary and historical criticism. The results thus

acquired may then be related to the traditional dogma of

inspiration, which may have to be revised in the fight of

them. In an epigram Loisy summarized the difference

between his system and that of the ecole large: 'ft ne s'agit

plus de savoir si la Bible contient des erreurs, mais bien de

savoir ce que la Bible contient de verite*.*

The controversy which followed the publication of Mgr
d'Hulst's article made it necessary for him to give fresh

guarantees of the orthodoxy ofthe Institut Cathohque. This

meant either that he must resign his own position as rector or

that he must sacrifice Loisy. But since his own resignation

would certainly have involved the sacrifice of Loisy, he
1 He was not concerned to quarrel with, die dogma; unlike the ecole

large, he did not limit the extent ofinspiration. What he did do, although
he was not at pains to say so in so many words, was to limit its effects. Cp.
M&noires, n, 15 (the report of his interview with Cardinal Richard in

1900) :

*On croit qu'il y a une question biblique, rinspiration, de laquelle

tout depend. J'ai toujours combattu cette id6e. Le dogme de rinspiration

est au-dessus de la critique. . /. z Etudes bibliques*, p. 146.
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chose the latter alternative as the less oftwo evils. Thus at the

end of the academic year (June, 1893) the chair of Holy

Scripture, which Loisy had filled for three years, was taken

from him and handed over to an irreproachable conservative,

while Loisy himself was henceforth to confine himself to

teaching Hebrew and other oriental languages. The arrange-

ment, which in any case was little more than a temporary

compromise, did not last long. It had been agreed that Loisy

should continue to publish his review, UEnseignement

biblique,
in which since 1892 he had reproduced some of his

lectures, etc. The final number of this for 1893, which

appeared on November loth, contained a slightly modified

version of his last lecture as professor of Holy Scripture,

which had been delivered in the previousJune. In this lecture1

Loisy had discussed la Question biblique
with the object of

distinguishing his own position from that of Mgr d'Hulst's

tcole large. The lecture contained nothing fresh to those who
had followed the course of his teaching, but its publication
was regarded as a startling provocation. The council of

bishops, who controlled the Institut Catholique, was holding
its annual meeting on November I5th. The rector himself

brought the matter before them, and without further ado

Loisy was dismissed. Thus on the eve of the publication of

the encyclical Providentissimm, the Institut Catholique was

enabled to offer a signal token of its orthodoxy.
The encyclical professed to encourage the serious study of

the Bible, and no doubt the pope and his advisers thought
that they were serving the best interests of biblical scholar-

ship. But it cannot be said that their view of the nature of

those interests was an enlightened one. In effect, the en-

cyclical* did little more than reaffirm the dogma ofscriptural

1
It was republished in the volume Jztudes

loibliques (srd ed. pp. 139-

69).
3 The encyclical is analysed and quoted at length by A. Houtin, La

Question liblique au XIXe
stick* (1902), pp. 165-72.
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inspiration as promulgated by the councils of Trent and of

the Vatican. Thus it is laid down that 'all the books (of the

Bible). . .with all their parts have been written under the

inspiration of the Holy Ghost. The divine inspiration, far

from admitting the co-existence of error, by itself excludes

all error. . .'. In the words of Mgr Barry, the encyclical

made 'it impossible for an orthodox defender ofHoly Writ

to solve its problems by giving up its inerrancy'.
1 The

limitation of inspiration to matters of faith and morals is

flatly condemned. This part of the encyclical was obviously

aimed at Mgr d'Hulst's ecole large.

The rector and the faculty of theology of the Institut

Catholique hastened to express their complete submission to

the encyclical. Loisy, on his own account, did so too. The

practice of expressing submission to papal utterances, which

are in reality regarded by those who submit to them as

deplorable, savours of insincerity. The practice must not,

however, bejudged too severely. It was a convention which

liberal Catholics, from Lamennais* onwards, had found it

impracticable to disregard. It is the institution, which applies

the principle of authority with such excessive and narrow

rigour, that should be blamed, and not those individuals who
are doing their best to secure freedom and reform.3 Clearly a

point may come when the demands of authority are abso-

lutely intolerable; then the individual must needs break with

the institution. For Loisy the breaking-point came in 1908;

it had not come yet.

1 The tradition of Scripture (1906), p. 229.
3 In 1 832, Lamennais, with. Lacordaire and Montalembert, submitted to

the encyclical of Gregory XVI which condemned L'Avenir. It was only

later that he broke with the Church. Cp. p. 23 above.

3
Cp. G. WeHl, Histoire du catholidsme liberal, p. 289: The opponents

of the liberal Cat-holies *les ont accuses de mauvaise foi, mais a tort:

ces finesses de dialectique sont employees souvent par les sujets <Tune

monarchic absolue, quand ils veulent concilier Fob&ssance vis-a-vis du

souverain avec la fidelite* a leurs convictions'.
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It was not so difficult, as it might at first sight appear to be,

for him to justify his submission to the encyclical. In the

first place, in reiterating the traditional dogma of scriptural

inspiration it maintained the status quo; it left matters where

they were. The situation, therefore, was no more or less

tolerable than it had been before. Secondly, the particular

system of Catholic teaching, which the pope condemned,
was that of the factitious ecole large, i.e. the limitation of

inspiration to faith and morals. Not only had Loisy never

accepted this system, but he had deliberately and with

sincerity dissociated himself from it.1 On this score at least

he could express his cordial agreement with the Holy Father.

Thirdly, it required no great ingenuity to find loopholes in

the encyclical. Mgr Dupanloup had thus evaded the diffi-

culties which the syllabus of Pius IX had raised for liberal

Catholics, and the evasion had been tolerated. A new genera-
tion ofliberals tried to adopt a similar procedure in regard to

Leo XIII's condemnation ofbiblical criticism. The subsequent

history of the modernist movement is the measure both of
their success and of their failure.

The events which culminated in Loisy's dismissal from
the Institut Catholique and in the issue of the encyclical
Providentissimus mark a turning-point in the development
of the movement and in his own career. It is impossible
to say what might have happened if he had been per-
mitted to continue his work at the Institut Catholique for

a substantial period, and so perhaps to enlist a large and in-

fluential body of disciples. It may be that, if in some such

way as this the movement had acquired a larger momentum
at the outset, its

chaiices^^tt^^w^uld have been greater.
It is more likely t^fTTardinalT^^^T^d Duchesne were

right in supposing^!^^ real chances of
success at aU.

1 The difference between these views of inspiration was later recog-
nized in the encyclical PascenJi; see Sabatier, Modernism, pp, 271
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REVISING DOGMA, 1894-1899

After a delay of several months, Loisy "was appointed by the

archbishop of Paris, Cardinal Richard, to the chaplaincy of

a girls' school at Neuilly. The school was conducted by a

community ofDominican nuns. He entered upon his duties

there in October, 1894, and during the ensuing five years

performed them with a devotion and efficiency that left no
room for objection. These duties left him ample leisure for

study, and thus he was able to continue his program ofwork
on die Bible. Circumstances also prompted him to widen
the range of his studies. At the Institut Catholique his time

and interest had naturally been absorbed for the most part by
matters of technical scholarship.

1 Now, however, he had an

opportunity of investigating the more general questions
"which arise from the study of religion, and, moreover, his

duties ofteaching the catechism in school set hismind work-

ing along that line ofthought
2 which issued in the apologetic

ofUEvangile et VEglise.
It is well to quote here his own account of what was his

attitude to the Church at this time. It must be borne in

mind that for him, as for Frenchmen generally,
3 the term

1 In his Memoires, I. 358, he writes: 'Avec mon installation a Neuilly
commence une nouvelle p&iode de mon activite intellectuelle et de mon
action morale. Jusque-la, j'avais ete a pen pres confine* dans Fordre pure-
ment scientifique, tudiant les rapports de la critique avec la theologie sur

le terrain de 1'exegese. Maintenant c'etaient 1 ensemble du probl&ne

religieux et les conditions geneVales du ministere ecclesiastique qui
allaient etre Fobjet quotidien de mes experiences *.

* See Autour d'un petit livre, p. 7.
3
Cp. A. Sabatier, The religions ofauthority and the religion ofthe Spirit,

p. 105 : 'The epithet "Roman" lias become so firmly attached to Catho-

licism in speech and opinion as to have become inseparable from it".
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'Catholicism
5

is synonymous with the
*Roman Church';

that is to say, he has never taken into consideration the

possibility of a Catholicism apart from the Roman Church.

I did not accept (he says) any article ofthe Catholic creed, except
that Jesus had been

'

crucified under Pontius Pilate';
1 but more

and more religion seemed to me to be an immense power, which
had dominated, which dominated still, and which promised to

dominate always, the history of humanity. All its historic forms

had had their limitations, their faults, their abuses; but they

represented almost the whole moral life of the human race. The
Christian religion, arising out of the religion of Israel, was

distinguished among all others by the height of its ideal; the

Catholic Church was the mother of the European peoples; a

queen, whose power had much declined, yet influential still, she

remained the mistress of her future; if she only knew how to

speak to the peoples, no adverse power could withstand her. To
this Church, in spite of all that she had made me suffer already, I

remained sincerely devoted. . . .

My devotion to the Church was certainly more sincere, and I

venture to add more disinterested, than that ofmost ofthe fanatics

and politicians, who were soon to use all their powers to push me
outside Catholicism. The service of the Church did not yet seem

incompatible for me with that of truth, ofhumanity. I had been
able to see at near enough range the blindness of the hierarchy,
the moral shortcomings of its most clear-sighted, and in some
cases of its best intentioned, representatives ; but it did not seem
to me that I had simply to choose between complete adherence to

the Catholic beliefs interpreted according to the ignorance of the

pope, of Cardinal Richard, of the ordinary theologians, and the

immediate repudiation of Catholicism. It appeared to me that

the moral action of this religion ought to be supported, and the

possibility ofa reform which would modify Catholicism without

destroying it seemed to me all the more admissible since in all

directions many people, on one point or another, more or less

1 He does not mean that he did not accept the other articles of the
creed in any sense whatsoever, tut that he did not accept them in the

strictly traditional sense, which was the only one that the scholastic

theologians and the official Chuxch regarded as legitimate*
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timidly or courageously according to their character, seemed to

welcome it.
1

This statement, whose good faith there is no reason to

question, may be accepted as a summary justification of the

part which its author played in the modernist movement. It

is, at least, a sufficient answer to the charges, which were later

made against him by critics within and without the Church,
that

e.g. from this time onwards he was playing a double

game,
2 or that he was a mere tactician,3 and that he was not

really a Catholic at heart at all. It is true that, if Catholicism

is identified with an unbending traditional orthodoxy, Loisy
was no longer a Catholic at heart. But was that identifica-

tion necessary? That was precisely the question at issue.

He was not alone in desiring to work for a transformation

of existing Catholicism. From this time onwards he was

specially enco^ra^^^^ji^^Eaendship and co-operation
of Baron irieci^Svon Hiigel and Mgr Mignot, two of
the most T5%M7

<T!

Q3^Kcr'CatEolics of their generation.
4

1

Op. tit. i, 363 ; cp. m, 23 for the date of *la crise de mes croyaaces

catholiques*, and m, 246.

E.g. J. Riviere, Le rnodernisme dans rgUse, p. 98.
3

E.g. A. Houtin, Ma vie laiaue, pp. issfE, 260.
4 On. the former, see pp. 204-9 below. Neither the autobiography

which Mgr Mignot is said to Lave left (see L. de Lacger, loc. tit, infra) nor

any complete biography has been published, although he died in 1918.

Presumably, the ecclesiastical authorities do not desire such publication.
See, however, in addition to the references in Loisy's Mlmoires, an article

by von Hugel in The Contemporary Review (May, 1918), another by A.
Fawkes in The Modern Churchman (vm, 111-16), and another by Louis de

Lacger in the Revue d'histoire de I glise de France (xrx, 161-205); also

Lecanuet, La vie de f^glise sous Uon XIII (1930), pp. 331 , and the fifth

appendix in the third volume of A. Houtin's Le Pere Hyatinthe (1924).
The correspondence, etc., contained in the last-named reference enables

one to form an adequate idea of the quality and extent ofMgr Mignot's
liberalism. The only other French, bishop, who actively co-operated with
the modernist movement, was Mgr Lacroix of Tarentaise. He resigned
Hs see in October, 1907, nominally on grounds ofhealth, and in 1908 was

appointed to a professorship at the Sorbonne. He died in 1922.
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A synthesis between Catholicism, and modern knowledge
seemed to them a cause worth fighting for, and they were as

sincerely attached to Catholicism as they were determined to

accept die results of scientific and historical research. What
modification of traditional doctrine is required by these

results is a further question which cannot arise for those who

postulate the myth of an unchanging orthodoxy. It would

have been reasonable to argue that Loisy's conclusions as a

critic went beyond the facts, and that the modification of

traditional doctrine which he urged was too great; but was it

ever to be expected that he could reach an understanding

with those who asserted a priori that no such modification was

either possible or desirable? It appeared indeed already that

the papacy and the hierarchywere committed to this position,

but not until 1907 did it become finally evident that the

Roman Church as a whole would tolerate and accept it with

apparent equanimity.

During the five years which he spent at Neuilly, Loisy

contributed numerous articles to reviews,
1 some over his

own name, others over pseudonyms. The object ofthe use of

pseudonyms was not so much to conceal his identity as to

avoid calling too much attention to his name. The first

intimation ofthe major work, upon which he was engaged at

this time, was given to von Hiigel in a letter of September

I5th, 1896:

Mes cat6chismes de pers6v6rance m'ont donne* Fid<e d'une

exposition generale de la doctrine catholique &. Fusage de cette fin

de sicle, quelque chose de sense* pour tout le monde et de

reconciliant pour les gens du dehors. fl m'cst venu i Fesprit que

peut-Stre je pourrais trouver un appui et de bons 6l6ments dans

1 Most important was the Revue d'histoire et de Htte'rature religieuses,

founded at the beginning of 1896. Loisy was chiefly responsible for its

initiation and direction, but it was not under his sole control. It had no
official editor, but Paul Lejay acted in that capacity. On the use of

pseudonyms, see M&molres, i, 570.
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certains ecrits de Newman. Je n'en connais aucun. J'ai des

extraits d'un livre sur le developpement doctrinal, ou il y a de bons

principes. Qu'en pensez-vous? . . Je suis sur que vous avez tout

Newman et que vous pourrez me dire ceux de ses livres qui me
seraient utiles

I

Such were the conditions in which Loisy set about the

work that led to his chief modernist publications. Newman
has been described as the parent,

2 and even as the patriarch^
of modernism; it is evident that such metaphors are mis-

leading, so far at least as Loisy's modernism is concerned.

The idea ofdevelopment, which he took over fromNewman
at this time, proved useful in assisting him to express and
commend his proposed reconciliation of Catholicism with
criticism. But the substance of this proposed reconciliation

was akeady in his mind before he came under the influence of
Newman.4 In any case he extended the application of the

idea of development to lengths of which Newman never

dreamed.5

1
Ibid. I, 410; cp. Autour d'un petit livre, p. 7.

2
E.g. see A. Fawkes, Studies in modernism (1913), p. 380.

3 A. N. Bertrand, Revue d'histoire et de philosophic religieuses (1924),

p. 315. C. Sarolea, Cardinal Newman (1908), speaks ofhim as 'the leader

of the "Modernists"'
(p. 6)!

4
Cp. P. Desjardins, Catholidsme et

critique, p. 117; *Dans le catholitisme

de Newman (1'hypothese du Developpement chretien) est une piece
essentielle, qui est settlement adventice dam le catholidsme de M. Loisy.
Si je 1'entends bien, c'est a ses yeux un echantillon des systemes apolo-

g^tiques que la libre critique, une fois admise, permettait aux orthodoxes'.

B. Hollandjusdy says that Newman's writings 'fell in with, and accelerated,

the line of thought that Loisy was already pursuing
9

(italics ours); von

Hugel's Selected letters, p. 16.

5 For Loisy's exposition of Newman's theory of development see the

Revue du clergefrangais (December ist, 1899), where he urges that Catholics
have in Newman's theory one that is far truer and more adequate than

those of Harnack and A. Sabatier; at the same time he admits the limi-

tations ofNewman's application ofhis theory. 'La thologie catholique
a eu de nos jours le grand docteur dont elle avait besoin II lui a

manque* peut-etre quelques disciples

'

(p. 20).
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In December, 1896, we learn that he was reading Newman
*

with enthusiasm'.
* Ce doit etre le theologien le plus ouvert

qui ait existe dans la sainte Eglise deprfis
; Origene*, he* wrote

to von Hiigel.
1 The unhappy decree of the Holy Office,

published in January, 1897, "which upheld the authenticity
ofthe CommaJohanneum, spurred him on with his apologetic
treatise. He says that the works which he had specially in

mind, in the construction of this, were Harnack's History of
dogma (1885-90) and A. Sabatier's Outlines of a philosophy of
religion (1897). It follows that it was not due to an accident of
time or to a mere tactical ruse that his L'&vangile et Fliglise
assumed the form ofa refutation ofliberal Protestantism. The
larger unpublished treatise,

2 which he wrote in 1897, had the

same character. This treatise has never been published as a

whole; Ulzvangile et V'glise represents only a part of it.

1
M^moires, I, 421, 426.

a An analysis of it is given in the Mtmoires, vol. I, ch. xvr.



Chapter XH

PRELIMINARY SKIRMISHES, 1900-1902

The years prior to 1902 were marked by various skirmishes

which were preliminary to the real modernist offensive that

was launched in that year with the publication ofL'Evangile
et V^glise. One of these skirmishes resulted in a rebuff for

Loisy. The Revue du clergefranfais, which began to publish a

series of articles on 'the religion ofIsrael*1 over the signature
of 'Firmin', was forbidden by Cardinal Richard, after the

appearance ofthe first on October ijth, 1900, to publish any
more.2 After this Loisy published no more pseudonymous
articles.

In the autumn of 1899, in consequence of a breakdown in

health, he had resigned the chaplaincy at Neuilly which he

had held since 1894. He now resided at Bellevue, a suburb of

Paris. He did not again hold any ministerial appointment in

the Church, but he was officially authorized to say mass at

home.
Almost immediately after the condemnation of 'Firmin'

in November, 1900, he became a lecturer at the Ecole des

Hautes Etudes, a department ofthe Sorborrne, Le. of the state

university. He held this lectureship until 1904. It gave him a

certain standing in the world of learning and a certain in-

dependence vis-a-vis the Church, and it was also a sourceof
1 The articles were subsequently published in volume form; the first

edition (1901) was for private circulation only. The second edition was
translated into English (Crown Theological Library) in 1910.

z An attempt to get Loisy condemned at Rome was made at this time

without success ; von Hiigel and Mgr Mignot both intervened on behalf

of their savant protege*; see Mtmoires, vol. i, ch. XXL Tyrrell in his preface
to the second English edition of Loisy's The Gospel and the Church (p. iv)

is mistaken in saying that at this time La Religion a*Israel was censured by
Rome.
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income. During this period he was steadily working at his

commentary on the gospels. In a sense, he was already on
the frontier of the Church; but it was not yet to him, nor

indeed to anyone else, a foregone conclusion that he would
have to cross the frontier. On the contrary, at this time both

he and his two closest friends, von Hugel and Mgr Mignot,
found fresh Reasons for hoping that the Church, if it would
not yet approve, would at least refrain from any further

condemnation of the movement in favour of modern
criticism. The fact that Rome had refused to endorse

Cardinal Richard's condemnation of The religion ofIsrael was

in itself a considerable encouragement, for there was no

doubt that he had taken active steps to secure this further

condemnation. Then, Leo Kill's appointment of the biblical

commission at the beginning of I9021 was at first regarded

by the modernists as a promising development. The virtual

removal of the decision of biblical questions from the juris-

diction ofthe ordinary Roman congregations to this specially

appointed commission, whose membership was at the outset

comparatively liberal,* seemed to imply that there would not

now be any immediate and hasty condemnation ofthe whole
critical movement.3 It seemed reasonable to hope thatjhe

attempt to explain away the encyclical jPr^identissimus
Deusl

had been justified,
4 and that the pope hicWedd^^

policy of caution and temporization, which in the circum-

stances was the most that could be expected.

Moreover, a further, if more elusive, kind of encourage-

1 The appointment of the commission became public knowledge in

January, 1902. The appointment was actually made on August 3ist,

1901, but it was not officially announced by the Vatican until October

30th, 1902. See M&noim, n, 88, 155.
a

Ibid, n, 157; cp. W, "Ward, Ten personal studies (1908), pp. ipsf.
3
Cp. Autour fun petit Hvre, pp. xiii, xxi

4
Cp. Lecanuet, La vie de PEgUse sous Lion XIII, pp. 373 Even the

Civilth cattolica, the review of the Italian Jesuits, began to publish liberal

articles on biblical questions at this time.
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ment was derived from two quite independent invitations

which came to Loisy, without any solicitation on his part,
1

to offer himself as a candidate for the episcopate first, in

January, 1902, for the bishopric of Monaco and then, later

in the same year, for a French see. It is true that there was
never much likelihood that either candidature would prove
successful. *Il est trop probable', he wrote to von Hiigel,
*

que je resterai, entire mes deux trones, assis par terre/ But
that he should be nominated for a bishopric at all was enough
to foster the hope that there might be a future in the Church
for one of his convictions.

In the year 1902 the modernist movement may be said to

have come to a head, in so far as it ever did this. On March

lyth Albert Hourin's La Question biblique chez les catholiques

de France au XIXe
siede was published. Houtin himself was

hardly, in the proper sense of the word, a modernist;* but

from this time onwards he was the most untiring and capable

publicist and historian ofthe movement. La Question biblique

is a review' of the biblical controversy in France during the

nineteenth century. Thebookisiminipassionedandbrilliandy
ironical; it reveals the sheer futility of the traditionalist

attitude to the Bible. It shows the subterfuges and the

sophistries, to which the upholders of tradition had had to

resort, and how they had gradually shifted their ground, in

regard to such matters as the creation, the deluge, and the

Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, in order to evade the

1
Loisy complains with somejustice that B.

Holland^
in his memoir of

von Hiigel (Selected Utters, p. 16), gives a false impression of this matter.

Cp. M&noires, n, 91. H. P. V. Nurtn
(
What is modernism? p. 278) definitely

misrepresents Loisy's attitude in this matter as in others.
2 See the preface to his Histoire du modernisme caiholique (1913), where

he says that from 1903 onwards he had lost faith in the possibility of a

synthesis between Catholicism and modernity. Loisy (M&noires, n,

293) points out that in Une vie de pretre (pp. 323-5) Houtin gives a

different account of his opinions. For Houtin's attitude to modernism,

cp. also Loisy, Memoires, n, 571, m, 71, 158, 251.

VRC 7
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plain conclusions of science and criticism. The book

naturally caused lively excitement in French ecclesiastical

circles.

The excitement was not diminished by the case ofMarcel

Hebert (iSsi-ipie),
1 which reached its climax at this time.

Hebert occupied a place of his own in the early stages of the

modernist movement. His influence was due more to the

rare personal charm of his character and to the important

post which he held he was director of the Ecole Fenelon in

Paris than to the possession of any special aptitude for

intellectual leadership. The bent of his niind was towards

philosophy and art rather than towards history or criticism.

He had been trained for the priesthood at Saint-Sulpice

along strictly scholastic lines, but his director of studies had

been die learned and liberal John Hogan.* About 1880 his

philosophical orthodoxy was undermined, chiefly by the

study ofKant, and about the same time he became one ofthe

progressively minded priests who surrounded Duchesne.

The knowledge of critical results which he acquired from

Duchesne, and later from Loisy, assistedhim to the conclusion

that the acceptance of the traditional dogmas in a literal

sense was no longer possible. He therefore devised a peculiar

system by which all the articles of the creed were given a

purely symbolical significance.

In. 1899 he had printed for private circulation an imaginary

dialogue, entitled Souvenirs d'Assise, in which he outlined his

1 See Houtin, Un pretre symboliste, Marcel Hubert (1925); also J.

Riviere, Le modernisme dans I'Eglise (1929), pt. n, cL I.

2
J. Hogan (1829-1901), after teaching for 32 years at the seminary of

Saint-Sulpice where his pupils included d'Hulst and Mignot as well as

Hebert, was sent in 1884 to the U.S.A., where he spent the rest ofMs life.

His book, Clerical studies (Boston, 1898), is a good, and perhaps the

last, example of nineteenth century liberal Catholicism; see e,g op. tit.

pp n<5 His treatment of the biblical question (ch. xn) is much in

advance ofwhat was permitted after the condemnation ofmodernism, see

e.g. W. Barry's The tradition ofscripture (2nd ed. 1908) ; cp. pp. 225 below.
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system. A copy of this dangerous little work fell into the

hands of Cardinal Richard in June, 1901, who forthwith

gave Hebert the option ofretracting or ofresigning his post
at the Ecole Fenelon. He chose to resign. He wanted to

remain in the Church, but after the end of the year he no

longer had authority to act as a priest. In July, 1902, seeing
no way out of his difficulties, he published in a review an

article, entitled La derniere idole: etude sur la personnalite
divine. Although he signed this article Tabbe Marcel

Hebert', its contents, indeed its tide, made it evident that

he had decided to breakwith Catholicism. Hebert's favourite

doctrines appear to have been the impersonality of God and
the possibility of a future life. His proposed reinterpretation
of dogma bore in some respects a real, if somewhat crude,

resemblance to Loisy's modernism, but his preoccupation
with metaphysical problems and the blatant radicalism of

his symbolist system mark him off from the rest of the

modernists. A year later (June, 1903) he gave up wearing
the soutane, moved from Paris to Brussels, and in so doing

passed out of the modernist movement into socialism and

journalism.

Meanwhile, for a world already excited and unsettled by
Houtin's La Question biblique and by I

7

affaire Hebert, Loisywas

preparing VEvangile et YEglise. On May 18th (1902) he told

von Hugel that the idea ofpublishing a criticism ofHarnack's

Das Wesen des Christenthums, which had recently been

translated into French, had occurred to him. By August loth

the book was finished; it took so short a time to write because

the materials for it were already available in the apologetic
treatise which he had prepared at Neuilly in 1897. But

in August, although the book was finished, he had not

decided whether to publish it or not. He submitted the

MS. to Mgr Mignot, and it was on the latter's advice that

publication "was undertaken.
'

Sans le conseil de notre bon

prelat', Loisy wrote at the time to von Hugel, 'je n'aurais

7-2
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pas ose mettre ce volume au jour/
1 In his replyMgr Mignot

said:

Je viens d'achever. . .la lecture de votre manuscrit. Vous n'avez

encore ecrit rien d'aussi complet ni d'aussi objectif: c'est vous

dire que j'en suis fort satisfait et que je regretterais vivement

que cette etude, qui est tout autre chose qu'une refutation de

Harnack, ne fut publiee.

Je ne pense pas que Ton puisse vous condamner, et, tout au

contraire, cette publication vous placera au premier rang des

critiques chretiens.*

Loisy describes UEvangile et YEglise as *un expose historique
du developpement chretien, d'ou se degageraient certaines

conclusions favorables au catholicisme, defavorables au pro-
testantisme. Rien de plus, rien de moins'.S

It is certain that neither Loisy
4 nor Mgr Mignot anticipated

the sensation that the publication of the book was to cause.

They realized, of course, that the traditionalist theologians
would attack it, but they did not suppose that it would lead

ultimately and inevitably to its author's excommunication or

that it would go down to history as the locus classicus ofwhat
the Vatican was to describe as the "synthesis of all the here-

sies
9

. On the contrary, both Mgr Mignot and von Hiigel

thought that it would strengthen Loisy's position in the

Church and even assist his candidature for the episcopate.

Thus, Mgr Mignot wrote to him again on November loth

(the book was published early in November) :

Ceux qui ne vous ontjamais lu et qui ne vous connaissent que
par vos adversaires, qui sont effrayes de vos hardiesses et ne voient
en vous qu'un demolisseur, selon 1'idee charitable qu'on leur a

donnee de vous, seront surpris s'ils vous comprennent, de trouver
en vous un defenseur de leur foi Je le repfete, ce livre, malgreles

1
Memoires, n, 135; cp. m, 216. No one except Mgr Mignot saw die

MS. of L'Evangik et fEgUse before publication.
2
Memoires, n, 133. 3 jj/i

4 Ibid, n, 149; cp. preface (p. i) to die 5th ed. oL'vangile et
I'tiglise.
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inevitables oppositions qu'il va rencontrer, vous fera le plus

grand bien en ce moment I

At the same time von Hugel wrote with rapturous en-

thusiasm:

J'ai maintenant lu votre Anti-Harnack jusqu'a k page 140.

C'est tout simplement superbe. Jamais vous n'avez rien fait de

plus fort, de plus beau, de plus propre a entrer tot ou tard, plus ou

moins, en cette modification de la maniere de presenter, de

concevoir le catholidsme, par fEglise officielle elle-meme, qui (la

modification) semble si loin de meme se soupfonner par elle.

Mais il leur sera fort difficile de condamner cela; car cela se

montrera etre la seule reponse efficace faite a Harnack; et ces

messieurs sont mSme plus homines d'affaires qu'ils ne sont

etroits?

In retrospect it seems astonishing that Mgr Mignot and

von Hugel could have been subject to these illusions as to the

effect ofLoisy's publication. Duchesne was a betterjudge of

the situation. He wrote from Rome as follows :

Vous etes tellement en avant de nous que nous serions encore

capables de ne pas vous comprendre. Souhaitez-le, car c'est la

seule chance que vous ayez d'echapper aux destinees diverses de

Giordano Bruno, mon voisin de bronzed

The publication of L'Evangile et YEglise, more than any
other single event, precipitated the modernist crisis. What
then were the origins of tins event, whose consequences
outran the expectations of the author and his friends? What
were the motives which inspired the publication? Before we

proceed, let us summarize them as clearly as possible, since

they illuminate the origins of the modernist movement as a

whole.

(i) For many years, in fact ever since the time of his

ordination (see p. 71 above), Loisy had nourished the idea of

1
M&noires, n, 156; cp. p. 144.

3 Ibid.
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writing a modernized apology for Catholicism. The idea was

due not to any eccentricity in Bis own mental constitution,

but simply to the circumstances of the time, Le. to the in-

compatibility of traditional Catholic theology with modern

knowledge.

(2)
But not only had he nourished the idea; he had already

carried it into effect. In the apologetic treatise, that he had

written in 1897, he had all the materials for the task to which

he felt himself called. "What was needed was a suitable

opportunity for publication.

(3) The vogue enjoyed in 1902 by the French translation

of Harnack's book provided a suitable opportunity. On the

one hand, quite apart from any apologetic motive, Loisy

regarded the liberal Protestant version of Christianity as

historically untrue and as spiritually unsatisfactory, and he

felt himself qualified to refute it.
1 On the other hand, a

modernized apology for Catholicism would be far more

likely to win the acceptance of Catholics, ifit was cast in the

form of a refutation of Protestantism.

(4) There is no doubt that in 1902 there was a movement
of intellectual unrest among the younger French clergy,

2 a

movement which was quickenedinto excitementby Houtin's
La Question Uttique and by Y

affaire Hebert; nor is there any
doubt that Loisy had a disinterested desire to guide and help
this movement on to what seemed to him the right lines, that

is, in the direction of a Catholicism which was compatible
with the results ofmodern knowledge. To say, as his ortho-
dox critics would say, that he wanted to exploit the move-
ment ofunrest in the interests ofathoroughgoing agnosticism
is entirely unjust. On the contrary, there is clear evidence

1 He was the more disposed to refute it, since certain ill-advised

Catholics, gratified by the moderation ofHarnack's criticism of dieNew
Testament, were openly applauding his work. See Memoires, n, 167;
AutouT d'un petit livre, pp. 4ff.

3
M&wires, n, 146, 163 ; cp. Houtin's La arise du dergL
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that lie -wanted to check the tendency of some incipient
modernists to react too far from orthodoxy. See his criticism

of a passage in TyrrelTs Oil and wine, quoted in Memoires, n,

I52f, and also his disavowal of Marcel Hebert, Hid. n, 49,

130, is6f.

(5) It is true that Loisy knew only too well that he was
regarded with keen suspicion by the ordinary theologians and
official authorities of the Church, and that his new apology
for Catholicism was hound to be attacked and denounced.
It might do more harm than good. For this reason he
hesitated before publishing. But the encouragements noted

above, and more particularly the favourable advice of Mgr
Mignot, sufficed to turn the balance.



Chapter xni

THE CHALLENGE OF LIBERAL
PROTESTANTISM

'Protestantism is a form of the Christian religion which desires

to go back to the Gospel (the teaching of Christ and of his

Aposdes) to attach itself to what is most primitive and therefore

purest in Christianity; and which, on the other hand, recognises
no other authority than the free individual conscience and, con-

sequently, rejects aH. other authority, especially that of tradition

and of the Church/ Georges Dupont, Liberal Pastor of

MontpeUier, quoted by Paul Sabatier, France to-day, its religious
orientation (1913), pp. 198

While UEvangile et YEglise was, as in the event was plainly
demonstrated, much more than an attempted refutation of
liberal Protestantism, yet its line of argument cannot be

properly understood except in relation to that presentation of

Christianity of which at the end of the nineteenth century
Harnack in Germany and Auguste Sabatier in France were
the chief apostles. That UEvangile et Y&glise was a perfectly

genuine and sincere attack on the liberal Protestant position,
an attempted refutation of it, is a point that must be em-
phasized, for the idea that Catholic modernism was derived
from JiberaTTK^^
reproduction of it lias T)een sedulously cultivatecrfy those
wno have an'intexestm mamtaimng (HsTcmsrejpfesmtirioii.

1

EvSTIZon^^
dentious statements, allowed himself to describe A. Sabatier
as 'the father of French Modernism'.2 In England and

1

E.g. see H. Felder, Christ and the critics ^924), i, 79, 122, 244.*
Jesus Christ (1932), n, 295; cp. Etudes (September 2odi, 1923), p.

642: 'Auguste Sabatier fut, en effet, le premier, et est reste le meilleur
tbeoriden du modernisme*.
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America, where the word 'modernism' is now commonly
used to describe liberal Protestantism itself, the essential

opposition between the two positions is overlooked, more

excusably perhaps, but with no less damage to historical

truth.

It was doubtless to be expected that on a superficial view a

movement which invited and encountered the hostility of

the papacy would be regarded as necessarily Protestant in

tendency. For this reason from an early date the modernists

saw the need of denying this false supposition.
1 They had

indeed no difficulty in declaring that they were incurably
Catholic as opposed to Protestant, and the most discerning
observers of their movement from without understood this

well. Thus, von Hugel, when dealing with this point in a

letter which he wrote to The Times (March 2nd, 1904) over

the nom deplume
*

Romanus ', says :

'

Professor H. Holtzmann,
the distinguished Protestant scholar, who knows our work

well, has described, with frank irritation, how hopelessly
Catholic we are*.

As the nineteenth century passed into the twentieth, the

liberal Protestant interpretation of Christianity reached the

apex of its development and the peak of its popularity. The
work ofSchleiermacher and Ritschl in particular had marked

important stages in the dissolution of traditional Protestant

orthodoxy. Doctrines, which had hitherto been an integral

part of the religion of the Reformation, such as the infalli-

bility of the Bible, the substitutionary theory of the atone-

ment, andjustification by faith alone, were either abandoned

1 For the opposition between modernism and Protestantism, cp. What

we want (1907), pp. 6; G.
Tyrrell, Christianity at the cross roads (1910),

pp. 44 ; H. L. Stewart, Modernism past and present (1932), p. 323; A.

Houtin, Le Pere Hyacinthe (1924), m, 286 (for Mgr Mignot's attitude to

Protestantism); Loisy, Memoires, n, 421, 549; Paul Sabatier, France to-day,

its religious orientation (1913), pp. 207-11; F. Heiler, Der Katholizismus

(1923), p. xxxii; C. E. Osborne, Hibbert Journal (January, 1910), pp.

258 ,263.
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or restated in quite a new form. By the end of the century

an apologetic for this new type of Protestantism had been

developed which seemed peculiarly fitted to appeal to at

least the cultured classes in Europe, both because of its com-

patibility
with the supposed results of modern research in

science and history and because of its definite abandonment

ofthose characteristics oftraditional Christianity, e.g. dogmas
and institutionalism, which were specially distasteful to the

temper ofthe time. It was possible to claim that Christianity

had at last been reduced to its essence, its original essence, and

that in this form it would prove impervious to the attacks of

secular knowledge and at the same time retain and increase

its ancient power as the key to the spiritual and moral

progress of mankind.

The classicalexposition ofHberdProtestantism is Harnack's

Das Wesen des Christenthums (1900), which was translated

into English under the tide What is Christianity? (1901).

Schweitzer, who has done more than anyone except perhaps

J. Weiss and Loisy to destroy the historical foundations of

Harnack's construction, still describes it as 'the most living

presentation' of the 'modernized theory about Jesus'.
1

Harnack professes, be it noted, to examine Christianity simply
from the point ofview ofthe historian.

* What is Christianity?

It is solely in its historical sense thatwe shall try to answer this

question here; that is to say, we shall employ the methods of

historical science, and the experience ofhfe gained by study-

ing the actual course of history' (p. 6).

At the outset he decides that the essence of Christianity is

the gospel, and that the essence ofthe gospel is the kernel of
the life and teaching ofJesus, from which the husk must be

separated. 'Husk were the whole Jewish hmitations attach-

ing to Jesus' message.' While it is true that Jesus proclaimed
tie coming of the kingdom of God, we must distinguish
between that conception of the kingdom which He shared

1

My life
and thought (1933), p. 60.
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with His contemporaries, and that which was specifically
His own. He did not start the apocalyptic conception,

c

tmt

he grew up in it and he retained it. The other view, how-
ever, that the kingdom of God "cometh not with observa-

tion", that it is already here, was his own
5

(p. 54). 'The

kingdom of God comes by coming to the individual, by
entering into his soul and laying hold of it* (p. 56).

It is not at all difficult to say what was the kernel of the

original gospel. "The whole ofJesus' message may be reduced

to these two heads God as Father, and the human soul so

ennobled that it can and does unite with him* (p. 63). The

gospel therefore is essentially a message for individuals.

'Individual religious life was what Qesus) wanted to kindle

and what he did kindle* (p. n).
*

Jesus never had anyone but

the individual in mind, and the abiding disposition of the

heart in love*
(p. in).

The vexed question ofJesus' own place in the gospel is also

quite simple, ifwe get back behind all the kter Christological

development. Jesus was convinced that He was the Son of

God, because He was convinced that He knew God in a way
in which no one ever knew Him before. This fact is estab-

lished by the saying in Matthew xL 27: 'No man knoweth
the Son, but the Father ; neither knoweth anyman the Father,

save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal

him'. 'It is "knowledge of God" that makes the sphere of

the Divine Sonship Righdy understood, the name ofSon
means nothing but the knowledge of God* (pp. I27). It is

in the light of this consciousness of Divine Sonship that the

Messianic consciousness ofJesus is to be understood. 'Jesus

passed from the assurance that he was the Son of God to the

other assurance that he was the promised Messiah' (p. 138).

The ground is thus prepared for a review ofthe history of

ecclesiastical Christianity as the covering over, or corruption

of, the original gospel. For instance, the whole edifice of

Christological doctrine is seen at once to be worse than a
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distortion.
*

The Gospel, asJesusproclaimed it, has to do with the

Father only and not with the Son
9

(p. 144; italicized in the

original).

*

Tlie Gospel is no theoretical system ofdoctrine or

philosophy of the universe; it is doctrine only in so far as it

proclaims the reality ofGod the Father' (p. 146). The stages

by which the gospel was transformed into the Catholic

Church, and its essence increasingly obscured, are easily

traced. 'The religion ofstrong feeling and ofthe heart passes

into the religion of custom and therefore of form and of

law' (p. 197). 'The whole outward and visible institution of

a Church claiming divine dignity has no foundation what-

ever in the Gospel. It is a case, not of distortion, but oftotal

perversion' (p. 262).

In contrast to Catholicism, Protestantism is a return to the

original gospel,
e

a return to Christianity as it originally was'

(p. 272),
c

(By the Reformation) religion was taken out of

die vast and monstrous fabric which had been previously
called by its name a fabric embracing the Gospel and holy
water, tie priesthood of all believers and the Pope on his

throne, Christ the Redeemer and St Anne and was reduced

to its essential factors, to the Word of God and to faith' (p.

269; italics in the original). It has, however, to be acknow-

ledged that the Reformation only began this process of

reduction; it did not
c

make a clean sweep' ofwhat was un-

essential. The time has now come when those elements of
traditional dogma and ecclesiastical exclusiveness which were
then retained can be cleared away, and the kernel once and
for all separated from the husk.

Auguste Sabatier's religious philosophy closely resembled

that of Harnack, and his statement of it was even more

patently designed as a challenge to Catholicism. His Outlines

ofa philosophy of religion was published in 1897. It was his

intention to fill in these outlines in a series of subsequent
volumes, but he died in 1901 when he had just completed
only the first of these, viz. The religions of authority and the
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religion of the Spirit Sabatier makes a rigid distinction
*

between the purely moral essence of Christianity and all its

historical expressions or realisations' (Outlines, p. 164). The

former, which consists of a feeling of filial relationship

towards God and offraternal relationship towards man, was

the essential element in the consciousness ofJesus, and it is

what makes a man a Christian (see pp. 148 ). Compared
with this essential principle, all institutions, dogmas and rites

are of purely temporary, relative or symbolic worth. It is

the vice ofCatholicism to have erected these secondary, non-

essential things into an absolute system. 'Impotent to arrest

the current ofideas and the movement ofminds, it can only
establish its rule by political measures, by regulations enacted

and applied like civil laws decisions of popes, bishops, or

synods, trials for heresy, dogmatic tribunals. Orthodoxy has

lost the sense of the symbolical character of Confessions of

Faith. . .Its misfortune and its failing is to be anti-historical'

(pp. 338).
If, on the other hand, Christianity is identified only with

its essential principle, it can freely accept all the results of

historical and biblical criticism and of scientific research.

There ceases to be any conflict between science and religion,

for they are concerned with different things. Science studies

what is external and objective; religion is a subjective, inward

feeling *the happy feeling of deliverance, the inward

assurance of "salvation"' (p. 312), Sabatier has no use for

metaphysics; in effect he abandons the attempt to formulate

a Christian philosophy of the universe. The ultimate nature

. must be content with

Jthe happy^^^of deliverance?!

^^^ re
ligi

on Ofthe Spirit (Eng.

trans. 1904) may alsobe brieflynoticed here, althoughchrono-

logically it comes a litde later. It is a powerful, if one-sided,

criticism of the idea of an infallible authority in religion, as

developed in the Roman papacy on the one side and in the
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orthodox Protestant attitude to the Bible on the other. These

are the religions of authority, and over against them is set

the religion of the Spirit.
This is represented as having been

the religion ofJesus, the essence ofthe original gospel, which

the institutional development of the Church had almost

entirely submerged, but which is at last being rediscovered.

It is allowed that the original gospel was cast in the mould of

Jewish Messianic expectation,
but this was only its accidental

setting. 'Purposing above all things to arouse his heaters to

religious and moral activity, the Master always places himself

in the circle ofideas in whach they live, reasons according to

their logic, willingly uses arguments ad hominem' (p. 287).

'His preachings
and promises are in Messianic and eschato-

logical form because they could have been in no other. But

all this was only the outer shell. It must be broken if we

would reach the tender and relishing kernel' (p. 325).

Enough has been said to indicate the kind ofapologetic for

Christianity in which nineteenth-century liberal Protestant-

ism culminated. That it enjoyed a considerable popularity is

certain. The works of Harnack and Sabatier were widely

read, not only in their native countries, and not only by
Protestants.1 Nor is it hard to see the causes ofthis popularity.

In the first place, they eliminated from religion those parts of

Christianity which the wistful agnostics of the period re-

garded as an insuperable obstacle to its claims. They provided
a most agreeable line of thought for those who, while they

posited that the infallibility of the Bible, and miracles, and

1 Das Wesen des Christenthums was translated into English, French,

Italian, Danish and Japanese; see The Times
9

obituary notice of Harnack

(June nth, 1930). Jean R6ville in his memoir or Sabatier, which is

prefixed to The religions ofauthority and the religion of the Spirit, says that

the Esauisse was 'translated into the principal languages of Europe* and

that it exercised a considerable influence in the Catholic Church as well as

among Protestants (p. viii).
This is confirmed from the Catholic side by

J. Riviere, Le modernisme dans l'glise, p. 58. Cp. also Paul Sabatier,

France to-day, its religious orientation (1913)* pp- 201-4.
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traditional dogmas, must be sacrificed on the altar ofscience,

yet wanted to retain reverence for the person of Christ

together with the essence ofHis religion 'morality touched

by emotion'. Moreover, liberal Protestantism had the

glamour of a modern discovery, in itself a substantial com-
mendation to a generation for whom Darwin was a hero and

for whom the profession of a widely tolerant spirit was an

axiomatic condition of enlightenment. Its claim too to be

based on the latest results of historical research and biblical

criticism seemed to give to religion a foundation that was as

secure as it was novel. And again, its reduction of Christi-

anity to the essential elements of Divine Fatherhood and

human brotherhood gave a sanction to an optimistic view of

life and to a philanthropic temper those elevated sentiments

which the prosperity and progress of the age made most

natural and attractive. The immanentism ofits philosophical

outlook and its rejection of the transcendent and sombre

aspects oftraditional Christianity were extremely congenial.

Beyond all this, liberal Protestantism both implied and

expressed a particular challenge to Roman Catholicism. For

the Roman Church embodied in the most thoroughgoing
manner possible all those non-essential, retrograde and harm-

ful elements with which true Christianity was called upon to

dispense institutions, dogmas, rites. Loisy surely was not

mistaken in thinking that Catholicism could not afford to

ignore this challenge, nor was he mistaken in thinking that

the most effective method of answering it was to meet

Harnack and Sabatier on their own ground. The Catholic

apologist, who simply denounced them as impious heretics

and complacently reaffirmed the integral truth of precritical

orthodoxy, was evading the issue. Loisy was determined that

this reproach should not be levelled against him. Harnack

and Sabatier had appealed to historical criticism; they had

professed to write as historians. To history they had appealed;

to history they should go.
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It was not due then to a tactical manoeuvre or a mere
accident of circumstance that what Tyrrell described as 'the

classical exposition of Catholic Modernism' 1 took the form

ofa reply to Das Wesen des Christenthums. The genuineness of

Loisy's opposition to liberal Protestantism is confirmed, if it

needs confirmation, by the fact that he still regards U&vangile
et VEglise as a valid refutation of it, although ofcourse he has

otherwise abandoned the general position which he took up
in 1902. In the preface to the latest edition of Ufevangile et

(1930) he writes:

La critique du protestantisme liberal est, de tout le petit livre,

ce a quoi Tauteur n'aurait rien a changer, ou si peu que rien. Il lui

est toujours impossible, an point de vue historique, de reconnaitre

en cette forme du christianisme, 1'expression exacte du passe

chretien; au point de vue philosophique, une theorie qui soit

tout a fait dans le vrai courant dela pensee contemporaine; au

point de vue religieux, une foi qui ait de longues promesses
d'avenir dans la conscience humaine. Ce n'est pas assez une

religion nouvelle, et c'est trop un christianisme reduit.3

1
Christianity at the cross roads (1910), p. 92.

3 P. 6; die new preface was written in 1914, but remained unpublished
till 1930. Cp. Memoires, n, 167; Y a-t-il deux sources de la religion et de la

morale? (1933), pp. 56 ffl For Loisy's first published criticism of liberal

Protestantism see his article
*

La the'orie individualiste de la religion' in the

Revue du clergejrangais (January ist, 1899), pp. 202^15, where he antici-

pated part of the argument oL*vangile et FJzglise.



Chapter xiv

'L'fiVANGILE ET I/EGLISE,' 1902

After an introductory reference to Harnack's book, which
has occasioned Ids own, Loisy says that he at any rate has

attempted to adopt the historical point of view. He claims

that, although Harnack has appealed to the facts of history,
his whole position is in reality based on an unhistorical, a

priori assumption, viz. that the essence of the gospel consists

only in filial trust in God the Father. On the basis of this

assumption rest his judgment of the history of the Church
and his condemnation of Catholicism. The reduction of the
whole Christian movement to a single idea is in any case a

proceeding that should be viewed with suspicion, and in the

present instance the single idea that has been selected is

clearly the result of a prejudice. Harnack, like Sabatier,
wants "to reconcile Christian faith with the claims ofscience
and of the scientific spirit of our time*. It is for this reason
that they have reduced Christianity to a single sentiment.
*

Religion is thus reconciled with science, because it no longer
encounters it. This trust in the goodness of God either

exists in a man or it does not; but it seems impossible for a

sentiment to contradict any conclusion of biblical or philo-
sophical criticism' (p. 6).

1

From the historical point ofview, it is entirely arbitrary for

Protestant theologians at the end ofthe nineteenth century to

regard as the essence of Christianity only that residuum of
the Christian faith which seems to them still tenable. In

order to discover the essence of Christianity, we must not
extract from the original gospel one idea which happens to

1 References are to the 2nd ed. of the English translation, The Gospel
and the Church (1908).

VRC 8



appeal to us, but ratter we must examine the history of

Christianity as a whole in order to discern its permanent
characteristics. This is the procedure that the historian adopts

in regard to Mohammedanism or any other historical

religion; it is obviously his duty to adopt die same procedure
in regard to Christianity. For the historian, whatever

common features have been preserved or developed in the

Church from its origin till to-day will constitute the essence

of Christianity (p. 9).

The evidence at our disposal does not enable us to draw a

rigid line between Jesus and primitive Christianity, for all

our knowledge of the person and teaching of Jesus is in-

dissolubly bound up with the development ofthe movement

which He initiated. Whether we approve oftradition or not,

it is a fact that
'we know Christ only by the tradition, across

the tradition, and in the tradition ofthe primitive Christians '.

It is impossible to define the essence of Christianity apart

from tradition, 'for the mere idea of the gospel without

tradition is in flagrant contradiction with the facts submitted

to criticism' (p. 13), It is useless to regret that this is so, nor is

it necessarily a matter for regret; for
c

it is in the nature of

human affairs that the work, the genius, and the character of

the greatest ofmankind can only be appreciated at a certain

distance, and when the actors themselves have disappeared.

Christ, in so far as He belongs to human history, has not

escaped this law* (p. 41).
It must.be borne in mind that it is the function of the

historical critic to trace the development of Christianity, not

to decide upon its ultimate truth. He ought to study the

evidence neither as an apologist for, nor as an opponent of,

dogma. It is for him to elucidate the facts, not to determine

their ultimate significance. The ultimate interpretation of

history is matter for faith, not for criticism (cp. p. 50) . Now,
a truly critical, i.e. unprejudiced, examination ofthe evidence

reveals that the general theme of the teaching ofJesus was
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the kingdom ofGod.
c

Repent, for the kingdom ofGod is at

hand* is a just summary of His message. This kingdom was

not, as Harnack supposes, conceived ofas purely personal and

already present, a matter ofsubjective experience; but on the

contrary it was collective, objective, and future (p. 59). The

sayings and parables ofJesus are rightly understood in close

relation to the eschatological conception of the kingdom.
The chief text, on which Harnack depends (Luke xvii. 2o),
is of uncertain authenticity, and its meaning is obscure. *To
sacrifice the rest of the gospel to the doubtful interpretation
of a solitary passage "would be to go contrary to the most

elementary principles of criticism* (p. 72).
The historian needs carefully to resist the temptation to

modernize the conception of the kingdom of God. It is

perfectly legitimate for the theologian (as distinguished from
the historian) to reinterpret the conception to meet the needs

ofthe present day, but he must not read back his reinterpre-
tation into the original gospel texts. This applies equally to

the bearing ofthe gospel on all the different aspects ofhuman
life (p. 73). *'^eja^ageof Jesus is contained in the an-

noimcemm^
SoSTto penitence as a means of sharing b

tterein. All else,

though it is the common preoccupation of humanity, is as

though non-existent' (p. 86). The gospel was appropriate to

the special circumstances in which it saw the light, and

for this very reason it had to be detached from its earliest

connexions. It did not enter the world
6

as an unconditioned

absolute doctrine, summed up in a unique and stedfast truth ',

but as a living faith, at once concrete and complex. It has

always and of necessity been conditioned, first by the sur-

roundings in which it originated, and then by those in which
it extended and grew.

Harnack's treatment of the Divine Sonship ofJesus lays

itself open to criticism quite as much as his treatment of the

conception of the kingdom. The idea that Jesus* conscious-

8-2
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ness of Sonship meant simply His knowledge of God as His

Father is founded on a single text (Matt. xi. 27). This text,

even ifit were authentic, would not really support Harnack's

thesis; as a matter of fact the historian must regard it as

probably a product ofthe early Christian tradition and not as

an actual saying ofJesus. In any case
'

the gospel conception
ofthe Son ofGod is no more a psychological idea signifying
a relation ofthe soul with God than is the gospel conception
of the kingdom* (p. 96). The texts, upon which most
reliance can be placed, make it clear that the tide, SonofGod,
was the equivalent ofthe Messiah. The distinction, drawn by
Harnack, is

*

absolutely without foundation. The earliest

tradition had no suspicion ofit; nor would modern criticism,

have dreamed ofit, had there been no theological interests at

stake'
(p. 104).

The Messiahship ofJesus is an integral part of the original

gospel. It is true that He did not openly announce that He
was the Messiah during His ministry, but there is no reason

to doubt that He was conscious of the Messianic vocation

and that His disciples came so to regard Him. This was in

fact the ground on which He was condemned to death. For
the early Christians it was through the Resurrection that

Jesus entered into His Messianic glory. It follows that

Harnack's statement that the original gospel had to do with
the Father only and not with the Son is grossly misleading.
This statement no doubt represents Harnack's own religious
belief. 'The historical gospel has none of this mystic and
individualistic character

5

(p. 109). Nor is it historical to

divide
the^original gospel into husk and kernel, relative and

absolute. 'The Christ of the gospel did not divide His

teaching into two parts, the one comprising all that had an
absolute value, the other all that had only a relative value,
fitted to the present time'

(p. no). He spoke without the

least regard to our categories of absolute and relative. To
read back later distinctions of this kind into the New Testa-
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ment is just as arbitrary as "to attribute to Jesus a foreknow-

ledge of the modifications His doctrine must undergo in the

course of centuries after the apostolic age'.
The gospel should be regarded as a concrete whole. The

conception ofthe kingdom and ofthe Messiah were notjust
accidental or incidental features ofthe original gospel; since

the faith ofhumanity has always to be embodied in concrete

symbols, they were the necessary form in which Christianity
had to be born in Judaism before spreading out into the

world (p. 120). The original gospel 'presents itself to the

historian as the greatest manifestation offaith ever displayed
on the earth* (p. 123); but if it was to survive and be pre-

served, it was equally necessary that it should be embodied in

fresh forms. It is Harnack's unhistorical assumption that the

essence of Christianity is restricted to faith m^Gpjdthe Father

whole development of the

Church, hierarchic, dogmatic, and ritual, outside true

Christianity* and to present it
c

as a progressive abasement of

religion'. The development of the Church was a necessary

consequence of the work of Jesus. His disciples were not
c

a coalition of fervent and perfect individualists'. Even

during the ministry they formed a society, and *the Church

can fairly say that, in order to be at all times what Jesus
desired the society ofHis friends to be, it had to become what
it has become' (pp. iso).
Moreover, every genuine society postulates authority as

its preservative element, and the wider the range of the

society the greater is its need of a central government. Ifthe

Church, whose life was indispensable for the preservation of

the gospel, had not developed a form of government, it

must have ceased to exist. A strong central authority was

required by the needs ofpreserving its unity and ofextending
its universality. In the development, which stretches from

the evangelical society that gatheredroundjesus to the present

constitution of the papacy, there has been no gap in con-
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tinuity and no violent revolution. 'To

Church for the development of h^constSurion
s is. to

proach herfor^having choseatoHv,* (p. 165).
**Rome claims

lKjjg!^p^wer^ OTragESTTtETepower is no newer than the situa-

tion it is designed to meet' (p. 160).

This must not of course be taken to mean that Jesus con-

sciously and explicitly established the Catholic Church, as it

is known to history. 'But a conception far more foreign still

to His thoughts and to His authentic teaching is that of an

invisible society formed for ever of those who have in. their

hearts faith in the goodness of God Jesus foretold the

kingdom, and it was the Church that came; she came en-

larging the form of the gospel, which it was impossible to

preserve as it was, as soon as the Passion closed the ministry
ofJesus' (p. 1 66). The development ofthe Church is organic,

comparable to that of a man. The identity of a man 'is not

determined by permanent immobility ofexternal forms, but

by continuity of existence and consciousness of life through
the perpetual transformations which are life's condition and
manifestation'. Tj^be_ identical with the religion ofjesus,
the Church *ha$ no,rnore ne^cT15"jej^Fo3uce'

t

''exactIy

1

"the

forms of the Galilean gospel, than a man lias need to pre-
^^irtaw-^Mr-j^ -mrmmm w"^^^"^''**"'*"-^*!^^^

i-r-rir-i ,... -., -,, ,,,,
4_j. -*.>.

serve at fray the proportions, features, and manner of life of
the day oh& Krth,. in order to be ,thejame;|a^^dtnl^'*(pp.
i7o).

Nevertheless, it may fairly be claimed that the character-

istics of the Church to-day are the primitive characteristics
*

grown and fortified, adapted to the ever-increasing functions

they have to fulfil'. The essential elements of the original

gospel were
(a) the idea of the heavenly kingdom, (fe)

the

idea of the Messiah, the sole Mediator of the kingdom, and

(c)
the idea of the apostolate, or the preaching of the king-

dom. It is evident that these ideas continue to live in the

Catholic Church, whereas they have more or less disappeared
in liberal Protestantism. Thus, for instance, the Churchto-day
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'for all her apparent want of anxiety as to the imminence of

the final judgment. . .still regards herself as a transitional

organization'. The Church on earth is, as it were,
c

the

vestibule ofthe Church triumphant, which is the kingdom of

heaven realized in eternity Ifthe dimensions ofthe evan-

gelical horizon have changed, the point ofview remains the

same' (p. 168).

Just as in the past the Church has undergone progressive
transformation in order to adapt the gospel to the needs of

each succeeding age, so it may be well admitted that this

process will continue in the future. In particular it may be

suggested that the extreme cengaHzation of authority in the

hierarchy and "tEr^wmcyTwhich was "required By "pastJ-'-^a^MBa^rfiajrfBrwtKJi.-^'..^ rf^V^ 1 '1
'

'iwje
' *">' -a*- v * *.^**wHtwMB*tt-p-.. f

' va-a. ' t '
'

',

^4*.*-^,J'.rf-,4,,
Jw 4 -xA-

circumstances, may in the future be redressed. In any case,

it is not true that ecclesiastical authority is^or ever was, a

species of external constraint repressing all personal activity

of conscience. The Church is an educator, rather than a

dominating mistress; she instructs rather than directs, and he

who obeys her only does so according to his conscience, and

in order to obey God' (p. 175; cp. p. 210).

Again, if the gospel was to be preserved and extended,

dogmatic development was no less necessary thaninstitutional

development. It is impossible to hold the faith and not to

think about it; faith inevitably produces theology. And for

the propagation ofthe gospel, a definite form of teaching is

necessary (p. 222). Christian dogma is the outcome of the

attempt to give a reasonable account of, and to formulate,

the facts ofChristian experience; as such it has to be expressed
in terms of contemporary thought and knowledge, and is

always liable to modification in relation to the progress of

thought and knowledge. Dogmas are not truths fallen from

heaven and preserved in the precise form in which they first

appeared. It may indeed be said that they are divine in

origin and substance, but they are human in structure and

composition (pp. 2io). They are a living and not a dead
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structure. It must not be supposed that they constitute a

strictly logical and perfectly intelligible system of thought.
For they are not a pure abstraction of the intellect; their

value depends on the extent to which they do justice to, and
hold the balance between, .all the data provided by the life of

faith. Adogmamay have to hold together truths which seem
to contradict one another, as in the case of the Trinitarian

formula. But the view that ultimate truth may exceed the

measures of our mind and that seeming contradictions may
be

*

compatible at the limit ofinfinity' is a reasonable one.

The problems of theology have had to be resolved 'by

drawing inspiration much more from the Spirit ofJesus than

from His formal declarations', which were not made with a

view to doctrinal development. Hitherto, while the Church
and its dogma have continually developed, the development
has been almost unconscious. Emphasis has been laid only on
the unchanging object of faith, and not on the fact that its

expression is continually changing. (The name of Cardinal

Newman suggests a significant exception to this rule.) Now,
however, sincewe recognize that 'it is not with the elements

ofhuman thought that an everlasting edifice can be built', the

time may be ripe for the consideration and formulation of a
doctrine of development itself.

Once more, the preservation and extension of the gospel

required not only the development of the Church and of

dogma, but also the development of a ritual, of a cultus.

'History knows no instance of a religion without a ritual'

(p. 226). It is true that 'Jesus no more decided the formpf
Christian worship beforeEan^^ cop.-
stitutidn and dogmas ofthe'Q^^
g^p^^^ ^ Jewish
cultus met its needs. But as soon as Christianity became an

independent religion, a ritual ofits own became 'an intimate
inevitable necessity'. Otherwise, it would have gained no
proselytes, and would have ceased to exist. Various parts of
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the Christian cultus may have been derived from pre-

existing sources (Jewish or pagan) ; it is for the historian to

inquire what was original and what was derived. Derivation

even from pagan sources is not in itself a condemnation, for

rites so derived
*

ceased to be pagan, when accepted and in-

terpreted by the Church'.

In any case it must be recognized that the Church 'has

proscribed all the bloody and magical rites of ancient

religions, and thereby has guaranteed, as far as is necessary or

possible, the spiritual character of the Christian religion*

(p. 237). 'The Christian spirit gave life, and still gives it, to

practices apparendy trivial, and easily becoming super-

stitious; but the point at issue is whether those who follow

them do not find Christ therein, and whether they would be

capable of finding Him more easily elsewhere* (p. 270). In

contrast to the Catholic cultus, Harnack's conception of

worship is neither rational nor evangelical. "It would be

impossible to unite men in a worship that is purely an affair

of the soul (Jesus) never recommended to His followers

a worship without external forms, and never intended to

establish such a worship' (p. 259).
The final paragraph ofLoisy's book is so apt a summary of

the gist of his argument that we shall quote it in full:

It is true that as a result of the evolution, political, intellectual,

economic, of the modern world, as a result of all that may be

called the modern spirit,
a great religious crisis, affecting Churches,

orthodoxies, and forms of worship has arisen to a greater or less

extent everywhere. The best means ofmeeting it does not appear
to be the suppression of all ecclesiastical organization, all ortho-

doxy, and all traditional worship a process that would thrust

Christianity out of life and humanity, but to take advantage of

what is, in view of what should be, to repudiate nothing of the

heritage left to our age by former Christian centuries, to recognize
how necessary and useful is the immense development accom-

plished in the Church, to gather the fruits of it and continue it,

since the adaptation of the gospel to the changing conditions of
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humanity is as pressing a need to-day as it ever was and ever will

be. It is no part ofthe present book to say what difficulties more
apparent, perhaps, than real this work may encounter in the
Catholic Church, nor what incomparable resources exist for it,

nor in what way the agreement ofdogma and science, reason and
faith, the Church and society, can be conceived to-day. This little

volume is full enough if it has shown how Christianity has lived

in the Church and by the Church,, and how futile is ttie ctesire'iEb

save it by a search after its quintessence (pp. 276 ).



Chapter xv

'AUTOUR D'UN PETIT LIVRE/ 1903

In the event, the 'little volume' proved 'full enough' to

show that the difficulties in the way of realizing its ultimate

object were not only apparent, but unquestionably real. The
Roman Church showed unmistakably that it had no in-

tention of accepting the program which Loisy had sketched

for it. But, although the purpose behind UEvangile et

VEglise was frustrated, the importance ofLoisy's achievement,
and the use which the Church might have made of it, ought
to be acknowledged. He had done two things. On the

negative side, he had submitted the liberal Protestantism

of Harnack and Sabatier to a damaging, if not to a fatal,

criticism, and he had done this not with abuse but with pure
argument. Liberal Protestantism was at the rime the most

popular and specious line of attack on the Catholic position.
On the positive side, he had shown that by accepting the

appeal to history a singularly fresh and arresting apologetic
for Catholicism could be made out.

He had set out to examine the professedly historical

arguments of Harnack and Sabatier; the unbiased student

can hardly deny that his refutation of them was successful

and even prophetic. In Germany the popularity and vitality
of liberal Protestantism of the Harnack type has steadily

declined; the recent reaction therefrom, which is chiefly
associated with the name of Karl Barth, is receiving much
attention in theological circles to-day. In Germany and for

German Protestants, it was no doubtJ. Weiss and Schweitzer

rather than Loisy who most effectively shattered the thesis of

Das Wesen des Christenthums as to the nature of the original

gospel. It is obviously difficult for German Protestants to

believe that they have anything to learn from a French
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Roman Catholic. In England too, Loisy's part in establishing

the eschatological interpretation
of the original gospel is

sometimes overlooked.* In France, however^tKeimjportance
of Loisy's book, simply as a refutation of Harnack and

Sabatier, has beenmore generally recognized.* Anoteworthy
instance of this is the testimony of Professor Maurice

Goguel, the most distinguished of present-day French

Protestant scholars:

S'il m'est permis d'invoquer. . .ma propre experience, je dirai

<jue YEvangile et flzgUse est peut-etre le livre qui m'a le plus claire-

ment ouvert les yeux sur la faiblesse de la conception deJesus et de

Thistoke du christianisme primitif a laquelle a abouti la critique
liberate du XIXe siede et qui m'a fait nettement sentir la necessite

de reprendre 1*ensemble du probleme sur des bases nouvelles.3

TheworthofUEvangile et I'Eglise as an apology forRoman
Catholicism is of course more disputable. In retrospect it

seems clear that it had not the remotest chance of receiving
official sanction; but could the Roman Church, it may be

asked, have rightly sanctioned so revolutionary an interpre-
tation ofits claims? Its novelty is certainly not to be denied;

1
E.g. by Sir E. C. Hoskyns (Essays Catholic and critical, p. 15511.), who

in this connexion appears to give all the credit to J. Weiss and Schweitzer
and to ignore Loisy entirely. The same writer, when referring to Catholic

modernism in general and to L'Jzvangile et llzglise in particular, likewise

overlooks the importance of Loisy's work as an historical criticism of
liberal Protestantism (see ibid. pp. 158 ).

a This was recognized at the time by an eminent French Protestant,
Gabriel Monod; see the extracts from his review ofL'tivangile et rglise,
which are reproduced in Autour fun petit livre, pp. 287fE Cp. M.-J.
Lagrange, M. Loisy et k modernisme (1932), pp. 183 fE, who points out that

Loisy realized the importance ofthe eschatological view of the gospel as

early as 1883; and L. Salvatorelli (Harvard Theological Review, 1929,
XXIT, 340), who writes: *In principle, Loisy's L'vangile et l

9

gUse can be
said to mark the disappearance of the "liberal" conception ofJesus'.

3 Revue fhistoire et de philosophic Teligieuses (1930), p. 199. The writer
adds: *On ne peut manquer de se demander si, au commencement de ce

siecle, Tjlglise catholique n*a pas Iaiss6 ^chapper une admirable occasion

qu'elle avait de se redresser dans le domaine intellectudle'
(ibid. p. 200).
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but a defence of Catholicism which was to meet historical

criticism on its own ground could not escape from novelty.

Did, however, the novelty of this defence go so far as to

involve the abandonment of fundamental truths of the

Christian religion, such as the transcendence of God and the

historical reality ofthe Incarnation as an unique revelation of

God? That it did do this is commonly allegedby the orthodox

opponents of modernism. Much evidently depends on the

precise sense in which such doctrines are necessarily to be

regarded as fundamental truths ofthe Christian religion. But
in any case it was not Loisy's purpose either to attack or to

defend Christian doctrine in the sphere of metaphysics or

philosophical theology. He expressly disclaimed the in-

tention of writing a complete defence of the Catholic faith.

It was his purpose to show how in the light of modern
criticism the history of Christianity could be interpreted as

justifying Catholicism.

Beoiu^LoiwJumself later abandoned Christian theism

andrTSe]^^

aES3onment waslreqiSre3 or implied by die argument of

'^gtise. It is, on die contrary, to be understood

"not so, both from the fact that scholars so

orthodox on these points as Mgr Mignot, von Hugel and

others, regarded it as a valuable defence of Catholicism, and

still more decisively from Loisy's own statement:

Ainsi qu'on 1'a pu voir (he writes in Ms Memoires), jusqu'a
Autour fun petit livre, indusivement, mes ecrits, meme ma pensee
reflechie n'impliquent pas autre chose que la necessite d'une

refonte de tout Tenseignement catholique, la valeur substantielle

de la metaphysique chretienne restant hors de cause.
1

It must be admitted that Loisy's writings, as indeed much
other modernist work, were in. harmony with the prevailing

tendency towards immanentism in philosophy. In this

1
Op. dt. m, 3<5o
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respect the modernists were creatures of their own time.1

But if this were its only defect, it would not have been

necessary to condemn, their work as a whole. It would have

been sufficient for the Church to have directed attention to

the limitations ofimmanentism and to show how it ought to

be balanced and corrected.2

UEvangile et YEglise was entirely unacceptable to the

ecclesiastical authorities because in it Loisy had insinuated,

discreetly but unmistakably, the need of an essential reform

in the Church's exegesis ofthe gospels, in its official theology,

and in the methods of ecclesiastical government. But it is an

assumption of Roman Catholic orthodoxy that in these

matters the Church stands in no need ofreform, or at lease of

essential reform. Thus, although UEvangile et YEglise was on

its first appearance warmly welcomed by discerning judges,^

it quickly became the subject of fierce attacks and of official

condemnation.

The book was published, as we have seen, early in

November, 1902. In the January following, serious trouble

began. The Univers opened the new year with a series of

articles, which were violently opposed to Loisy, and thus the

matter was carried into the forefront of public ecclesiastical

controversy. Later in the same month, Mgr Batiffol, who
was rector ofthe Institut Catholique ofToulouse, published
a vigorous attack. On January iyth, Cardinal Richard

1 The prevalence ofimmanentism during the nineteenth century and at

the beginning of the twentieth is admirably shown in Prof. C. C. J.
Webb's recently publishedA study ofreligious thought in Englandfrom 1850

(1933 )
where the later reaction towards transcendentalism is also noticed.

2
Cp. E. Buonaiuti, Le modernlsme catholique, pp. 50

3 Among thosewho were quick to welcome the bookwe may note the

names of Maurice Blondel, Miss Petre, Rudolf Eucken and Wilfrid
Ward. The last-named wrote to von Hugel that UJivangile et Ylzglise
'showed a consummate knowledge ofwhat Newman wanted and aimed

at, and that it both extended and wisely limited the sphere of Catholic

evolution*. Mlmoires, n, 173.
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publicly condemned U&vangile et YEglise on the grounds
that it had been published without the imprimatur and that it

was calculated seriously to disturb the faithful. Seven, but

only seven, French bishops followed suit. Rome itself was
still unwilling to intervene directly,

In consequence of the controversy, of which it had thus

become the centre, the first edition oiVEvangile et V&glise
was practically sold out by the middle ofJanuary, and a

second edition was in preparation. Loisy's first intention was
to meet the Cardinal's condemnation simply by holding up
this second edition and to leave it at that. He was, however,
advised by Mgr Mignot that, if he remained silent, his

silence would be exploited against him, and thatsome positive
act of submission was necessary. He was also advised, not

only by Mgr Mignot, but also by Tyrrell,
1 von Hugel and

others, to publish a supplement to HEvangile et VEglise,
which would serve to clarify those parts ofthe book that had
been misconstructed or adversely criticized. This is to say
that it was his friends who urged him to publish Autour d'un

petit livre. They hardly realized that any further elucidation

of Ufevangile et TJiglise would make more and not less

obvious its divergence from orthodoxy and would therefore

arouse even more intense opposition.
On February 3rd Loisy complied with the first part of this

advice by sending to Cardinal Richard an act ofsubmission to
the decree ofcondemnation. The wording ofthe submission

contained an obvious equivocation, but it was accepted as

satisfactory. This was the first of a series ofsuch acts, which

Loisy was called upon to make between now and March,

1904. They were the condition of his continuing to play an

effective part in the modernist movement. The alternative

would have involved abandoning the field of battle as soon

1
Tyrrell first wrote to Loisy after the puGGcation of UEvangile et

Ft,glise9 and they occasionally corresponded with each other till TyrrelTs
death.
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as the first blow was struck. In any case he had much more
than his own inclination to consult. For all who were con-

cerned with the reforming movement in the Church, his was
a test case, indeed the test case; and now that the battle had

definitely begun he had to fight it through to a finish in the

interest ofall those who looked to him as in some sense their

representative.
The prospects of victory, i.e. the prospects of securing

toleration for a revision or modification oforthodoxy, were

never bright; and at this moment they became appreciably
darker. The character of the biblical commission, which at

first had been comparatively liberal in complexion, was

changed by the appointment of a large number of new
members.1 It was certain that henceforth it would be a

bulwark ofreaction, as has in fact proved to be the case. The

encouragement, which the modernists had derived from the

original appointment ofthe commission, was thus dissipated.

During the spring and summer of 1903 there were several

influences at work which were leading Loisy to force to a

head the issue that the publication oL'vangik et TfegUse had
raised. His submission to Cardinal Richard's condemnation
did not bring to an abrupt end the campaign ofcriticism and

misrepresentation which had been directed against him. On
the contrary, even theologians ofthe standing ofBatiffol and

Lagrange continued to accuse him of mystification and

equivocation. He was invited to clarify his position with

regard to orthodoxy. Moreover, he was aware that his

opponents were still trying to secure his condemnation at

Rome. All this was provoking, and Loisy never professed to

have the patience of a saint.

Again, his commentary on the fourth gospel had for some

1 For a full list of the members of the commission, see A. Houtin, La
Question biblique au XXs

siecle* (1906), pp. 288 On the change in its

constitution, see also P. Desjardins, Catholidsme et
critique, pp. 95 , and

What we want, p. 55.
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time been ready for the press, and his commentary on the

synoptic gospels was steadily approaching completion. As he

proceeded, he realized increasingly that his conclusions about

the synoptics would be quite as objectionable to his orthodox

opponents as his conclusions about St John. There was no

point therefore in deferring the publication ofthe latter until

after the publication of tie former. Anyhow he was not

willing to postpone the publication ofboth indefinitely. His

position in the world of scholarship, and consequently to

some extent also in the Church, would be fortified by the

reputation as a savant which he felt confident these volumes

would earn for him. The result of all these influences and

considerations was that in October, 1903, he^published
not

only the second edition of UEvangile et VEglise^^
but its

sequel, Autour fun petit livre, and also Le Quatrieme Evangile,

a volume of 950 pages, a work ofpure scholarship.

Autour fun petit livre is in the form of a series of letters.

They were never actually sent to those to whom they are

addressed. We need not examine these letters in detail here;

they are designed
to reiterate and amplify the chief con-

tentions ofL'Evangik et VEgUse. But here Harnack has almost

disappeared from the picture; there is little effort to disguise

the fact that a new interpretation of Catholicism is being put

forward. Loisy no longer writes with diplomatic caution,

like a prudent ecclesiastic; he expresses his thought fully and

frankly? It will be enough for our purpose to notice the

main points on which he seeks to insist.

In the forefront we must place his claim that biblical

criticism is an autonomous science. Its conclusions must not

be dictated or determined by dogmatic presuppositions.
The

1 In order to 'respect the censure of Cardinal Richard* (!),
the second

edition was published chez Tauteur, Le. at Bellevue in the diocese of

Versailles, and did not bear the name ofthe Parisian publisher. M&noires,

n, 248.
2
Cp. P. Desjardins, Catholicisme et critique, p. 26.

VRC
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Catholic critic must be as free as aayone else to give an

unbiased description of the facts of history. The facts thus

described cannot be in real contradiction with any dogma,
for dogmas are ideas representative of faith, which has for its

object not human knowledge, but the divine order, eternal

and incomprehensible. The description of events, as they

appear to have happened in the natural order, is perfectly

compatible with a supernatural explanation ofthem. Dogma
is not a description of history but an appreciation of it, or

rather it is an attempt to express in human thought and

language the ultimate truthswhich are impliedby the spiritual

experience of Christians.
1 But human thought and language

are not fixed and absolute things; like all dungs human they
are living and continually changing. The terms in which

-t

dogma is formulated are necessarily relative and are therefore

liable to require modification in accordance with the general

progress of knowledge.
Thus, for instance, the divinity of Christ is a dogma ofthe

Church, and this means that Christ is God for faith. But the

divinity ofChrist is not a fact ofhistory, nor would it be that

even ifJesus Himselfhad taught it. It is ajudgment of faith,

made by the religious conscience. The historical process by
which the dogma was formulated does not affect its truth,

although it may suggest where its formulation is likely to

need revision. Traditional Christology has attributed to

Christ, omniscience, i.e. unlimited knowledge. This attribu-

tion is true for faith in so far as it is, or was, the best available

means ofaffirming the truth ofthe Saviour's divinity. But it

is not an authenticated fact ofhistory ; indeed as an historical

1

Cp.
*

Vidis* account of Loisy's thought in a letter to The Times

(January 2ist, 1904) : 'Doctrine and dogma cannot be historically proved,
he

(i.e. Loisy) argues, though their development can be historically

ascertained; they are matters for faith and must be believed by a free act of
faith'. On the importance of experience, individual and collective, see

also Mtmoires, n, 428.
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hypothesis it is inconceivable. Here we have an instance of

the distinction between truths ofhistory and truths of faith,

which figured prominently in the modernist controversy.
It is important to notice that, ifthese two kinds oftruth are

distinguished, they are not entirely divorced from one

another. Loisy does not cut Christian dogma loose from its

historical origins, as many of his critics have alleged, or

suggest that its origins can be a matter of complete in-

difference to the believer. 'The fundamental reality of

Christianity is the historical apparition ofJesus', i.e. His life

and death. This is the initial fact and all the rest is the outcome
ofthis. Nor does the proposed interpretation ofdogma result

in a belittling of the Jesus of history. It is not Loisy who
invented, or offered a proper pretext for, such expressions as

'the delusions ofaJewish fanatic'. 'The historic Christ in the

fiSSffl^

Chnstology, 'aHJ'lEe'TSnkwogy nee2 not Kiv^l^en

expressly taught by Jesus in ordef to be true' (p. 136). The
distinction between the Jesus of history and tie Christ of

faith, important and necessary as it is for a right understand-

ing oftheology, is not held to involve a separation ofthe one

from the other. There is no reason to suppose that the

Christological dogma has reached the term of its develop-
ment. Modern knowledge has raised fresh problems for

theology. No ecclesiastical definition will ever be absolutely

true in the sense that it contains the complete and final truth

about its object. The faithful adherent ofthe Church accepts

defined dogmas as being the best and surest formulations of

the truth that have yet been found possible. He accepts the

relative and imperfect formulation, and his intention in doing
so is to accept the absolute

andjfall

^^

9-2



Chapter xvi

4RES DISSOCIABILES', 1904-1908

Autour d'un petit livre explains how the modernists were able

to subscribe conscientiously to the traditional teaching ofthe

Church, while they desired its revision. They were not so

stupid as to suppose that the Church ought to reform its

creed from, day to day according to the requirements of

science. What they asked was that the Church should not

use its creed in such a way as to shackle science.
1 The de-

velopment of theology is necessarily a slow process. The

legitimate need of preserving unity and discipline in the

Church involves the duty ofsubmission to the current phase
of theological development. But this submission must not

imply the surrender on the part of scientists, critics, and

historians of their freedom and sincerity.*

When Loisy published Autour ffun petit livre, he realized

that he was challenging the ecclesiastical authority as to

whether it would or would not tolerate this position. There

seemed to be only two possible consequences. If Autour

ffun petit livre and his other books escaped ecclesiastical

1 See Memoires, n, 255.
a
Cp. the letter of'Romanus* (= vonHugel) in The Times (March 2nd,

1904, Le. after the condemnation of Loisy s books) :

*

"We can, and do,

sincerely accept, as to discipline, the decree ofthe Index. . . , even though
this possibly inevitable hie et nunc protection ofthe majority may in great

part have been rendered necessary by the mental inertia and neglect of

many generations ofboth taught and teachers. "We can and do sincerely

accept, as to doctrine, the decree ofthe Holy Office, in so far as it adjourns
or checks the Abbe's (i.e. Loisy*s) apologetics, since the Church authori-

ties are clearly the official spokesmen for one of the two members of the

attempted synthesis. Butwe cannot make our submission to the decree of
the Holy Office in so unqualified a form as to let it include historico-

critical method and its direct subject-matters, as such, even though these

latter be the records ofprimitive Christianity*.
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censure, then he would be free to continue his work as a

historical critic without further distraction. On the other

hand, it was far more likely that the Church would condemn
as heretical the position he had adopted, and in this case the

only way out of the difficulty would be excommunication.

He did not intend, in order to remain in the Church, to

submit to condemnation again and to abandon his work as a

historical critic. This at least, he tells us, was his intention in

October, 1903, when Autour d'un petit livre was published.
If afterwards he appeared temporarily to compromise this

intention, he says that it was only because he was harassed

into doing so by the stress ofpersecution.
Leo XIII had died on July 20th, 1903 ; it was not easy to

judge from the previous career of the new pope what his

attitude would be to doctrinal liberalism. OnAugust yth

LoisyJiajl iraittea to von Hugel:
*

Pius X has

In his first encyclical (E supremi aposto-

latus, October 4th, 1903) Pius X warned the clergy against
the

*

insidious manoeuvres of a certain new science which
adorns itselfwith the mask oftruth---- false science, which,

by means offallacious and perfidious arguments, attempts to

point the way to the errors offationalism and semirational-

ism*.

The piety ofPius X was not indeed open to question, but

it was a piety akin to that ofCardinal Richard, a narrow and

intense piety which, since it was completely satisfied by
traditional orthodoxy, was quite incapable of realizing the

need oftheological development.
2 Moreover, the new pope

had none of his predecessor's disposition to pose as a liberal

1
Memoires, n, 260.

3 Cardinal Richard told Duchesne at this time that he persisted in

believing that the works of St Dionysius the Areopagite, bishop of Paris,

were authentic! See Memoires, n, 277.
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or as a benevolent patron of modernity. Thus the modest

concessions to the new movement which Leo XIII had made,

notably the appointment of the biblical commission, were

speedily modified in a reactionary sense. The forces of con-

servative domination reasserted their normal hold on the

Roman Curia.

As we have already seen, Cardinal Richard had for some

years been trying to induce the Roman authorities to con-

demn Loisy, but hitherto without success. Up to the last

Leo XHt had temporized.
1 The Cardinal did not hesitate to

take advantage ofthe new opportunity that was provided for

him, and this time he met with success. Although Mgr
Mignot once more used what influence he could on Loisy's

behalf, it was to no purpose. On December i6th, 1903, the

Holy Office decided that the following five books by Loisy
were to be put on the Index: La religion d*Israel, Etudes

evangeliques, L'livangile et VEglise, Autour d'un
petit livre, and

Le Quafr&me Evangile. The decree was sent to Cardinal

Richard by the Cardinal Secretary of State (Merry del Val)
who in the course of an accompanying letter wrote: 'The

very grave errors which abound in these volumes concern

principally: the primitive revelation, the authenticity of the

evangelical facts and teaching, the divinity and knowledge of
the Christ, the resurrection, the divine institution of the

Church, the sacraments'.

OnJanuary nth, 1904, Loisy wrote to Cardinal Merry del

Val that he
*

received with respect the judgment of the

Sacred Congregations, and that he himselfcondemned in his

writings whatever they might contain that was repre-
hensible'.

I must nevertheless add (he continued) that my adhesion to the
sentence of the Sacred Congregations is purely disciplinary in

character. I reserve the right of my conscience, and I do not

1 See Riviere, Le modernisme dans
Tfeglise, p. 190.
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intend, in inclining before the judgment delivered by the Holy
Office, to abandon or retract the opinions which I have put
forward as a historian and critic J

Obviously this 'submission' would not be accepted as

adequate by Rome, and, when officially informed to this

effect, Loisy wrote again to Cardinal Merry del Val (January

24th): 'I accept. . .all the dogmas of the Church, and, if in

exposing their history in the books which have just been

condemned, I have unintentionally put forward opinions

contrary to the faith, I have said and I repeat that I myself
condemn, in these books, whatever they may contain that,

from the point ofview of the faith, is reprehensible*.
2

In due course Loisy was informed that this was no more

satisfactory than his former letter; nothing less than an un-

qualified submission would be accepted, On February 23rd,

in response to renewed pressure from Cardinal Richard, he
refused to add anything to his two letters to Cardinal Merry
del Val. Everythingnow pointed to his excommunication and

both Loisy and his friends were preparing themselves for it.

There is indeed adequate evidences that a decree of excom-
munication was prepared in Rome and that its promulgation
was committed to the discretion of the archbishop of Paris.

For reasons, "whichwe are about to notice, the decree was not

actually promulgated or made public, and therefore the fact

of its existence has never been acknowledged by the Roman
authorities. Cardinal Richard's biographer deliberately sup-

presses all reference to it.4

At the last moment, when excommunication was almost a

fait accompli, the situation was changed in consequence of a

fresh line of action pursued by Loisy himself. He tells how,
at the end ofFebruary, the exhaustion ofhis physical powers

by the nervous tension of the preceding months, assisted

at a crucial moment by the persuasions of two friends who
1

Mtmoires, n, 313.
2

Ibid, n, 322. 3 Sec ibid, n, 314-60, 642.
4 M. Cl&nent, Vie du Cardinal Richard2 (1924), pp. 402-6.
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happened to visit him, culminated in an apparent volte-face.

On February 28th he wrote a letter to the pope, in which he

offered, as evidence of his goodwill, and for the pacification

of
spirits,

to abandon hisReaching
in Paris, i.e. his lectureship

at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes, and to suspend the scientific

publications which he had in preparation.

On March I2th he was summoned by Cardinal Richard to

hear the pope's answer to his letter. This was to the effect that

it was 'absolutely necessary that, confessing his errors, he

should submit himself, fully and without restriction, to the

judgment pronounced by the Holy Office against his

writings*. So far from imposing silence on him, the Church

would wish him to conform to the precept: Succende quod

adorasti, et adora quod incendistL With lively emotion Loisy

has described the effect that this communication had upon
him. Inspired by sincere and noble, if irrational, sentiments,

he had offered for the Church's sake to sacrifice his lecture-

ship and his publications, bis most precious possessions. With

what seemed to him incredible heardessness, the head of the

Church rejected his offer and demanded of him intellectual

and moral suicide. This event, he sa^, more than any other

killed his affection ^TB?|CB^Ek* He"me<Tin vain," at' the

interview whicE was occasioned by the communication of

the pope's letter, to show Cardinal Richard how impossible
it was for him to retract en bloc the conclusions at which he

had arrived as to the facts of history. But what hope could

there ever be that two such entirely different mentalities

should reach an understanding? Nevertheless, since he was

now eager above all things for a measure of peace at any

price within the limits ofreason, Loisy made one last gesture.
Later on the same day (March I2th) he sent to Cardinal

Richard the following note:

Je declare a votre Eminence que, par esprit d'obeissance envers

le Saint-Siege, je condamne les erreurs que la Congregation du
Saint-Office a condamnees dans mes ecrits.
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In itself this note was a pure equivocation, and die ecclesi-

astical authorities no less than Loisy himself regarded it as

such.
1 But it provided a basis on which the final resolution

ofthe conflict could be postponed. It was as a matter offact

postponed forjust four years. At the same time, the terms of
the note obviously laid Loisy open to the suspicion ofgrave
insincerity by those who were not able or who were not

willing to recognize its utility as aninstrument ofecclesiastical

diplomacy or to appreciate the subde reasoning which made
it possible for him to sign it. We are not therefore surprised
to learn that he has never ceased to regret that he made this

declaration.

Hitherto, with whatever reservations, Loisy had been

sincerely attached to Catholicism, Butnow this ceased to be

true. He no longer believed that a revision of traditional

orthodoxy was a practical proposition. He no longer
believed that it was possible for him to be at once a critic and

a Catholic. On May I2th, 1904, he wrote in his journal:

*Je veux rester pretre et savant, res dissodabiles* . And onJune
yth he clearly anticipated what his future would be after he

was excommunicated: *Il est certain, d'ailleurs, que, si je me
trouvais hors de TEglise, ce ne serait pas pour tenir le role de

docteur incompris, attendant que k porte s'ouvre pour
rentrer dans le bercail. Je vivrais en savant laique, interesse

aux choses morales, et je mourrais de meme*.
It is not, therefore, far from the truth to say that from 1904

onwards the outcome of the modernist movement, so far as

Loisy himself was concerned, was settled. The next four

years, during which he lived in retirement in the country and

completed his commentary on the synoptic gospels, served

only to defer the inevitable conclusion of his life as a

1
It is evident that both. Rome and Cardinal Richard appreciated the

declaration at its true worth. It was not published by them, as it certainly

would have been ifthey had looked upon it as a genuine submission. See

Clement, Vie du Cardinal Richard, p. 406; Loisy, Memoires, n, 372.
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Catholic.
1

Already, in 1904, it was rumoured that Rome was

going to issue a new syllabus of errors2 and probably the

decree Lamentabilivro-ald have been issued long before 1907,

if various circumstances had not adjourned its publication,

notably the preoccupation of the Vatican with the contro-

versies relating to the disestablishment of the Church in

France. Although this question had no direct bearing on the

modernist crisis, yet the intransigent attitude ofthe papacy in

regard to it, and the refusal of Pius X to allow even that

modified acceptance of the laws passed by the government,
for which the episcopate was prepared, did much, in Loisy's

case at any rate, to deepen die despair of a compatibility
between any form of liberalism and loyalty to the Church. 3

In any case, the succession of modernist books which were

put on the Index during these years, and also the decisions of
the biblical commission,4 left no doubt as to the intentions of
the holy see.

Why then, it may be asked, since Loisy had virtually lost

his faith in Catholicism, did he not voluntarily leave the

Church? The answer to this question is that, in hisjudgment,
the responsibility for his loss of faith rested on the Church
itself, that is on the ecclesiastical authorities, and he was not

willing, either in his own interest or in the interest of those
Catholics who in any way depended on him, to relieve the

authorities oftheir responsibility. He would have been false

to the attitude that he had adopted throughout his career in
the Church if he had given any final justification for the
idea that his rupture with Catholicism was spontaneous.^

"While living thus in retirement, he continued to say mass

1
See his letter to Houtin, Mhnoires, m, I4ff.2
Memoires,

n,^
411; Riviere, Le modernistne Jans rglise, pp. 333

3 See Loisy, Uglhe et la France (1925), p. 103 ; Mtmoires, u, 440, 4
519.

4 For details see Riviere, op. dt. pp. 333 ; Loisy, M&moires, H, 411.
5
Cp. M&noires, n, 323, 456, 459, 509.
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at home. The official authorization to do so, technically

called an indult, which he had received after his serious ill-

ness in 1899, needed to be renewed in November, 1906, as it

was valid for only seven years. When Loisy applied for a

renewal of the indult, the French ecclesiastical authorities,

who were evidently acting upon instructions from Rome,
raised difficulties, and he therefore ceased to say mass. 'This

act*, he says, 'had not lost for me all religious significance;

but latterly it had become burdensome to me, as it seemed to

imply the profession of official Catholicism.'
1

It was now
beyond all doubt that the final rupture could not be in-

definitely delayed, and accordingly Loisy sent the MS. ofLes

Evangiles Synoptiques to press. In 1907 Rome at last began
the series of acts by which the modernist movement was

condemned,3 and Loisywrote a number ofletters whichwere

designed to clarify his attitude in regard to the issues that

were in dispute between official Catholicism and himself.

These, together with some earlier letters and relevant docu-

ments, were published in book form (Quelques lettres sur des

questions actuelles et sur des evenements recen^j^^^jdfter his^

excommunication, which took place on/March yth, 1908.

Les vangiles Synoptiques and Simples "latEer
1*

being his commentary on the decree Lamentabili and on the

encyclical Pascendi, were published a month or so before the

excommunication. It was not, however, these publications,
but his refusal to make an act ofsubmission to the papal acts

of 1907, which was the immediate cause ofhis excommuni-

cation.3 With his excommunication his life as a Catholic and

as a modernist ended.

1
Ibid, n, 493.

^2
Papal allocution on April I7th; the decree LamentaUli cm July 3rd;

e encyclical Pascendi on September ^;^^^Q{a''j^opncthe

on November i8th.

3 Memoires, n, 635, m, 371. Simples reflexions and Quelques lettres were

not publications whose intentionwas to forwardthe modernistmovement
so much as commentaries on its condemnation.
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M. Loisy has been described
1

as the chief scientific,
and Father

Tyrrell as the chiefreligious, exponent ofmodernism. The distinc-

tion is ajust one, although it would be misleading ifit were held to

imply that the one was interested only in science, and the other

only in religion.
It was equally the object ofthem both to unite an

unfettered searchfor truth with the practice ofthe Catholic
religion,

with active membership ofthe Roman Church. But M. Loisy has

ever been a savant, so that for him science was the paramount,

though not the only, interest. Tyrrell,
on the other hand, was a

mystic,
a prophet, a martyr; Us interest in science as such was

secondary and almost indirect. Because of this difference between

them, iffor no other reason, a study of Tyrrell's career brings to

lightfresh anilfurther aspects of the modernist movement.

And again, TyrreWs chiefcontributions to the
life

and literature

of the movement belong to a later period than Loisy s. By the

time that Tyrrell came to theforefront, Loisy had already 'shot his

bolt
9

and had recognized thatfailure was inevitable. From 1906
until his death, says Archdeacon Lilley* Tyrrell was the 'uni-

versally acknowledged leader
7

of the movement. The expression

may suggest too much, but it is true that as the story of Loisy"s

career illuminates its earlier
stages,

so that of Tyrrell

9

s illuminates

its later
stages.

The chief and most authoritative sources of information, in

addition to Tyrrell's ownpublished works, are his Autobiography
and life (1912) and Letters (1920), both of which are edited by
hisfriend and

literary executor, Miss M. D. Petre. Of all these

full use has been made,3 nor have other special studies ofhis life
and

thought been ignored. Every book about the movement
necessarily

contains some estimate of the part he played in it. Diverse and

conflicting as these estimates may be, according to the viewpoint

oftheir authors, yet each is in its way instructive.

1

By Professor Karl Holl, see M. D. Petre, Modernism, p. 224.
3

Article on 'Modernism* in E.R.E., vm, 765,
3 With regard to references, what was said on p. 68 above about Loisy's

Memoires applies in this Part to TyrrelTs Autobiography and
life.



Chapter xvn

A CONVERT DISILLUSIONED, 1861-1901

George Tyrrell was by birth an Irishman. He was born in

Dublin on February 6th, 1861; his father, who was a jour-
nalist, had died in tie previous December. His mother was
left very poorly off, and had a severe struggle to provide for

the upbringing of her three children. She belonged to the

Church of Ireland, and the character of TyrrelTs early

religious training was extremely Low Church. He was

taught to regard Roman Catholicism as a religion for vulgar
and uneducated persons. As a boy he was clever, but he was
idle at school. He achieved no academic success, and, in spite

ofhis great intellectual gifts, he never became a scholar in the

stricter sense of the term. As a boy also he went through
a period of religious unbelief under the influence of his

brother who was older and more brilliant than himself.

Then, through seemingly accidental circumstances, he began
to come under the spell of Catholicism, and started to attend

one of the only two High Churches in Dublin.

As happens to many who have been brought up in a Low
Church atmosphere, it was the very different atmosphere
of Catholicism, rather than its doctrines, that in the first

instance appealed to him. Here was something mysterious,

unknown,, and forbidden. But the quest for truth was

already strong in him, and his reflective powers were quickly

developing; he could not for long remain content with any

thing that was superficial. He happenednow to read Butler's

Analogy, and, little as he understood it, he woke thereby to

*a dim sense of there being a great and pressing world-
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problem to be solved for myself and for others, either

positively or negatively'.
1

At this juncture, early in 1878, he became closely attached

to Robert Dolling (1851-1902)* who was working as a lay-
man in Dublin. Tyrrell was greatly attracted by Dolling's
ardent and evangelical Catholicism, and he soon came to

share his friend's dissatisfaction with the moderate and
austere High Churchmanship which was the most that the

Church ofIceland had to offer them. Dolling, however, had
no inclination to become a Roman Catholic. His religion
was essentially practical ; he was not harassed by intellectual

difficulties or by the alleged incoherence of the High
Anglican position. Nevertheless, his keen insight into

character enabled him to recognize the different bent of

TyrrelTs mind, his present desire for a faith that was logical
and final in its claims. He did not try seriously to dissuade

Tyrrell from doing what he had no intention of doing him-
self. The dominant characteristic of TyrrelTs mind was, in

the words ofhis friend Canon C. E. Osborne, *his analysing

intensity, his truth-chasing capacity'. Given the conditions

in which he first became sensitive to the appeal of Catholic-

ism, it was almost inevitable that he should press straight

through to the Catholic system in its most complete and
consistent form, i.e. to the Roman Church. He must needs

test its truth there, and not in any half-way house.

Thus, when in March, 1879, at the age of eighteen, he left

Ireland for England, his course was practically determined.

Dolling had arranged to open ahouseinLondon inconnexion
with a guild for postmen, and Tyrrell was to live with him

*
Medievalism, p. 99; qx a letter from Tyrrell, quoted by R. Gout

(Uajfaire Tyrrell, p. n): *A perfectly unintelligent and uncritical reading
ofBishop Buder's Analogy first made me realise that there was a world-

problem to be solved*.
3 See a letter from Tyrrell in C. E. Osborne's The

life ofFather Dolling
(1903), pp. 19-23-
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for a time. Dolling thought that there was a remaining

possibility that an experience of Anglican Catholicism at

work might satisfy Tyrrell; but a brief intercourse with
ritualist clergy and laity in London only served to confirm, his

impression that they were 'playing at* Catholicism. He says
in his autobiography that ifhe had been 'brought in contact

with some more thoughtful representatives of Anglicanism,
the results might have been different'. As it was, he was

predisposed to accept the syllogistic arguments for theRoman
position. His emotions were for the time being captivated by
'the old business, being carried on by the old firm, in the

old ways'.
In particular, he had formed from reading and hearsay a

naive and highly idealized picture of the Society of Jesus.
He conceived of it as 'an Order whose every member was

governed, from first to last, by a zeal for the propagation of
truth and religion, such as inspired St Ignatius and his first

companions'. He was himself now eager to embrace the

truth so understood, and eager also to devote his life to its

propagation. Thus it came about that he had been in London

only a month or two when he got into touch with the

Jesuits. After a rather perfunctory preparation he was
received into the Roman Church, and the possibility of his

becoming a member of the Society was immediately
broached.

He did not become a novice at once, but went for a year's

probation to teach in Jesuit establishments, first at Cyprus,
and then at Malta. From the first his experience of the

Society from within led to a certain disenchantment; but the

ideal he had formed was not easily to be shattered. It was in

September, 1880, that he formally entered the novitiate. His

novice-master was a man whose mentality was narrowly and

extremely ultramontane, but a man of exalted ideals and of

intense devotion. He did not fail to detect in Tyrrell a

mental indocility, a pride ofintellect, which unfitted him for

VRC 10
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membership of the Order. Tyrrell, however, was so de-

termined to leant the Catholic and Jesuit way of life and

thought, that he suppressed his doubts and questionings and

trade the path of dutiful, ifreluctant, submission. From this

time onwards too he became bound to the Society by many
ties of friendship with its members.

After the year's novitiate, which was spent at Manresa

house, Roehampton, he was sent to Stonyhurst to begin
seven years' training in philosophy and theology. Here he

became a diligent student of scholasticism and a disciple of

St Thomas Aquinas. The desire for a coherent scheme of

thought and knowledge was strong in him; the claims of

scholasticism were imposing, and there was no other system
available for him. He learned it under the direction ofmen
whose infectious self-assurance was not easy to withstand'.

1

In his enthusiasm for this system the enthusiasm, it must be

remembered, of a convert he went through a phase of

militant orthodoxy, which lasted till about 1897 and is

reflected in some of his earliest writings.
2 Yet within the

Society itself there were influences at work which were
sufficient to preserve in his mind the independence ofjudg-
ment that, from the point of view of orthodoxy, was

ultimately to lead to his downfall.

The long period ofpreparation, which included a further

three years spent in teaching, ended at last in 1891, when he

was ordained priest. The next two or three years were spent

chiefly in parish work, and then he was appointed to the

chair of philosophy at St Mary's hall, Stonyhurst, which he

occupied from 1894 to 1896. Here his troubles began and,
1

Medievalism, p. 159.
2 See Life, n, 51 ; cp. TyrreFs article in The Times of October ist,

1907; R. Gout, L'
affaire Tyrrell, p. 32. At least two essays in Thefaith ofthe

millions, viz. 'The prospects of reunion* and *An aposde of naturalism*
are trenchantly orthodox. This period ofTyrrelTs career seems to be over-
looked by those who say (like P. Gardner, Modernism in the English
Church, p. 51) that *he never really absorbed the Roman position*.
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strange as this may seem in the light of later developments,

they were due in this instance to his excessive devotion to $t

Thomas Aquinas. The scholasticism, wlucli was in general
fc.^apttM.^A^.W'^wii,^^^

O
favour in the Society of Jesus, was not that of St Thomas
himself, but scholasticism as interpreted by the Jesuit Suarez

(1548-1617). Tyrrell and a small minority in the Society,
whichwas encouraged to some extent by Leo XIII, advocated

a revival of non-Suarezian Thomism, that is, of a more
elastic system of philosophy than that which the dominant
tradition and the vast majority of present members of the

Society favoured.

The fact is (Tyrrell wrote later with reference to this rime) that

Aquinas represents a far less developed theology than that of the
later scholastics, and by going back to him one escapes from many
ofthe superstructures ofhis more narrow-minded successors, and
thus gets a liberty to unravel and reconstruct on more sympathetic
lines. I would thus use the neo-scholastic movement to defeat the

narrow spirit which animates many of its promoters. ^SBffil5

was essentially hberal-minded and sympathetic. . . *This was what
is tiiat, under"cover of

^

lated unconsciously, tfiat wffl fee opposed if presented in an alien
^am^^mms^t^^^''^'^^ ^-4^^m''-^^^*^'

' " ^ '* C, w _- *,,. ,,,,.. - - -.* . ., ,

and hostile garb.

In 1896 he was relieved of his charge at Stonyhurst, and
sent to Farm street tojoin the staffofwriters there. Although
he had not yet published any book, he had since 1886 con-

tributed a number ofarticles to The Month, the periodical of

the English Jesuits. These articles, some of which were

published later in his The faith of the millions (ist and 2nd

series), excited no particular comment at the time, nor are

they of much importance for our present purpose. They
belong on the whole to the earliest, the orthodox and

1
Letter to von Hugel (December <5tn, 1897), see Life of Tyrrell, n, 45.

Cp. The faith of the millions (ist series), p. 20, and The Church and the

foture, pp. io6f. See also p. 63 above.

10-2
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dogmatic phase of TyrrelTs development. Such traces ofhis

later ideas as can he detected in them are so slight as to he

hardly significant.

His first book was Nova et vetera (1897) ; this was followed

by Hard sayings (1898) and External religion: its use and abuse

(1899). These books consisted of meditations, conferences

and addresses. They were mainly devotional, and not

theologically controversial. Nevertheless, they were dis-

tinguished by a spirit that was fresh in such Roman Catholic

literature, by a freedom from the traditional and conven-

tional manner ofspiritual or pious writings.
1
They therefore

attracted attention and met with appreciation in those circles

where there was a desire for something of the kind.

Most ^p^Qri^t^ifaU, Nova et vetera attracted the attention

of p^^n von Hiigelj who in September, 1897, wrote to

expfesriflr*'gcariifu3e'

l4

for the book and his desire to make

TyrrelTs acquaintance. The friendship thus begun was of

great, and for Tyrrell himself of decisive, consequence.

Hitherto, he had not been intimately associated with anyone
ofthe Baron's intellectual calibre. 'This was, perhaps,' writes

Miss Petre, 'his first intimate acquaintance with a scholar in

the true sense of the word, a man offinished general educa-

tion, wide reading and vast knowledge on a considerable

number of subjects.'
3
Tyrrell was growing increasingly dis-

satisfied with scholasticism and was feeling after some fresh

approach to truth. Von Hiigel brought him into contact with

those movements in Catholic thought which were inde-

pendent of scholasticism and tending towards a more liberal

theology and a new apologetic. In this way, for instance,

Tyrrell was introduced to the philosophical work ofMaurice
Blondel and Laberthonniere, as well as to that of the non-
Catholic Bergson, and, what influenced him quite as much,
he was initiated into the science ofmodern biblical criticism.

During the first period of their friendship von Hugel's
1

Cp. Fawkes, Studies in modernism, p. 13.
3

Life of Tyrrell, n, 87.
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attitude to the received theology was more radical than

TyrrelTs. 'Every time I meet you or hear from you/
Tyrrell wrote to him in 1901,

*

I am poked on a litde further/
1

And again in 1902: 'All the vast help you have given me
and surely I have grown from a boy to a man since I knew

you has been in opening up my eyes to an ever fuller and

deeper knowledge ofthe data of the great problem of life'?
6

In the early stages of their companionship (writes Miss

Petre) the influence of Baron von Hugel tended rather to

forward than to retard the advance of his friend's mind;
later on the positions were somewhat reversed, and we find

him endeavouring to check the rapidity of one to whom
quick movement was all too natural/3

Quick as the movement of Tyrrell's mind was, he did not

become a modernist in one bound. Approximately from

1897 to 1900, he went through a phase of what he called
*

mediatorial liberalism*. During this time he was more or

less in sympathy with the position occupied by Wilfrid

"Ward,4 a position from which the latter never moved. It was
a judicious compromise between liberalism and conserva-

tism. Intellectual liberty in science and criticism is good, but

it must be limited and provisional. There must be no rash

criticism of ecclesiastical authorities, nor must science intrude

upon theology. If the scientist exercises caution, it is

reasonable to expect that the ecclesiastical authorities will

show moderation. 'Patience* should be the motto of both.

Tyrrell with his 'truth-chasing* temperament was not likely
to rest for long in a position like this.5 Hewas rapidly coming

1

Life of TyrreU, n, 95.
2

Ibid, n, 96. Cp. Lex orandi (1907 edition), p. xxxii, and von Hugel's
Selected letters* p. 12.

3
Life of Tyrrell, n, 94. Cp. von Hugefs Selected letters, p. 113.

4
Cp. Tyrrell's essays on Ward's Life of Cardinal Wiseman and on

*
Liberal Catholicism.' in The faith of the millions (ist series), pp. 2239,

68-84.
5 See his description of this attitude in Medievalism, p. 153,
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to recognize the extent to which the received tradition of

Catholic theology was behind the advance ofmodern know-

ledge, and to realize the difficulties which this involved for

those who like himselfwere in search ofreligious truth. As a

result ofhis writings and his priesdy work he was constantly

being called upon to minister to souls who were troubled by
these difficulties; more and more keenly he felt the need of

some other remedy than patience.

He had joined the Roman Church in search of truth, and

not ofpeace, and he had become a Jesuit because he believed

that the Society was in the intention ofits founder and by the

record of its history the most potent instrument available for

the propagation oftruth. This belief, or at least that part ofit

which concerned the history of the Society and its present

capacity, was now in ruins. He no longer believed that

scholasticism, specially that form ofscholasticism which was

dominant in the Society, was the only or the most adequate
method of arriving at and propagating truth. For a time,

after he realized this, he was inclined to hope that the Society

might become the agent of a reinterpretation ofCatholicism

in relation to the modern situation. But the forces oftradition

were obviously too strong, and he had to abandon the hope
almost before it was formulated.

It was already evident that his membership of the Society
ofJesus was full of embarrassment and that a rupture was

becoming inevitable. Nevertheless, he did not intend himself

deliberately to precipitate a rupture, partly because of the

scandal it would cause to those who in various ways de-

pended on him,
1 and also because it did not appear that he

would be better able in any alternative position to promote
that transformation of Catholic doctrine, which he now felt

to be necessary. It was, however, morally certain that

sooner or later the Society would have to take action against
him.

1 See The Church and thejuture, pp. 8f.
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The first definite external symptoms of cleavage^ were

occasioned by an article, entitled'<*A perverted devotion',,

which he contributed to the Weekly^RegJsWr (December i6th,

1899).* The subject of the article was similar to that in

connexion with which Dr St G. Mivart had been condemned

a few years before,
3 the difficdties ofbeliefin the traditional

doctrine of hell.
r
It <f^^^fzppeS^wSS^"ofnot Tyrrell

reaEzed"tow perilous a theme this was. Here, if anywhere,

nineteenth-century orthodoxy, both Catholic and Protestant,

would allow no modification of traditional teaching.

The substance ofthe article was a plea for agnosticism with

regard to the Church's teaching about the everlasting punish-
ment of the damned and a criticism of theological ration-

alism. It should be acknowledged that the Church's teaching

on this point, as generally stated, 'seems, and is intended to

seem, absurd and impossible; for it causes man to appear more

just, more kind, than Ms Maker'. And what applies to

teaching about hell

holds good in reference to other difficulties against our faidi in the

absolute goodness and wisdom ofGod, arising from the existence

of suffering, the permission of sin, the problem of predestiny.

The attempt to rationalise these mysteries, to level them down to

our range of vision, to patch them up, to whittle them away, is

responsible for the widespread decay of faith which they have

occasioned well-meant ingenuity no doubt, but surely mis-

guided and ill-judged!. . .Thousands would willingly submit to

these mysteries were they allowed to preserve that agnosticism in

their regard which is one of the elements of real faith

The difficulties in question are not solved, nor even eased, by
such theological expedients as minimizing the probable

number of the damned. Rationalism should 'cease its

1

Reprinted in Essays onfaith and Immortality (i9i4)> pp- I5&-71-

3 An article, entitled "Happiness in hell*, which Mivart contributed to

the Nineteenth century (December, 1892), was put on the Index. See W, L.

Knox and A. R. Vidler, The development of modern Catholicism (i93S)

pp. 152-5-
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elucidations*. The finite mind is essentially incapable of

seizing the absolute end, which governs and moves every-

thing towards itself. 'We must purge out of our midst any

remnant of the leaven of rationalism that we may have

carried with us from earlier and cruder days, when faith

needed the rein more than the spur.

Here we have the authentic voice ofTyrrell the modernist;

he has broken with scholasticism, implicitly at least, and in

effect with 'mediatorial liberalism' also. He is insinuating

the need ofa new attitude to dogma as such, and not merely

advocating a more careful statement ofone particular dogma.
The article gave rise to a considerable controversy. The

Jesuit authorities in England could find in it
*

no proposition

worthy oftheological censure*. Not so those in Rome. Two
censors appointed by the Father-General ofthe Society found

in it ample grounds for objection. Their leading objection

(writes Miss Petre) was

to the anti-rationalistic tone of the article, its 'moderate agnosti-

cism* Theydefend the use and cogencyofreason in the elucida-

tion ofdogma and deny that its "illustrations and analogies* can

ever serve to aggravate, and not to lessen, the difficulties of faith.

They object to seeking help for such difficulties in the very

mysteriousness ofthe doctrine They maintain that the doctrine

(ofhell) is sufficiendy elucidated by the traditional explanations of

theology; that ifit cannot be proved by reason, all objections to it

can be defeated by reason; that its use and salutariness must not be

lessened by appeals to mystery
T

After several months* correspondence, Tyrrell published
in the Weekly Register (June ist, 1900) a meaningless

*

sub-

mission*. But his position in the Society was compromised,
and he was henceforth under suspicion. His liberty as a

writer was curtailed; he was no longer allowed to conduct

1

Life of Tyrrell, n, 120 ; for the full text ofthe censurae see appendices
i and n.
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retreats; and tie went to live in virtual retirement at a small

Jesuit mission at Richmond in Yorkshire.

There tie continued to write, indeed more than ever

before, for he had no other prescribed occupation. His

powers of self-expression were now at their height, and he

was conscious that he had a message to deliver. If he pro-
duced no magnum opus (we are told that during these years he

was working at the rough draft of one),
1

it was because his

pen was always busily occupied with the ecclesiastical events

and controversies ofthe time, and also because ofthe peculiar

conditions under which he had to publish what he wrote. He
wanted to publish, and not merely to write, because he felt

that what he had to say was ofimmediate import. Moreover,

he wanted to publish what he could with the official iw-

primatur, since in this way he could reach and influence a

wider range of Catholic opinion. But during this period

(1900-5) he also published pseudonymously or anonymously
and circulated privately books and articles, which clearly

would not pass ecclesiastical censorship. This proceeding was

contrary to the rules ofthe Society ofJesus, but he justified it

to himself on the ground that his position was admittedly

anomalous and recognized as such by the Society; in short it

was the less oftwo evils.
2

In 1901 The faith of the millions (two volumes) was pub-
lished with the imprimatur of Cardinal Vaughan. These

essays, as we have had occasion to remark, belong for the

most part to the middle or transitional phase of TyrreU's

development, and some even to the earliest, purely orthodox

phase. In republishing them his main motive was to gain a

favourable hearing for the newer ideas about which he

intended to write forthwith. Thus he wrote to a friend: 'My
chief desire for it (Thefaith of the millions) is that it collects

1 See Life, n, 192.
3
Cp. his chapter on 'The ethics of conformity* in Tlie Church and the

juture, pp.
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into one my "doctrine", and gives proof ofhow sober and
moderate it has been all along, which proofmay be useful to

me later*.
1

Even so, it did not pass the censors without
difficulty.

There is one essay, 'The relation of theology to devotion',
which is a definite and explicit anticipation of what was to

come. Its significance was not yet fully appreciated either by
himself or by others;

2 but on re-reading it in 1907, with a

view to publishing it again in Through Scylla and Charybdis,

Tyrrell wrote: 'I am amazed to see how little I have really
advanced since I wrote it; how I have simply eddied round
and round the same point. It is all here all that follows

not in germ but in explicit statement as it were a brief

compendium or analytical index*.3 The theme of this essay
should therefore be carefully observed.

Tyrrell begins by explaining his use ofthe term 'theology'.
It 'may be used in a wider or a more restricted sense. Here
we employ the term to signify what is known as scholastic

theology, that is, the essay to translate the teachings of
Catholic revelation into the terms and forms of Aristotelian

philosophy; and thereby to give them a scientific unity'. He
proceeds to distinguish between 'the philosophical and the

vulgar way of conceiving and speaking about things'. 'The
former is abstract, orderly, and artificial; the latter, concrete,

disorderly, and natural.' This is true with regard to Nature.
The backwoodsman's knowledge of Nature is of a different

kind from that ofthe scientist. The two kinds ofknowledge
may assist one another, but they are distinct. 'The more
abstract, general, and simple our classification is, and the
further removed it is from the infinite complexity of con-

I

I(^,ii,48.
* We are told, however, that in December, 1901, after Thefaith ofthe

millions had received his imprimatur, Cardinal Vaughan had misgivings
about this essay; Life of Tyrrell, n, 172.

3
Through Scylla and CharyUis, p. 85; see also von HuceTs Selected

letters, p. 166.
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crete reality, the more we need continually to remind our-

selves that its truth is merely hypothetical, and holds only in

the abstract.
9

And if this is true of the natural world, how much more
true is it of the spiritual and supernatural world! Here 'we

are under a further disadvantage; for we can think and speak
of it only in analogous terms borrowed from this world of

our sensuous experience, and with no more exactitude than

when we would express music in terms of colour, or colour

in terms of music'. A metaphysical theory is an attempt 'to

comprehend the incomprehensible, to equal a sphere to a

plane'. 'In saying this, we do not deny for a moment, that

the infinite can to some extent be expressed in terms of the

finite; but are only insisting on thejjur^^^^Q^J^i-"
racter of such expression.. . .The use ofpj^^sophy lies in

^*^^Sng on the inadequacy of the vulgar statement; its

abuse, in forgetting the inadequacy of its own, and thereby

falling into a far more grievous erfor than that which it

would correct.' Thus, for instance, 'the error called
"
anthro-

pomorphism" does not lie so much in thinking and speaking

ofGod humanwise for that we are constrained to do by the

structure ofour minds as in forgetting that such a mode of

conception is analogous'.

Tyrrell now passes on to apply this to the Christian revela-

tion.
'

It is a fact that theJudaeo-Christian revelation has been

communicated in vulgar and not in philosophical terms and

modes of thought.' 'Revelation*, this is to say, is not

theology, but rather the data of theology. Theology is an

attempt to
*

unify and elucidate' the data provided by con-

crete Christian experience, and just because it tends, like

all philosophizing, to
*

excessive abstraction and vague un-

reality' it needs constantly to be tested and checked. 'It has

to be reminded that, like science, its hypotheses, theories, and

explanations, must square with facts die facts here being the

Christian religion as lived by its consistent professors.'
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Now it can hardly be denied that some of the abstract

theories oftheology do belie these facts. Thus
*

the whole doc-
trine of Christ's Kva>cn<$ or self-emptying can be explained
in a minimising way almost fatal to devotion, and calculated

to rob the Incarnation of all its helpfulness by leaving the

ordinary mind with something perilously near thephantasmal
Christ ofthe Docetans When the theologian has finished

his treatise: De sdentia Christi; "when he has impressed upon
us that Christ was exempt from the two internal sources of
all our temptations, sc. the darkness of our mind and the
rebellion of our body; that in His case, temptations from
without met with no more response from ^tfnn XajcTwEen
we offer food to a corpse; we cannot help feeling that under
whatever abstraction this may be true, yet it cannot be the
whole truth, unless all who have turned to Christ in their

temptations and sorrows have been wofully deluded unless
the lex orandi and the lex credendi are strangely at strife*.

^yjj^j^^g^j: to suggest, fattier tfian to assert, tnat they
are at strife; but the implication is obvious. He illustrates the
same point from the theology ofthe blessed sacrament. His
conclusion is as follows :

e

Devotion and religion existed before

theology, in the way that art existed before art-criticism. . . .

Art-criticism, as far as it formulates andjustifies the best work
of the best artists, may dictate to and correct inferior work-
men; and theology as far as it formulates and justifies the
devotion of the best Catholics, and as far as it is true to the
life offaith and charity as actually lived, so far is it a law and
corrective for all. But

^^^^j^^egins to ontxadict the facts

^of that spiritual life, it CsSite reality ami its authority; and
needs itselfto"be corrected by the lex orandi

9

.



Chapter xvm

'LEX ORANDI,' 'LEX CREDENDI,* 1901-1906

'The relation of theology to devotion
*

discloses the essen-

tial features of TyrrelTs thought the distinction between

theology and religion or revelation corresponding to the
distinction between the abstract and the concrete, the ana-

logical character of all affirmations about the spiritual and

supernatural world, the sense that living the Christian life is

more important than acceptance of the orthodox creed and
that the truth of the creed must be brought to the test of

experience, and at the same time an intense appreciation of
Catholic, sacramental devotion as mediating the fullest

spiritual life. It is also to be noticed that he suggests the need
of a revision of the traditional Christological teaching, not
here because ofits incompatibility with the results ofbiblical

criticism, but because Christian experience postulates a Christ
Whose humanity was genuine, i.e. subject to real limitations,
which traditional theology has in effect obscured.
To what extent, it must be asked, was the substance of

Tyrrell's thought, from 'The relation of theology to devo-
tion* onwards, original or derived from others? He said

himself, speaking of modernism, that he was 'not conscious
ofhaving contributed a single idea of (his) own to that inter-

pretation of Catholicism'; that he let himself 'be taught by
abler and more learned men who had won the battle long
before (he) appeared on the field*; and that his own work
had been one of 'vulgarisation*.

1 But in saying this he did
less than justice to himself. It is true that he was not an

expert in any branch of science, history or criticism. His
first master was St Thomas Aquinas, for whom, even after

1
Medievalism, pp. iaj
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the break with scholasticism, he retained a profound respect.

The influence of Newman on Ms mind was secondary and

more temporary. His friendship with von Hugel was the

most decisive influence. From the time of its beginning he

read widely all kinds ofliterature relevant to theology, both

English, French and German, and thus for purposes of his

apologetic he utilized ideas derived from a large variety of

sources. But it is not easy to trace these sources in detail, for

it was not, generally speaking, his habit in writing to give
references or to make quotations.

1
It is probable also that

what he derived from others he made so much his own as to

be hardly conscious of its origin.

Tyrrell was a thinker. 'A thinker (it has been said) is not a

person with a bag into which he collects so many ideas from

other people and adds so many more of his own. The real

interest is to see a man's attitude towards the great elemental

truths, to see what interest preponderates for him, and from

what point ofview he regards the world.' 2 But it is probable
that Tyrrell was specially influenced by at least- two con-

temporary writers, Wilhamjames
3 and Arthur James (later

OncTSS^33yto read The mil to believe, The

^^^^^l^ous experience and Thefoundations of beliefto

realize how much there was in common between TyrrelTs
c

attitudetowards the great elemental truths
'

and theirs ; andin

fact acknowledgments ofindebtedness are extant in his corre-

spondence. Nevertheless, it would be hazardous to catalogue

1

Cp. C. W. Emmet, The eschatological question in the gospels (1911),

p- 5-
3
J, Oman, The problem offaith andfreedom (1906), p. 27.

3 The will to believe (1897); The varieties of religious experience (1902).
For an avowal that Lex orandi was indebted to the former see George

TyrreWs Utters, p. 22.
4 The foundations of belief (1894); Tyrrell told Buonaiuti that his

objection to pure pragmatism was drawn from this book, Le modernisme

cathoUque, p. 146; George Tyrrell's letters, p. 116. He had reviewed it

sympathetically in The Month (May, 1895), pp. 16-32,
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TyrrelTs ideas and to affirm that each must have been derived

from one particular source; all that could really be shown is

that each might have been so derived. At the same time it is

safe to say that the anti-intellectualist tendency of his own

thought after his reaction from scholastic rationalism was

encouraged and fortified bythewritings ofJames andBalfour,
and also ofBergson. Pragmatism, voluntarism, intuitionism,

were
c

in the air'.

That he was consciously indebted to other Catholic

modernists is shown by his statement which was quoted at

the beginning ofthe last paragraphbut one. In this connexion

a peculiar interest attaches to the judgment expressed by
Henri Bremond. Bremond (1862-1933) was an intimate

friend of Tyrrell,
1 and he was also well versed in English

literature. He wrote in 1913 to Loisy: 'Pour Tyrrell, vous

1'avez fa^onne, ainsi que Laberthonniere; et les grands
liberaux anglais ont fait le reste, Mat. Arnold, Literature and

dogma, un tiers de T^^^^^J^^^^^- Jowett, etc.'J*

The statement about^^^^re and dogmajc&y at first sight

appear to be extxava^H^
R

^rf*ii!fe*1^^:e in her Life of

Tyrrell says nothing to suggest, still less does she emphasize,
this affinity. If, however, one reads Literature and dogma in

close conjunction with TyrrelTs writings, the justice" of

Bremond's estimate is confirmed.

An antipathy to metaphysics and rationalism and to making

theology a matter of abstruse reasoning and philosophical

speculation ; the sense that religion is primarily concernedwith

1 The full extent ofBremond's friendship with Tyrrellwas not brought
out in the Autobiography and

life
for prudential reasons; see von Hugel's

Selected letters, p. 199.
3

Loisy, Memoires, m, 268. J. Lewis May, who notices M. Arnold's

influence on Tyrrell, attributes Bremond's statement about Literature and

dogma to Loisy himself, but this appears to be an error; Father Tyrrell and

the modernist movement (1932), p. 272. P. Gardner (Modernism in the

English Church, p. 50) says: 'Many of TyrrelTs sayings remind one

strongly ofMatthew Arnold, whether the influence was direct or not*.
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life and conduct and experience; the inadequate, analogous
and non-scientific character of religious affirmations; the

falseness of the common antithesis between natural and

revealed religion; the abandonment of the attempt to prove
the truth ofChristianity by the argument from prophecies or

miracles; and an intense personal devotion to Our Lord: 1
all

this is in Literature and dogma, and all this is in Tyrrell.

A letter written by Tyrrell on September 20th, 1899,

suggests by an allusion which it contains that he had read

Arnold by then? There are occasionally explicit references to

Arnold in his writings.3 They are, however, critical, and do

not express any consciousness of indebtedness on TyrrelTs

part. In the absence of more definite evidence we may
hesitate to put forward any certain conclusion as to the extent

to which he was directly influenced by Arnold and the other

'grands liberaux anglais*. But to whatever extent or in

whatever ways he was influenced, it seems a reasonable

hypothesis that he was keenly affected by English liberal

Protestantism. Affected, we say, rather than influenced, for

in any case TyrrelTs differences from Literature and dogma are

no less significant than his affinities thereto.

His reaction from the excessive abstraction ofscholasticism

disposed him to meet those of Arnold's way of diinking on
their own ground, to accept the appeal to the concrete,

1

M.-J. Lagrange is probably justified in saying that Loisy in Ms

writings never betrays any such devotion; M. Loisy et le modemisme

(1932), p. 105. The point is significant ofthe difference between Loisy and

Tyrrell; cp. pp. iSof. below.
2 See Life, n, 73. 'The relation of theology to devotion' was first

published in November, 1899, and it is possible that this was largely

inspired by a reading of Arnold, but it may equally well be regarded as

an extension of suggestions derived from Newman's Grammar of assent.

3 Thefaith ofthe millions (ist series), pp. 193 E, (2nd series), p. 60; Lex

credewti,pp. 39 ,78 ;A much-abused letter, p. 71 ; introduction to Bremond's
The mystery ofNewman (1907), P. xiv. Cp. Lex orandi, p. xxxi; Christianity
at the cross roads, p. 177; Autobiography and

life, n, 398; George TyrreWs
fetters* pp. 103, 221, 239.
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living experience ofhumanity.
r

^^fa^pjcJbi^mt^L^i
show that the criterion of experience justifies not Arnold's

vague KBbraE^
S^r^e^ccepts Arnold's methods, Iiis presuppositions even,

and applies them not only to the Bible, but to the whole

stream of religious experience in general and Catholic

experience in particular, and claims that they issue in a

justification not merely of 'morality touched by emotion*,

but of the whole complex of Catholicism as realized in

history, its institutions, its worship, its sacraments, its

asceticism, its mysticism, its ethics. He shows too that dogma
is necessary because ofthe need ofthinking about religion, of

attempting an intellectual formulation ofreligious experience,
and that dogma is useful since it assists or ought to assist the

development ofreligion. While he agrees that the traditional

dogmatic systems, whether Catholic or Protestant, are in

many ways unsatisfactory, yet he shows that some of the

dogmas which Arnold had laughed out of court, e.g.
the

Trinity, the Atonement, the Mass, can be defended, or at

least restated, on the basis ofthe appeal to experience. More-

over, he agrees with the liberals in accepting the scientific

criticism of the Bible, but shows that the Christ to whom
criticism points is by no means the Christ of Arnold. The
Christ of Arnold was in fact practically identical with the

Christ ofHarnack, just as Literature and dogma is an earlier and

English version of Das Wesen des Christenthums*

TyrrelTs modernism may then, like Loisy's, be reasonably

1 The two following sentences from Literature and dogma may alone

suffice to illustrate the resemblance between the two books: ***The

kingdom of God. is within you!" Such an account of the kingdom of

God has more right, even ifrecorded only once, to pass with us forJesus
Christ's own account, than the common materialising (i.e.

eschato-

logical) accounts, if repeated twenty times' (sth edition, p. 160). *]esus

never troubled himself with what are called Church matters at all; his

attention was fixed solely upon the individual*
(ibid. p. 293). For Das

Wesen des Christenthums, see pp. io6f above.

VRC II
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regarded as an attempt to, meet liberal Protestantism on its

own ground, to show that its premises led to a different

conclusion. He was well aware of the attraction which

liberal Protestantism had for cultured Englishmen to whom
traditional Protestantism no longer made an intellectual or

spiritual appeal, but who still wished to believe in some form

of Christianity. 'At the present moment (Arnold had

written) two things"lBotOFtEe

fc

CEHstian reEgion must surely

bH'tfe^'tb'
7

Inyb^ in"his"Kead. One is, that men
cannot do without it; the other, that they cannot do with it

as it is/
1

It was to persons of this sort that Tyrrell was most

aJjfiHous to commend Catholicism.

The foregoing points might all be illustrated from Oil and

wine, which, however, is one of TyrrelTs devotional, rather

than apologetic, works. It was printed with a view to

publication in 1902, but it was refused the imprimatur and

could only be circulated privately. It was not actually

published until 1906. The Jesuit censors of the book con-

sidered that 'the supernatural nature of Faith requires

bringing out more; and the excellency of Catholic teaching,

in spite ofaccidental defects in minor details. The impression
on many minds at present would be that Catholic doctrine

has so much error mixed with it as to be seriously com-

promised*.
2

It is all the more surprising that Lex orandi? which is one of
the mostimportant ofTyrrelTs apologetic writings, was duly
authorized by the ecclesiastical authorities for publication in

1903. It is true that archbishop Bourne said shortly after-

wards that 'had he read Chapter xxin of "Lex Orandi" he

1 God and the Bibk, p. xiv.
3

Life, n, 170.
3

Religion as afactor of life,
which is more or less a rough draft ofLear

orandi* was printed for private drculation in 1902 under the pseudonym
of Dr Ernest Engels; it may be noticed that Maurice Blondel is here

quoted at length (see pp. 39-42), but not in Lex orandi.
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should have hesitated about the Imprimatur
9

.
1 The argument

of the book is that the criterion, by which Christian beliefs

must bejudged^ is theirgrayer-value;
lex orancK,[lex credenSi.

"^^BeEefi that have been found by continuous and invariable

experience to foster and promote the spiritual life ofthe soul

must so far be in accord with the nature and the laws ofthat

will-world with which it is the aim, of religion to bring us

into harmony; their practical value results from, and is

founded in, their representative value. Not indeed that the

spirit-world can be properly represented in terms of the

natural world.' But we can be sure that a certain analogy does

exist between the formulation ofreligion as embodied in the

creed and the eternal realities of the spirit-world because of

the creed's universally proved value *as a practical guide to

the eternal life of the soul a proof which is based on the

experience not ofthis man or that, however wise or holy, but

of the whole Christian people and of the Church of the

Saints in all ages and nations, on the consensus of the ethical

and religious orbis terrarum
9

(pp. $j).
It is. . .Christian devotion rather than Christian meta-

physics, the need of the soul rather than the need of the

intellect, that has selected the orthodox faith in preference
to heterodox error' (p. 153). The faith therefore does not

depend on any metaphysical system; nor again is it necessarily

dependent on any particular affirmation about history.

'Certain concrete historical facts enter into our creed as

matters offaith. Precisely as historical facts they concern the

historian and must be criticised by his methods. But as

matters of faith they must be determined by the criterion of

faith, i.e. by their proved religious values* (p. 169). . Here we
have the distinction between history and faith which Loisy
also stressed; but it is reached by a different approach. Tyrrell

is primarily concerned with faith, and his concessions to

history are incidental, and also in Lex orandi they are not in

1
Life, n, 182.

11-2
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detail defined. For Loisy, on the other hand, history is the

dominant interest, and faith must be conceived in such a

way as to be compatible therewith, as to be compatible, that

is, with the freedom of the historian.

It must be allowed that TyrrelTs apologetic savours largely

of
*

pragmatism'. Christian beliefs are held to be true, be-

cause they are fruitful in practice, i.e. because they work. It

is not, however, pure pragmatism. He does not hold that

absolute or ultimate truth is unknowable. In prayer, in all

forms ofgenuine religious experience, we have a real know-

ledge of God and the spiritual world; but we can express

this knowledge only in analogous or relative terms. It would

be unfair to regard Lex orandi, or any other of TyrrelTs

writings for that matter, as more than a preliminary essay.

Its epistemology may be ill-digested; but in any case its

implications are revolutionary with regard to scholastic

theology.
The Church and thefuture, which was printed in 1903 under

the pseudonym of 'Hilaire Bourdon
3

for private circulation

only,
1

is a bolder and more outspoken challenge to tradi-

tional orthodoxy. It is evident that Tyrrell had read and

been much impressed by VEvangile et YEglise? So far from

trying to mitigate, he emphasizes the contrast between his

restatement of Catholicism and the official theory. 'It may
be "well. . . to remember what the official theory is. Christ and

His Apostles are held to have delivered the complete

"Depositum fidei" (Le. the dogmas, Sacraments and other

essential institutions of Catholicism as now existing) to St

Linus and the episcopate united with him; who in their turn
"*ae~ , ,, , ^ ,*ww- ,^f^r^^^.rrj^t^^ -,**,.* . -

nave transmitted, it intaUibly to their successors, without

1
It was published in 1910, after TyrrelTs death, by the Priory Press;

reference is here made to this edition.
2
Cp. his letter of November 20th, 1902, to Loisy (Life of Tyrrell, n,

394); he had also been greatly impressed by J. Weiss's Der Predigtjesu,
see the HiblertJournal (January, 1910), pp. 239
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substantial increment but only more fully "explicated",
illustrated, systematised' (p. 29).

This theory, with its correlative doctrines ofthe inerrancy
of the Bible and ofthe Church, is now in ruins as a result of
biblical and historical criticism. Tyrrell proceeds to outline a

restatement ofCatholicism which combines the critical views

oL9

Evangile et VllgUse with the interpretations of dogma of
his own Lex orandi. He accepts the eschatological view ofthe

original gospel, and accepts it with enthusiasm. There is

always a prophetic and mystical strain in TyrrelTs writings,
while Loisy is par excellence the critic, the savant At this time

Tyrrell, in writing to von Hugel, speaks of his own
*

some-
what incurable Christo-centricism, which survives and
thrives upon all that should overthrow it*. And, with regard
to The Church and the future, he adds: 'Of course, neither

Blondel nor even Loisy, nor perhaps even you will followme
in my radicalism. . .1 have only one unclearness about Loisy's
view remaining, and that is that it is too ^discriminatingly
conservative, that it does not give us what Newman tried

(vainly I think) to give us, a criterion to distinguish true from
false developments'.

1

With great subtlety Loisy had insinuated that it was

possible to reinterpret traditional orthodoxy in a sense com-

patible with the results of criticism. Tyrrell makes no such

pretence. In the epilogue to The Church and the future lie

writes:

The
e

liberalism
'

ofthis restatement ofCatholicism lies not in an

attempt to reconcile the data ofscience and history with dogmas
by giving to these latter a sense which their framers would have

repudiated, but in a frank abandonment ofthe
*

official
'

in favour

of a broader theory of ecclesiastical inerrancy; in a wider con-

ception ofthe nature of dogmatic truth; in a modification of our

view of the Church's daim to infallibility parallel to, and de-

pendent on, that which we are forced to adopt in regard to the

1
Life of Tyrrell, n, 187.
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Sacred Scriptures. As to the heterodoxy of these views from the

'official' standpoint, there can be no manner ofquestion (p. 170).

We may pause here, as Miss Petre does in her Life of

Tyrrell* to observe how far he has broken with 'Newman-
ism'. During the period of his 'mediatorial liberalism'

(1897-1900) he had been a Newmanite like Wilfrid Ward,

although even then, as we have said, Newman had never

been his master in the same way as St Thomas had been in the

earlier phase. But now, however suggestive he had found

Newman's theory of development as expounded in the

Essay, he no longer could regard it as satisfactory. It was

vitiated by its acceptance ofthe idea
*

ofthe depositumfidei as

being a divinely communicated "Credo" or theological

summary'; between this and evolutionary philosophy no

synthesis was possible. Here TyrrelTs modernism was

certainly in form more radical than Loisy's, explicitly so in

The Church and the future and implicitly so in his Semper
eadem articles3 which belong to this time.

Tyrrell
made a

direct attack upon the idea ofthe depositumfiiei;Toisy simply-
."

""""**> -'
-"-s^^^-^-TT^-Y^'T^ 1 1 r

ignored it, as at an earner stage he had ignored the dogma or

scriptural inspiration, and by formulas, that were more

ingenious than ingenuous, affected to save the face of

orthodoxy. He did so to such effect that Wilfrid Ward at

first regarded L'Evangile et YEglise as a legitimate interpreta-
tion ofNewmanism.3 The object ofboth modernists was the

same, viz. to substitute for the official theology one which
took full account of the facts of history as disclosed by
criticism. But they followed a different method just as they
used a different terminology.

TyrrelTs method was to advocate a new conception of
'revelation'. From the traditional point ofview, revelation

1 On the extent to wiich Tyrrell had read, and been consciously in-

fluenced by Newman, see op. cit. n, 208
3 Published in Through Scylla and Charybdis, pp. 106-54.
3 See p. 12,6n. above.
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was an infallible body ofdoctrine which had been given once

for all in apostolic times, its truth being attestedby prophecies
and miracles, etc. ; the Church was charged with the duty of

preserving this unchanging deposit of faith and, when

necessary, it was authorized to make infallible explications or

applications of it in order to preserve it. This was the only
land of development that it could recognize. The whole

conception is static and oracular.

Against this, Tyrrell puts forward a conception that is

dynamic and evolutionary. Revelation is not a fixed body of

doctrine, but the spirit or idea of Christianity which has

been, and is still being, continuously realizedin the experience

of Christians. The ultimate object of this experience, belong-

ing as it does to the eternal order, is unchanging. But its

theological formulation or rationalization is continually

being modified, enriched and improved. Thus Tyrrell assigns

the difference between his conception and the traditional

one

to the fact that liberal theology, like natural science, has for its

subject-matter a certain ever-present department of human

experience which it endeavours progressively to formulate and

understand, and which is ever at hand to furnish a criterion ofthe

success of such endeavours; whereas our scicrol-divinity finds its

subject-matter in the record or register ofcertain past experiences

that cannot be repeated and are known to us only through such a

record We do not ask if Copernican be true to Ptolemaic

astronomy, but if it be true to experience. Nor does the liberal

theologian ask or care that his theology be substantially identical

with that of the past, but only that it be truer to experience than

that which it supersedes.
1

We have here gone somewhat beyond the chronological

order of TyrrelTs writings. His authorship of The Church

and the future was a carefully guarded secret; otherwise it

1

Through Scylk and CharyMis, p. 136; cp. The Church and thtfatiire,

pp. 26
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would certainly have provoked his rupture with the Society
ofJesus. As it was, a slighter, anonymous writing became
famous on this account. The 'Letter to a professor' was
written about the end of 1903, and printed for private
circulation early in 1904. The professor's person was

fictitious, although perhaps founded on fact.
1 The letter is an

ad hominem statement of the attitude to Catholicism, which

Tyrrell had put forward in Lex orandi and The Church and the

future. The professor, who is perplexed by the accumulation

of scientific and critical objections to the received theology,
is invited to distinguish between the official, formulated

Catholicism, which does violence to his intelligence and
moral sense, and the as 'yet unformulated Catholicism, or

rather the living multitudinous reality thus perversely
formulated

5

, which draws and holds him 'by ties ofaffection
and of instinctive spiritual sympathy*.

2 In remaining a

Catholic it is to the latter, and not the former, that he will be

adhering. Tyrrell concludes the letter by asking the question
which in his latter years he was increasingly disposed to

answer in the affirmative: 'May not Catholicism likeJudaism

hayejro &ejjx.ordej;,t^^

grander form? Has not every organism got its limits of

Tlev^ tp*

*

survive in its progeny ? *3
*

''

There remains one book to notice, which belongs to this

period, i.e. it was written before, although published after,

his rupture with the Society ofJesus. Lex credendi, published

early in 1906, is, as its tide suggests, a sequel to Lex orandi. It

1

Life of Tyrrell n, 193 J. Sckoitzer (Der katholische Modernismus,
p. 14) says that Mivart was the professor in question. Mivart died, ex-
communicated, in 1900; he had been advised to consult Tyrrell about his
difficulties

(Life, n, 169), and what Tyrrell says in the introduction to
A much-abused letter (pp. 26f.) suggests that the Mivart case may have

prompted the fiction. See also R. Gout, Uaffaire Tyrrell, p. 115.2 A muck-abused letter, p. 60.
3 Ibid. p. 89.
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purports to elucidate "points there lightly touched'. In the

first part Tyrrell attempts to define what he means by 'the

Spirit of Christ*, when this is regarded as the content of the

Christian revelation, by which creeds and theologies must
be judged. The second part is an exposition of the Lord's

prayer, clause by clause, which is also designed to show the

priority of prayer, in the wide sense of spiritual experience,
to formulated belief. The frequency with which he seeks to

guard himselfagainst the charge ofundue pragmatism shows
that he is uneasy on this score. The objection can hardly be
met by repeating that 'a belief which constantly and uni-

versally fosters spiritual life must so far be true to the realities

of the spiritual world, and must therefore possess a repre-
sentative as well as a practical value

5

(p. 252). The objection
can in feet only be met by relating the argument from

experience to a wider theory of knowledge and of the

universe; but into the sphere of metaphysics Tyrrell is not

prepared to enter.
'We leave aside the metaphysical problem

ofthe relation of the Divine Being to our own, ofsameness
and otherness, and speak simply ofthose manifestations ofthe

spirit ofwhich each man's soul is the theatre, though God is

also their author in some mysterious way* (p. 68).
In this book he emphasizes more than he has done before

the idea that Catholicism has appropriated 'the fruits of the

general religious process of humanity', i.e. of pagan as well

as ofJewish religion. 'We should not then admit it as a

reproach when attention is drawn to the likeness between

many points of Catholic and ethnic worship We see in it

a proof that such practices are the spontaneous natural

creation of man's religious needs needs which the Church

purifies and to which she ministers' (p. 97). This idea was
welcomed by other modernists besides Tyrrell as a way of

meeting the difficulties resulting from the comparative study
ofreligion. Good apologetic as itmay be, itmadethemover-

ready to accept contemporary theories which held that
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primitive Catholicism liad largely and directly borrowed
from the oriental mystery religions, etc., theories which have
been modified by subsequent research.

Lex credendi does not, however, deal with the subject in
detail and, as Miss Petre says, it 'belongs, in some ways,
rather to the devotional than to the scientific class of his

works*. 1
Certainly TyrrelTs treatment of the gospels is

devotional rather than critical or historical. However
effectively he may disguise the fact, he continually reads
back his own ideas into the original texts. At times, as for
instance "when he discusses the petition

*

Thy kingdom come *,

we seem to catch echoes ofHarnack.
1

Life of Tyrrell, n, 203.



Chapter xix

PROPHET OF REVOLUTION, 1906-1909

Meanwhile, before Lex credendi was ready for publication,

Tyrrell had ceased to be aJesuit. During the whole rime that

he had spent at Richmond (1900-5) his relation to the Society

had been under consideration, and from time to time he

corresponded with his superiors both in England and in

Rome with regard to it. Thus in 1904 and again at greater

length in 1905, with a view to securing a pacific termination

of his membership, he explained to the Father-General how

completely he was now out of sympathy with the Society.
" "

L represented everfthing

nTRoman Catholicism to which he was most keenly opposed.
In the autumn of1905 a definite application was made for his

secularization, i.e. that he might be dispensed from his vows

as aJesuit and become a secular priest.
The negotiations were,

however, impeded by technical difficulties, and they were

still proceeding when on December 3ist, 1905, some extracts

from the
*

Letter to a professor* were quoted, or rather

misquoted, in an Italian newspaper and ascribed to an

'English Jesuit'.
1 The General hereupon asked Tyrrell if he

were the author ofthe 'Letter', and, when he acknowledged
that he was, and furthermore refused to publish an adequate

repudiation of it, he was without more ado dismissed from

the Society. He received the form of dismissal on February

I9th, 1906; he had said his last mass on February I4th.

His ecclesiastical status was now peculiar, since he had been

dismissed and not secularized. He could communicate, but

not celebrate. During 1906 some attempts were made to

regularize his position as a
priest,

but they were abortive.

1 As to how this happened see R, Gout, Utfftdre Tyrrell p. 134*
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The conditions on which alone a celebret would be granted

to him included the censorship of his 'epistolary corre-

spondence', and not unnaturally he regarded this as intoler-

able. For about fifteen months after his dismissal he had no

fixed residence, but travelled or stayed with friends, until in

May, 1907, he settled at Storrington.

At first it seemed that he might be able to remain on peace-

ful, and even friendly, terms with the EnglishJesuits. InMay,
1906, for instance, Lex credendi was sympathetically reviewed

in The Month. But henceforth he was destined for perpetual
warfare with official Catholicism in all its forms. His

temperament was such that, while at times he yearned for

peace and tranquillity and keenly realized the mischief

caused by religious controversy, yet when provoked or

urged on he could not resist the temptation to fight vigor-

ously and even angrily* Nor was provocation lacking.

Articles against him soon began to appear in the continental

ecclesiastical reviews. Many of his English friends too were
alienated as a result of the disclosure of his pseudonymous
and anonymous writings. And it was not easy to be patient
when Rome wanted to impose intolerable conditions on him
if his position as a priest was to be regularized. Moreover,
and most of all, he felt that he was called to a prophetic
mission1 the reformation of Catholicism. Indeed it was
revolution more than reformation which he now began to

preach the pouring ofnew wine into the old botdes until

they burst.

But it would be idle to look for rigid consistency, still less

for finality, in TyrrelTs conduct or teaching. It was difficult

enough for men of steadier temper than he to steer an even

1

Cp.
*

I feelmy work is to hammer away at the great uawieldY carcaseCA T> *-W^.-ul**^ "' J*

or the KomanCoTTiTTiunion andjjvake it up from its medieval dreams.

Pjo^^
me w!ay

a

fcr"evmtual success' (from a letter ofNovember 28th, 1907; see

&Je, if
;'"

~-
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course amid the turmoil of the rime; and, more than most

men, he was liable to be swayed this way and that by the

events ofday to day and by personal influences. Thus, almost

on the eve ofthe issue ofthe encyclical Pascendi the negotia-
tions for the celebret, which had recently been reopened, were
nearer a favourable conclusion than they had been before.

After Pascendi, however, Tyrrell sealed his fate, so far as

Rome was concerned, by his defiant articles in The Times

(September 30th and October 1st, 1907). On October 22nd
he was deprived of the sacraments.

Ifhe now preached revolution, i.e. a radical transformation

ofthe Church's theological teaching and method ofgovern-
ment, he never preached revolt, i.e. the organization of a

modernist schism apart from the Church. This is borne out

by his remaining publications, to which we may now turn.

A much-abused letter (see p. 168 above) was published in the

autumn of 1906, and need not detain us further.

Through Scylla and CharyMis: or the old theology and the new

(1907) is a collection ofessays and articles, most ofwhich had
been previously published, and several ofwhich we have had
occasion already to notice. Tyrrell says that in this volume
'he throws down his cards on the table*; and, having done

so, he appears to have thought at the time that he might have

nothing more to say by way ofapologetic. His object, there-

fore, is to place beyond all doubt the nature ofhis apologetic,
the keynote of which is the distinction he draws between

revelation and theology, between the 'prophetic truth* ofthe

former and the 'fact-truth' of the latter. He entitles his

book 'Through Scylla and Charybdis' because he thinks to

avoid the errors both of the old theology with its un-

changing dogmatic system and of the new with its re-

duction of Christianity to a mere evolutionary process with-

out any necessarily permanent content. For since he denies

that there can be any development in revelation
'

God our

Father; Christ crucified and risen; the Holy Spirit, etc., are
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identical values for all times and capacities' (p. 353) he can

claim that his thought is in some respects more conservative

or 'old-fashioned' than that of Newman or Loisy (p. 335),

though in other respects he admits it is more radical. It is

unquestionably more radical than Newman's, because in

refusing any final or absolute truth to theological propositions

or formulas it involves a complete break with traditional

views of the nature of dogma.
The strength ofthe position is that, since the conclusions of

theology are admittedly provisional and analogous, it can

fearlessly profess its wilhngness to come to terms with

science and historical criticism. None the less Tyrrell still

maintains that the Church's 'belief in herself as an historical

religion implies her assurance that there are parts of her

traditional history against
wbich criticism will, as a fact,

never prevail'. He transmutes the idea of the original

depositum Jldei by saying that the apostolic revelation is

e

classical and normative'; but it is not clear why it should be

so, except that it has been. This weakness is a consequence of

his failure to recognize or to require that a theology or

theory of religion, which is ultimately to satisfy the mind,

must be coherent with a theory of the universe as a whole.

Medievalism, published in 1908, is a reply to Cardinal

Mercier's Lenten pastoral ofthat year, in which he had com-
municated to his diocesans the encyclical Pascendis condem-

nation of modernism and singled out Tyrrell as its leading

exponent. Medievalism, we are told, was written at great

speed; it is not the most profound of Tyrrell's writings. It

savours too much ofcontroversial propaganda, and the style

is sometimes more rhetorical than eloquent. Nevertheless,

it is a vigorous and clear-sighted exposition ofthe pretensions
ofpapal absolutism and an incisive criticism oftheir historical

development. Tyrrell writes with prophetic fire as though the

days of papal absolutism were numbered, and affects an.

optimism about the modernist movement which was hardly
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justified by its circumstances. He has in fact to admit that it is

only by a tour deforce that lie can maintain the authenticity of

his own interpretation of Roman Catholicism. Miss Petre

informs us that it was at about this time that he was most

strongly tempted to return to the Church of England,
1

Christianity at the cross roads, which was published post-

humously, is the last declaration ofTyrreFs faith (he died on

July 15th, 1909). We will not say thefinal declaration, for his

early and unforeseen death prevented his thought from

reaching any final term. But it is a declaration of faith, and

not of scepticism, and of faith both Christian and Catholic,

however incompatible it may be with existing Roman
Catholicism. It is necessary to insist on this since from two
different sides a contrary impression has been given currency.
Albert Houtin, in Ma vie Idique (1928), p. 255,* says, 'Tyrrell

was a pure sceptic', and quotes a letter to himself which is

supposed to confirm this statement. It is certain his

biographer had shown that this was so that in some moods
and to some correspondents Tyrrell did make sceptical,

negative and reckless remarks which are quite inconsistent

with his published work, but it is by the latter that his real

and considered attitude must be determined.3 Again, on the

other side, Bernard Holland, in his memoir ofvon Hiigel,
4

misrepresented TyrrelTs attitude, although from a different

motive, when he wrote :

*

Virtually (Tyrrell) had reached, on

the negative road, the same point as Alfred Loisy or Marcel

Hebert'. Loisy himself has shown how crudely misleading
such an assertion is.$

Christianity at the cross roads is the enunciation, rather than a

proffered solution, of a problem (see p. xvi). Tyrrell had

1
Life of Tyrrell, n, 373.

3
Cp. also Une vie depretre? p. 434.

3
Cp. Life, n, 399; von Hugel in. the HibbertJournal (January, 1910):

'His works. . .are the fullest expression of Ms deliberate thought*; and

Sekcted letters9 p. 165; and A. Fawkes, Studies in modernism, p. II.

Sekcted letters, p. 26. s Memoires, m
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recently read Schweitzer, and this had quickened his realiza-

tion ofthe contrast between the Christ of liberal Protestant-

ism (Harnack) and the Christ of eschatology (J.
Weiss and

Loisy). He felt, and felt with some truth (cp. p. 170 above),

that hitherto, while accepting the latter, he had tried to retain

much of the former. The problem, as he sees it now, is as

follows: The Christ of eschatology is substantially the same

as the Christ of Catholic tradition and experience, that is, a

supernatural, otherworldly, transcendent, essentially mys-
terious Christ. But it is exactly these characteristics of the

original gospel and of Catholicism too that are most alien to

the modern outlook. For modernity is distinguished by its

belief in evolution and progress; its idealism is purely

humanitarian, the goal of its aspiration a perfected human

society on earth. With all this liberal Protestantism is quite
harmonious.

But Catholicism, like the historic Christ, cuts right across

modernity, and in doing so represents far more truly than

liberal Protestantism the abiding content of religion as

something more and other than morality touched with

emotion or a sanctified worldliness. With prophetic con-

viction Tyrrell declares that modern faith in humanity and

progress is doomed to disillusion and that the human spirit

will never find ultimate satisfaction in the reduction of

religion to so impoverished a faith. Yet, while Christ and
Catholicism dojustice to the world's need and to the abiding
truthabouthuman life, the official Church, in its presentform,
is failing to do this, because of the corruptions and errors

against which modernism exists to protest. The universal

religion of the future will have, for instance, fully to accept
the results of the scientific movement.

Because Roman Catholicism preserves most completely
all the values ofthe past, it is ofexisting Christian institutions

tie best qualified by radical transformation to become the

body out of which the Church of the future will grow.
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Modernists do not believe that "the Roman bureaucracy, that

exploits even the Papacy', will ever resign its ascendancy.
*

Their whole hope is in the irresistible tide of truth and

knowledge, which must at last surround and overmount the

barriers of ignorance, buttressed up by untruthfulness; and,

above all, in such inward and living Christianity as may still

be left in a rapidly dying Church* (p. 280).
This paragraph ends the book:

It is the spirit ofChrist that has againand againsaved the Church
from the hands ofher worldly oppressors within and without; for

where that spirit is, there is liberty. Deliverance comes from

below, from those who are bound, not from those who bind. It is

easy to quench a ghmmering light caught by the eyes of a few;
but not the light of the noon-day sun of knowledge that has

become objective and valid for all. It is through knowledge of
this kind that God has inaugurated a new epoch in. man's in-

tellectual life and extended his lordship over Nature. Shall He do
less for man's spiritual life when the times are ripening? and are

they not ripening? Are we not hastening to an impasse to one of

those extremities which are God's opportunities? (p. 282).

It was then a. dilemma that Tyrrell bequeathed to any who
cared to receive his bequest; but it was a dilemma offaith and

not of scepticism. He did not believe, we are told, that his

statement ofit was 'likely to please any party'.
1 The Roman

Church was busily occupied in the suppression within its

ranks of every manifestation of modernism. And as for the

modernist movement itself, this was virtually defunct. It

would not be incorrect to describe Christianity at the cross

roads as its swan-song. *Modgmisjp^^
*as a party of open resistance to the

passed
'* """"

1 See Miss Petre's preface to op. ciL p. x.
2

Memoires, m, 127. Loisy said almost the same riling as early as

November, 1909; see Houtin, Htstoire du modemisme caiholique, p. 269.

Von Hugel also regarded TyrrelTs death, as marking die end of the

modernist movement, Selected letters, p. 248.

VRC 12
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We need not tell here the familiar and moving story of
TyrrelTs death and burial ; for the attendant circumstances in
no way altered his position vis-a-vis the Church. That he
received the sacraments on his death-bed is irrelevant. He
had not

*

retracted his errors *, and Miss Petre, by immediately
making a public statement to this effect, prevented the growth
of a contrary legend. The ecclesiastical authorities therefore
had no other course open to them but to refuse Catholic

burial; their refusal was perfectly consistent with their

principles, and is simply one more illustration of the way in
which they applied those principles in their treatment ofthe
modernists. That a heretic should retract on his death-bed the
convictions for which he has lived is in itself of little con-

sequence, but such a retractation can be handsomely ex-

ploited for the edification of the faithful. In the case of an
heresiarch the edification is greatly increased. Tyrrell had not
intended that his memory should be exploited in this way.



Chapter xx

LOISY AND TYRRELL

The foregoing account of TyrrelTs career will have shown
that, however much there was in common between what
modernism meant to him and what it meant to Loisy and
there was much yet there was almost as much that was
different between them. Before we pass on, it may be in-

structive to notice the contrast between Tyrrell and Loisy in

their respective reactions to the failure, or at least to the

condemnation, of the modernist movement. M. Loisy
himself has provided a text for any such comparison in his

reviews ofChristianity at the cross roads, which appeared intwo
French periodicals in 1911:

The mystical point of view (he wrote) is so predominant in

TyrrelTs book that undoubtedly he draws nearer to Protestant-

ism, (than to Catholicism). A book, which Tyrrell well under-

stood, and which he even defends in his own against mistaken

interpretations, iJEvangile et YEglise9 while making faith the

vital element in religion, insisted far more on the social character

of Christianity, on the necessity of a control of faith by reason,
and on the function of ecclesiastical authority, of which Tyrrell
now speaks only to desire and to predict its ruin. iJEvctngile et

I'Eglise contained a modest program of perhaps necessary re-

forms; TyrrelTs work is a prophecy ofrevolution; both may rest

together in the graveyard of heresies.

And again:

Between (TyrrelTs) modernism and that of L'Evangile et

T^glise there is the distance which separates a very ardent mysti-
cism from the simple examination of a given belief, of a given
institution, of a given situation. Of iJEvangile et TEglise it has

been said that it was quite Catholic, but hardly Christian in the

12-2
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Protestant sense of the word. TyrrelTs book, on the other hand,

is thoroughly Christian, but hardly Catholic.1

In France there might be no need to add anything to these

words; in England they require some commentary, for we
do not use the terms 'Catholic' and

*

Protestant* in the

same context here as there. As we have observed above (see

pp. Spf.), in France Catholicism means the Roman Church as

it at present exists. Belief in God, in Christ, in the Church,
each is an integral, not a separable part of the profession of

Catholicism. Hence when a Frenchman abandons Catholi-

cism, he does not normally pass over to Protestantism, nor

does he remain a Christian nor even a theist, but he becomes

an unbeliever. For this reason too attempts to provide a

via media between Roman Catholicism and Protestantism, as

for instance that made by Pere Hyacinthe Loyson,^ have met
with no success. In England the position is far more com-

plicated. We are familiar with an almost infinite number
of different forms of Christian profession. Individuals and

groups and sects, not to mention the established Church as

such, combine acceptance ofsome elements of the Christian

tradition with rejection of others in a bewildering variety of

ways. In particular, the acknowledgment ofdevotion to the

person of Christ on the part ofindividuals, who have a very
uncertain degree of theistic belief and who more or less

deliberately disown all forms of existing institutional

Christianity, is a common phenomenon.
Now it is this last kind of faith, this personal devotion to

Christ, which we suppose Loisy to have in mind when he

speaks ofthe Protestant sense oftheword
*

Christian'. It is die

faith ofan individual, which is determined by his own parti-
cular thought or temperament, and which does not, con-

sciously at least, proceed from, or depend on, membership
1
See Loisy, Memoires, m, 139.

a See Houtin, Le Pere Hyacinthe; tejormateur catholique, 1869-1883
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of a religious society,
<

une patrie des aro.es*, a Church.

Loisy's own faith in Catholicism, and in modernism too, had
been of the latter kind, and thus from the moment "when he
ceased through excommunication to be a member of the

Church his profession of Catholic or Christian or modernist
faith ceased also.

1
It seemed absurd to him, to profess to be a

Catholic 'malgre le pape'. Because Tyrrell had faith of the
individual kind as well, his modernism survived, and even
thrived on, his excommunication, and he died professing to

defend Catholic principles against the Vatican heresies.3

1

Cp. Petre, HMertJournal (April, 1922), p. 405.
2 See TyrrelTs will; Life, n, 434.





PART IV

OTHER MODERNISTS:
OTHER MODERNISMS



Since, in our judgment, a right understanding of the modernist

movement depends on a recognition of the fact that it consisted

mainly of individual attempts to advance a revision of traditional

orthodoxy., and since these attempts differed considerably according
to the particular motives and the specialized interests of those who
made them., itfollows that a complete study of our subject would

require an investigation of the origins and outcome of the work of
each individual modernist. This essay does not pretend to be a

complete study ofthe movement, but it is intended to be a veracious

and an objective one. We have refused to base our study on any
partial theory about the nature ofmodernism; we have insisted on
the importance ofremembering that there were as many modernisms
as there were modernists. For this reason, the careers of those who
were, by general consent, the two leading modernists have in Parts

n andm been traced in some detail. In Part TV we must be content

to indicate in more summary fashion the most important of such
other attempts to revise traditional orthodoxy as fell under the

condemnation of the encyclical Pascendi, or which at least were
intended to do so by those who drew it up. In some cases the task

will be facilitated by the possibility of referring by way of com-

parison or contrast to the work ofioisy and Tyrrell.
The references to books, in the text as well as in thefootnotes,

will showfrom what sources information has been derived.



Chapter xxr

IN FRANCE

What is called philosophical modernism was a prominent, if

secondary, feature ofthe movement in France. Here it may
be supposed that we have to do with a group which has

be regarded as a single schoolofthought.
Maurice Blondel (b. iSdi),

1 Pere Laberthonniere (1860-

-2932);* attcH&AflSnl Le Roy (b. 1870)
3 were all exponents of

what is known as
*

the philosophy ofaction *, but they did not

collaborate and a close view reveals that there was a con-

siderable difference between them, specially in the extent

to which their writings were ostensibly inconsistent with

traditional orthodoxy. Thus Blondel, the originator of the

philosophy of action, applied it to Catholic dogma in such a

way as to support the traditional views about the history of

Christian origins, and probably for this reason, although as

early as 1894 his first book, VAction (1893), had been

1 Blondel was a pupil ofOlle-Laprune (1839-1898), to whom L*Action

is dedicated, and who -was to some extent influenced by Newman; cp.

pp. 54 above. Blondelhas protested against the suggestion that his master

was
*

among the initiators of modernism*; see his Leon OlU-Laprune

(1923), p. 109. In Le probleme de U philosophic catholigue (i932)
ke re-

capitulates his earlier work, and he is said to be preparing a complete

statement of his whole philosophy.
3 Laberthonniere directed the Annales de phiksophie chretienne &om

1905 to 1913, when the review was put on the Index, and he himself

prohibited by the holy see from all further publications. See M. D. Petre,

HtifartJournal (April, 1933). PP- 417-26. Cp. Itevue de metaphysique etfa

morale (Oct.-Dec. 1932), supplement, p. 16: 'Lui, qui debordait de

pensees. . .lui <jui prononcait en son fond le mot de saint Anselme: Potius

mori qwm tacere, il soufirit plus que k mort en se taisant pres de^vingt
ans'. His books, Essais de pkibsophie religteuse

and Le redisme ckretim et

Tidldisme grec, were put on the Index on April 4*h, 1906,

3 On Le Roy, see pp. i88E Wow.
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threatened with condemnation, and although he has been

commonly classified among the modernists,
1 he was never

actually condemned.

On the contrary, Pius X is said (after 1910) to have sent

him a message through the archbishop of Aix to the effect

that he was 'sure of his orthodoxy'? E. Buonaiuti in his

Le mocternisme catholigue (1927), p. 92, writes: 'Profoundly
attached to the external discipline of the Catholic

society,
and besides perfectly consistent with himself, Maurice
Blondel has stubbornly denied that he had any responsibility
for the modernist movement *. J. Riviere too inLe modernisme

dans rEglise (1929), p. 122, gives him a certificate of good
character.3 Nevertheless, although both friends and foes of
modernism are now prepared thus to exonerate Blondel, it

cannot be denied that it was an adaptation or interpretation
of his philosophy, as well as of Bergson's, Boutroux*, etc.,

that gave rise to the modernism of Laberthonniere and Le

Roy.
The philosophy ofaction is anti-intellectuaHst in the sense

that it denies that ultimate truth can be reached simply
through intellectual processes, dialectic, etc., and finally
secured by such means in abstract formulas. The attainment
of truth involves the activity of the whole of our being
willing and feeling as well as knowing. The word

*

action* is

used to mean not one particular kind of
activity, e.g. doing

as opposed to thinking, but the whole of our life with all

that is given in our experience, that is to say a reality that is

always in movement, always incomplete, always becoming.
Faith accordingly does not consist in accepting with our

1

E.g.
P. Sabatier, Modernism (1908), p. 163 ; cp. B. Holland in von

HSgeTs Selected Utters, p. 12; F. Woodlock, Modernism and the Christian
Church (1925). p. 55- Guido de Ruggiero, Modern philosophy (1921),
refers to Blondel as 'the spiritual father' of the modernist movement
(quoted by EL Gilbert, Maurice Blondel

9

sphilosophy ofaction (1924), p. 2).3 K. Gilbert, op. cit. p. 4.
3
Cp. J. Wehrle, Revue

littique (July, 1905), p. 330.
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intellect dogmas which are revealed to us from entirely

beyond our experience and, as it were, imposed upon us from
outside. We approach, and realize the supernatural from
within. Our thinking, willing, feeling, when closely scruti-

nized, are found to demand an object beyond the natural,

finite order. The method ofimmanence, as it was called, i.e.

the analysis ofour own inmost life, is thus shown to lead to a

doctrine oftranscendence: it shows that the natural postulates
the supernatural. Faith is not a final or static condition; it is

an attitude or orientation of the whole personality.
This is, ofcourse, a veryinadequatesummary ofthe general

tenor of the line of philosophical thought, which was
worked out in various ways by Blondel, Laberthonniere, and

Le Roy. It was obviously alien to the traditional teaching of
the theological schools, and it inevitably provoked discus-

sion and controversy. Nevertheless, its expediency as a

method of apologetic, i.e. as a means of commending
Catholicism to those who shared the common presupposi-
tions of much contemporary non-Catholic thought, might
have been allowed, as indeed it has been in the case of

Blondel himself; but, when the philosophy ofaction was put
forward as a substitute for scholasticism, and still more when
it was applied in such a way as to call in question the tradi-

tional views ofdogma in general and ofthis dogma or that in

particular, it was unlikely to meet even with toleration from
ecclesiastical authority. It was because Laberthontdere1 and

Le Roy did this that they were condemned, while Blondel

escaped. It was in fact precisely in so& as they urged such a

revision of the idea of dogma as would make it compatible
with the conclusions of modern biblical and historical

criticism that they were modernists, and consequendy our

view is once more confirmed that this was, more than any
other, the crucial issue in the modernist movement.

Just as Loisy appropriated the suggestions contained in
1

E.g. see E. Barbier, Histoire du Catholicism? liberal (1924), iv, 215.
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Newman's Essay on development and extended and applied

them in ways from which Newman himself would have

shrunk in horror, so in like manner Laberthonniere and Le

Roy (and Tyrrell too) utilized the suggestions contained in

The grammar of assent, notahly the idea that the certitude of

faith is not the outcome ofa conclusive intellectual demon-

stration, but that it depends largely on the will. This is not

to say that the philosophy ofaction (or Amoral dogmatism'
as it is also called) was, any more than UEvangile etl'Eglise, a

direct consequence ofNewman's work;
1

it was inspired and

evoked by influences and circumstances which Newman at

most dimly foresaw. William James, Boutroux, Bergson,
2

contributed more to it than Newman. But Newman's work
at least provided an impressive precedent for the attempt
to put forward a new philosophy of faith independently
of scholasticism. The scholastic theologians had viewed

Newman with suspicion, not to say with hostility; in the

modernists the dangerous tendencies which they had sus-

pected seemed to be fully realized.

The clearest and most provocative expression of French

philosophical modernism was Le Roy's 'Dogme et critique

(1907). Le Roy was a lay professor of mathematics, and in

philosophy a thoroughgoing Bergsorrian.3 Dogme et
critique

contains an article entitled
*

Qu'est-ce qu'un dogme ?' that he

hadpublished in 1905, together with letters and further articles

designed to answer criticisms. He definitely rejects what he

calls the 'inteHectualist* conception of dogma. A dogma is

1
It is significant, for instance, that Le Roy's references to Newman in

Dogme et
critique axe all second-hand; there is no evidence that he had

himself read Newman.
*
Cp. E. Hermann, Eucken and Bergson

2
(1912), pp. 35, 132 ; P,

Sabatier, France to-day, its religious orientation (1913), passim. Dr W. M.
Horton says that Laterthonniere

*

named Boutroux and Maine de Biran
as the two philosophers who had most deeply influenced him* ; The

philosophy ofthe abbe Bautain, p. 293 n.
3 See his Une philosophic nouvelle

2'

(1913), p. iv.
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not to be regarded as a proposition that must be accepted as

absolutely true and binding on die intellect. He admits that

this is the ordinary conception. 'God is represented, in the

act of revelation, as a very learned professor who must be

taken at his word when he communicates to his audience

results ofwhich it is not capable ofunderstanding the proofs
'

(p. 16).

Instead ofthis conception, which is treated as ridiculous, a

dogma is said to have, in the first instance, a negative sense.
*

It excludes and condemns certain errors rather than positively
determines the truth/ Thus the dogma that

'

God is personal
5

in no way defines the divine personality; it is equivalent to

the statement 'God is not impersonal', i.e. He is not 'a

simple law, a formal category, an ideal principle, an abstract

entity'. In so far as they contribute to our speculative

knowledge at all, dogmas are the statement, rather than the

solution, of problems (cp. p. 277), 'If they formulated

absolute truth in adequate terms (ifwe may suppose such a

fiction to have any sense), they would be unintelligible to us.

Ifthey provided us only with imperfect, relative, and chang-

ing truth, they could not righdy command unconditional

acceptance' (p. 23).
But a Catholic can and does accept dogmas unreservedly,

and he does so righdy because a dogma is above all une pre-

scription d'ordre pratique, une regie de conduite pratique (p. 25).
Thus

'

God is personal' means 'behave in your relations with

God as you do in your relations with a human person'.
Or again, 'Jesus is risen' means 'your attitude to Him should

be what it would have been before His death; you are to

regard Him as a contemporary'.
T T-l 1 1 1 /*TtM2L...,-*.fc---**'--*

-<**** ll''jW t**t^f"i*!a*MM*^|l

Le Roy denies that this pragmatic conception or dogmas J
should be interpreted as irfwWJSg^^
regard to their theoretical or historical truth. But it is their

practical implication which is of first importance and which

has to be accepted unconditionally by all the faithful. He
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tries to maintain that this is what the Church has always been
concerned to insist on, and that it is only the intellectualism of
the dominant theological schools which upholds the ordinary
conception ofdogma, a conception which raises insuperable
difficulties from the point ofview of modern philosophy or

of historical criticism.

However this may be, in attempting to answer the attacks

of his theological critics, Le Roy made admissions which the

official Church was in no temper to allow or to endorse. For

instance, with regard to the Resurrection (pp. 155-258), he

specifically abandons belief in the miraculous disappearance
ofthe Lord's Body from the sepulchre. Dogme et critique was

put on the Index on July 26th, 1907.



Chapter xxn

IN ITALY
* No one dreams of denying the existence and the virulence

of Italian modernism/ says J. Riviere. 1 But it is not so easy
in Italy, as in France, to differentiate between the various

forms which the movement assumed. For in Italy the de-

velopment of theological or doctrinal modernism, the sort

of modernism which is the subject of this essay, was closely
bound up with, and to some extent consequent upon, the

'Christian democrat' movement,2- whereas in France they
were comparatively distinct. The Christian democrat move-
ment was prior in point of time; in the closing years of the
nineteenth century it attracted a considerable following

among the younger generation of Catholics. At the death of
Leo XIII there was in Italy, writes A. Houtin, *a large party
of young men who had, it is true, neither moustaches nor

money, but who loved liberty and who wanted to believe

that it was compatible with the religion in which they had

been brought up '.3 .^..^^
The leader ofthis party waslDon Romolo Murrifc. 1870).

Originally, its liberalism was pmrriy^^^te^S^^social, and

Mum himself remained a scholastic of the scholastics even
1 Le modernisme dans PEgUse, p. 89. On Italian, modernism, in addition

to the books which will be cited in the text, see the following which
contain useful information: L. H. Jordan, Modernism in Italy (1909);
A. Houtin, Histoire du modernisme catholiaue (1913), pp. 106-12 et passim;
E. Buonaiuti, Le modernisme catholigtie (1927), chap, v; J. Riviere, op. cit.

pp. 89-93, 274-87, 402-15; J. Schnitzer, Der fatholische Moderntsmus

(1912), pp. 114-51; R. Murri, articles in the HibbertJournal (July, 1922,

and July, 1926); G. la Piana, *A review of Italian modernism' (Harvard

Theological Review, October, 1916).
a On the aims ofthe Christian democrats, seeJordan, op. at. p. 28, and

la Piana, loc. cit.

3 Histoire du modernisme catholiaue, p. no.
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during the later stages of the movement.1
It was chiefly

among the Christian democrats that the French modernists,

when their teaching hegan to penetrate into Italy, found

disciples.
Thus the two movements converged, although

they never became identical. Theological modernism in Italy

was un sous-produit.
2 On its critical side it was derived largely

from Loisy, on its philosophical
side from the French

philosophers ofaction. This is not to say that Italian modern-

ism had no scholars of its own. On the contrary, priests,

such as G. Semeria, Genocchi and Minocchi, who dis-

seminated the results of biblical criticism, etc., through their

lectures and reviews, were men ofgenuine learning and wide

culture, ifnot of marked originality.

A. Houtin suggested^ that von Hugel sowed the seeds of

doctrinal modernism during the visits which he paid to

Rome about 1891-3. Von Hfigel did no doubtJ&^H thai

time onwards act as die international
^
liaison

^
officer ofjtjjje

_^^g^g^g*^2'
f

gg^ 'pj^oflapcase Houtin's suggestion

appears to he too conjectural, and if true is of too litde con-

sequence, to he regarded as ofmuch importance. Buonaiuti,

who in this matter is a more reliable authority, considers that

January, 1901, ought to be reckoned as the birthday of

modernism in Italy, since Minocchi then began the publica-

tion of the periodical, Studi religiosi, which continued to be

the principal organ of the movement during the following

years. Biblical and other theological questions were there

expounded with prudence, but from a definitely critical

standpoint, and new ideas were insinuated largely through
book reviews, a favourite device of those who wish to in-

novate with caution.

1 Murri was a priest; H. D. A. Major (English modernism, p. 20) is

mistaken in saying that he and Minocchi were laymen. On Murri's

scholasticism, see Loisy, Memoires, n, 520, 561, 570, m, 95; la Piana, loc.

at. p. 367.
2

Riviere, op. cit. p. 89.
3 Histoire du modemisme catholique, p. 108.
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The other periodicals, e.g.
Il Rinnovamento and Nova et

vetera, which became a prominent, though transitory,
feature of Italian modernism, and to which Tyrrell con-
tributed articles, did not begin publication till 1907 or after.

These were controlled by groups of younger men, who if

they had more zeal had also less discretion and less solid

learning than Minocchi and Semeria. These younger Italian

modernists were prone to hasty generalizations ; their re-

statements of Catholicism were too facile to be of much

enduring worth. They were prone also to quarrel among
themselves.

1

Meanwhile, the most important accession to the ranks of
the Italian modernists was that ofSSator Antonio Fogatzzaro 1

(1842-1911), the famous novelist y^^^^'^^^'^^^^^l
be 'the leading Catholic layman in Italy *.

3
Fogazzaro's

conversion to modernism was not sudden, lor he had always
been a liberal Catholic. In his youth, when he had abandoned
the practice of religion, it was Gratry's La philosophic du

Credo that brought him back (1873). From an early period
he had been a student and adherent of Darwin's theory of
evolution.3 But his chief master was Rosmini.4

No decree issued at Rome (he wrote in 1883) will ever persuade
me that certain books, such as Antonio Rosmini's Thejive wounds

of the Church, are evil I detest all intolerance, that petty
formalism in which many would imprison the religious senti-

ment.*

Antonio Rosmini. . .one of the most powerful philosophers of

our century, and who is still held in veneration by that portion of

the clergy which is not Jesuitical, wrote of the ills ofthe Church,
but failed to enumerate them all But does the fact that the

Church is ill constitute a good reason for forsaking her? 6

1

Cp. Loisy, Memoires, m, 137; Buonaiuti, op. eft. pp. 109
2 In die introduction (unsigned) to The Saint (1906), p. v.

3 T. Gallarati-Scotti, The
life ofAntonio Fogazzaro (n.cL), pp. 44, 118;

on this book see Loisy, Memoires, m, 241, 404.
4

Life ofFogazzaro, pp. 167 ff. 5 Ibid. p. 74.
6

Ibid. p. 75.

VRC 13
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Again, in 1893, he wrote to a correspondent:

I feel bound to entreat you to re-examine your opinions con-

cerning the immovability of Catholicism; to examine whether

within Catholicism itself not dogma but the interpretation of

dogma be not undergoing a continuous process of evolution; I

must beg you to ascertain whether within Catholicism itselfthere

be not, besides the force that tends to preserve ancient forms, a

force that tends to produce new ones. . .whether this absolute

immovability be not merely the tendency, the programme of a

party in the Church.1

Here obviouslywas fertile soilinwhich the seed ofmodernism

would flourish. It was Semeria, Fogazzaro says, who finally

made clear to him 'that a knowledge of Biblical criticism is

indispensable*? He was largelyinfluenced too by the writings
of Blondel, Laberthonniq^JUtts^. Tyrrell.3

The immense success |>f II Santo (1905) Brought
him to

the forefront of the HIOC^^^I^Q^^^^IW^]IJ[S novel was

translated into French, English, and German; it was put on
the Index (April, 1906), but this only had the effect of in-

creasing its sales.4 Il Santo$ is an appeal for a comprehensive
reform of the Roman Church from within. It has been said

that it puts 'into our hands a resume ofwhat is essential in the

thought of Blondel, Laberthonniere, Loisy, Newman and

Tyrrell*.
6 Such a statement must not be taken au pied de la

letfre, but it truly indicates that Fogazzaro sought to constitute

himself the mouthpiece of all the manifold reformist ten-

dencies which were at work in the Church.

In a typical passage a group of young men address the

Saint as follows :

We were educated in the Catholic faith, and on attaining man-
hood we by an act of our own free will accepted its most

1

Life ofFogazzaro, p. 137.
2

Ibid. p. 205,
3 Ibid. pp. 20o, 205, 216. 4

J. Rivi&re, op. tit. pp. 307!
5 Reference is here made to the Eng. trans, published by Hodder

and Stoughton in 1906.
6
Quoted by Houtin, op. tit. p. 136.
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arduous mysteries; we have laboured in the faith, both in the

administrative and social field
(sic) ; butnow another mystery rises

in our way, and our faith falters before it. The Catholic Church,

calling herself the fountain of truth, to-day opposes the search
after truth when her foundations, the sacred books, the formulae
of her dogmas, her alleged infallibility, become objects of re-

search. To us this signifies that she no longer has faith in herself.

The Catholic Church, which proclaims herself the channel of
life, to-day fetters and stifles all that is youthful within her, to-day
seeks to prop up all that is tottering and aged within her. To us

these things mean death, distant, but inevitable death (p. 242).

The Saint, keenly alive to these aspirations for a regenera-
tion of Catholicism, has a dramatic interview with the pope,
whom he tells that the life ofthe Church is corrupted by four

evil spirits, viz. (i) falsehood, (2) domination of the clergy,

(3) avarice, and (4) immovability (pp. 281
ff.).

The pope, an idealized, if not sentimentalized, figure, is

represented as sympathizing with the Saint's ideas, but as too

old and too uncertain to undertake any general policy of
reform. In his reply to the Saint he says:

You. . .have to deal with the Lord alone; I have to deal also

with the men the Lord has pkced round me, among whom I have
to steer my course according to charity and prudence, and above

all, I must adapt my counsels, my commands, to the different

capacities, the different states ofmind ofso many millions ofmen.
I am like a poor school-master who, out of seventy scholars, has

twenty who are below the average, forty of ordinary ability, and

only ten who are really brilliant. He cannot carry on the school

for the benefit ofthe ten brilliant pupils alone, and I cannot govern
the Church for you alone or for those who are like you. . .

(p. ^91).

Fogazzaro here shrewdly recognizes the difficulties which

even a well-disposed pope, i.e. one who was personally
favourable to the movement for reform or for the toleration

of progressive tendencies, would have to overcome if he

tried to carry his personal sympathies into practical effect.

13-2
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Still, like von Hugel,
1
like Lamennais,* like Dante and Roger

Bacon, he dreamed of a papa angelico, who in God's good
time would arise aad do the seemingly impossible (cp. p. 64).

It is evident that Fogazzaro's modernism was in quality

much more like TyrrelTs than Loisy*s. It included in its

scope a reinterpretation of dogma and a full acceptance of

historical and biblical criticism, but it was primarily the

prophecy of a great spiritual
revival of the Franciscan kind

and it was inspired by a mystical fervour. Fogazzaro was not

a savant., and he was incapable of being dispassionately in-

tellectual.3

Loisy has reproduced the following terse entry from his

journal:
C

i3th December, 1905. Fogazzaro has sent me his

Santo. Very interesting. More orthodox than T.4 Later, in

1910, Fogazzaro returned the compliment by publicly dis-

sociating himself from Loisy; he went so far as to say that

there was no common ground for discussion between them.5

But this -was after the condemnation of modernism, when

Loisy had definitely abandoned Catholicism. Fogazzaro,
on the other hand, although he deplored the repressive policy
of the Vatican,

6
wanted, like Tyrrell, and more submissively

than Tyrrell, to remain a Catholic, and therefore his repudia-
tion of Loisy, ifnot generous, was at least diplomatic.

Among the literary products of Italian modernism, after

II Santo, it was II programma dei modernisti, published on

October 28th, 1907, that attracted most attention.7 Its

authorship was anonymous, and it affected to be the reply
of an important group of modernists to the encyclical

1
Eternal

life (1912), p. 363.
2
Cp. Hon. W. Gibson, The abbede Lamennais etc. (1896), p. 206.

3
Cp. Life ofFogazzaro, pp. 269, 292, 313.

4
Memoires, n, 457. 5 Houtin, op.

cit. p. 317.
6 See Life ofFogazzaro, pp. 277, 290
7
Eng. trans. The programme of modernism (1908), with an. intro-

duction by A. L. Lilley, to which reference is here made. Translations

were also published in France, America, and Germany.
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Pascendi. According to Houtin,
1

it 'was the work of two

priests wko had received no mandate from their confreres and

who, consequently, engaged no one but themselves'. As

early as 1912, J. Schnitzer attributed it to E. Buonaiuti, who
may since be taken to have implicitly acknowledged the

truth of this supposition.
2

It may therefore be regarded as

chiefly his work and, in spite of its ambitious tide, as not

necessarily expressing more than his personal opinions. At
the same time, it derives a certain representative character

from the facts that it was Tyrrell who translated it into

English,
3 and that Loisy has expressed his approval of it.4

The main contention of the book is that not philosophy
but criticism was the presupposition of modernism, a con-

tention which the present writer has already shown that he

regards as in the main justified. The modernists had been

trained in the traditional scholastic orthodoxy; they had
become dissatisfied with this (a) because, in its received form,
it was incompatible with the assured results of the criticism

of the Bible and of the history of Christianity,^ and (&) be-

cause as a method of apologetic for Catholicism it was quite

unintelligible and unacceptable to men of modern culture.

1
Histoire du modemisme catholique, p. 283.

2
Riviere, op. cit. p. 405. It may also be observed that R. Mum in an

article in the Hibbert Journal (July, 1926, p. 664) says that it is highly

probable that Buonaiuti in collaboration with others produced The

programme ofmodernism.
3 The translation was the work not of Lilley, as H. P. V, Nunn (What

is modernism?, p. 9) and C. Harris (Creeds or no creeds, p. 7) assert, but of

Tyrrell ; see his Life, n, 356.
4

'L'esprit de ce livre etait a peu pres le meme que celui de mes

Reflexions
9

(Memoires, n, 623).
5 A considerable part of The programme of modernism (pp. 27-109) is

taken up with an exposition of these 'assured results*. This is, on the

whole, a fair and moderate statement of which later research would

require only slight modification. There is no trace of the wild and

extravagant critical conclusions, which are sometimes attributed to the

modernists, and to which Tyrrell refers in a note on p. 141.
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In so far as modernists have put forward a fresh philosophical

synthesis, they have done so only tentatively: this has not

been their first interest. Their main object has been to insist

that Catholicism can and must accept the scientific and

critical methods, and only as a consequence of this have they

suggested a restatement of apologetic.

That the modernist restatement is in a sense 'immanentist*

is admitted, but not in the sense of the encyclical. It is

certainly impossible for modernists 'to conceive a purely
intellectual and speculative faculty, immune from all in-

fluence ofthe will and the emotions ', which can demonstrate

the existence of God, but they maintain 'that from the

knowledge of itself and its own inward experiences. . .the

human spirit in its entirety (including reason, will and feeling) ,

can naturally arrive at a living certainty of the existence of

God' (p. 128). Modernists are immanentist (cp. p. 109) in

the sense that their apologetic is based on human knowledge
and human experience of the supernatural, but they do not

deny ^camtalQgcal reality of the SUpematurai;
f%%~^^

atr'Vittl*'
''

1 -^**?
"-"-1W'friia't>vni->. l , ^ TfMf'fi wtjMW^JLu^A** '*' * '/'" f *" ' t 1 , {+ C 1

Thus when they distinguish the Christ offaith from the

Christ of history' they do not suppose 'that from an onto-

logical point of view the historical Christ did not include

those ethical values and those religious meanings which
Christian experience, by living the Gospel life, has slowly
become aware o. . .Religious facts include mysterious

meanings which pure science misses. Faith, with its peculiar

power, penetrates to these meanings and feeds on them. It

does not create them; it finds them' (pp. I38). Modernists

therefore are not agnostics; God and the supernatural order

are not for them *the Unknowable*. On the contrary,

through the distinction which they draw between 'different

orders of knowledge phenomenal, scientific, philosophic,

religious
'

they 'contrive to give an enormous expansion to

the region of "the knowable'" (pp. 113, 115).
As a reply to the misrepresentations contained in the
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encyclical Pascendi, The programme of modernism is of great
interest and value. As a constructive restatement of an

apologetic for Catholicism, it is too immature and too

general to be more than suggestive. It is also marked by an
excessive zeal to present Christianity in a form which would
be acceptable to men of strictly contemporary culture and of
democratic enthusiasms.

It was this excessive zeal, provoked further and further by
the extreme rigour of the Church's non possumus attitude,

which drove many of the Italian modernists into a position
that was humanitarian and only vaguely Christian, if not

definitely secularist and anti-clerical.
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IN GERMANY

The
'

virulence* ofmodernism in Italy is admitted by every-

one; in Germany its very existence is a matter of dispute.

When the encyclical Pascendi was published the German

bishops, as well as the Catholic press, denied that it had any
relevance to their country,

1 And even in retrospect it has

been possible to point to only one
*

symptom of doctrinal

modernism' prior to 1907? On the other hand, there is the

paradoxical fact that nowhere was the opposition to the papal

repression of modernism more vigorous than in Germany.
It is true that this is not to say very much; but there, and

nowhere else, can it be said that this opposition met with a

measure of positive success. Various circumstances explain
the peculiar characteristics of the movement in Germany.

(i) In the first instance, it is important to recognize that the

Roman Catholic Church in Germany has for several reasons

an ethos of its own, much more distinctive than that of the

Church in other European countries. The Church in France

during the nineteenth century ceased to be Gallican and
became purely ultramontane. De Maistre, the father of
modern ultramontanism, was a Frenchman, and no one did

more than Lamennais, the founder of liberal Catholicism, to

1
Riviere, op. at. pp. 73, 417. On modernism in Germany, see also

Houtin, Histoire du modernisme catholique, passim; J. Schnitzer, JDer

katholische Modernismus (1912), pp. yfE, 24-64; E. Buonaiuti, Le moder-
nisme catholique, pp. 151-65.

2
Riviere, op. at. p. 82 :

* Comme sympt6me de modernisme doctrinal

avant 1907, tout juste a-t-on pu relever une conference stir la notion de

fbi, prononcee a Munich., en 1905, par le Dr K. Gebert'. Cp. Loisy,

L'glise et la France (1925), p. 101: 'En Allemagne il y eut quelques
modernistes isoles, mais le mouvement n'y atteignit pas, comme en
France et en Italie, une partie notable du clerge".
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kill Gallicanism. Catholicism in Germany did not undergo
so complete a transformation.

Although early in the century the new ultramontanism

had been fashionable, and after the Vatican council it became
an essential part of Catholicism, yet it never reached so far

in Germany as in France. The Church in Germany, more than

elsewhere, succeeded in retaining some of its national and

relatively independent character, and there was a strong vein

of resistance to any further extension of the papal prero-

gatives and powers. The defection of the 'Old Catholics*

and the career of Dollinger were extreme instances of this

resistance; but the general submission to the Vatican decrees

did not by any means imply that extreme ultramontane

tendencies had free course. German Catholicism was not

only politically less ultxamonSne, but tJitoid^icaffly less so as

wefi. Neither the old nor the new scholasticism was able to

dominate and monopolize the theological schools, as was the

case elsewhere.

Xhis was largely duejto the e^dstence of jjbe , Catholic

universmc^^ ones. Catholic scholars

here were, by force of circumstances, in much closer con-

nexion with die general development ofmodem culture than

they were in France, Italy or England. If they were not

pioneers in criticism, they had at least to adapt themselves to

critical methods. Their apologetic, while not modernist, had
to be related to modern needs. Nor must we ignore the

natural tendency ofTeutonic pride to regard its Catholicism,

which thus happened to be a comparatively liberal Catho-

licism, as superior to that of the Latin races.
1

(2) These distinctive tendencies in German Catholicism

found from time to time expression in the work of some

1 The interesting, but too facile, generalization ofA. Fawkes, Studies in

modernising. 375, shouldbenoticed:
*

Modernismproper is a movementof
the Latinmind. ... Itshome is in theLatin countries France and Italy ; and

at the head ofevery department ofits activity stands a man ofLatin race *.
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influential teacher; and at the turn of the century there were
two noteworthy instances ofthis. Fr.-X. Kraus (1840-1901),
a distinguished ecclesiastical historian, attacked political

ultramontanism, the papal absolutism and the increasing
centralization of power in the Roman Curia. H. Schell

(I85O-I906)
1 was an original, although obscure, philosopher

and theologian, some of whose writings were put on the

Index in 1898. His 'errors' were concerned with such

matters as original sin and everlasting punishment; it does

not appear that he desired a revision of dogma in general or

of the traditional Christology in particular. The teaching of
Kraus and Schell inspired the Reformkatholizismus move-
ment. This 'reformist Catholicism* was not

substantially
different from the liberal Catholic movements of the nine-

teenth century, and it had none ofthe characteristic features

ofmodernism. In fact, just because Catholicism in Germany
was less retrograde than elsewhere, and less in need of
drastic revision, there was less disposition to adopt the

radical apologetic ofmodernism. In theology, the intelligent
moderate conservative is less likely than the obscurantist to

become a radical. The Reformkatholizismus movement did,

however, provide conditions in which a lively interest was
taken in the modernist movement in other countries, and
those few German Catholics, who subsequently became
declared modernists, had no doubt been influenced by the

teaching of Kraus and Schell.

(3) Ifthen Lamentabili and Pascendi were coldly received in

Germany, it was not because German bishops or theologians
felt that their own teaching had been condemned, but
because they saw that the papal acts, through their extreme
conservatism in regard to biblical and historical criticism and
the glorification of scholasticism as the only philosophy that
was worthy of the name, played straight into the hands of

1
See J. B. Pett, Revue du clergtfrangais (January isth, 1898), pp. 310-

26: Un theologien novateur en Allemagne '.
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Protestants and of unbelievers. How could Catholic pro-
fessors any longer claim to exercise a proper liberty of re-

search in their studies or perfect candour in their teaching?
And most objectionable of all were the practical measures

proposed by die encyclical, e.g. the institution of 'councils of

vigilance' in every diocese and the regime of delation which
such an institution implied. So strong was the feeling in

Germany on this point that the holy see did not dare to

enforce ^^prescriptions of the encyclical
1

Th^Gern^^opposition to the anti-modernist oath is to

be underStwdtrin a similar sense. It does not mean that the

university professors, who were dispensed from taking the
Jffl^^^^ -a. -i-

^f l

f^r-menatmm,,,iiifmx *""* *" ' *-''^******^^"wiv*if*v , it -ir*ft,"-rw-w"*

oatn, were modernists, buttEat they were unwilling to be

"humiliated before their Protestant colleagues and to have

their position as scholars hampered and restricted by the

extravagant demands ofthepapacy. Those scholars, who after

1907 had declared themselves as modernists, e.g. J. Schnitzer

and T. Engert, had been excommunicated before 1910, and

therefore were not qualified to take advantage of the dis-

pensation from the oath. Nor need they detain us; in no
case were they men ofthe first rank or ofany marked origin-

ality. It may be true that modern theological movements
have usually originated in Germany, but this was not true of

Catholic modernism. The statement that it did originate

there, which has sometimes been made, is the result either of

confusing Catholic modernism with liberal Protestantism,

or of the curious supposition that since no good thing can

come out of Germany all evils must originate there.

Germany produced no modernist of the stature of Loisy,

Tyrrell, Le Roy, or Fogazzaro. After the excitement of the

crisis had died down, German Catholicism proceeded on its

way, affected by the repression ofmodernism somewhat less

than other countries, just as it had been little affected by the

movement itself.

1
Houtin, Histoire du modernism catholique, p. 229.



Chapter xxiv

IN ENGLAND

It Is remarkable that ofthe two modernists in England, who
played a part of first importance in the movement Tyrrell
and von Hugel neither was of English birth. And of the
two others, who became at all conspicuous Miss Petre and
Alfred Fawkes the latter was not so much a modernist as a

"jBaron Friedrich von HugelJ^i8$2-i92sy was, as Miss

PeCtcr-itas^^c^'ln'tELe early stages ofthe movement 'not only
a leader, but an arch-leader*.2 Later events tended, in

England at least, to obscure his career as a modernist and he
came to be regarded, not inaccurately, as a broad-minded,
but in the last resort an orthodox and submissive, Roman
Catholic. This was partly because his own major writings,3
his best known and most influential writings, were mainly
concerned with subjects that were not directly involved in
the modernist controversy. But the obscuring ofvon Hugel's
modernism was also due to the modification which, from

See B. Holland's memoir prefixed to Selected letters (1927) ; the writer
of this memoir was evidently more in sympathy with von Hugel's later,
than with his earlier, attitude to the modernist movement. It should also
be noticed (p. 67)

that^he
does not profess to give a full or representative

selection of the Baron's modernist correspondence. For a more under-
standing, though briefer, treatment of his relation to the modernist
movement, see Miss Petre's article in the Hibbert Journal for October,
1925. Von Hugel's correspondence with Loisy, published in the latter's

Memoires, is also of great importance.a
HibbertJournal, loc. cit.

3 The mystical element of religion (1908), Eternal
life (1912), Essays and

addresses (two series, 1921 and 1926),
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about 1907 onwards, it did in fact undergo.
1

Nevertheless,

even in the latter period, he did not abandon, however much
he ceased to emphasize, what had been a primary object of

the modernist movement, viz. that 'Catholics. . .should

claim and obtain full freedom in all regions of history and

science, and fearlessly face and adopt the fully demonstrated

results of such research*.2

Von HiigeFs parentage and upbringing^ had been such as

to fit him for a life of European activity. He had thrown

himself with zest into the wide stream of modern culture,

scientific, historical, philosophical, and both in reading and

writing he was at ease with English, French, German, and

Italian. His intellectual gifts
were massive rather than

brilliant. 'The Baron's mind', wrote his biographer, in a

style not unlike the Baron's own, 'was laborious, many-side

regarding, fully weighing, slow-moving, deep-ploughing.

He thought and wrote slowly and with difficulty, writing

and rewriting, and again rewriting, and qualifying, because

so anxious not to overstate or understate his case, and

to see what could be said both for and against every

position, with the aim of arriving at the most exact possible

truth.'*

His spiritual gifts
were not less massive than his intellectual

gifts. During his early manhood he had passed through a

severe crisis, spiritual
and moral as well as intellectual. But

1 His reputation has been so redeemed that a Jesuit reviewer in The

Month (June, 1933, p. 563) is able to write: 'Although the Baron always

opposed Modernism, there was yet within him a sneaking regard for some

ofits showy claims. . . .Despite his aberrations andhis mistakes, he showed

by his action no less than by his written and spokenword that he regarded

authority and submission to it to be the essence of any true religion'

(italics ours).
2 B. Holland, op. tit. p. 30.

3 For details see B. Holland, as also for an account ofthose persons and

books which specially
influenced him.

4 B. Holland, op. tit. p. 13.
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through this crisis his faith passed on
1
to that

ever-increasing

richness of assurance which is typical of Catholic sanctity

and mysticism in all ages. It was quite unlike the easy and

narrow intellectual assurance which is often exhibited by
Catholic, and not only by Catholic, theologians. Von

HiigeFs faith and spiritual
life were inextricably bound up

with devoted allegiance to the Roman Church, and, how-
ever stringently he criticized the Church's human Hmitations

and corruptions,
3 he could never forget that it was at least

for him and all those within it the God-given agency

through which there was mediated to man the experience

of that supernatural world which is his eternal home.

Thus, he was never able, like Loisy, to regard the service

of truth as ultimately separable from the service of the

Church.

From about 1890 onwards he began to enter, through

personal intercourse and correspondence, into close contact

with all the leading modernists, although they were not yet
of course known by that name. He made it his business to

encourage the special work ofeach, to introduce them to the

work ofeach other, to criticize where he detected timidity or

superficiality, to suggest fresh lines of thought and wider

ranges of study. We have seen how important in this way
was the encouragement that he gave to Loisy and Tyrrell,

and these instances could easily be multiplied. Such slight

cohesion as the modernist movement had was largely derived

from his co-ordinating activity.
3 Nor did he limit himselfto

stimulating and co-ordinating the work ofothers. From time

1 He was specially indebted to the saindy Parisian director ofsouls, the

abbe Huvelin, who was also a liberal thinker. See his advice to von

Hugel in 1886 (Selected letters, pp. 58-63), and cp. Loisy's comments

thereon, Memoires, I, 286
*

E.g. Eternal
life (1912), pp. 344^, 354, 35?ff.> 3^

3 Paul Sabatier, the Protestant pastor, who had an unbounded en-

thusiasm for the modernist movement, exercised to some extent a

siniilar ccj-ordinatiiig influence.
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to time he himself made specialist contributions to the

development of the movement.
Thus at the international Catholic congress at Freiburg in

1897 von Hugel, in a paper which was read on his behalfby
Semeria, gave an erudite exposition ofmodern critical views
as to the composition ofthe Hexateuch.1 Traditional beliefs

about Mosaic authorship and strict historicity were frankly
discarded in favour of the new views of Wellhausen, etc.

This, the firstimportant manifestation ofincipient modernism
after 1893, was intended to be, and was taken to be, a

challenge to the conservative attitude to biblical questions
and to the prima facie interpretation of the encyclical Pro-

videntissimus?

Again, at a still more crucial period, when in 1904 Maurice

Blondel published some articles^ in which he advocated a

via media between what he called Textrinsecisme', i.e. the

traditional, scholastic apologetic, and Thistoricisme*, Le.

the claim that a Catholic ought to treat historical criticism as

a completely autonomous science, it was von Hugel who
came forward to espouse the latter cause and to disallow the

possibility ofanycompromise.
4 Blondel had in effect argued,

with regard to Christology, that, if historical criticism did

not by itself yield an account of the historic Christ that

was sufficient to justify the faith and experience of the

Church, it was legitimate to regard this faith and experience
as giving a supplementary knowledge of the historic facts.

Thus, if the historical character of the fourth gospel could

not be demonstrated by criticism alone, tradition, being
the expression of the perpetuated experience of Christ,

1 See A. Houtin, La Question biblique au XIXe sieck
z
9 pp. 253 S. ; Loisy,

Etudes bibliques, pp. 195-210; Memoires, I, 478 ff.

3
Cp. A. Fawkes, Studies in modernism, pp. 56

3 Published afterwards in book form, Histoire et dogme (1904).
4 See A. Houtin, La Question biblique au XXs

sieck
2
, pp. i8o ; Riviere,

op. dt. pp. 241 ff.; A. L. Lilley, Modernism* pp. 112-20; Loisy, Memoires,

n, 335-8, 391-4-
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could be held to provide additional, retrospective evidence

ofwhat actuallyhappened, although
it was not fully observed

at the time of happening. Against what seemed to him a

subtle attempt to provide a new defence for the accepted

implications of the traditional Christology, von Hugel

championed the autonomy of criticism, and stoutly denied

that there is any supplementary
method available for deter-

mining what were or were not the facts ofhistory. Christian

experience ofthe eternal Christ rightly assists us to determine

the significance
which attaches to the life of the historic

Christ, but it can neither add to, nor detract from, our

knowledge of the actual events of His life.

In the former of these instances von Hugel placed himself

in the vanguard of the modernist movement, and in the

latter on its left wing. On purely critical questions he was in

fact practically
at one with Loisy. See his article on the

fourth gospel in the Encyclopaedia
Britannica. It was just in so

far as modernist apologetic impinged on metaphysics, just in

so far as it ignored or treated with indifference the ontological

reality of the supernatural
world and the objectivity and

transcendence of God, that von Hugel became ill at ease.

With the method ofimmanence, as taught by the philosophy

of action, i.e. as a method of showing the necessity and

reality of the supernatural,
he had no quarrel; on the con-

trary, he keenly appreciated it, and wished to extend its use.

But when in the later stages ofthe movement some modern-

ists, chiefly, as it seemed to him, Loisy, but also Tyrrell to a

less extent and some ofthe Italians to a greater extent, stressed

the immanent and subjective aspects of religious experience
in such a way as to imply agnosticism as to the nature ofthe

ultimate reality of its object, then he was moved more and

more to dissociate himself from them.

Von Hugel, both by the bent of his mind and by his own
wide and profound study of philosophy, was never able to

regard metaphysical problems as unimportant or as of
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secondary interest. Loisy,
1 on the other hand, found himself

constitutionally incapable of regarding such questions
as the

personality of God or the immortality of the soul as of any

real moment. Such an attitude was utterly unintelligible to

von Hugel with his mystical sense of the absolute reality of

God and with his aptitude for metaphysical speculation
and

discrimination. In die years which succeeded the condemna-

tion of modernism he was incre^^r^^^wed with

e^^^^id with

every form of 'ioi-

manentism'. Loisy not unnaturally came to the conclusion

that this preoccupation was a more or less pathological

obsession. Miss Petre, who is not a partisan
either of im-

manence or of transcendence, writes (in 1925)* *(Von

Hugel's) repugnance for sheer immanentism was so pro-

nounced that he did, I think, in the latter days of the

modernist crisis, often suspect its presence where it did not

exist, and it made him, at times, mistrustful of friends
^and

fellow-workers who greatly needed his full confidence.'*

Alfred Fawkes (1849-1930)3
was a type ofmodernist very-

different from von Hugel; his career was perhaps unique.*

Like Tyrrell, he was a convert to Roman Catholicism from

High Anglicanism, and he became similarly disillusioned.

But although he was on terms of close friendship with

Tyrrell during the years of the modernist crisis, he does not

appear ever to have had any real faith in the reforming

1 See an important passage in die Memoires, m, 23
2 HittertJournal (October, 1925), p- 85.

3 Prefixed to a volume of Fawkes's sermons (The Church a necessary

evil (1932) an expressive tide) is a memoir of him by Dr EL D. A.

Major, but little or nothing is said about his career in the Roman Church

or about his attitude during the modernist movement.

4 Riviere, Le modemisme dans I'Eglise, p. 39J,
writes as though Fawkes

was one of a number of converts from Anglicanism who after the con-

demnation ofmodernism returned to the Church ofEngland. Who were

the others?

VHC
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movement in the Church of Rome, and in 1909 he quietly
returned to the Church of England.

1 Here he became

associated with the school ofModern Churchmen. He found

their liberal Protestantism congenial (see pp. 245 below),
and his attitude to Christianity had in fact, even while he

remained a Roman Catholic, been far more that ofHarnack
than of Loisy or Tyrrell.

2 *Ce brave Fawkes est bon et

intelligent,' wrote von Hugel in 1905 with reference to an

article of his, 'mais je me demande souvent ou precisement
reside son catholicisme. Je n'en trouve que diablement pen
icL'3

Fawkes, like Houtin in France, was a rapporteur, rather

than an actual adherent, of the movement.^ He published
a number of articles on various aspects of it in English

periodicals, which were assembled in his Studies in modernism

(1913). He wrote in a lucid and epigrammatic style, not
unlike that of Houtin; but when he finally left the Roman
Church, he did not, like Houtin, become a pure sceptic.
While he had learned by experience as well as by a wide

study of history the inherent defects and dangers of all

institutional religion, he was yet realist enough to see that

Christianity cannot dispense with an institutional embodi-
ment. But he wanted this to be as large and inclusive, and as

nationally representative, as possible; he came to feel most at

home in the Latitudinarian and Erastian tradition of Angli-
canism. Thus, although in the strict sense he is hardly to be

1
It is said that L E. C. Bodley persuaded Fawkes to return to the

Church ofEngland, and 'brought his talents to the notice ofdie Anglican
episcopate', i.e. ofDr Percival of Hereford; see Shane Leslie, Memoir of
J. E. C. Bodley (1930), pp. 412

z See Loisy, Memoires, n, 418, 426; Petre, Life of Tyrrell, n, 374^ 399;
and a letter from Miss Petre in The Church a

necessary evil, pp. 15 Cp.
Fawkes, Studies in modernism, p. 292.

3 Part ofa letter to Loisy; Memoires, n, 425.
4 Houtin (Une vie depretre\ pp. 432f.) records that Fawkes intended to

write a history ofmodernism, but, after the appearance ofHoutin's own
work, abandoned the

project.
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reckoned as a modernist, his case is interesting as an instance

ofthose who were in, but not of,
the movement. Miss Petre

records a shrewd remark made by a French friend of hers :

'Wt had in Fawkes, Loisy, and Tyrrell three typical attitudes

in the case of ecclesiastical condemnation. Fawkes said: "I

amnpt wanted, I will go"., Loisy said: "I wiffgq^wEenT'am,
put out". Tyrrell said: "You cannot put me out, I stay"/

1

Miss Petre herself, with a singular and undeviating con-

sistency, adopted, and continues to adopt, the last of these

three attitudes. TyrrelTs friend and adherent during his life

time, his literary executor and biographer after his death, she

has been faithfcl to his general position with a firm and

lonely courage which must excite the admiration even of
those who have little sympathy with its object. Twice at

least the ecclesiastical authorities tried in vain to make her

subscribe to what was in effect the anti-modernist oath.

After the latter of these occasions, she published in The

Times* an
*

Open letter to my fellow Catholics', which was

an eloquent protest against the tyrannical methods that the

authorities were using in order to suppress modernism. She

quoted her own letter to the bishop of Southwark, in which
she had asked that, before she solemnly subscribed to the

decree Lamentabili and to the encyclical Pascendi, she might
be informed precisely inwhat sense shewas required to do so.

There were, she said, three possible ways of subscribing,

(i) To treat such an act of submission as one of blind

obedience, which implies nothing as to the personal beliefs or

convictions of whoever makes it. (2) To treat the docu-

1
See The Church a necessary evil, p. 16,

3 November 2nd, 1910. On the same day The Times has a leading

article, in which the papal condemnation ofmodernism is deplored, and

which ends with these words :

*When one thtnlcs ofwhat a really progres-
sive Pope might accomplish among the millions of people now longing
for a faith in harmony with knowledge and life, the sight of this attitude

ofblind reaction is one that cannot be too deeply deplored*.

14-2
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ments, to which submission is made, after the customary
manner oftheologians, Le. to regard their meaning as matter

for explanation, qualification,
and subtle distinctions, in

much the same way as Anglicans sometimes treat theXXXIX
Articles.

1

(3)
To accept die documents in their plain sense,

bodi in their spirit
and in their letter, according to the clear

intention ofthe pope. For herself, only the third manner of

subscription seemed honest and sincere; but would the

bishop kindly assure her that each condemnation or pro-

position contained in these two documents without a single

exception was, and would always in the same sense continue

to be, defidel Ought she to accept them in such a way that,

ifnecessary, she should be ready to face torture in defence of

their least word? Were they to be regarded as articles of

faith like the Aposdes' creed?

The bishop, in accordance, it may be presumed, with the

directions of his superiors, omitted to reply to Miss Petre's

letter. There are questions which it is safest for an infallible

Church to evade or ignore. As he wanted ifpossible to avoid

publicly excommunicating a lady who belonged to one of

the most ancient and faithful Roman Catholic families in

England, he contented himself with privately ordering his

clergy to refuse her the sacraments in his diocese.2 Loisy's

final comment on Miss Petre's letter is as follows : Si tous

ceux que Ton contraignait a preter le serment antimoderniste

avaient ete capables de tenir un pareil langage, Rome eut ete

bien forcee <fen suspendre Implication. Mais le catholi-

cisme remain ne forme pas les consciences a un si grand

respect d'elles-memes',3

1

Loisy (Memoires, m, 209) observes with regard to this point:
'

Ainsi

avions-nous precede, du temps de Le*on XIII, avec Tencyclique Provi-

dentissimus, pour y trouver un sens raisonnable. C'&ait beaucoup moins
facile pour LamentaUU et Pascendi

9

.

a
Houtin, Hktoire du modernisme catholique, p. 329.

3 Memoires, m, 209
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SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

Outside France, Italy, Germany, and England, there was no

modernism, or at least none that calls for attention here. Of
other countries, the U.S.A. is the one where some mani-
festation of it might have been expected, for thence the

preliminary heresy, known as
*

Americanism*, took at least

its name and such semblance ofexistence as it had.1 American
Catholics do not seem to have been much troubled by
doctrinal difficulties; absorption in

*

practical Christianity'
was their besetting weakness. No one pretends to throw any
of the responsibility for the modernist movement across the

Atlantic. *I cainiQt uadeptand^^^A is

reported tcTnave said less than a year before nis 3eatt,
**

Modernism has produced there harcHy^aa ecjbxx ,The Church
fib. America is asleep; and I can conceive nothing that will

awaken it, but the production of some book native to the

soil^.^ In 1910 an anonymous writer tried to supply this

need, but his books does not seem to have had the desired

effect.

The only countries in which the modernist movement
attained to any considerable proportions were France and

Italy and, to a much smaller extent, England; but it is quite
1 *The phantom heresy', of which *no one has ever been able to

discover, either in the old world or the new, an avowed supporter* (Loisy,

Memoires, n, 253 ). Cp. W. Barry, Memoriesand opinions (1926), pp. 221 ;

E. Renard, Le cardinal Mathieu (1925), p. 295. On the whole subject see

Houtin's UAmericanisme (1904).
a Letters to His Holiness Pope Pius X by a Modernist (1910), p. xiiL

3 The book referred to in the preceding note. Riviere, op. tit. p. 400,

says that its authorship was attributed to an American priest named
Sullivan. C. Harris (Creeds or no creeds, p. 373) attributes it to Tyrrell^

but gives no reasons for doing so.
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impossible
to give any exact account ofwhat these propor-

tions were.
1 The movement had no organization, and

nothing that remotely resembled a roll of membership.

There was never any reliable means ofascertaininghowmany
adherents it had, 4whether closely or loosely attached, nor

is there ever likely to be. Fantastic suggestions as to the

number ofmodernist priests
were at one time in circulation.*

Thus Salomon Reinach gave credence to the conjecture that

there were 15,000 among the French clergy, to which Loisy

replied that he doubted if there were 1500. Enthusiastic

propagandists
ofthe movement, like Paul Sabatier, were also

given to gross exaggerations.

All that can be said with safety is that the works of Loisy,

Tyrrell and ofthe other modernists, to whom reference has

been made in the foregoing Chapters, excited lively interest

and varying degrees of sympathy among many of the more

intelligent priests
and seminarists in France and

Italy, The

Catholic laity, especially
in Italy, even where comparatively

cultured, was as a whole uninterested in theological questions,

and the movement received only the most meagre support

from that direction. If it had been able to enlist a large

number of lay supporters of the standing ofvon Hiigel, Le

Roy, and Fogazzaro, its outcome might have been different.

But these were isolated instances. The papacy had the whip-
hand of the clergy,

and the laity had neither the interest nor

the courage to protest.

1

Cp. L. de Granimaison, Etudes (September 20th, 1923), p. 644:

*Sur rimportance numerique de ceux qui y ont adhere, il ne semble pas

possible
d'arriver a des precisions sarisfaisantes'.

3
See Houtin, Histoire du modernisme cathotique, pp. 268-73 ; Riviere, op.

cit. pp. 323-7-



PARTY

THE OUTCOME OF THE
MODERNIST MOVEMENT



The primary outcome of the modernist movement was the com-

pleteness ofits defeat. The papal acts ofcondemnation and suppres-

sion that it provoked not only affected the modernists themselves,

but they imposed on the whole Roman Church conditions which

have added to the restrictions on the intellectual freedom of its

members, and which have retarded the development of its theology.

These effects of the movement, and the attempts that are being
made to neutralize them, are the subject of Chapter Twenty-six.

The movement was not only defeated; it was killed, it came to

an end. It did not continue as a movement outside the Roman
Church, when it had been suppressed inside. It had no schismatic

outcome. If it can be said to have survived at all, it is only in the

sense that the writings of the modernists have had some influence
outside the Roman Church, and especially upon certain High
Anglican theologians. It would be misleading to say that the

movement became re-incarnate in High Anglicanism, but the

necessary qualification of this statement leads to a recognition of
what may be regarded as its most considerable outcome. These
results of the movement, outside the Roman Church, are the

subject of Chapter Twenty-seven.
'*



Chapter xxvi

WITHIN THE ROMAN CHURCH
The chief acts by which the holy see condemned and sup-

pressed the modernist movement -were as follows:

(1) The decree LamentaUli (July 3rd, ipoy)
1
, commonly

known as the syllabus, condemns sixty-five propositions,
*

errors' concerning 'the interpretation of Sacred Scripture*
and

*

the principal mysteries ofthe faith '. There is no reference

by name to those who are supposed to have maintained these

errors; but most ofthem are extracted, although not exactly

quoted, from Loisy's writings; others have a more general
referenced The propositions may be divided into two classes :

(a) those which reiterate the previously defined teaching of

the Church and ofthe holy see, and (b) those which condemn
errors which had not hitherto been singled out for special

condemnation. To the latter category belong, for instance,

the propositions which relate to the integral truth of the

gospels (13-15) and to the historical character of the fourth

gospel in particular (i6-i8).3 The general effect ofthe decree

is to deny that 'the progress of science' can require any
reformation or modification of Christian doctrine and to

prohibit Catholics from the free use of the methods of

historical and biblical criticism. A Catholic, who wants to

be a critic, may be one only on condition that he reaches the

conclusions which are prescribed by the Church. The con-

clusions here prescribed are ofa rigorously conservative kind.

(2) The encyclical Pascendi (September 8th, 1907) contains,

as we have already observed (see pp. i ff. above), an elaborate

1 There is an Eng. trans, ofthe decree in P. Sabatier's Modernism (1908),

pp. 217-30.
2
Loisy in his Simples reflexions discusses the probable source of each

proposition.
3
Cp. J. Riviere, Le modernisme dans rgtise, pp. 34o
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systematization ofthe so-called
c

doctrines ofthe modernists '.

The abstract and artificial character of this systematization
will have become more and more apparent during the course

of this essay. The composition of a logically coherent system
out of the heterogeneous materials provided in the writings
of the modernists was undeniably a skilful undertaking; but

if it was an attempt to give a just and accurate account of

what the modernists had in fact taught, it must be pro-
nounced a failure, and an inevitable failure. They had all, it is

true, in various ways desired some reform of the Church's

teaching, but not one ofthem had desired the kind ofsystem
which die encyclical attributes to them, nor could any of
them admit that their teaching implied such a system.

It would, however, be a mistake to suppose that the object
of the encyclical was to give a just and accurate account of
what the modernists had in fact taught. Its object was to

condemn every attempt to introduce a reform ofthe Church's
traditional teaching, and the method of the Pascendi was
recommended not by any desire to do justice to the modern-

ists, but by its convenience. It was easier to canonize the

scholastic system of philosophy and theology, when it

appeared as the only alternative to an innovating system
which was nothing less than

*

the synthesis of all the heresies '.

But the encyclical was mofTTteirr^
tion of the modernist movement; it also ordained practical
measures for its suppression. Thus, for instance, 'anyone who
in any way is found to be tainted with modernism is to be
excluded without compunction' from offices, whether of

government or of teaching, in seminaries and Catholic
universities. "The same policy is to be adopted towards those
who openly or secretly lend countenance to modernism
either by extolling the modernists and excusing their

culpable conduct, or by carping at scholasticism, and the

Patters, and the magisterium of the Church, or by refusing
obedience to ecclesiastical authority in any of its depositaries;
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and towards^ those who show a love of novelt^jn
^ffaj^^ ana severity
**"<.. '*V,v*Wi,.,fc^A* 1- 1" 1 r TTl
are to be usedm examining and selecting candidates tor Holy
Orders.'

1 And again, bishops are to exercise the strictest

possible vigilance over Catholic publications, rules of

ced, and each diocese is to

have al* vigilance committee' Jo see that ^
.11 1 1 1

tions are observed, its members will be bound to secrecy as

to their deliberations and decisions'. Diocesan bishops and

the heads of religious orders are to make triennial reports to

the holy see.

(3) Three years later, these practical measures were supple-
mented and crownedbydjejjM^M^^^^e anti-modernist

oath (motu proprio jSacrorum antistitum^j September ist,

1910).* It must be ^^^g^y^f^^^^^^Q are to be pro-
motecl to major orders, and by all clergy who exercise any
ministerial function. The oath includes, in addition to a

complete submission to the decree Lamentabili and the ency-
clical Pascendi, a declaration that the existence of God can

certainly be demonstrated by the light of natural reason, an

admission of external proofs of revelation, in particular
miracles and prophecies, as most convincing signs of the

divine origin of the Christian religion, a declaration that the

Church was immediately and directly instituted by Christ

during His life on earth, etc.

The oath was subscribed by the clergy without any opposi-
tion, except in Germany, where the university professors
were dispensed from taking it (see p. 203 above).

*

With the

anti-modernist oath', says J. Riviere, 'ends the history of

the doctrinal crisis which had raged for about ten years.
From this moment, everything in fact justifies the view that

modernism had disappeared/3 This statement can hardly be

1
Sabatier, op. tit. pp. 328

2
Eng. trans, in Petre, Modernism, pp. 241-6

3 Le moAernisme dans rglise, p. 538.
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questioned, for subsequent manifestations ofmodernism were
so insignificant and isolated as only to confirm its truth.

The condemnation of the modernist movement in 1907
did not come as a surprise to those who had closely followed

the policy ofPius X, whether approvingly or disapprovingly.
The attitude andintentions ofthe Curia had been evidentfrom

1903 onwards, from which time the issue ofa new syllabus of
errors had been anticipated.

1 We have seen how Loisy in his

retirement had discernedwhat the issue ofthemovement must
be, so far as he was himself concerned. Others may have
been more hopeful, but during these years there was little to

justify their hopes and plenty to damp them.

Still less does the condemnation of the movement seem

surprising to those who at the present time study its history

dispassionately and in relation to the development ofRoman.
Catholicism during the previous century.

progressive movement in the Church
. .

'- '^'^-^'--r*u - *, .. ..***< 'r.- yam^r'^T' 1
"*w >' t~r**'

peen cptmemnecfor frustrated. Absolutist and conservative

pScipKsTa^Become stea(Sy

w

predominant. The centralizing
of power in the holy see had made immense strides. The
papacy, which was thus able to control the whole Church
more effectively than ever before, was plainly committed to

strict traditionalism in theology and to the utmost possible
resistance of all innovation. In these circumstances, any
further attempt to give Roman. Catholicism a modern
orientation would have seemed futile, had it not been for the
illusions which were fostered by the pseudo-liberal policy of
Leo Xffl. The aims of the modernists, which were in one

way or another to give their religion such an orientation,
were born of these illusions. Under Pius X, who did not
even try to disguise his horror of everything that was dis-

tinctively modern, the condemnation ofthe movement was a
1
See Riviere, op. at. pp. 329-37. It seems evident that the first draft of

the syllabus was prepared as early as 1903 ; cp, p. 138 above.
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foregone conclusion. Tlie decree Lamentabili and the ency-
clical Pascendi were the natural sequel to the Providentissimus

ofLeo XIII, to the syllabus and Quanta cura ofPius IX, and to

the Miran vos of Gregory XVL
Nevertheless, although the condemnation of modernism

seems natural and inevitable when seen in its historical

perspective, yet the terms of its condemnation and the sup-

pressive measures which accompanied it appeared at the

time, as they appear still, surprisingly extravagant. The
former condemnations of liberal Catholicism, severe as they
had been, had still, whether by design or accident, left room
for evasion. Liberalism had been able to survive in the

Church although, to use Renan's famous metaphor, its wings
had been clipped. Lacordaire and Montalembert continued

the pursuit of liberty in spite of the Miran vos. Dupanloup
had been permitted to explain away the primafacie meaning
ofthe syllabus of 1864. The modernists themselves had found

loopholes in the encyclical Providentissimus. It was far less

easy for any liberal-minded Catholic to give even a formal

assent to the acts of Pius X, and in any case the prescriptions
ofa practical order made evasion perilous. The anti-modernist

oath made it impossible.
1

This does not ofcourse mean that the whole ofthe Roman
Catholic clergy, who subscribed to the anti-modernist oath

in 1910 and have since continued to do so, were really con-

vinced of the truth of aU that it contained and implied.

Many must have subscribed to it who inwardly deplored the

necessity of doing so. They realized, however, that sub-

scription was the only condition on which they could

remain in the Church. Any scruples they had, or any

1

Cp. M.-J. Lagrange, Revue biblique (1924), xxxm, 159: *Le moder-
nisme supposait une certaine dose d'iUusion qui n'est plus possible depuis

que Pie X a dchir6 les voiles. On pourra encore sortir de Tfiglise, on ne

pourra plus y tester en caressant le dessein d*en changer les doctrines

essentielles*.
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modernist tendencies however slight, they had to keep to

themselves, for the anti-modernist campaign rendered the

least disclosure of them liable to denunciation. *A priest is

more afraid of being called a modernist', wrote Miss Petre

in 1914, 'than ofbeing accused ofnegligence in his sacerdotal

obligations and duties He has the diocesan council of

vigilance, instituted by the Pascendi for the extirpation of

modernism, ever in mind; he is like a shepherd who should

be too much afraid ofbeing bitten by the sheep-dogs to have

time to look after the sheep ;
his pastoral solicitude is trans-

formed into anti-modernist zeal.'
1 No one was safe, for the

papal policy definitely encouraged private delation.* It is not

then difficult to see why modernism disappeared with the

anti-modernist oath.

The movement had indeed been routed already. Before

1910 Loisy had finally broken with Catholicism, and Tyrrell

was dead. The modernist phase of von Hugel's career was

over. Most of the other prominent modernists had either

been driven out of the Church or decided to submit and

remain. As a movement within the Roman Church it was

flickering out; the anti-modernist oath completed a process
that was already nearly complete. For a time some said that

themovement had been only driven underground and would

reappear. Nothing has happened to justify this expectation.
So far as we can ascertain, die only two original J

who continue to profess themselves as such,

and E. Buonaiuti; the latter was excommuni
Miss Petre described herself in 1922 as 'a solitary marooned

passenger; the sole living representative of what has come
to be regarded as a lost cause the cause ofmodernism in the

Roman Catholic Church*.3 L. de Grandmaison apparently

1
Modernism, pp. 194

a For particulars ofan actual instance ofdelation (before 1910), see von

Hugel's article in the HibbertJournal (January, 1910), p. 247.
3 HibbertJournal (April, 1922), p. 401.
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forgot Miss Petre when in 1927 he described Buonaiuri as

'perhaps the only faithful remaining adherent of the move-
ment'. 1

The direct outcome of the modernist movement was

therefore exactly opposite to what those who had promoted
it had intended. They had hoped to make the Roman Church
more habitable for men of modern culture, especially for

those who wanted their faith to be compatible with the

results of an unbiased criticism of the Bible and of history,

and who were not willing to regard scholasticism as the one

and only way of arriving at, and of presenting, theological
truth. In the event the movement itself became as though
it had never been, and it left the Church more decisively

committed to an intransigent position than it had been

before. After the anti-modernist acts of Pius X it was more
difficult for a Roman Catholic to make even a restricted use

of modern critical methods than it had been before, and the

rule of scholasticism was not less, but more, exclusive and

secure. The new Codex Juris Canonici (1917) confirmed and

complete^
centralized" in"*'i(3ie"papacy.

!i
"' "" rj> ""'" v

*l""*""
'

'. i '

* ' ''' ' J < ,-W ',

'

* , If ,', .,".,?

It was not only the modernists themselves who were

victimized, but also professedly orthodox scholars like Mgr
Batiffol (1861-1929) and Pere M.-J. Lagrange (b. 1855), who
had used critical methods in such a way as to support the

traditional dogmatic teaching of the Church, who had been

among the first to dissociate themselves from the modernists,

and who had assiduously attacked them. If they had hoped
thereby to put their own reputation for orthodoxy beyond
question, they were deceived. Thus Batiffol claimed that in

1900 he had himself enunciated in anticipation the program
ofthe Pascendi; none the less, 'in the wave ofreaction which

1
Quoted by Rivi&re, op. cit. p. xxv.

*
Cp. F. Heiler, Der Katholizismus, pp. 305-11.
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followed the condemnation of modernism, its most per-

severing and most perspicacious adversary had the para-

doxical misfortune to be himself overwhelmed'. 1 In 1907

his book, L'Eucharistie, was placed on the Index, and he was

removed from the rectorship of the Insritut Catholique of

Toulouse which he had held since 1898.

The Dominican order, of which Pere Lagrange is a

member, was powerful enough at Rome to prevent his

condemnation, but he was in constant difficulties with the

ecclesiastical authorities.* Since the decree of the biblical

commission with regard to the Mosaic authorship of the

Pentateuch, it is understood that he has found it impossible

to publish his commentary on the book of Genesis.3 His

vast erudition and the great value of his critical work on all

matters, where there are no dogmatic interests at stake, are

generally acknowledged, but his published conclusions have

necessarily to be in conformity with the prescriptions of the

holy see. It may be observed that he begins the introduction

of his commentary on the fourth gospel as follows:

L'^glise catholique a range parmi les livres canoniques les

evangiles selon Matthieu, Marc, Luc et Jean. Le quatrteme

evangile a done ete ecrit sous 1'inspiration de 1'Esprit-Saint. Pour

nous c'est un dogme, ce n'est pas une question.

Ce n'est pas non plus une question de savoir $'! a eu pour
auteur le disciple bien-aime, Jean, fds de Zebede. Ce point est

fixe par la tradition ecclesiastique.
4

It is patendy difficult to reconcile this approach to one ofthe

most notoriously disputable questions which arise from the

critical study of the New Testament with the full and free

use of critical methods. 'Obviously a Catholic theologian',
1

J. Riviere, Monseigneur Batiffol (1929), pp. 56 ff. Cp. Loisy, Mlmoires,

n, 602-5.
2
Cp. Loisy, Mtmoires, i, 539, n, 435, m, 252 , 555; von Hiigel's

Selected letters, p. 197; E. Barbier, Histoire du catholidsme liberal (1924),

v, 263. 3
Loisy, op. tit. m, 254-5.

4
vangile selon saintJean (1925), p. vi.
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writes Lagrange elsewhere, 'will not even dream of revising
the decisions ofthe Church in matters ofdogma and morals '.*

For practical purposes at least, these decisions include those

of the biblical commission. There may be a touch of bitter-

ness in Loisy's remark that Lagrange 'has spent the best part
of his life in spreading over the biblical texts a layer of

erudition sufficiently thick to prevent the difficulties which

they create for the official theology from being seen'* but

it is not devoid of truth.

An illustration of the procedure followed by those who
wished to combine the use of critical methods with perfect

loyalty to the holy see is provided by Mgr Barry's The

tradition of Scripture. The first edition ofthis was published in

1906. The aim of the author is to give a description ofwhat
moderate or conservative critics teach about the Bible, while

committing himself as litde as possible to any particular
critical conclusions. It is, however, evident that his own

sympathies lay with the school ofLagrange and Batiffol, and

not with either the pure traditionalists or the modernists.

In 1908 a second edition was published, which had been

revised in the light of the recent decisions of the biblical

commission and of the papal condemnation of modernism.

A close comparison between the two editions is instructive,

and shows how in the latter edition the author found it

necessary to modify and safeguard even the modest con-

cessions to criticismthe desirabilityofwhichhehad tentatively

implied in the former. This is particularly manifest in the

part of the book which deals with the Pentateuch, where a

large number of minor but significant alterations have been

made.3 The following is a typical instance.4 The first sentence

which is identical in both editions is succeeded by a paragraph
in which we italicize the variations between the two editions.

1 M. Loisy et le tnodernisme (1932), p. 74.
2

Mtmoires* n, 99.
3

E.g. see op. cit. pp. 40, 44, 47, 51, 52, 54, 57, 61. The pagination of

both editions is the same. 4 Ibid. p. 55.

VRC 15
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(Both editions)

So far as its materials are pre-Mosaic, there is no reason why
Moses himself should not have dealt with them in writings on
which the Pentateuch has drawn; still more so in its legal chapters,
which cannot fail to incorporate the leading enactments, or to

reproduce the institutions, whereby the greatest of the Prophets

literally created Israel.

(ist edition: 1906)

Moses Virtual Author. To
what extent these Mosaic con-

tributions are traceable in a work
so frequently edited is another

question. But allowing them to

be present, we see that a virtual

authorship suppose of the

'Book of the Covenant'

need not be incompatible with

recensions that belong to a

much later period. 'The early
Hebrew historians did not affix

their names to their works;

they had, indeed, no idea

of authorship/ Codes of law

are, by necessity, subject to

continual changes and addi-

tions; but they keep certain

names as tides, e.g. Theodosius
or Napoleon, however much
revised. From all which con-

siderations it is apparent that

Moses might be held to have

originated the Pentateuch,

though not responsible for its

historic shape, and be termed its

author, since it embodied the

work of writers who obeyed
his inspiration, direct or remote.

(2nd edition: 1908)

Moses Original Author. To
what extent these Mosaicfoun-
dations are traceable in a work
so frequently edited is another

question. But
affirming them

to be present, we see that an

original authorship-^/ar beyond
the 'Book of the Covenant'
need not be incompatible with
recensions that belong to differ-
ent periods.

c

The early Hebrew
historians did not affix their

names to their works; theyhad,
indeed, no idea of authorship/
Codes of law are, by necessity,

subject to continual changes and
additions

; but they keep certain

names as tides, e.g. Theodosius
or Napoleon, however much
revised. From all which con-
siderations it is apparent that

Moses might be held to have

originated the Pentateuch,

though not responsible for its

every line, and be termed its

author, since it embodied the

work of writers who obeyed
his inspiration.
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Even so, Mgr Barry must have considered that such

judicious modifications as these in his account of critical

views were insufficient to prevent him from being suspected
of heterodoxy, for he prefixed to the second edition an
'advertisement* in the course ofwhich occurs the following
statement:

All that follows here must be construed in the light of these

authoritative documents
(i.e. the decisions of the biblical com-

mission, the decree Lamentabili, and the encyclical Pascendi) to

which every Catholic owes submission. The writer would lay
stress yet again on his attitude towards the opinions reported, as

being purely that ofone who describes them without interposing
his private judgment, or taking on him the responsibility which
those have to sustain thatputthem forward. Outside the directions

of the Holy See it has been neither his wish nor his purpose to

travel. Accordingly, he professes in particular no views regarding
authorship, composition, dates, or contents of any part of

Scripture which go beyond what has been laid down in the
Church's teaching, whether in Conciliar decrees or in Papal and
Roman utterances. The rest, in what way soever quoted, is

merely ad eruditionem; it is matter for learning, not the subject of
assent.

1

In the light of the foregoing, the same author's remark in

his Memories and opinions (1926, p. 278), that in no single
instance has he been requested by Catholic authority to

change or withdraw what he had set out in print, appears
to be slightly disingenuous, although we do not of course

question its accuracy. The same may be said of the remi-
niscence which he has recorded in connexion with his signing
of the anti-modernist oath. 'When we were signing the

Papal declaration against (modernism), Dr Mclntyre. . .was

standing beside me. He remarked with a smile how re-

dundant was our signature, considering that in our lectures

we had refuted year by year the Kantian philosophy, of

1

Op. dt. pp. xxif.

15-2
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which. Modernism was just an application to Gospel, Creed,

and Catholic dogma.'
1

The wave ofreaction which followed the condemnation of

modernism abated somewhat with the death of Pius X and

the distraction of the great war. But under his successors

there has been no material change in the policy of the holy

see. The most remarkable illustration during the present

pontificate
of what this policy is has probably been the

putting on the Index ofthe Manuel biblique of Saint-Sulpice,

originally compiled by Vigouroux and Bacuez, and sub-

sequently edited by Brassac and Ducher.2 This book, which

was pkced on the Index on December I2th, 1923, had been

published with the imprimatur ofthe archbishops ofParis and

had been widely used for about forty years by seminaries in

France and elsewhere. It was scrupulously and sincerely

orthodox; it accepted, for instance, the traditional view of

the miraculous experiences ofJoshua andJonah.
At the same

time, while thus perfectly loyal to tradition, it ventured to

give a cautious but fair indication of some modern critical

theories. The imparting of such information to seminarists

was apparently, and it may be supposed correctly, regarded

as dangerous by the papal authorities, and consequently the

Manuel biblique,
in spite

of its close connexion with the

venerable society of Saint-Sulpice, was condemned.

It is still impossible for a Roman Catholic theologian to

put forward opinions that are clearly discordant with

Lamentabili and Pascendi or with the decisions of the biblical

commission. But are there yet any signs that these pro-
nouncements and decisions are being less rigorously applied,

or that attempts to neutralize them indirectly are being
tolerated? While it can hardly be doubted that in the course

of time they will be emptied of their worst meaning, and

1 Memories and opinions, p. 279.
3 See Loisy, Utiglise et la France (1925), pp. 151 ff, 173
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that new knowledge about the Bible and Christian origins

will become acclimatized even in the Vatican, it cannot be

said that there is any evidence that this is likely to happen
soon. The process ofneutral^in^the^anji-modernist excesses

.-- - <^^JL^-^r^***--< SaaWw^-Su**.^*-.^,.^ ^-^^^.^M,^*
will be a long and delicate^one. 9

"""TffiSfe are, however, already signs that some less purely-

traditionalist writings^MAW.m&^M^ toleration.
1 Thus it

is improbable^iat
EJir Karl Adam, Gqj^an .though he be,

would have b^^^foedja^plAli^7 his The spirit of Catho-

licism (1929) or Christ our Brother (1931) in the years which

immediately succeeded the condemnation of modernism.

The reviewer of the latter book in Irenikon (x, 16) observes

with regard to Dr Adam's works that there are some who

*y soulignaient des imprudences de langage'; and we can

well believe it. Dr Adam, like Mohler a century ago, is a

professor at Tubingen, and his work seems to bear the im-

press of Mohler's influence. He emphasizes strongly the

organic life of the Church and the dynamic aspects of faith.

His apologetic is far removed in tone and ethos3 from the

cold and rigid intellectuaUsm or the sentimental piety that

are more familiar. In particular, hepratwte
i^giQSt

*the
*

one-sided prominence given to

orthodoxy as

commonly interpreted. The tendency ofhis own Christology,

if we may judge rather from what he leaves unsaid than

1

Cp. M. D. Petre, HibbertJournal (April, 1922), p. 401.
2 Dr Adam's works are in striking contrast, for instance, with A. M.

L6picier*s De stabilitate et progressu dogmatis (1910) or with H. Felder's

thoroughly cavalier refutation of the critics and re-assertion of the most

challenging features ofthe traditional Christology. See his Christ and the

critics (1924). Yet even he comes dangerously near to contradicting the

I2th proposition ofthe decree Lamentabtli
(#.*>.)

whenhe declares that the

Catholic apologist must
*

pay no attention to the alleged inspired character

of the Bible* and must 'see in the sacred books of the New Testament

merely historical documents': see op. tit. i, 14.

3 Christ our Brother, p. 43.
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from what he says, seems to be towards a position that is

equivalent to, though formally distinct from, a kenotic

theory ofthe incarnation.
1

If this is so, it might be fair to say

that the most advanced Roman Catholic theologians are now

being permitted to approach a point which High Anglican

theology reached in 1889 with the publication ofLux MundL

A similar tendency may perhaps be remarked in the two

posthumously published volumes by Leonce de Grand-

maison (i868-i927)
3
, entitled Jesus Christ: His Person, His

message, His credentials (Eng. trans, of vol. I in 1930, of vol. n
in 1932). This professes to be a work of purely historical

criticism, and the author was a New Testament scholar ofthe

first rank. His critical conclusions are, as we should expect,

strictly conservative (e.g.
he regards John, son ofZebedee, as

author of both the fourth gospel and the apocalypse), but

they are for the most part finely and freely reasoned. Some-
times he tries bravely to escape from the fetters imposed by
the decisions of the biblical commission. Thus, for instance,

while he is bound to maintain the priority of St Matthew's

gospel to St Mark's, he does so in such a way as to minimize

die discrepancy between this theory and the now generally

accepted solution ofthe synoptic problem which contradicts

it
(i, H4~I7).3 ,In regard to Christology, he concludes that

the Chalcedonian definition must be regarded as finally

satisfying, nor will he grant the propriety of anything in the

nature of a kenotic theory of the Incarnation (n, 315, 317).

Nevertheless, he approaches the Christ of the gospels from

1

Rg. Christ our Brother, pp. 59 ; he does not say that Christ during His
life on earth was omniscient. See also Dr Adam's more recent book,

Jesus Christus, Eng. trans. The Son of God (1934).
2 See J. Lebreton, Le Pre Leonce de Grandmaison (1932).
3 H. Felder, on the other hand, displays no such ingenuity. He

roundly rebukes those Catholic critics, e.g. Lagrange and Batiffol, who,
before the condemnation ofmodernism, had acknowledged 'the priority
ofMark's Gospel and the dependency ofMatthew and Luke on the second

Synoprist'. Op. dt. 1, 103.
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the standpoint of historical realism, refrains from reading
back into them all the implications of traditional dogma,
and emphasizes the genuine humanity ofJesus (e.g. n, 230).

Significant too is the respectwhich he shows fornon-Catholic

critics, a respect that is very different from the disdain which
is inculcated by the PascendL

Still more significant is Dr Adam's manner of referring
to the encyclical PascendL Does this suggest how it will

ultimately be explained away or reinterpreted?

The Church cannot possibly be an enemy to sober criticism,

(he writes), least of all to the so-called 'Hstorico-criticaT method.
Even the much-attacked anti-modernist encyclical ofPope PiusX
(Pascendt) and the anti-modernist oath, do not forbid this method,
but rather presuppose it. "What they forbid is simply this, that

men should make the affirmation ofsupernatural faith dependent

exclusively on the results of this method, thereby subjecting it

wholly to philologers and historians, and to profane science. Our
faith does not rest upon dead documents, but upon the living
witness of that stream of tradition which has brought its doctrines

down from Christ through the apostles and the apostolical
succession of bishops to the present day. Christianity is not a

religion of dead documents and fragmentary records, but a life in

the Holy Spirit preserved from generation to generation by the

apostolical succession of commissioned preachers. The historico-

critical method, if it would not lose itself in extravagant and
unlimited criticism, must adjust itself to this life which pulsates

through the heritage of revealed truth. That was what the papal

encyclical meant when it declared in words that have been so

much misunderstood that holy Scripture and the Fathers are not

to be interpreted 'merely by the principles of science* So the

Church does not quarrel with the historico-critical method, or

dispute the right and the duty ofscientific research. What she does

is to guard against the abuse ofthese things, to prevent the neglect
of that living element in Christianity wherein these methods

should find their final norm and standard.1

1 The spirit ofCatholicism, pp. 218 ; cp. pp. is6, and also a passage on

p. 137 which sounds like a clear echo of Tyrrell's voice.
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It seems that it may ultimately become possible to allege that

the anti-modernist acts of Pius X meant something very
different from what at the time they were taken to mean. 1

Meanwhile, however, the strength of the Roman Church,

so far as dogma in concerned, will continue to reside, not in

any compatibility of its theology with modern knowledge,
but in its claim to be the infallible repository of traditional

Christian orthodoxy. In a time of intellectual uncertainty

and of spiritual
and moral unrest, the appeal of a Church,

which can plausibly claim to provide both certainty and

peace, is inevitably considerable. Those who are attracted by
Catholicism as a religion, by the Catholic ideal ofspirituality,
and who do not appreciate the difficulties that are inherent

in the official theology of Romanism, tend naturally to

gravitate towards such a Church. If their intellectual

interests* lie in fields which are remote from, or only in-

directly connected with, ecclesiastical dogma, they do not

necessarily find the theological obscurantism of the Church

a burden to their faith. On the contrary, they may be glad to

escape from the necessity of thinking for themselves in the

sphere of theology. Those who have no special intellectual

interests and the majority of the faithful belong to this

class find a Church where awkward problems are settled,

1 For other ways in which revisions oftraditional orthodoxy are being
advanced even by conservative theologians, see an article by G. la Piana

in the Harvard Theological Review (July, 1922),
*

Recent tendencies in

Roman Catholic theology*. It is also significant that Roman Catholic

writers are at last being allowed to accept the scientific theory of evolu-

tion; see The Modern Churchman (May, 1933), pp. 59-62. At the same

time, the official teaching ofthe Church according to Cardinal Gasparri,
The Catholic Catechism (1932), p. 81 is still that *^^wevalent notions

that man was originally in a purely savage condition,
*, f *< "r f 'jp'^"""
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evolved from anme an

,

tlsi (Eat the Roman Cnurcn numbers in its" ranks

many scholars who are leading authorities in different branches oflearning
as well as many brilliant men of letters.
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or suppressed, by authority, more imposing than one which
does not affect to possess any short-cut to truth.

anathema is a labour-saving device and it

k * k "

As an example of this kind of attractiveness some remarks
of Bernard Holland, the biographer of von Hiigel, may be
cited from his book, Belief andfreedom (1923):

Catholics who understand what faith means, and are firmly
founded upon the rock of authority, should have advantage even
in the affairs of this world. They can be light-hearted. They need
not waste their time by discussing, ab initto, questions offaith and
morals. They can go serenely about their business with minds free

from disturbance and questionings, and with certain setded ab

extra rules ofconduct. Having a fixed point ofview, they can live

boldly and cheerfully. So a man on a highroad can move freely

on, thinking about what he likes, without asking himselfat every
moment, 'am I on the right way?* (p. 177).



Chapter xxvn

OUTSIDE THE ROMAN CHURCH

The modernist movement, when it was extirpated within
the Roman Church, was extirpated altogether. It did not
become a schism, nor did it ally itself with any other exist-

ing Church or group within a Church. As a movement it

disappeared. Those who had taken part in it either submitted
and remained within the Roman Church or else each pursued
his own course independently outside. So far as the

modernists were concerned, the attempt to initiate a revision

of Roman Catholic orthodoxy was over. The movement
therefore had no direct outcome elsewhere.

As a projected revision of Roman Catholic orthodoxy it

had, however, attracted the attention of non-Roman, theo-

logians who were conscious of the need of forwarding in

their own communions a revision of traditional teaching.
This was especially so in the Church of England. In the

purely Protestant communions it won only a slight degree of

sympathy, such sympathy as is naturally felt for any move-
ment which can be represented as a rebellion against the

power of the papacy. But the supposition that modernism
was a movement in the direction of Protestantism was due

only to misunderstanding; there was never any tangible
evidence to show for it. Thus when the excitement caused by
the condemnation of the movement died down, it ceased to
be an object of interest in Protestant circles, and it had no
noticeable influence there.

Modernism was essentially a Catholic movement. Its

object was to revise and revive Catholic, notProtestant, theo-

logy. The modernists were firmly attached to Catholicism
as a living religion and as a social institution; they were
attached to the idea of the Church as a supernatural society,
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to the traditional orders of the ministry, to the sacramental

system, to the Catholic ideals of devotion, sanctity and

asceticism. Their quarrel was not with the religion of the

Roman Church, but with its theological rationalism and

with the papal autocracy which suppressed any attempt at its

modification. Moreover, the movement, so far from being

congruous with, had been consistently opposed to, liberal

Protestantism. Loisy had not tried to adapt Harnack's

theology in a Catholic sense, but had attacked it root and

branch. To &^mode^
a reduced* Cfiristianity, an emaciated religion, which was

supported by a prejudiced criticism of Christian origins and

Bya' imsSflto It was therefore hardly to

"be expected that modernism, when recognized in its true

colours, would commend itself to Protestants, whether

orthodox or liberal.

On the other hand, it might seem antecedently probable
that the failure of the movement within the Roman Church
would have led to a reinforcement of the 'Old Catholic'

Churches. The raison d'etre of these bodies, most of which

came into existence as a result of the Vatican council,
1 was

the endeavour to maintain in living reality a Catholicism

which rejected the absolutist claims of the papacy. Was not

this what the modernists desired, since papal absolutism was
the rock on which their movement had foundered? The Old
Catholics certainly appear for a time to have looked upon the

modernists as fellow-workers with themselves, and, when
the movement was condemned, to have hoped that their

special work of destroying the papacy in its present form
would be strengthened.

2
Tyrrell did indeed for a short

1 All in fact except the Church of Utrecht, which broke with Rome

early
in the eighteenth century. See Northern Catholicism, edited by

Williams and Harris (1933), pp. 531-50.
2 See e.g. the Revue Internationale de th&ologie (the organ of the Old

Catholics), 1907, p. 62, and 1908, p. 208.
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period (in 1908) mucli to the surprise and regret of the

staunchly Roman von Hugel
1 look favourably towards

the Old Catholics and entertain the idea ofco-operating with
them.* But nothing came ofthis; nor did they receive either

then or later any influx of modernists.

But it is not difficult to account for this. In the first place,
the Old Catholic Churches were tiny and struggling. They
did not constitute an imposing or formidable institution.

Regarded as a challenge to the power and prestige of the

papacy, Alt-Katholizismus had failure written across it.

Whatever degree of sympathy or admiration might be felt

for those who initiated and sustained it, it was scarcely

possible to suppose that it had any large or promising future

before it. Then, again, the Old Catholic Churches were
sectarian and schismatic, whereas the modernists had sted-

fastly refused to contemplate the formation of a sect in

schism from the Roman Church. It had been their object to

carry through reforms within the Great Church that or

nothing. And thirdly, while the Old Catholics were

doctrinally free from the bondage of the papal autocracy,
and while they had a due regard for the importance ofsound

learning, yet there was little that was specifically modern
about their theology. It might in fact be said that the funda-
mental and constant theme oftheir apologetic was essentially

retrogressive. The VmcentiagJ^
^^^^P^^^^^^^^^^^js^was their basic formula-
one might say wiSoutmipropriety, their

*

slogan'. Thus they
boasted that they had been foremost in refuting 'Newman-
ism '.3 They perceived truly that even Newman's theory of

development was subversive of their own position, as in-

deed Newman himself had by implication pointed out.4

1
HibbertJournal (January, 1910), pp. 24y, 251.

3
Petre, Life of Tyrrell, ch. xnc.

3 Revue Internationale de
tktologie (1908), p. 203.

4 See p. 55 above.
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A fortiori, there was little affinity between their attitude to

dogma and that of the modernists.

The fact that Dr Friedrich Heiler, when he left the Roman
Church, became not an Old Catholic but a High Church

Lutheran is in this connexion instructive. He is also one of

the few continental theologians, perhaps the only one, on
whom the modernist movement has left an authentic impress.
Heiler was born in 1892, and was brought up as a Roman
Catholic.

1 He came under the influence ofmodernism about

1910, that is, when the movement was already virtually

finished. But for him it had a message full ofinspiration. The
influence ofmodernism, combined with that ofthe Protestant

biblical critics, and especiallywith that ofNathan Soderblom,
afterwards archbishop ofUpsala, contributed to Heiler's noble

conception ofa living, growing synthesis between historical

Catholicism and historical Protestantism, a synthesis which

should be genuinely liberal, progressive and inclusive in its

theology. Ofsuch a synthesis he became, and continues to be,

an apostle. He realized that itwas impossible, for him at least,

to work fruitfully for this ideal within the Roman Church

under the conditions which at present prevail there ;
in 1919 he

left it, and in the following year was nominated to a professor-

ship in the Lutheran faculty oftheology at Marburg. He has

remained incurably Catholic in his religious sympathies, and

it is therefore significant that he threw in his lot not with the

Old Catholics, but with the Lutheran Church, that he re-

garded the incipient Hochkirche movement in that Church as

a more promising field for his life's work.

The manner in which he was influenced by modernism

can be gathered from his great book, Der Katholizismus,
2

1
See Dr G. K. A. Bell's foreword to Heiler's The spirit of worship

(1926); and also an article by B. E. Meland in The Journal of Religion

(1933), xm, 139-49.
2 This was an expansion of the much briefer Das Wesen des Katholi-

zismus, published in 1920.
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published in 1923. He there suggests that his book is the

most comprehensive Programmschrift
of Catholic modernism

that had so far appeared. It is all conceived, he says, in the

spirit
of Tyrrell, except that it differs from him and other

modernists by its high esteem and love for the pure evan-

gelical Christianity.
1 Themodernismwhichappealedto Heiler

most was certainly not that ofLoisy, but that of Tyrrell, the

great revolutionary protest
and prophecy of Medievalism and

Christianity at the cross roads. He will not even allow that

Loisy was a real modernist, since he lacked religious power
and passion.*

But this is apurely arbitrary and subjectivejudg-

ment. What it means is that the modernism which captured

Heller's imagination and contributed to his ideal of the

evangelical Catholic Church ofthe futurewas the modernism

which represented itselfto him as moving in the direction of

a great spiritual revival rather than as a current of critical

knowledge.
Nevertheless, Heiler's indebtedness to Loisy is greater

than he acknowledges or, maybe, than he is aware. For his

account of Christian origins and of their relation to Catholic

development closely follows the lines of L'fevangile et

TEglise, as reproduced by Tyrrell in Christianity at the cross

roads. The recognition of the eschatological character of the

gospel ofJesus is for Heiler the kopernikanische fact ofmodern

theology, whichby itselfoverthrows the traditional dogmatic

system ofthe Roman Church.3 Yet, while from an historical

point of view it is impossible to attribute the institution of

Catholicism to the conscious and deliberate purpose ofJesus,
it is true that the Catholicizing of Christianity began directly

after His death. Pentecost was the birthday of the Catholic

Church, which was founded, not by the Man Jesus, but by
the Kyrios Christos and His Pneuma.4 This does not, how-

ever, invalidate the Catholic position, for the historical

1 Der Katholizismus, pp. xxxif. .

3
Ibid, p. 648.

3 Ibid. p. 3.
4 Ibid, p. 43.
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genesis of a phenomenon does not determine its inner

value.
1

Heiler's defence ofCatholicism is in effect even more anti-

intellectualist and pragmatist than TyrrelTs. He constantly

emphasizes the irrational character ofreligious life and truth.*

But while in these ways he reproduces much typically

modernist thought, he differs from the modernists in that

(i) he is not attempting to work from within the Roman
Church, and (2) it is not so much a revision of Roman
Catholic orthodoxy at which he is aiming as the growth of

a new organic incorporation of Catholicism with Protest-

antism. The practical achievement of this object is as yet
small in its proportions, even if it is magnificent in its

aspirations; but whatever be its prospects, the modernist

movement was one ofthe factors which led to its conception.

Among the outstanding continental divines Heiler's position
is at present unique; there are not, so far as we can ascertain,

any others who are avowedly trying to carry on the work of

the modernists.

But there is one other suggested instance of modernist

influence on individual theologians outside England which

perhaps ought to be noticed here because of the source

whence die suggestion proceeds. Dr W. R. Inge, but ap-

parently no one else, has affirmed that Drs Kirsopp Lake and

Foakes-Jackson, the editors and, for the most part, the

authors of the first volume of The beginnings of Christianity

(1920), were disciples of Loisy, and that the kind of Christi-

anity they were seeking to commend was similar to that

1 Der Katholizismus, p. 4.
a 'Die wirkliche Frommigkeit ist das Kriterium aller tkeologischen

Anschauungen und Doktrinen. Der lebendige Gottesumgang der Seelen

muss Ausgangs- und Endpunktaller theologiscken Spekulation sein" (ibid.

p. 367).
*

Das innere Frommigkeitsleben des Katholizismus zeigt ein ganz
anderes Bild als seine aussere Organisation; in ihm offenbart sich der

ganz Irrationalismus der lebendigen Religion' (Ibid. pp. 37s; cp. pp.

355, 3<5i 368-72).
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which itwas the object o(L
9

vangile et l*glise to commend. 1

These affirmations, however, rest on a misapprehension, at

least so far as Dr Lake is concerned, and it remains to be

shown that there is any more justification
for them in the

case of Dr Foakes-Jackson.* It is true that, writing as

historians, they implied that the classical liberal Protestant

account of Christian origins, e.g. Harnack's, was niistaken,3

and in this they agreed with what Loisy had said nearly

twenty years before. L'Evangtk et,l'gtise aaayAdmittedly

have been the first effective refkatioxi, ofthe liberal Protestant

thesis, but, especially
after the work of Schweitzer, the

escEatological view of the original gospel had become part

of the general heritage of critical scholarship, and its ac-

ceptance is not in itself a reason for supposing discipleship of

Loisy. There is no evidence in The beginnings ofChristianity of

any special
indebtedness to him. Indeed Dr Lake has since

made this point clear. *I certainly am not a
^disciple

of

Loisy, as that scholar would not be slow to state '.4

It is not less erroneous to suppose that the kind ofreligion

which Dr Lake himself seeks to commend* can by any

stretch of the imagination be described as a modernized

1

Outspoken ewtfys,2nd series (1922), pp. 5iff DrInge does not mention

Drs Lake and Foakes-Jackson by name, but there can be no doubt as to

the reference.
'

Some ofLoisy's disciples (he writes) still claim their right

to remain ministers of the Gospel, and two of them, Anglo-Americans

and priests
ofthe Episcopal Church, have recendy

written a history ofthe

Christiah origins from this point of view.'
2 But see pp. 245 f. belowjDrFoakes-Jackson's criticismoftheAnglican

Modern Churchmen that is reproduced there does not show that he was

in any specific
sense influenced by Loisy, still less that his own religious

convictions are an outcome of the modernist movement.
3 Kg. op. dt. pp. 265, 395, 401 et passim.
4 The religion ofyesterday and to-morrow (1925), pp. 141
5 The beginnings of Christianity does not aim at commending any

particular religious convictions; it professes to be not an apologetic, but a

purely historical, work. For Lake s own religious opinions see the book

referred to in the preceding note.
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Catholicism. His 'religion of to-morrow' involves a more

complete break with, historical Christianity than was ever

contemplated by the modernists as either practicable or

desirable. Ifhe admits that Catholicism is the religion ofthe

New Testament, he does not for that reason nor for any
other regard it as true or as likely to be the religion of the

future. He does indeed admire certain features of contem-

porary Catholicism, e.g. the aesthetic appeal ofits liturgy and

the supra-national character of the Roman Church, and he

says that formerly he was hopeful as to the outcome of the

modernist movement, i.e. presumably before its suppression.
But there is nothing here that is definite enough to justify Dr

Inge's suggestion.

It is to the Church ofEngland that we must turn ifwe are

to discover, apart from the case of Heiler, any definite and

conscious attempt to continue what the modernists tried in

vain to do. The Church of England, as is often pointed out

by its friends and its foes, occupies an unique position among
Christian denominations. When at the Reformation Western

Christendom broke into two parts, Catholic and Protestant

the former represented by the Roman Church, the latter by
the Lutheran and Calvinistic Churches and by the various

sects the Church of England adopted a middle course and

attempted to combine the two forces which elsewhere were

regarded as incompatible. Amid the shifting fortunes of

history it has continued to pursue this course and to make
this attempt. Its historical formularies, as well as its subse-

quent and recent official pronouncements, are generally
marked by a studied ambiguity, which is evidently designed
to be interpreted in an inclusive sense, although partisan

Anglicans, whether Catholic or Protestant, are prone to

claim that the exclusive interpretations which appeal to them

respectively are alone legitimate. The consequence of its

singular history is that Catholicism and Protestantism have

vac 16
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each maintained a position within the Church ofEngland as

living religions, and at the same time neither has
officially

and finally been bound up with a hard and narrow theo-

logical system. The latitude of Anglican theology has been& / e^p^'^i
1^^^ IT "">

''

wider than that of any other Christian Qiuroi^ aftd room
has been found for those who are Broadly attached to

Christianity but not to Catholicism or Protestantism in

particular. Hence the threefold division of the Anglican
tradition into High Church, Low Church, and Broad

Church, or Catholic, Protestant, and Latitudinarian.

During the nineteenth century the Low Church party, in

spite of die fact that it had been reinforced as a result of the

evangelical revival, tended to lose ground. This was partly
due to the incapacity ofa theologywhich was based on biblical

infallibihty to withstand the impact of modern knowledge,
but still more to the effects ofthe Catholic revival within the

Church of England. The Oxford movement, which was

largely occasioned by the same forces as gave rise to the

Catholic revival on the continent, in spite of secessions to

Rome and the hostility of the Anglican hierarchy, made

steady progress throughout the century. In theology the

leaders of the movement were at first content to revive

traditional Catholic orthodoxy, and their appeal was to 'that

primitive Christianity which was delivered for all time by
the early teachers ofthe church, andwhich was registered and
attested in the Anglican formularies and by the Anglican

1 An interesting testimony to this is that ofa recent Unitarian writer:

*It is easier to be heretical inside the English Church than outside it. So

long as the forms are observed, the thought may be free, but ifthe forms

and more severely condemned. It is as true now as it was in the times of
Elizabeth or James that Anglican thought may wander widely, while a

Dissenter may not look over the hedge. Unitarian thought in an

Anglican clergyman is often attractive; in a Unitarian minister it is

treated with hostility or contempt* (Henry Gow, The Unitarians (1928),

pp.26).
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divines', especiallyby the divines ofthe seventeenth century.
1

But the publication of Lux Mundi in 1889 marked a new
departure on the part of a fresh generation ofHigh Church-

men; it was the first considerable attempt to adapt Catholic

teaching in its Anglican form to the requirements ofmodern

knowledge. Meanwhile, the Latitudinarian theology, which
had been dominant in the eighteenth century, had been

superseded by a newer type of Broad Church thought that

owed much to the influence of Coleridge. One stream of
this liberal theology, notably in the case of F. D. Maurice,
flowed into the Catholic movement, and contributed to the

development of the Lux Mundi position to which reference

has just been made? In another direction it issued in a kind
of Broad Church theology that was not unlike the conti-

nental liberal Protestantism which culminated in Harnack
and Sabatier.

It is no part ofour purpose to consider in detail the tenets,

or to weigh the merits and defects, of these three parries or

'schools of thought' as, with perhaps a measure of eu-

phemism, they are often described, any more than it is to

enter into the controversies which separate the Anglican
Church from the Roman. We are only concerned to discover

where, if anywhere, the modernist movement influenced

Anglicanism.
Professor E. Buonaiuti, in his Le modemisme catholique

(1927), assumes that it is in the Broad Church party that we
should see the counterpart, if not a <5ontinuation, of the

modernist movement. From one point ofview the Anglican
Modern Churchmen may certainly be regarded as a counter-

part ofthe Roman modernists. The Churchmen's Union was
founded in 1898; its members, and those who were in

sympathy with them, later became known as 'Modern

1 Newman, Apologia (Everyman's edition), p. 63.
*
Cp. W. L. Knox and A. R. Vidler, The development of modern

Catholicism (1933), part i, ens. v and vi et passim.

16-2
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Churchmen' or as
*

Anglican modernists',
1 and they

succeeded to the place of the older Latitudinarian or Broad
Church school. There can be no doubt that Modern Church-

men in the twentieth century, like Broad Churchmen in the

nineteenth, have most conspicuously advocated the need of

bringing Christianity into closer relation with modern

thought, and herein lies one point of resemblance to the

modernists. There is also some similarity between certain

restatements of Christian doctrine which Modern Church-
men have proposed and those which the modernists pro-

posed. But it has not been demonstrated that there was
direct affinity between the two movements, or that Modern
Churchmen were to any considerable extent indebted to the

modernists. It should be recognized that the general pre-
ference of Modern Churchmen for Protestantism as against
Catholicism was calculated to make them regard so in-

herently Catholic a movement as modernism as an ally of
doubtful value.

That they took over the word 'modernism' from the

Roman Catholic movement is admitted, and it may be this

that misled Buonaiuti; it remains to be shown that they took
over much more than the word. It does not appear that they
were directly influenced by the movement, or that they
appropriated and made their own its distinctive

spirit,
whether in its Catholic or critical aspects.

2 Modern Church-
men, says Dr Major, 'are the linealandlegitimate descendants
ofthe Old Broad Churchmen and Liberal Churchmen ofthe
nineteenth century '3; and he adds that in so far as they were

1 In order to avoid confusion, they will be referred to here by the
former tide.

2 Thus C. W. Emmet in his article on 'The Modernist movement in
the Church of England* (Journal of Religion, November, 1922, pp,
561-76) says nothing to suggest that the Anglican Modern Churchmen
derived anything more than the name 'modernist' from die Roman
movement.

3 H. D. A. Major, English modernism (1927), p. 24.
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influenced by Roman modernism it was 'mainly through the

Anglo-Catholic school'. 'Modernism, in the Church of

England', says a writer in The Modern Churchman (April,

193 3 )> 'has been predominantly Protestant in tone and

spirit But this must not blind us to the fact that the

Catholic idea, free of Ultramontanism, and in sane and

capable hands, has a real place in English Christian thought
and life. There are those who, under Anglican conditions, are

doing what Tyrrell tried and failed to do in the Church of

Rome, and from a point of view very like his own'. 1 The
latter reference is to the High Anglican theologians whom we
shall be considering directly.

Dr Major considers that until about 1908 liberal Protest-

antism of the Harnack-Sabatier type was the dominant note

of English liberal Churchmanship,
3 but that more recently

liberal Catholicism has been gaining ground at the expense of

liberal Protestantism.3 However this may be, liberal Pro-

testantism certainly seems so far to have been the dominant

note of Modern Churchmanship. During recent years The

Modern Churchman has given the weight of its support to

Bishop E. W. Barnes, the most consistent and courageous

opponent of the whole Catholic revival in the Church of

England. And again, most of the papers read at the con-

ferences of the Churchmen's Union show much closer

affinity to liberal Protestantism than to Catholic modernism.

After the conference at Girton in 1921 this was pointed out

by Dr Foakes-Jackson in an article in the Hibbert Journal.

Modernism in England (he wrote) has presented a non-

miraculous, non-mysterious, easily understood, non-sectarian,

and popular religion. The only question is whether this is

Christianity. At the head is placed the human Jesus of history, a

gifted teacher of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of

1

Op. dt. p. 24; the writer is Mr R. Gardner.
z

English modernism, pp. 24, 28.

3 Ibid, p. 24; cp. The Modern Churchman (December, 1932), pp. 484-7.
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man, and, to quote Dr Barnes, one 'gifted with rare psychical

strength. His power to cure disease was remarkable.' This Jesus
is credited with being accurately reported as regards His words
and many of His acts by the Synoptists, and, when convenient to

His admirers, by St John He is presented as a Teacher rather

than as a Saviour So wonderful is the portrait ofJesus pre-
served in Christian tradition, that it is possible to construct an
ideal in Jesus of all that man should be. Yet this worship of the

ideal man is not Christianity, which is the acceptance ofsalvation

through Christ alone; nor is the figure that oftheJesus ofhistory.
Modernist Churchmanship in England fails in two respects. It

is too rational and also too unscientific. In its desire to save

Protestantism it has protested against the Catholicism in the

Anglican community, whilst its anxiety for the future of the

Churchhas made its leaders repudiate thosewho are determined to

follow criticism to the full

The modern Churchman has set up a figure of which the

Catholic says, 'This is not the Christ I worship*; and the critic,

'This is not the Jesus of history/
1

Modern Churchmanship is a much more complex move-
ment than, this quotation may suggest, nor should we allow
that there is more than a broad element of truth in these

criticisms. But it should be observed that, mutatis mutandis,

they are precisely the criticisms which the Roman modernists
levelled against the liberal Protestantism of Harnack and
Sabatier; and in the present instance they appear to be

equally to the point. Modern Churchmen have, it would
seem, been reluctant to learn some of the lessons that Loisy
might have taught them. They have not altogether escaped
the danger of presupposing that those parts of traditional

Christianity which happened to appeal to them must be the
essence ofthe Christian revelation, and then in their historical

criticism of proceeding to discover that it was just this

essence ofwhich the Jesus of history was the unique teacher
and embodiment. This may be the reason why Modern

1
HilbertJournal (January, 1922), pp. 204-ff.
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Churchmen as a whole have tended to discount the eschato-

logical element in the original gospel, and have deprecated
the more radical conclusions ofNew Testament criticism.

Dr Major, however, may well be right in considering that

the affinities of Modern Churchmanship to liberal Protes-

tantism are now growing less; and if it is true that the liberal

Catholic element in the Churchmen's Union is growing
stronger, it seems probable that Modern Churchmanship will

ultimately coalescewith that school ofHigh Church theology
which, as we shall now observe, has consciously been

attempting to continue and develop within the Church of

England the kind of doctrinal revision that the Roman
modernists proposed for their Church, but that failed to

secure toleration there.

We may then narrow our field of inquiry to the pro-

fessedly Catholic section of the Church of England. Even

here, there is no reason to suppose that the modernist move-
ment has influenced, or was followed with sympathetic

approval by, the High Church party as a whole. Some High
Churchmen were and have remained as opposed to modern-
ism as Pius X himself None of the three sections of the

Church of England High Church, Low Church, or Broad
Church is a closely knit, compact unit. There is no clear-cut

division between them; and among High Churchmen at

least it is certain that there are considerable differences of
belief and practice. There are, for instance, differences as to

the extent to which the Book ofCommon Prayer is regarded
as a fully satisfactory medium for Catholic worship and
sacramental life. And cutting across these ritual differences,

as they may be called, are theological differences, which are

more relevant to our present inquiry.

High Anglican theology during the present century

appears to fall into three main divisions. The classification is

ofcourse a rough one, but it is a necessary background for an
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understanding of the influence of the modernist movement

on Anglican Catholicism. It is in the third of the following
classes that direct traces of this influence can be discerned.

(1)
There is a small group of High Churchmen whose

theology is hardly distinguishable from modern Roman
Catholic orthodoxy, and who in particular applaud the

attitude ofthe papacy to all forms ofreligious liberalism. The

document, entitled *A centenary manifesto*, which was

issued in October, 1932, and which attracted some slight

attention in the press at the time, may be taken to represent

the position of this group. The chief purposes of the mani-

festo seemed to be
(i)

to protest against the 'modernistic'

tendencies of many High Churchmen, and (ii)
to urge that

'the real and essential goal* of the 'Anglo-Catholic* move-

ment was
'

reunion with the Apostolic See ofRome '. It may
seem surprising that Anglicans who think thus do not be-

come Roman Catholics; some ofthem do. Needless to say,

there is no question here of modernist influence.

(2) A second type of theology, which may probably be

regarded as that ofthe majority ofthe High Church party, is

what may be described as that ofthe Lux Mundi school. We
do not mean that Lux Mundi is treated with precisely the

same degree of veneration as, for instance, the Summa of

Aquinas is treated by scholastics, but that the general position
of Lux Mundi is taken to represent the largest concessions

which traditional orthodoxy can safely make to modern

thought. This is in fact an attempt to determine a new and

more liberal standard of orthodoxy. It is liberal, but liberal

within limits.

Lux Mundi did indeed in its time represent a considerable,

and even a sensational, modification of traditional Catholic

orthodoxy, as compared for instance with the standard set in

Liddon's Bampton lectures. It accepted in principle the free

application of critical methods to the Bible, and definitely
abandoned the older views ofthe Old Testament. In regard
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to the New Testament, however, it admitted in practice the

results only of a conservative criticism, e.g.
it retained the

Joharmine authorship and historical character of the fourth

gospel.
1 The most striking innovation of the Lux Mundi

school was a theory of kenotic Christology which allowed

the admission that Our Lord may have held the erroneous

opinions ofhis time on literary matters, e.g.
the authorship of

the psalms ; but this admission was not regarded as impairing
His infallible authority as a teacher of religion and morals.

The test of doctrinal authority is, broadly speaking, found

by this school to consist in an application of the Vincentian

Canon. Belief in papal infallibility is of course rejected, but

beliefin the infallibility ofthe Church is retained, generally in

the sense that the definitions of the Undivided Church are to

be accepted as statements of finally revealed truth and that

the creeds are irreformable. The historical statements in the

latter, e.g. re the Virgin Birth or the Resurrection, are to be

regarded as historically certain, and as a necessary part ofthe

Catholic faith. An element ofsymbolismcan beadmittedonly
in regard to statements concerning matters that He entirely

outside the range ofhuman experience, e.g.
the descent into

hell. It is held that the historicalpropositions in the creed
can

be verified by the ordinary methods of historical inquiry.

This school2 has little in common with modernism, and

indeed much to render it antipathetic thereto. For the Lux

Mundi position is closely bound up with the belief that the

criticism of the New Testament can be relied on to yield

1
Itmay be observed that according tovonHugel (in 1901) the question

ofdie fourth gospel was the touchstoneby which one could tell those who

accepted sfrieusement et dtfinitiverwnt the application ofcritical methods to

religious history. See Loisy, M&noires, n, 62.
3 What is said here is intended to represent the general position of

many High Anglican theologians ; but there are of course considerable

variations. The distinction we have in mind is similar to that noticed by
Dr E. G. Selwyn in his The approach to Christianity, pp. 244^ where he

distinguishes between the
*

historical* and the 'analytical' schools.
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conservative results, results sufficiently cogent, that is, to

maintain the argument to the truth of Catholic dogma from
the history of Christian origins. The modernists, on the

other hand, thought that it was a mistake to make the truth of

Catholicism depend on this belief, and they themselves were

for the most part prepared, if necessary, to accept the most
radical results of criticism. In particular, they were not at all

disconcertedby the eschatologicalview ofthe original gospel,
which the Lux Mundi schoolhas never been able to assimilate.

The critical conservatism of High Anglicans was in fact

deplored by the modernists.
1

Equally, the 'relativism* and
the appeal to religious experience as a whole instead of to a

final and historical revelation in the past, which characterized

much modernist apologetic, could not meet with the

approval of those who wanted in effect to stabilize the

modification oforthodoxy at the Lux Mundi level. Ifthere-

fore they regretted the intransigent manner in which Pius X
condemned modernism, they none the less regarded the

condemnation itself as justified and salutary. And in the

second decade ofthe century Bishops Gore and Talbot, two
ofthe founders of the Lux Mundi school, took a prominent

part in the attempt to suppress theological liberalism among
the Anglican clergy.*

(3) But there were also from the beginning ofthe century
and onwards some High Anglicans who recognized that the

conservative or moderate critical position on which Lux
Mundi depended was insecure, and also that there was need
for a more thoroughgoing reinterpretation of Catholic

theology which would take fuller account of the relation

between dogma and religious experience. These followed the

modernist movement with close and sympathetic attention,

1

Kg. by von Hiigel, see Loisy, Mtmoires, n, 104, 517, and by Tyrrell,
see George Tyrrell*s letters, p. 132; but die last two of these references are

to the Anglican Romanizers and not to the Lux Mundi school.
2 See C. W. Emmet, Conscience, creeds and critics (1918).
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and realized that the writings of the modernists contained

much that they might with profit read, mark, learn, and in-

wardly digest. They were not of course prepared to follow

blindly at the heels of Loisy or Tyrrell or Le Roy. How
should they be? Modernism was an attempt to justify

Roman and not Anglican Catholicism. But it was an attempt
to do something of which both forms of Catholicism stood

in pressing need. There are two main directions in which

modernist influence can be traced: (i)
in the claim that

biblical criticism must be an autonomous science and that the

Catholic critic must be allowed the same freedom as other

critics; and
(ii)

in the development of the argument from

religious experience to the truth of Catholic dogma.
1

One of the High Anglicans who from the beginning
followed the movement with sympathetic interest was G. C.

Rawlinson (i868-1922) ,

2 who was a personal friend of

Loisy and visited him more than once in France.3 As a

1 Dr W. R. Matthews writes in The Green Quarterly (April, I933)

p. 71: 'Anglo-Catholic theologians have been and are among the most

distinguished and sometimes the most drastic of Biblical critics; and the

Modernism of Loisy and Tyrrell, driven underground in the Roman
Church, has found a congenial home in Anglo-Catholic theology'.

a For Rawlinson's interest in, and attitude to, modernism see his

article in The Church Times
(January ist, 1904) on 'The abb6 Loisy and

his books', his Recent French tendencies (1917), ch. n, and An Anglo-
Catholics thoughts on religion (edited by W. ]. Sparrow Simpson, 1924),

passim. For the interest in, and sympathy with, the modernist movement
shown by The Church Times, for which both Rawlinson and Lacey wrote,

see W. L. Knox and A. R. Vidler, The development ofmodem Catholicism

(1933), pp. 194-8.
3 Dr Sparrow Simpson in his memoir of Rawlinson appears to have

confused two visits. He says (An Anglo-Catholics thoughts on religion, p.

xxiv) that R. visited Loisy in 1908 and stayed with him several days, when

he was living at a small place near Dereux (sic),
i.e. Garnay. But Loisy

was not living at Garnay in 1908, but at Ceffonds where in fact R. himself

(ibid., p. 115) says that he spent a day 'not long after (Loisy's) excom-

munication*. It was on the occasion of his visit to France in 1908, that

R. also had an interview with Mgr Mignot.
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writer for The Church Times he was partly responsible for

disseminating information about, and arousing interest in,

Roman Catholic modernism. Shortly before his death in

1922, when the movement had long been dead and buried,

Rawlinson said to von Hiigel: 'What Loisy originally
in-

tended and in part executed was right. It is still what we

require.'
1

A better-known representative of this attitude was T. A.

Lacey (1853-1931), who in 1904 published a pamphlet, en-

titled Harnack and Loisy* in which he welcomed Loisy's re-

futation of liberal Protestantism and with slight reservations

adopted the same position. When this pamphletwas attacked

by Dr W. R. Inge,3 whose criticism ofthe modernist move-
mentfrom what is more or less a liberal Protestant standpoint
has from the outset been uniformly and persistently hostile,

Lacey replied with a small volume, The historic Christ (1905).
Here he makes his own the argument ofL'livangile et V&glise
and of Autour ffun petit livre with regard to the supposed
essence of Christianity and the character of the primitive

gospel. He stresses too the distinction between the facts of

history which are matter for critical investigation and the

spiritual interpretation of history which is matter for faith,

although he thinks that Loisy has over-emphasized the

distinction. He does not commit himself to such advanced
critical conclusions as Loisy, who, it must be remembered,

1
Church Times (February 9th, 1923), P- 158. Von Hugel also em-

phasizes, while he regrets, Rawlinson's keen and persistent appreciation of

Bergson. This further illustrates R/s affinity to the modernists.
2 Lord Halifax (1839-1934), who for more than one generation was

the most revered ofHigh Anglican laymen, contributed an introductory
letter, in which he said that, while he did not himself agree with. Loisy's
critical conclusions, he hoped that the papacy would not, by excom-
municating him, repeat the mistake it made in the case of Galileo. He
also deplored the attack which had recently been made on Loisy by Mgr
BatiSbl. Cp. George TynelTs letters, pp. i3o

3 See Faith and knowledge (1904), pp. 281-92.
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has always been, both in his Catholic days and still more
since his break with Catholicism, on the left wing of biblical

critics.
1 Thus Lacey does not deny altogether the historical

character of the fourth gospel, but at the same time he

maintains that such denial is perfectly compatible with

orthodoxy (pp. 74f). He is prepared to accept the view that

Our Lord regarded the coming of the Kingdom as immi-
nent.2 Miracles, which traditionalists defend to the uttermost

and liberal Protestants try to explain away, Lacey regards as

unimportant. 'Miracles do not mean much for us, and the

doubts and difficulties which their narration once raised are

also coming to be of little consequence' (pp. 54f.). 'Extra-

ordinary events are continually occurring, nor do we allow

them to affect our spiritual convictions* (p. 113). He himself

regards the evidence for the empty tomb as convincing, but it

is a matter for historical investigation. The Resurrection as an

object offaith does not depend on it.
*

Certitude offaith may
coincide with the extreme of scientific scepticism* (p. 121).
There is no reason to suppose that Lacey ever shared

Loisy's indifference to the ultimate metaphysical problems
which are implicit in all theology. The argument oL'van-
gile et Yfeglise and Autour d'un petit livre assumed rather than

asserted Christian theism as its background.3 It was only after

the condemnation of his books and when he was already on
the margin ofthe Church that Loisy came to call in question
the metaphysical aspect of Christian theology. The final

result was that he ceased to believe in a personal God Who is

distinct from, as well as immanent in, the universe. But his

later religious philosophy was no part of his modernist
** **""* '* *fl*fs?,* ,,',,- , 6

i '"*" *, 1/i.ej-f',?'"/?/* ,">fr, 4*flt*IK"(f ' "A ;>/>.. , M, t
.

^fgtpm , yf <i af*'* ,F rf '"7a-r tl , , ,v

1
I.e. if we leave out of account the CBrLst-mydi theories, which are

hardly to be reckoned as within the range of serious criticism. Loisy has

always been a resolute opponent of these theories.
2 For a more explicit statement ofLacey's acceptance of this view, see

an article which he contributed to The Church Times (April i6th, 1908),

quoted by Knox and Vidler, op. cit. pp. 198
3
Cp. p. 125 above.
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apologetic, nor was itpmtulatecl
.

(hereby.
So far as weknow,

^^^^g^^|^s "eveFfolowed mm in this direction.

It is, however, through the writings ofTyrrell and Le Roy
rather than of Loisy that Roman modernism has had a more

far-reaching influence on Anglican theology.
1 The nature of

dogma, its authority, and its relation to religious experience,

are problems which during the last twenty years have largely

engaged the attention of a new generation of High Church

theologians. Here again, they have not taken over en bloc the

theories of the modernists, but rather from the modernists

they learned to ask the questions
which they have themselves

been trying to answer in what they regard as a more adequate

way.
It was the merit of the modernists that they were men of

their own time; along fresh lines they had proposed a re-

conciliation of Catholicism with contemporary thought.

This made their work suggestive for all who desired such a

fresh reconciliation; but also their proposals had by force of

circumstances their limitations. In particular they shared the

defects which were common to most contemporary thought

during the period. For the modernist movement approxi-

mately coincided in time with the rise and fashionable vogue
of pragmatism, Bergsonianism, and philosophical anti-intel-

lectualism; and, although the movement was primarily

concerned not with philosophy but with history and criti-

cism, this circumstance did not fail to impose hmitations on

1
Doubtless, the writings of von Hugel have been as widely read by

Anglicans as those ofany other modernist; but it is not qua modernist that

he has exercised his own distinctive and enduring influence. Cp. p. 204

above. The leading part which he took in the modernist movement was

not a literary one, and the books throughwhich his thought has influenced

Anglicans belong to the non-modernist or post-modernist phase of his

career. They are no more to be regarded as modernist literature than e.g.

M. Loisy*s second series of 'petits livres rouges'. Von HugeFs influence

on Anglican theology, considerable as it has been, lies therefore beyond
the scope of the present essay.
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its apologetic. Thus the modernists tended in general to

emphasize out of due proportion the doctrine of divine

immanence, the purely evolutionary aspects of religion, and

the practical and empirical aspects of dogma. This emphasis

was indeed in some ways the strength of the movement, in

so far as it marked a wholesome reaction from the scholastic

rationalism which erred in the other direction and to which it

was opposed, but it also gave it the weakness which is in-

herent in every reaction. The Anglican theologians whose

work we are now considering were in a position to utilize

the modernist lines of apologetic, and at the same time to

redress the balance of its emphasis. They were careful to

avoid the dangerous anti-intellectualism which seemed to be

involved in TyrrelTs and Le Roy's theories of dogma. If

to ^e regarded as in the first instance a

^--4^^
the ultimate reality

of the object of this experience.

In confirmation ofwhat has just been said, we may notice

first a small book by Dr A. E. J. Rawlinson, entitled Dogma,

fact and experience.,
which was published in 1915. It consists of

five distinct essays, all ofwhich illustrate to some extent the

effect ofmodernism on High Anglican theology. But most

significant is chapter n; this is devoted to a discussion of the

relation between dogma and history in the form in which

the problem had been raised by the modernist controversy.

After expounding Le Roy's view of dogma as primarily

*une prescription d'ordre pratique'
and as having only a

negative intellectual function,
1 Dr Rawlinson says: 'If we

consider it purely as a philosophy of the significance and

function ofdogma in the life ofa Churchman, I am disposed

personally to accept this view. It does not, however, go to

the root ofthe question oftruth; it merely raises it and leaves

it unanswered. "Dogma interpreted
as a rule ofconduct involves

1

Seep. 189 above.
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the implicit affirmation that ultimate Reality is such as to
justify the

conduct prescribed." Precisely: there the whole problem
resides. How much or how little need those words imply?'

(pp. 36).
It is admitted that one who is already a practising church-

man *

might continue to be such upon the basis ofa very con-
siderable agnosticism as to ultimate questions/ But on such

a basis how could the Church make the appeal to those out-

side its fold which as a matter of history it has made? That

appeal has always assumed the existence ofa personal God for

communion with Whom man was created. Man's fallen

condition prevents him from attaining to this. The Church's

gospel has ever consisted in the proclamation that God in

Christ, by a definite historic act, was reconciling the world
unto Himself. To the objective reality of such an act and its

abiding consequences Christian religious experience bears

evidence, and to nothing less. Dr Rawlinson here appeals

against Le Roy to Laberthonniere, although he seems to

overlook the fact that he too was a modernist. 1 Laber-
thonniere had shown that 'Christianity, in so far as it is

doctrinal,. . .is an apprehension of the inner significance of
certain events past and present in which God is pre-eminently
operative and active. In brief, it tells how God came and how
God comes to man!

Assuming that Laberthonniere has correctly formulated the
essential Christian position (continues Dr Rawliason), it is

immediately obvious that a Gospel so conceived cannot possibly
be independent of all imaginable conclusions, either of historical

science on the one hand or of philosophical speculation on the
other. Philosophically, for example, it will be in conflict with

any metaphysical school which is unable to concede the validity of
its implied conception of God; while on the side of history,

though not indeed necessitating a priori any particular order of

1
Laberthonniere's book, Le rlalisme chrltien et

I'idlalismegrec, to which
Rawlinson refers, was put on the Index on April 4th, 1906.
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events, or prescribing beforehand to historical criticism the con-

clusions at which it shall arrive. . .it is yet inconsistent with the

acceptance of any such reconstruction of the external order of
events as would render inadmissible their interpretation asfrom
within in terms ofthe doctrine that

*

God was in Christ reconciling
the world unto Himself (pp. 46).

Many questions may be left open, for example,
f

questions
with regard to specific events in the ministry ... or even . . .

what it felt like to be Messiah, and how much our Lord
knew about it at the time.'

In a further essay Dr Rawlinson definitely accepts the

eschatological interpretation of Our Lord's teaching and

consciousness, and maintains that this is compatible with the

orthodox doctrine ofthe Incarnation, although, not with that

doctrine as it has been generally interpreted by tradition.

Dr Rawlinson in his later writings does not appear to have

laid the work of the Roman modernists under direct contri-

bution. He has been one ofthose chiefly responsible
1 for the

development of a type of High Anglican theology which
claims to retain the essential truth, of the gospel of the

Incarnation while it definitely abandons the idea of ecclesi-

astical
infallibility. It is consonant with, intellectual freedom,

because it disclaims absolute truth or finality for dogmatic
formulas, whether scriptural, credal, or conciliar. The

authority ofthe Church is conceived to rest 'upon the broad

basis ofcontinuous verification in reason and experience. The
true authority is that which is able to flourish and to maintain

itself, not simply under a regime ofintellectual repression, but

in an atmosphere ofintellectual and religious freedom.'* It is

reasonable to infer that modernism was at least one of the

1 See his Studies in historical Christianity (1922), Authority andfreedom

(1924), The New Testament doctrine of Christ (1926), and also his essay on

'Authority' in Essays Catholic and critical (1926). He contributed a less

mature essay on the same subject to Foundations (1912).
2
Essays Catholic and critical, p. 95.

VRC I?
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forces which gave an initial impetus to Dr Rawlinson's

line of thought, but not that he owes to it any sustained

guidance.
1

This is probably true also ofMr Will Spens (now Master

of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge), whose book Belief

and practice* may be regarded as the most definite initiation of

the newer type of High Anglican theology. Mr Spens was

one of a group of young High Churchmen at Cambridge
who in November, 1907, wrote a joint letter to Tyrrell, in

which they expressed their sympathy with him in his

difficulties and their gratitude for
c

much thathe had written
'

.3

In October, 1908, he contributed to theJournal of Theological

Studies a review of A. L. Lilley's Modernism: a record and

renew. A few extracts from this review will best indicate the

nature ofMr Spens's debt to and sympathy with the modernist

movement.

In this country, and not least within Mr Lilley's own com-

munion, many are trying to understand die Modernist movement,
and to discriminate between the different tendencies of which

it is made up, and the various conclusions to which it seems to

point. . .

Probably many who have followed the controversy wiE feel

that, however considerable their substantial agreement with the

Modernists, the Vatican is not without claim on their sympathy;
and they may feel that not the least value ofMr Lilley's volume is

the opportunity it gives for concentration ofattention on possible

dangers in the position of the Modernists

1

Cp. Essays Catholic and critical, p. 92. Rawlinson refers to TyrrelFs

argument from the pragmatic value ofreligious experience, and remarks

that it *is ofvalue as far as it goes But the argument of Tyrrell, while

suggesting that in every spiritually vital religious tradition there is some

element oftruth, ofwhich accountmustbe taken, doesnotobviouslyjustify
the intellectual acceptance at face value ofth&primafacie claims ofany and

every tradition, as such.'

* First published in 1915; second edition, 1917, to which reference is

here made.
3 See Petre, Life of Tyrrell, n, 371,
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It is of course obvious that we cannot be called upon to accept

unreservedly all the beliefs offormer ages : the question arises as to .

what credentials a belief must have that its prevalence in the past

may command our acceptance in the present. Here, not least, the

views advanced by some of the Modernists are peculiarly sug-

gestive
It would be unnecessary as well as impertinent to praise M. le

Roy's discussion of dogma,. . .and I can only express my own
admiration and acknowledge a real personal debt; nor is the least

part of that debt a greater realization that the questions which
most concern the spiritual life are those the answers to which

directly affect our action, demanding that we should follow one

course not another; that in consequence dogmas embody truths

which have most relation to such questions. But there seerns at

least a danger in the direction indicated (Le. that the Catholic

faith is only a successful code for self-suggestion) when the in-

tellectual value of dogma is subordinated to the practical

The review concludes as follows:

Some attempt has been made to indicate two possible dangers
in Modernism exaltation of the outlook of our own age, and

minimizing of the intellectual value of dogma. If, however,
there are these and other dangers, they arise from what constitutes

the great value ofthe movement a close connexion with modern

thought inseparable from some touch of its weakness. It is this

close connexion and the sympathy underlying it that lead many to

hope for much from that new apologetic which Modernism is

endeavouring to provide.
1

In Beliefand practice Mr Spens elaborates a new system of

apologetic for Catholicism, which may be taken to be the

outcome of his own study of modernism and of its possible

dangers. It must however be pointed out that he now uses

the terms 'modernism' and 'modernist' in an abstract sense

ofhis own, Le. to denote a 'synthesis* from which he wishes

to differentiate his own position. The procedure may be

1
Op. dt. x. 148-53.

17-2
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legitimate for its purpose,
1 but it must be recognized that

what Mr Spens now means by modernism is not the actual

movement in all its concrete and complex variety and in-

coherence, but a system ofthought and in particular a theory
ofthe Incarnation towards which he supposes that the move-
ment was tending and which, if it had been allowed free

course, it would have developed.
2

It is a procedure that

would be liable to obscure the extent to which his own

position represents a departure from traditional orthodoxy,
were it not that he himself explicitly allows, and even

emphasizes, the fact of this departure (e.g. p. 71). There can

be no doubt that, if Beliefand practice had been written by a

Roman Catholic, it would have been regarded as a danger-

ously modernist work and as certainly falling under the

condemnation of the encyclical Pascendi as, for instance,

L9

vangile et rfeglise, Through Scylla and Charybdis, or Dogme
et critique, and that its author, ifhe had been a priest, would
have been compelled to recant or, failing that, would have

been excommunicated.

What Mr Spens does is to use the methods that had been

used by some of the modernists, in particular by Tyrrell,
who is the only one to whom he refers by name,3 and
to show that they lead in some respects to different con-

clusions, to conclusions that are less evidently subversive

of traditional orthodoxy. Thus his apologetic is based not

on any metaphysical structure, nor on an appeal to the

1
It has been adopted by other Anglican theologians for similar

reasons, e.g. by Canon O. C. Quick (see his liberalism, modernism and

tradition, 1922, ch. n) and by Professor A. E. Taylor (see p. 264 below).
In any case it is less likely to lead to misapprehension than the more

popular usage which treats
*

modernism' as practically synonymous with
*

liberal Protestantism*.
2 He expressly allows (see p. 23) this point with regard to Tyrrell; a

fortiori it appHes to the modernist movement as a whole.
3 See also his article on Tyrrell in the Expository Times (March,

1929).
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New Testament as by itself justifying a supernatural

Christology, but to thewhole stream ofChristian experience
1

as requiring the theology, which is its intellectual expression,

as the most adequate means of explaining and co-

ordinating that experience. Religious experience, not a

body of information or a series of propositions which

were once upon a time revealed ab extra, constitutes the data

of theology.
The purpose of every branch of science is to explain and

mediate the experience which is its own proper subject, and

the wider the range of facts which it succeeds in relating the

greater is its claim to acceptance; this is also the purpose of,

and the case with, theology. But there can be no absolute

finality in any science. No more can be claimed for theology
than that it is 'the expression of a growing insight into

ultimate reality' (p. 62). Mr Spens goes further than Tyrrell,

and in so doing safeguards his position from the charge of

pragmatism in a way that Tyrrell failed to do. He points

out that a scientific theory, to be successful, must not only

explain the particular facts with which it is direcdy concerned

but also it must produce
4

a sound general outlook', i.e. it

must be compatible with a general philosophy of the uni-

verse. And he claims that Christian theology, which is the

rationalization of Christian religious experience, does stand

this test. Thus, for instance, while the main ground for belief

in the existence of God is religious experience, the general

value of this belief as a philosophical conception is attested

by the metaphysical arguments for theism, and it receives

thereby at least partial verification.

The central doctrine of historical Christianity is the In-

carnation, and the crux of every method of apologetic lies

in its attempt to defend this doctrine. Having dismissed the

liberal Protestant theory on the grounds that it
c

involves a

1 For an important elucidation ofwhat ismeantby religious experience,

see op. dL p. 254.
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fundamental rejection of the facts of experience' and also

that it 'is in collision with modern emphasis on the eschato-

logical element in the Gospels', Mr Spens holds that there

remain two possible
doctrines of the Incarnation.

(i)
There is whathe calls an

*

improvedform ofModernism
'

'the conception of a diffused incarnation.'

It can accept the whole Christian doctrine of the body and

members of Christ, and can regard the historicJesus as the head in

that body ;
but it would urge that, just as in natural physiology we

had to alter our views, and regard the life as dwelling in the body
as a whole rather than as drawn from the head, so we must make a

similar change of view in regard to our conceptions of the

mystical body. It would be urged that, although Jesus of

Nazareth was the head of the body, the life of the body dwelt

in the body as a whole, and simply in Him as its supreme and

most important member; that it was not drawn from Him or

through Him
Ultimately the decision as between such a Modernist synthesis,

and more traditional conceptions, must rest on the full considera-

tion ofthat view, and on its final adoption or rejection by thought
which fully allows both for Christian experience and for the

literary relics of the initial period, regarded in the light of that

experience (pp. 90 ).

(ii)
Mr Spens allows that modernism, so regarded, can

build up a theology 'which appears to cover the great bulk of

Catholic experience', but he argues that it 'involves grave
and fatal defects

'

as compared with his own re-interpretation

ofthe traditional theology. It gives a less adequate explana-
tion of the evidence which the New Testament yields as to

the life and consciousness of Our Lord. A more serious

defect is its failure to do justice to Christian experience,
which has been

'

led more and more to a very strong instinct in

favour of the view that our spiritual life is drawn from (or

through) one person, at once human and divine', and in

particular to
'

the whole type ofexperience which is associated
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with the doctrines of Atonement and Redemption.' This

experience
*

appears to be very directly dependent on the

conception ofan Incarnation in thepersonofJesus
'

(pp. 9?)
Mr Spens therefore holds that the traditional Christology,

which regards God as having become incarnate in the Jesus

of history, has greater claims to acceptance.
He proceeds to a discussion of die difficulties that are

raised by the view which he favours. In the course of this he

sets out what is in effect a modification of the traditional

interpretation of orthodox Christology. He urges, for

instance, that the notion that Our Lord during His human
life was omniscient must be definitely abandoned. He admits

too that the acceptance of
4 "

miracle" was carried much too

far, made reaction inevitable, and makes modification

necessary' (p. 132).
*

While it seems probable that truth will

lie in a development, not of Modernism, but of traditional

Christology, we must expect to find that any adequate
solution is far richer and more complex than past conceptions

of that doctrine' (p. 134).

There has in fact since the great war been a considerable

development of High Anglican theology along the lines

anticipated by Mr Spens in Beliefand practice.
The theology,

which we have described as that of tie Lux Mundi school,

has indeed continued to be advocated by distinguished

representatives, not least by Bishop Gore himself until his

death in 1932. The type of thought, which Mr Spens

described as modernism, Le. the modernism from which he

differentiated his own position, has not, so far as we can

ascertain, been advocated by any responsible High Anglican

theologian. But there has been a steady succession of High

Anglican writings which, whether consciously or not,

illustrate or develop the newer type of apologetic for

Catholicism which in the cases already noticed derived an

impetus and important suggestions from Roman modernism.

But it does not seem possible
to show that the later writings
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alluded to1 have directly made use of the work of the

modernists to any noteworthy extent.

Professor A. E. Taylor's The faith of a moralist (1930) is

perhaps a partial exception to this. He discusses the relation

of Christianity to historical credenda in a wider context than

Mr Spens, but his position, and in particular his manner of

referring to the modernist movement, are much the same.

Thus the modernism, from which he differentiates his own

position, is ofan extreme or, as he himselfexpresses it, ofan

'unqualified' form, a modernism for which 'the spiritual

value of a religion is wholly independent of beliefs about

historical fact'
"(n, 116; italics in the original). He quotes a

saying of TyrrelTs which is representative not of TyrrelTs

modernism but rather of the scepticism to which in certain

moods he was reduced by its failure. Professor Taylor is

entitled for his own purposes to define modernism as the
*

tendency to dispense with the historical element in religion'

(n, 134), but such a definition would be a caricature ifit were

intended to be objective and comprehensive. The modernists

as a whole, including Loisy and Tyrrell, would surely have

accepted Professor Taylor's description ofhis own position as

a not improper description of theirs.

The appeal to history (he writes) by the success or failure of
which Christianity, or any other faith, may fairly be judged has

very little to do with what are known as the
*

historical evidences
'

of a religion; it is the application to religion of the Gospel

1
E.g. W. L. Knox, The Catholic movement in the Church of England

(1923); R. HL Thouless, An introduction to the psychology of religion (1923);

Essays Catholic and critical (1926), edited by E. G. Selwyn, though these

essays also include work which stands rather in the Lux Mundi tradition;
L. S. Thornton, The Incarnate Lord (1928); E. Milner-White and W. L.

Knox, One God and Father of all (1929); E. O. James, The Christian faith
in the modern world (1930) ; W. L. Knox and A. R. Vidler, The development

of modern Catholicism (1933), where the influence of modernism on High
Anglican theology is specifically admitted and illustrated. See also A. E. J.
Rawlinson's books referred to above, p. 257 n.
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maxim 'by their fruits ye shall know them*. The vital question is

not how much or little of the chronicled detail of the Founder's

life can be authenticated in a way which will satisfy the exacting
historical critic, or how far his certainly genuine utterances can be

made into a code of
*

categorical imperatives
'

; it is whether he has

brought, and continues to bring, a new quality of spiritual life

into humanity, or not (n, 131).

Professor Taylor appears, like Mr Spens, to have regarded
the modernist movement with keen, if critical, sympathy,

1

but it is unlikely that the influence of its literature upon his

intellectual development was so considerable. However, he

certainly had a very high regard for Tyrrell as a thinker, as is

illustrated by the fact that, in 1914, he expressed the wish that

Tyrrell, if he had lived, might have been appointed as a

Gifford lecturer.*

It should also be observed that Professor Taylor, again like

Mr Spens, differentiates his position not only from
*

un-

qualified* modernism, but also from what we have called the

Lux Mundi theology. Thus he criticizes Gore's attempt to

allow a symbolical interpretation of some articles in the

creed, e.g. the Ascension, while rigidly insisting on a literal

interpretation of others, e.g. the Virgin Birth. 'What I

dispute', writes Professor Taylor, 'is the right ofany man, or

body of men, to claim once and for all to limit the right to

recognize the presence ofthe symbolic element to the case of

certain specified articles and to exclude from active participa-
tion in the devotional life of the Christian community those

who do not make the same precise restriction '.3

The evidence, which has been adduced, is sufficient to

justify the conclusion that the modernist movement con-

tributed substantially, if only in its initial stages, to the

development within the Church of England of a new

1 Thefaith ofa moralist, n, 131.
3 Von Hiigel, Selected letters, p. 211.

3 Thefaith ofa moralist, n, 142, cp. p. 113.
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apologetic for Catholicism that is intended to meet modern

thought on its own ground and to evade none of the assured

results of historical and biblical criticism. The revival in the

Church of England during the last hundred years of

Catholicism as a living religious system, whatever may be

thought of its legitimacy, has certainly been remarkable, and

this revival continues steadily to extend its influence. The
newer type oftheology, in which it is now expressing itself,

may be held to support the suggestion that what the Roman
modernists, in various ways but entirely unsuccessfully,

aspired after is likely to be realized, in part at least, in

Anglicanism, i.e. a development of the historic Catholic

religion whose theology will take full account ofthe progress
ofhuman knowledge.

It is interesting to recall that towards the end of his life

Tyrrell, although he had decided that it was his own voca-

tion not to return to the Church of England but instead to

live Catholic who protested

against 'the Vatican heresies', Depressed
the hope that what

the m.Q^^^QJ^^.s^^^mn^llt to achieve in the Church
of Rome might come to pass in or through the Church of

England. At the time however the hope seemed very un-
certain because Anglican Catholicism still appeared to be

predominantly traditionalist in outlook. On January isth,

1909, he wrote to Arthur Boutwood (Hakluyt Egerton) as

follows :

Possibly the Church of England may be able to accept the

results ofhistory, and yet retain the substance ofher Catholicism,
Le. she may have room for Modernism. I hope so. But my grow-
ing impression is that the instinct ofthe Athelstane Rtley, Spencer-
Jones, and Halifax schools is like that of Pius X, wise in its

generation My own sympathies are not with Spencer-Jones
but with those who seek an entente with science on the one hand
and with the historical Catholicism of the East and the Alt-

Katholicismus on the other If Modernism fails in the Church
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of England (and by Modernism I always mean a synthesis
of

Catholicism anSISaef^ it may
it has

not a fair chance because the other term oif synthesis the^ is

not Catholicism, but Ultramontanism, which is a species of Pro-

^ggtjgfl^ regard as done Has been to

SBeTquestion which I have failed to answer. I am not so con-

ceited as to conclude that it is therefore unanswerable. And I

think that it may be the destiny of the Church of England to

answer it.
1

In 1909 TyrrelTs misgivings were justified; the hope he

thus expressed is being realized to an extent which could

hardly then have been foreseen. To Anglicans this realization,

1
George TyrreWs letters (1920), pp. n8f; cp. a letter to the same effect

written to Mrs Dowson in 1907, ibid. pp. 1328!; also Petre, Life oj

Tyrrell, n, 368. It is curious to find this hope that what had failed in

the Roman Church would succeed in. the Anglican reflected in a very

different and somewhat unexpected quarter. Thomas Hardy, in the

'apology* which is prefixed to his Late lyrics
and earlier (1922), spoke of

his fear that
*we seem threatened with a new Dark Age', and ofELS hope

that a progressive religious movement might do much to counteract the

dissolvent forces in our civilization. Since the failure of the modernist

movement in the Roman Church, he thought that tie Anglican Church

appeared to be the most likely field so far at least as England was con-

cernedfor a religious movement which, while preserving what was

good in tradition, would be willing to
*

remove those things that are

shaken*. Thus he wrote:
'

Since the historic and august hierarchy ofRome

some generation ago lost its chance of being the religion ofthe future by

doing otherwise, and throwing over the little band ofNew Catholics who

were making a straggle for continuity by applying the principle of

evolution to their own faith,joining hands with modern science, and out-

flanking the hesitating English instinct towards liturgical restatement (a

flank march which I at the time quite expected to witness, with the

gathering of many millions of waiting agnostics into its fold); since

then, one may ask, what other purely English establishment than the

Church of England, of sufficient dignity and footing, with sufficient

strength of old association, such scope for transmntability, such arcM-

tectural spell,
is left in this country to keep the shreds of morality

together?' (op.
cit. pp. xvif.).
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and its future prospects, may seem, to be the most directly

interesting, and even the most important, outcome of the

modernist movement. At the same time the complete
failure ofthe movement within the Roman communion and

the manner in which all the forces opposed to it there have

consolidated themselves ought not to be regarded with

indifference by anyone who takes a large view of the future

of European civilization and of Christianity as a world-

religion. The Church of England is only one among several,

indeed among many, institutions upon which the future of

Christendom depends; it depends not least upon the Church

of Rome.
There must be many non-Roman Christians who will

subscribe to the words of a recent Anglican writer: *Jj3jp

condemnation ^pjn t3^is ts
liberal movement in the Roman

CSHSoEc"Church by Pius Xwasow ofthe greatest theological

mSortunes of modern times; and the w:

ords Pascendi^id

TMenfdKltw'^fQi long continue to evoke feelings ofregret
in the minds of those who look forward to a world-wide

Catholicism with its arms open to modern intellectual andWl^^'^ ^aAMttW
r'3p~"'v

..,.-, ,., _ W>i< ,,...** a-*"*

CTOi^^neeas. . . . U^on ,ui^ a^yelojment and success o; a

i2H^r *n t^ie
'

R*om-an Catholic

cKurch
? ^e.jSttna.ate Future of CEffstlan culture in'W^tP^i

Eurgpe,.kipiwiJ.y ?Pe^n
g> depends.*

1

It has not been possible to point to any signs that a second

modernist movement is likely to develop shortly or that, if

it did develop shordy, its fate would be much different from
that of the first. Ultimately, no doubt, the Roman Church
will be unable to maintain its intransigent attitude to all that

conflicts with its traditional teaching. The story of Galileo

will in one form or another repeat itself. Sooner or later the

doctrinal and disciplinary absolutism, in which ultramon-

tanism has issued, will have to undergo radical change.

1 Dr F. L. Cross in the Church Quarterly Review (April, 1933), pp. 147
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Those who believe that the truth ultimately prevails will

believe also that the truths, for "which the modernist move-
ment was an attempt to win acceptance, mingled there as

they inevitably "were "with error, are bound to triumph in the

end. The history of the movement, however, prompts the

reflection that certain parts of the truth are at present likely
to prevail in the Roman Church much later than elsewhere.



Appendix I

ON THE USE OF THE TERMS
'MODERNISM', 'MODERNIST'

The most careful and complete examination ofthe use ofthe

terms 'modernism' and 'modernist* (in their various

linguistic forms), prior to their definitive adoption in the

encyclical Pascendi, is that of M. J. Riviere, Le modernisme

dans Vfeglise (1929), pp. 13-34- The words had a longer and

more interesting history behind them than was at first

supposed. The adjective at least has been used since the six-

teenth century, although with various shades ofmeaning and

in widely different contexts. The first instance appears to be

its application to the nominalists by Luther in 1524.

The origin ofits application to the Roman, Catholics, who
were condemned by the pope in 1907, is still somewhat
obscure. But, as Rivi&re points out (op. at. pp. 25f.), there is

no evidence to justify Dr H. D. A. Major's assertion that

'the word Modernisti began to be used ecclesiastically during
the pontificate ofPope Leo XIII whose policy encouraged it if

it did not actually originate it'. 1 The earliest instance of its

use, or rather of the use of modernismo, by any ecclesiastical

authority occurs in a pastoral letter from die bishops of the

provinces of Turin and Verceil, which was published on
Christmas day, 1905. The first instance of its use in Italy by
anyone at all is in an article by a priest named Umberto

Benigni, published inJanuary, 1904. It is uncertain whether

1
English modernism (1927), p. 19; cp. Ency. Brit. 14th. ed. (1929), xv,

637: *The word Modernism had been used on. die Continent during the

pontificate ofLeo XIII as the designation ofaneo-scholastic (!)
movement

in die Roman Cadiolic Church which was condemned by die Encyclical
Pascendi in 1907 *.
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the use of the terms in. France arose independently or was
derived from Italy. In any case it was not until about the

beginning of 1906 that 'loisysme' and 'loisyste* gave way to

'modernisme' and 'moderniste'. 1

1 Riviere does not notice the use ofthe word 'modernism* by Tyrrell
in two of his published letters (one written in August, 1901, the other in

November, 1903) in a sense which, so far as can be judged from the

context, approximates closely to that which it later acquired. See Life of
Tyrrell, n, 52 ; George Tyrrell's letters, p. 132. Even so, this use ofthe word
in private correspondence may do no more than confirm Riviere's

hypothesis of 'tine generation spontanee dans des milieux differents* (op.
cit. p. 30).
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LAMENNAIS ON THE NEED OF
DOCTRINAL RENOVATION

F. de La Mennais, Des progress de la revolution et de la guerre
contre VEglise (1829).

Pp. 276 ff. Ne craignons point de 1'avouer, la theologie, si belle

par elle-meme, si attachante, si vaste, n'est aujourd'hui, teUe

qu'on Tenseigne dans la plupart des seminaires, qu'une scolastique

mesquine et degeneree, dont la secheresse rebute les el&ves, et qui
ne leur donne aucune idee de 1'ensemble de la Religion, ni de ses

rapports merveilleux avec tout ce qui int6resse 1 nomme, avec
tout ce qui peut etre 1'objet de sa pensee. Ce n'etoit pas ainsi que
la concevoit saint Thomas, lui qui, dans ses ouvrages immortels, en
a fait le centre de toutes les connoissances de son temps. Em-
pruntez de lui cette methode admirable qui coordonne et

generalise, et joignez-y ces vues profbndes, ces hautes contem-

plations, cette chaleur, cette vie, qui caract^risent les anciens

Peres: alors disparoitra ce pesant ennui, qui eteint parmi les

jeunes gens destines au sacerdoce, le gout de T^tude et m6me le

talent. Retranchez de vos cours tant de vaines questions qui les

fatiguent sans fruit, et leur enl&vent un temps precieux, qu'ils

emploieroient bien plus utilenient & s'instruire cie choses appli-
cables au si&cle ou ils vivent, et au monde sur lequel ils doivent

agir. Tout a change autour de vous ; les id6es ont pris et continuent
de prendreincessamment des directionsnbuvelles ; institutions, lois,

moeurs, opinions, rien ne ressemble ^. ce que virent nos p&res.
A quoi serviroit le zele le plus vif, sans la connoissance de la

societe au milieu de laqueUe il doit s'exercer, II est n6cessaire

d'apprendre autrement, et d'apprendre davantage: autrement,

pour mieux entendre; davantage, pour ne pas rester en arriere de
ceux qu'on est charg6 de guider. Ce n'est point par ce qu'ils
savent, que les ennemis du christianisme sont forts, mais par ce

qu'ignorent ses defenseurs naturels. Cette espece d'inf6riorit6,
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r6sultat, comme nous Favons dit, de circonstances passageres,
afFoiblit singulierement I'influence du Clerge sur les classes

instruites, et nuit beaucoup a la Religion dans un siecle vain de ses

pretendues lumieres, et ou 1'education, les journaux, les recueils

periodiques de tout genre, les livres plus multiplies que jamais,
mettent certaines notions generates a la portee d'un grand nombre
de gens sottement fiers de ce mince avantage.
Mais il ne sufEt pas de perfectionner les premieres etudes

clericales ; on doit etendre plus loin ses regards, et se proposer un
but plus eleve. Long-temps Tfiglise tint en sa main le sceptre des

sciences, et ce fut une des causes de Tascendant qu'elle acquit sur

les esprits. Ce moyen d.'action seroit maintenant plus puissant

qu'a nulle autre epoque, et Ton feroit ainsi tourner a Tavantage
des hommes ces connoissances indifFerentes en soi au bien et au

mal, mais qui produisent infailliblement plus de mal que de bien

quand le principe religieux ne preside pas a leur developpement.
D'immenses travaux ont ete entrepris depuis trente ans, et sont

poursuivis avec ardeur par les savants de tous les pays. Il est

temps que la science catholique vienne recueilHr la riche

moisson qu'on lui a preparee
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